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As a new year begins, many people commit to strict diets or exercise regimes
or vow to save more money. Book nerd that I am, I like to formulate a series
of “reading resolutions”—goals to help me refocus and improve my reading
experience in the months to come.
Sometimes I don’t accomplish all that I hoped—I really ought to have
read more literature in translation last year, though I’m glad to have encountered Elena Ferrante’s The Lying Life of Adults (translated by Ann Goldstein)
and Juan Pablo Villalobos’ I Don’t Expect Anyone To Believe Me (translated by
Daniel Hahn)—but that isn’t exactly the point.
Sometimes, too, new resolutions form over the course of the year. Like
many
Americans, I sought out more work by Black writers in 2020; as a result,
Tom Beer
books by Claudia Rankine, Les and Tamara Payne, Raven Leilani, Deesha
Philyaw, and Randall Kenan were among my favorites of the year.
Those caveats aside, here are my reading resolutions for 2021:
Read more literature in translation. See above. Rodrigo Fuentes’ collection
of stories about life in rural Guatemala, Trout, Belly Up, translated by Ellen
Jones (Charco Press, Jan. 28), looks like a good place to start, as does Sea Loves
Me (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Feb. 23), a selection of stories by the Mozambican writer Mia Couto.
Read more to understand current events. Surely, we’ve all had enough up-tothe-minute current events, lurching from tweet to tweet, over the past four
years, you say? Perhaps. But nonfiction that explores a timely topic with
depth can offer insight you’ll never get from the latest breaking story on
CNN or trending topic on Twitter. And, I’ll confess, my nonfiction reading
often leans toward memoir, biography, and history—all worthy genres, but
isn’t the point to read a bit more outside my comfort zone? A good place to start would be Charles
Kenny’s The Plague Cycle: The Unending War Between Humanity and Infectious Disease (Scribner, Jan. 19),
which is, technically, a history, but will surely put the Covid-19 pandemic into better context. Likewise, Charles M. Blow’s The Devil You Know: A Black Power Manifesto (Harper/HarperCollins, Jan.
26) promises outside-the-box thinking about racial politics in America, suggesting that Black voters
could form solid majorities if they were to reverse the Great Migration and
move back to the South. “Valuable as a thought experiment alone,” says our
reviewer, “but also an ‘actual plan’ for effecting lasting political change.”
Read more debut authors. It felt like 2020 was the year when books by our
modern masters were met with a yawn—sorry, Messrs. Amis and DeLillo—
while work from new talents thrilled ordinary readers and prize judges alike.
Debut novels won both the Booker Prize and the Kirkus Prize, and dozens of
others showed up on awards shortlists and best books of the year lists. A few
2021 debuts on my radar: Mateo Askaripour’s novel, Black Buck (Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, Jan. 12), Dantiel W. Moniz’s story collection, Milk Blood
Heat (Grove, Feb. 2), and Zak Salih’s novel, Let’s Get Back to the Party (Algonquin, Feb. 16).
Explore the work of a writer I haven’t read. The news last month of John le Carré’s death confronted
me with a sad realization: I’ve never read any of his books. What better author to explore in 2021,
especially since he has such a robust backlist—up to and including his last novel, Agent Running in the
Field, published in 2019? Kirkus called it a “tragicomic salute to both the recuperative powers of its
has-been hero and the remarkable career of its nonpareil author.”
Here’s to a rewarding year of reading for us all. Check back in a year to see how I did.
Print indexes: www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/print-indexes
Kirkus Blog: www.kirkusreviews.com/blog
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Adams, Hope
Berkley (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-593-09957-5

Alas for the hopes of an ardent young
reformer aboard a shipful of women convicts when one of them is attacked.
In April 1841, the Rajah leaves London for Van Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania). Onboard are nearly 200 women
convicted of petty crimes and sentenced to transportation to
the other side of the world. With them are Capt. Charles Ferguson, master of the Rajah; a pious but stern clergyman; the jovial
ship’s doctor; and the 23-year-old matron of the prisoners, idealistic Kezia Hayter. She hopes to build a community among the
women by choosing 18 of them to assemble a quilt to present to
their new home’s governor when they arrive. In a series of temporal jumps to and from the past, the near past, and the present of 1841, Kezia’s life and the lives of the convicts—some of
whom have known nothing but poverty and degradation, some
grieving for the families they had to leave behind, a few who
were allowed to bring their children with them—are stitched
together. When Hattie Matthews is stabbed, Kezia helps the
captain, the parson, and the doctor interview the seven witnesses to the event. Some of them recall Hattie’s fear that she
was being watched, others the swatch of fabric in which was
embroidered a warning for Hattie to keep silent. What none of
the investigators know is that one of the convicts is an imposter who stole the identity of another prisoner in a desperate
attempt to escape the gallows. Her fear that someone onboard
may recognize her makes her the obvious suspect in what might
well yet be a murder—and forces her to turn to the one person
who could be her undoing.
A historical episode artfully adapted in a bleak tale that
offers glimmers of hope for women discarded by society.

TOMORROW THEY WON’T
DARE TO MURDER US

Andras, Joseph
Trans. by Leser, Simon
Verso (144 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-78873-871-2

y o u n g a d u lt

Crime and punishment in 1950s
Algeria.
Fernand Iveton would never dream
of harming a fellow member of the working class. Alas, in an act of sabotage gone awry, he has, though,
and he’s been arrested for his troubles. It’s no ordinary arrest,
for Fernand, though European, is a prominent figure in the
movement to free Algeria from French rule. “Where’s the
bomb, you son of a bitch?” an interrogator shouts before punching him so hard that “his jaw makes a faint cracking sound.”
Worse is yet to come for him and some of his comrades. Iveton, a real figure executed in 1957, emerges in Andras’ novel as
a rough-edged but principled revolutionary, one who “may not
have read Marx like the party leaders” but whose commitment
to an independent Algeria of “Arabs, Berbers, Jews, Italians,
Spaniards, Maltese, French, Germans…” is very real. Fernand
doesn’t budge in this commitment in Andras’ slender narrative,
and neither does his faithful wife, a Polish immigrant he met in
France. Andras’ scenes move back and forth in time and space
from Paris and the French countryside to Algiers—in the latter,
mostly a dusty prison yard where nothing much happens even
as, beyond the walls, French labor unions and leftist politicians
agitate for Fernand’s release. Their efforts are in vain: The verdict of guilty “falls like the blade that is now promised to him,” a
verdict that Hélène and Fernand accept with grim stoicism. As
Andras writes in the afterword to his book, which won the Prix
Goncourt for a first novel, the case of Iveton was once so well
known that Jean-Paul Sartre wrote a memorial essay about him
in Les Temps modernes, and, it’s said, Albert Camus tried to plead
for his freedom. It is almost forgotten today, and though mostly
affectless in tone, Andras’ novel revives a lost moment in history,
neatly bookending Kamel Daoud’s The Meursault Investigation.
A promising debut of interest to students of modern
French literature.

on the other side of the camera as former students want to
record him explaining how he made his famous films. Leo
has other plans, namely to reveal to his wife of more than 35
years facts about himself, tapping into “a tsunami of memories.” They include dropping out of college with plans to fight
for Castro, divorce, drinking with Bob Dylan and Joan Baez,
betraying a longtime artist friend, and his real Vietnam War
draft status. The novel’s structure, which alternates between
two very different narrative segments, seems awkward at first
and then strikingly effective. There are the bare, Beckett-like
present-day sections in which Leo as talking head delivers
his tale to the camera under one spotlight and chats testily
with those in the room. Longer, time-hopping sections present Leo’s past in a less-flattering light than his public persona
enjoyed. It can be hard to know what’s true in any of this, for
Leo is a highly unreliable narrator given his illness, his medications, his own doubts about his memory, and the challenges
his story elicits from the former students, who regard him
as hero and mentor, as well as from an unexpected source.
Banks, who turned 80 this year, explores aging, memory, and

An ardently Southern fantasy thriller,
perfect for those looking for different kinds of heroes.
—Kirkus Reviews

FOREGONE

Banks, Russell
Ecco/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-303675-8

Oravec’s entry into the low fantasy genre uses the
timeless, distinctive atmosphere of the rural South and
Kentucky horse country...to seamlessly integrate a
Greek myth in a way that feels wondrous
but not anachronistic. —Kirkus Reviews

A man nearing death tries to tell his
wife certain things about himself in this
dark, affecting work.
Leo Fife, a documentary filmmaker
and teacher, sits in a wheelchair at home
with a morphine drip and a bladder bag,
dying of cancer at 77. For most of one day, April 1, 2018, he’s

For Representation & Film Rights:
will@bloodlinepublishers.com
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10 fiction books to
look for in 2021
We all know a new year is just a
random marker in time, but I can’t
help feeling hopeful as we enter
2021. Perhaps we’ll all have a little
more brain space to devote to reading fiction—and there are a lot of
exciting books to look forward to.
Burnt Sugar by Avni Doshi
(Overlook, Jan. 26): U.S. readers
have been eagerly awaiting the publication of this
debut novel since it was shortlisted
for the Booker Prize in September.
Set in Pune, India, it explores the
complex bond between a neglectful
mother and the daughter whose life
is entwined with hers. “A landmark
portrait of toxic parenting and its
tangled aftermath,” says our starred
review.
The Removed by Brandon Hobson (Ecco, Feb. 16): Like Hobson’s
last novel, Where the Dead Sit Talk
ing—a finalist for the National Book
Award in 2018—this new book features a Cherokee boy who’s placed
with a foster family, in this case the
Echotas, whose middle child was
killed by a policeman 15 years earlier.
Our starred review says, “A slim yet
wise novel boils profound questions
down to its final word: ‘Home.’ ”
No One Is Talking About This by
Patricia Lockwood (Riverhead, Feb.
16): Known for her poetry as well
as her memoir, Priestdaddy (2017), a
Kirkus Prize finalist, Lockwood’s
first novel is about a nameless woman exploring “the difference between the life that she chooses online and the life that comes crashing
in on her,” as our starred review says.
“An insightful—frequently funny, often devastating—meditation on human existence.”
The Slaughterman’s Daughter by Yaniv Iczkovits
(Pantheon, Feb. 23): It’s the late 19th century in czarist
Russia. A Jewish man has abandoned his shtetl, leaving
6
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his wife and children behind. The
daughter of the title is his unconventional sister-in-law, who takes
off after him, determined to bring
him home. Listen to our starred review: “Occasionally a book comes
along so fresh, strange, and original
that it seems peerless, utterly unprecedented. This is one of those
books.”
What’s Mine and Yours by Naima Coster (Grand Central, March 2):
Coster’s first novel, Halsey Street, was
a finalist for the 2018 Kirkus Prize.
Her new novel tells the story of two
North Carolina families bound by
trauma and love over the course of
three decades, creating characters of
real depth. Our starred review calls
it “tender but—miraculously—never
sentimental”; see the full review on
page 10.
Klara and the Sun by Kazuo
Ishiguro (Knopf, March 2): In his
first novel since winning the Nobel Prize, Ishiguro returns to the
dystopian tone of Never Let Me Go
(2005). Klara is an “Artificial Friend”
who goes home with a mysteriously
sick girl named Josie. Is she being
groomed as a surrogate daughter in
case Josie dies? Our starred review
calls it “a haunting fable of a lonely,
moribund world that is entirely too plausible.”
The Committed by Viet Thanh
Nguyen (Grove, March 2): The spy
from Nguyen’s Pulitzer Prize–winning The Sympathizer (2015) goes to
Paris in 1981, pondering philosophy
while working for a drug kingpin.
Our starred review calls it “a quirky
intellectual crime story that highlights the Vietnam War’s complex
legacy.”
How Beautiful We Were by Imbolo Mbue (Random House, March 9): Mbue’s first
novel, Behold the Dreamers (2016), was a vivid portrait of

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

reputation in thoughtful and touching ways, enhanced by the
correspondence between aspects of Leo’s life and the writer’s
own history. At one point a character says, “It’s like trying to
tie a novel to the author’s real life.” Maybe setting the story on
April Fools’ Day is the broadest nod to such delusive links and
to the deceits and truths of creativity.
A challenging, risk-taking work marked by a wry and
compassionate intelligence.

LEONORA IN THE
MORNING LIGHT

Carter, Michaela
Avid Reader Press (416 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-982120-51-1
A novel based on true events exploring the life, love, and work of surrealist
painter and writer Leonora Carrington.
Set against the backdrop of World
War II, the novel shifts among the perspectives of Leonora; Max Ernst, her lover and fellow surrealist;
and Peggy Guggenheim, the art collector and socialite. Twentyyear-old Leonora has spent her entire life rebelling against her
upper-class British upbringing. When she meets Max at a dinner
party, their attraction is immediate and all-consuming. Twentysix years her senior, he brings her into his circle of artists, which
includes Pablo Picasso, Andre Breton, and Salvador Dalí. Their
relationship turns her into “the sort of woman her father most
feared she’d become—an unmarried artist.” In their home in
France, the two live in bliss for a few years—painting, exploring nature, and making love—before the war tears them apart.
Max, a German citizen marked as “degenerate,” is put into an
internment camp, then reaches out to Peggy for help escaping
Europe. Peggy, who has been trying to save artists (and their
artwork) from the Nazis, begins to fall in love with Max—a man
she knows will never fully love her back. Carter’s lyrical and
poetic prose often embodies the strange, unnerving qualities of
surrealism: “Light had flashed through the marrow of her bones
and she’d lain as if electrocuted, ignited, having flown beyond
the margins of her skin.” Throughout the novel, Carter meditates beautifully on the unique difficulties of being a woman
artist. Near the end, Leonora is looking at a Frida Kahlo painting when she has an anguished realization about Kahlo: “She
hides nothing. To become the master, she has killed the muse.
It is that simple.” No longer willing to be only a muse, Leonora
comes into her own.
A satisfying historical novel about love, art, and war.
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a bustling New York that seems very
far away right now. In her new novel,
she depicts an African village being
slowly devastated by an American oil
company. “Among the many virtues
of Mbue’s novel is the way it uses an
ecological nightmare to frame a vivid
and stirring picture of human beings’
asserting their value to the world,
whether the world cares about them
or not,” according to our starred review.
The Elephant of Belfast by S.
Kirk Walsh (Counterpoint, April 6):
Based on a true story of World War
II, this debut novel introduces a
zookeeper in Northern Ireland who
becomes so attached to an elephant
in her charge that she hides it in her
house during the Luftwaffe bombing of Belfast. “The concept sounds
whimsical, but this is not a light or
frivolous novel,” says our review. “A
fresh perspective on painful losses during wartime.”
Early Morning Riser by Katherine Heiny (Knopf, April 13): Like
Anne Tyler or Laurie Colwin, Heiny
is known for charm; as our starred
review says, “It’s easy to adore the
characters Heiny conjures in her
novels and short stories. They tend
to be quirky and smart, caring and
passionate.” Her latest follows a
Michigan couple over the course of
17 years, and it “finds beauty and humor in connection
and community, family and friendship, and the way
love can develop and deepen over time.”
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WIN

Coben, Harlan
Grand Central Publishing (384 pp.)
$29.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5387-4821-3
Memo to fans who’ve longed for Windsor Horne Lockwood III, the moneyed,
omnicompetent buddy of sports agent
Myron Bolitar, to snag a starring role of
his own: Beware what you wish for.
Nothing would connect privileged
Win with the murder of the reclusive tenant of an exclusive
Upper West Side building if the police hadn’t found a painting
inside Ry Strauss’ apartment—a Vermeer belonging to Win’s
family that was stolen long ago while on loan to Haverford College—along with a monogrammed suitcase belonging to Win
himself. The two discoveries tie Win not only to the murder, but
to the Jane Street Six, a group of student activists Strauss led
even longer ago. The Six’s most notoriously subversive action,
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the bombing of an empty building in 1973, left several innocents
accidentally dead and the law determined to track down the
perps. But except for Vanessa Hogan, whom Billy Rowan tearfully visited soon after the bombing to beg her forgiveness for
his role in bringing about the death of her son, no one’s seen
hide nor hair of the Six ever since. The roots of the outrage go
even deeper for Win, whose uncle, Aldrich Powers Lockwood,
was killed and whose cousin, Patricia, to whom he’d given that
suitcase, was one of 10 women kidnapped, imprisoned, and
raped in an unsolved crime. These meaty complications are duly
unfolded, and gobs of cash thrown at them, by the ludicrously
preening, self-infatuated Win, who announces, “It’s good to be
me,” and “I can be charming when I want to be.” As if.
Densely plotted and replete with incident if you can overlook the insufferable narrator.

A collection of perceptive portraits of life in rural
England at the turn of the 20th century.
the hurly burly and other stories

CALL ME ELIZABETH LARK

Colasanti, Melissa
Crooked Lane (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-64385-682-7

y o u n g a d u lt

A domestic miracle that seems too
good to be true is indeed entirely too
good to be true.
Twenty years ago, Gwen Barkley,
who was supposed to be watching her
little sister, allowed her attention to
wander to her boyfriend, Jared Henderson, and Charlotte disappeared, presumed drowned. Now a woman who looks very
much like the adult Gwen turns up with a little boy at the B&B
Myra and Herb Barkley own with the highly distinctive necklace Charlotte was wearing when she vanished. Elizabeth Lark,
as she introduces herself, must really be the missing daughter
she’s been grieving for years, thinks Myra. Only she’s not; she’s
not even Elizabeth Lark. Instead, she’s Elizabeth Briggs, who’s
given an overdose of painkillers to Peter Briggs, her abusive husband, and fled under a hastily assumed identity with her 5-yearold son, Theo. Both Myra and Gwen, stricken by guilt, are all
too eager to take the newcomer to their hearts despite her protests. But their faux family reunion is shaded by ominous signs.
A picture of Charlotte is defaced by an intruder; another picture
is stolen; and someone hacks the brand-new security system
Myra has had installed at the Barkley. As the complications and
dark revelations mount—some of them, to be fair, a lot easier to
swallow than others—one thing becomes clear: “Elizabeth Lark
has saved and destroyed this family in one fell swoop.”
Readers who can look past all this suffocatingly suspenseful debut’s coincidences are in for quite a ride.

imprudent romantic choice that alters his life forever. Coppard
neither creates rustic stereotypes nor condescends to his characters, consistently capturing their essences in a few economical brush strokes. That’s true of Phillip Repton, from the O.
Henry–esque story “Fifty Pounds,” a writer who finds that his
projects “insolvently withered, and morning, noon, and evening
brought his manuscripts back as unwanted as snow in summer,”
or Molly Wickham, in “The Wife of Ted Wickham,” who is
“sound as a roach and sweet as an apple tree in bloom.” A house
with windows that would “often catch the glare so powerfully
that the whole building seemed to burn like a box of contained
and smokeless fire” is but one of the many striking settings
Coppard sketches in sharp, vivid detail. Though the details of
his characters’ daily routines may seem alien to modern sensibilities, their emotional struggles are instantly recognizable and
memorably evoked.
A collection of perceptive portraits of life in rural England at the turn of the 20th century.

THE HURLY BURLY AND
OTHER STORIES

Coppard, A.E.
Ecco/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-305416-5

These 15 short stories from a
respected, if not widely known, English
writer who died in 1957 penetrate the
outwardly simple existence of an assortment of inhabitants of rural Britain to
produce sophisticated depictions of their inner lives.
Even the slightest of Coppard’s tales exude a strong sense of
place while some of the longer ones possess an almost novelistic scope. In the latter category are stories like “The Handsome
Lady,” which movingly depicts the life of a man torn between his
duty to his invalid wife and his love for another woman. “Ring
the Bells of Heaven” traces the career of Blandford Febery, who
leaves his family’s farm on a Suffolk heath to become first an
actor and then a revivalist preacher before experiencing a crisis
of faith. In “The Higgler,” an itinerant peddler lives to regret an
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Coster is an exacting observer but also an endlessly generous
one, approaching her cast with a sharp eye and deep warmth.
what’s mine and yours

WHAT’S MINE
AND YOURS

Ray is shot and killed. Jade’s cousin owed money to a guy; Ray
was in the wrong place at the wrong time. Then Coster skips
forward a few years, to the outskirts of that city, where a woman
named Lacey May Ventura is trying to raise three daughters on
no money while her troubled husband is in prison; an unrelated
story, on the surface, a single mother making compromises to
get by. The story of the past, though, is then interrupted by dispatches from the present: In the Atlanta suburbs, Noelle, the
oldest of the Ventura girls, is now a theater director in a disintegrating marriage. Jumping backward and forward in time and
bouncing between families, Coster weaves together a gripping
portrait of generational pain. But the details of her plot—carefully constructed, if not especially subtle—pale in comparison
to her characters, who are startling in their quiet humanity.
Coster is an exacting observer but also an endlessly generous
one, approaching her cast with a sharp eye and deep warmth.
The overlapping pieces fit together, of course, but it’s the individual moments that are exquisite, each chapter a tiny snapshot
of a whole world.
Tender but—miraculously—never sentimental.

Coster, Naima
Grand Central Publishing (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5387-0234-5
Coster, a Kirkus Prize finalist for
Halsey Street (2018), returns with an intergenerational saga of two North Carolina families inextricably connected by
trauma and love.
In a city in the Piedmont in the fall of 1992, Ray is baking
croissants, preparing for the day that’s supposed to change his
life: A reporter is coming to profile the cafe he co-founded that
has since become “his everything.” If business picks up afterward, he already has a list of things he’ll do. Buy his girlfriend,
Jade, a ring and marry her. Buy Jade’s 6-year-old son, Gee—who
is, for all practical purposes, also his son now—a chest of drawers. Take them on a trip. None of it will happen: That afternoon,
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THIS TIME NEXT YEAR

in tone somewhere between comedy, tragedy, and fable, Welsh
author Davies’ understated second novel considers isolated
characters and their yearnings against the historical long view
and looming political violence. Hilary Byrd has fled English suburbia to reach this former British hill station in India, seeking
an escape from modern clamor. A sexual blank slate, inclined
to depression, Byrd is happy to be offered temporary shelter
in a missionary’s bungalow by the local Padre and settles into
a gentle routine that includes the daily services of Jamshed, an
auto rickshaw driver. The Padre’s household includes Priscilla,
a young woman who had been abandoned as a child. Byrd fears
he’s being groomed to take Priscilla on, but then, over time, as
he teaches her English, sewing, and baking, he finds his feelings for her developing. But Priscilla loves another, Jamshed’s
nephew Ravi, a barber who wears a white Stetson and has ambitions to become a country and western singer. Davies’ accumulation of curious, private, overlapping characters is presented
tenderly in an India that seems, despite mention of internet
cafes, scarcely to belong to the modern era. But nostalgia is
intended to contrast with the seismic rumblings referenced

Cousens, Sophie
Putnam (352 pp.)
$12.78 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-593-19120-0

y o u n g a d u lt

British babies born in the same hospital in the first minutes of New Years’
Day 1990 meet again on their 30th
birthdays.
“Look, Shaylene, I’m sure you’ve seen
Sleepless in Seattle? You know that bit
where Meg Ryan is supposed to meet Tom Hanks at the top
of the Empire State Building on Valentine’s Day? Well I’m in
a situation a bit like that,” pleads the likable but self-defeating
pie entrepreneur Minnie Cooper during the climax of Cousens’
debut. Yes, she certainly is, having struggled for more than 300
pages through every rom-com trope in the book. Her story
begins on New Years’ Eve 1989, when her mother, Connie, goes
through labor with a waifish but well-heeled wardmate named
Tara Hamilton. One of them will win a cash prize for giving
birth to the first baby of 1990, and wouldn’t you know, it’s the
rich lady who doesn’t need the money. Not only that, she steals
the lucky name Connie has chosen for her child: Quinn. Furious, the Coopers decide instead on Minnie, not realizing that
this will subject their daughter to a lifetime of self-esteem–
crushing car jokes. On the other hand, Minnie needs her selfesteem crushed so that when she runs into the rich, handsome,
mensch-y Quinn Hamilton on their shared birthday 30 years
later she can spend a year spontaneously generating one mistaken impression after another so the two don’t just accept
what fate so clearly intends for them. While Quinn and Minnie don’t stray far from type, they are surrounded by an entertaining supporting cast—Minnie’s irritating punster boyfriend;
her amateur horologist dad; her employees at the not-for-profit
pie bakery, particularly a platinum blond wastrel named Fleur.
Mother Connie is a bit of a problem, though. Seething with
resentment about the stolen name and other injustices, she’s
a cold and negative mother who passes the chip on her shoulder to her daughter—until something happens offstage and she
turns into a completely different person. Not sure what movie
this comes from, but it doesn’t work.
A cozy quilt of recycled rom-com tropes.

THE MISSION HOUSE

Davies, Carys
Scribner (272 pp.)
$24.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-982144-83-8

A remote Indian hill town inescapably shaped by its colonial past becomes
a refuge for a self-doubting Englishman
seeking peace and finding unsuspected
engagement.
Lightly yet deftly crafted, hovering
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THE VIETRI PROJECT

in the Padre’s mentions of “the beatings and the burnings, the
lynchings and the riots.” Davies is not an overtly political writer,
but there will be a further pointing up of the advancing shift
from imperialist past to nationalist future. The savage storm of
fanaticism will eventually arrive in this sheltered corner, shattering hearts and expectations, before Davies’ cast of hopefuls
and misfits is released into an uncertain future.
Davies subtly synthesizes complex issues into a low-key
yet compelling web of affecting destinies.

DeRobertis-Theye, Nicola
Harper (240 pp.)
$24.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-06-301770-2

A mysterious man becomes the
object of a young woman’s quest.
As the newest hire at a Berkeley
bookshop, Gabriele is assigned to what
the staff calls “the Vietri Project,” fulfilling orders from one Giordano Vietri, in
Rome. Over the course of two and a half years, sending him
more than 1,000 books on assorted esoteric topics—including
mysticism, Native American medicine, shamanism, animism,
and alchemy—Gabriele construes an image of Vietri as “an
old man alone in a crumbling Roman apartment building, surrounded by hundreds of books not in his native language, frantically researching his own mortality.” Making an accomplished
literary debut, notable for its delicate prose and sharply delineated characters, DeRobertis-Theye enmeshes Gabriele in her
own frantic search, impelled, at first, by her curiosity about
Vietri and the wisdom she imagines he may impart to her. An
only child whose mother has been long institutionalized with
schizophrenia, Gabriele, on the cusp of turning 25, decides to
leave her job, the boyfriend who hopes to marry her, and a life
that has become claustrophobic and aimless. Desultory travels
finally end in Rome, where her mother was born, where Gabriele had spent summers as a teenager, and where she tries—but
fails—to find Vietri at his apartment. Fearful of being caught
in the “traumas and histories” of her many Italian relatives, at
first she devotes herself solely to investigating Vietri and, as she
discovers records and documents, becomes drawn into a larger
trauma: Italy’s wartime past. DeRobertis-Theye unfolds Gabriele’s quest like a mystery, revealing clues both to Vietri’s life and
Gabriele’s: her fear of inheriting schizophrenia, her overwhelming feelings of grief, her conflicted longing for family, and her
obsession with Vietri. “Usually,” a friend tells her, “it’s that you
need something about the world explained to you. You want to
understand the order of things and you think that if you trace
the life of this man it will do that for you.”
A captivating tale.

WEDDING STATION

Downing, David
Soho Crime (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-641-29107-1

As Nazism tightens its grip on Germany, an English crime reporter tackles a
handful of juicy stories.
Downing resumes the story of John
Russell in a seventh Station novel, a prequel set many years before his spy work
last seen in Masaryk Station (2013). In February 1933, reporter
12
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Russell is on a train when he and other passengers spot a raging
fire in the distance. It’s the historic Reichstag fire; a moment
later, the new chancellor, Adolf Hitler, and his information chief,
Joseph Goebbels, emerge from a black Mercedes at the scene.
Russell’s journalistic investigations play out against a backdrop
of escalating violence and oppression. Downing’s inclusion of
episodes from the rise of Nazism and backstories involving Russell and his expatriate friends adds texture but slows the propulsive pace of the story. The castration and murder of young
male prostitute Fredo Ratzel sends Russell in search of the
man’s missing roommate, Timo Baur. Divorce looms, meanwhile, for Russell and his estranged wife, Ilse, threatening his
right to live in Germany. Although their relationship is amicable, Russell worries about Paul, their 6-year-old son. Through
Ilse’s new partner, Russell meets war veteran Wilhelm Zollitsch,
whose rebellious daughter, Lili, has disappeared. Is this the latest kidnapping by the SA, the Nazi paramilitary arm? A third
provocative story that Russell is chasing involves the hit-andrun death of Konrad Mommsen, judged an accident by jaded
Detective Kuzorra. Gaining access to Mommsen’s American

widow, Donna, by serving as a translator in her police interview,
Russell presses for more information.
A litany of sordid crimes that are both a MacGuffin for
and a window into a chilling, compelling era.

VERA

Edgarian, Carol
Scribner (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5011-5752-3
The San Francisco earthquake of
1906 extinguishes all sense of normalcy
for 15-year-old Vera Johnson, who must
survive by sheer pluck and intelligence in
the newly rattled landscape.
Olive-skinned, dark-haired Vera looks
nothing like her blond sister, Pie. After all, Vera is the illegitimate
daughter of San Francisco’s most successful madam, Rose, who
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ON OUR COVER

Torrey Peters
A TRANS WRITER DELIVERS A PROVOCATIVE AND FUNNY NOVEL
ABOUT CONTEMPORARY WOMANHOOD
By Tom Beer
Natasha Gornik

All three of your charcters are facing what one calls the
Sex in the City problem. Can you explain?
As you get into your 30s and the questions of beauty or
youth start to come back with diminishing returns, you’re
like: How do I make meaning with the rest of my life? Sex
in the City offers four answers for women: You can be a
Miranda, have a baby; you can be a Charlotte, find a husband; you can be a Samantha and have a career; you can
be a Carrie—and Carrie’s a little bit of all of it, but generally she finds meaning through art until the end of the series. It’s only now, with my generation, that trans women
can even aspire to face the Sex in the City problem. I mean,
that’s the thing about having a baby, for a trans woman,
we can’t just go out and have one. But I do think we’re at a
place where we aspire to have that problem, whereas previous generations were just aspiring to survive, as women.
The idea of, well, I’m going to make meaning out of my
life as a woman—that was a luxury. A lot of them did it. A
lot of them did a great job of it. And there are incredible,
inspiring trans women in generations before me, but it
wasn’t quite the same. Here’s a track, and here’s a point in
your life—what are you going to do with it?

Torrey Peters’ first novel is not your garden-variety
transgender novel (if there is such a thing). Let’s start with
that title: Detransition, Baby (One World, Jan. 12) is a pun
that puts two of Peters’ unexpected themes right on the
cover. Reese is a trans woman in her 30s, given to affairs
with married men, who wants more than anything to be a
mother. Reese’s ex, Ames, was a trans woman named Amy
when they were together; now he has detransitioned—
stopped taking hormones and begun presenting again as
a man—and accidentally gotten his boss pregnant. Katrina wants to keep the baby but is unsure about Ames’ reliability and doesn’t yet know about his complicated gender history. Can this odd trio navigate the raft of life and
relationship issues they face? Compulsively readable, funny, and smart, Detransition, Baby is a novel that cisgender
and transgender readers alike will power through—and
14
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discuss for some time to come. (Book clubs, take note.)
Peters, 39, is the author of two novellas, Infect Your
Friends and Loved Ones and The Masker, and part of a vanguard of trans writers bringing their stories into the mainstream of contemporary fiction. (While she gives away her
novellas for free on her website, the new novel is published
by an imprint of the Penguin Random House juggernaut.)
Peters spoke with us over Zoom from her home in Brooklyn; our conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

Some readers will be surprised to discover that motherhood is such a big theme in the novel.
Motherhood is one of the ways that women my age find
meaning that isn’t easily accessible to trans women. I
probably can get boyfriends, or husbands these days, or

|

tional analogy. The contours, the outlines of the emotional movement are very similar.

I can get a job. Motherhood isn’t easily available to me.
And it’s still, in this culture, one of the experiences that
defines womanhood. So instead of working around it, I
wanted to write a book that wrote right into that distinction and right into the ways in which that isn’t available.
Being trans is like walking a knife’s edge, where sometimes you’re tempted, if I could just detransition, things
could be easier. Or, similarly, if I could just have a baby
and be a mother I would be validated, nobody would
question my right to exist or my right to these feelings. I
have the same maternal feelings, it’s just sometimes they
feel quite thwarted.

Did you have an audience in mind while you were writing Detransition, Baby?
I thought a lot about audience. I [previously] wrote these
novellas that were for trans girls—there was this thing
called t4t, which is a trans-for-trans cultural thing. That
was initially what I was trying to do: write for trans women. But as I was writing the book, I started thinking that
maybe that’s not actually the end point. It’s happened in
other marginalized literatures, where you write for [your
own] group, and it turns out that everybody else can keep
up. As people learn about trans culture, about any marginalized culture, they start to see their own way of living through that lens. I believe that we’re at this place in
the way that we talk about gender where trans thought is
starting to move through mainstream culture. I’m looking to cis women, in some ways, for models of how to
live—but actually there’s a lot that trans women are doing in terms of gender that is beginning to be relevant to
[cis women]. So the audience that I was thinking about
was the people who are there for the beginnings of that
exchange.

y o u n g a d u lt

You have a character, Ames, who has detransitioned.
That’s a very charged subject. Is it scary to write about
that?
Yes, it’s scary in two ways. One, it’s politically scary. These
detransition stories are used as a cudgel in trans debates,
especially in the U.K. right now: People do detransition, and
that’s how we can say that trans people are a mistake, and they
shouldn’t be transitioning, et cetera, et cetera. You say “detransition,” and people immediately think that you’re going to be using these stories to make a point. And I didn’t
want to do that. I actually just wanted to say why somebody would detransition.
The second reason why it was scary is that, you know,
the real reason that most people detransition that I’ve
known isn’t because they were wrong about having transitioned. It’s because life is hard as a trans woman, and
it’s an escape. And so writing about detransition is like
putting that escape on the table. When you have a hard
day, or something happens, you can normally never reach
for that. But when you’re writing about it, it’s right there.

Detransition, Baby received a starred review in the Nov. 1,
2020, issue.

Would you say something about the dedication of the
book?
I dedicated the book to divorced cis women. I think divorced cis women are going through a very similar thing
as a transition—they literally have to change their name,
not get bitter, not get disillusioned, restart a life at a time
when you’re not supposed to have to restart a life. And,
you know, when I was figuring out how to live, how to
find meaning, personally, I read all these books that were
largely by cis women in their midlife. I read Elena Ferrante, I read Rachel Cusk, books like that. And the stuff
that they were talking about, the way it felt for them to
figure things out, was exactly how things felt for me. OK,
our bodies are different, and we had different paths, but
I’m able to make a leap, like most cis women are able to
make a leap to Ferrante. They are not growing up in the
slums of Naples in the ’50s. But they’re able to make an
emotional analogy. Similarly, I was able to make an emo|
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A 15-year-old girl in Colombia, doing time in a remote detention
center, orchestrates a jail break and tries to get home.
infinite country

INFINITE COUNTRY

made an arrangement with Morie Johnson, Pie’s Swedish mother, to
raise Vera as her own in exchange for the physical comforts money
can buy. Morie favors her biological daughter while not sparing the
rod on Vera. Then Morie dies in the earthquake, leaving Vera to fend
for herself and her sister. Having been an occasional visitor to Rose’s
Pacific Heights mansion, Vera knows she will be able to find succor there. With Rose missing, though, Vera resorts to her internal
drive to slowly craft a new life for herself, Pie, and a whole cast of
colorful characters. Edgarian zooms the lens in on Vera, who narrates the book, and her immediate landscape, a choice that too often
straightjackets the story. The novel shines in painting a vivid picture
of early-20th-century San Francisco, including its rowdy politics, but
it falls short of truly immersing the reader. Too often it reads like a
daily chronicle of Vera’s doings, which gets claustrophobic. Rose’s
mansion registers some damage but seems to escape the earthquake
largely unscathed, a point that also strains credulity. Frustratingly,
the plot takes a huge leap after the early post-earthquake days, barely
skirting by Vera’s adulthood before we catch her again in old age.
Even a memorable historical event can’t shake up a
mostly bland story.

Engel, Patricia
Avid Reader Press (208 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-982159-46-7
A 15-year-old girl in Colombia, doing
time in a remote detention center,
orchestrates a jail break and tries to get
home.
“People say drugs and alcohol are the
greatest and most persuasive narcotics—
the elements most likely to ruin a life. They’re wrong. It’s love.”
As the U.S. recovers from the repeal of the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals program, from the misery of separations on
the border, from both the idea and the reality of a wall around the
United States, Engel’s vital story of a divided Colombian family is
a book we need to read. Weaving Andean myth and natural symbolism into her narrative—condors signify mating for life, jaguars
revenge; the embattled Colombians are “a singed species of birds
without feathers who can still fly”; children born in one country
and raised in another are “repotted flowers, creatures forced to
live in the wrong habitat”—she follows Talia, the youngest child,
on a complex journey. Having committed a violent crime not long
before she was scheduled to leave her father in Bogotá to join
her mother and siblings in New Jersey, she winds up in a horrible
Catholic juvie from which she must escape in order to make her
plane. Hence the book’s wonderful first sentence: “It was her
idea to tie up the nun.” Talia’s cross-country journey is interwoven with the story of her parents’ early romance, their migration
to the United States, her father’s deportation, her grandmother’s
death, the struggle to reunite. In the latter third of the book, surprising narrative shifts are made to include the voices of Talia’s
siblings, raised in the U.S. This provides interesting new perspectives, but it is a little awkward to break the fourth wall so late in
the book. Attention, TV and movie people: This story is made
for the screen.
The rare immigrant chronicle that is as long on hope as it
is on heartbreak.

THE GIRLS ARE ALL SO
NICE HERE

Flynn, Laurie Elizabeth
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-982144-62-3

A woman’s dark past resurfaces at her
10-year college reunion in Flynn’s adult
debut.
Thirty-one-year-old Ambrosia Wellington’s job as a PR flack for a Manhattan firm isn’t the acting career she had aspired to when she
started her freshman year at Wesleyan University. But she’s
married to genuine nice guy Adrian, who adores her. When her
comfortable, if not quite perfect, life is disrupted with emails
16
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A young monk uncovers the dark secrets
of the modeling industry.
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Fiction / Dystopian / Thriller
Paperback 410 pp. | July 12, 2020
978-1-7345534-1-3
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from Wesleyan’s alumni committee announcing the upcoming
reunion, she ignores them, but then she gets an anonymous message that changes everything: “You need to come. We need to talk
about what we did that night.” Nearly 14 years ago, Amb couldn’t
wait to leave her working-class New Jersey roots behind when
she arrived at Wesleyan. Her roommate, Flora, was exactly the
type of “freshly scrubbed,” saccharine-sweet “try-hard” that
she despised, so when she met the magnetic and deviously cruel
Sloane Sullivan, Amb finally felt like she belonged, but Sully’s
price of admission was steep. Riding a wave of booze, cocaine,
and ceaseless casual, drunken hookups was damaging enough,
but it’s her relentless pursuit of Flora’s Dartmouth boyfriend
that leads to catastrophe. Now, at the reunion, Amb must face
her past and put it to rest, all while preventing Adrian from finding out about that terrible year. Sully has also received threatening messages, and Amb is wary of trusting her, but the devil
she knows might be her only choice. One thing is clear: A reckoning is inevitable, and it won’t be pretty. Watching the deeply
insecure Ambrosia morph into the toxic Sully’s broken acolyte
is like paying witness to a slow-motion train wreck. It’s hard

to sympathize with Amb, but her self-aware narration, which
alternates between past and present, illustrates how a vulnerable psyche can be twisted into something exceedingly ugly. The
ever rising tide of dread will keep readers hooked even when
they realize that a happy ending may not be in the cards.
A sharp, pitch-black thriller that takes the mean-girls
trope to another level.

CRIMSON PHOENIX

Gilstrap, John
Kensington (512 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4967-2855-5

When you imagine nuclear war, what
do you think next? Gilstrap thinks series
launch.
Getting wind of Israel’s intention to
launch a nuclear strike, Iran attacks preemptively. So does Russia, which targets
major U.S. cities. Communications are sketchy, but it looks as if
Britain’s not doing so well, and the American president and vice
president, along with many Beltway stalwarts, have been incinerated. Escorted by Maj. Joseph McCrea to the Hilltop Manor
Resort, the designated secure refuge for members of Congress,
West Virginia Rep. Victoria Emerson is informed that her sons,
Caleb, 16, and Luke, 13, can’t be accommodated. So she resigns
her position on the spot, turns on her heel, and leaves in search
of someplace safe for them to shelter together—preferably
someplace like Top Hat Mountain, the designated rendezvous
for her son Adam, an 18-year-old cadet at Clinton M. Hedrick
Military Academy, and the rest of the family. As the legislators immured back at Hilltop squabble about whether House
Speaker Penn Glendale is really next in line for the presidency,
McCrea, Victoria, Caleb, and Luke, surviving a brush with an
outlaw gang led by survivalist Jeffrey Grubbs, arrive in the ravaged town of Ortho and step into the middle of a vigilante case
study. It’s up to Victoria, whom nobody in Ortho elected to
be or do anything, to provide more inspiring leadership than
the colleagues she left behind. Very little is resolved, but that’s
more or less the point for this opening installment in Gilstrap’s
post-apocalyptic series.
Just the thing for readers who feel oppressed by the pandemic lockdown. Yes, things could be worse.

THE ARTIST SPOKE
By Ted Morrissey

‘The story revels in a
background debate
about fame versus talent
. . . It’s all approached
very warmly, this desire
these devotees have
for a mystery, breaking
news, and to feel a part of
something grand.’
— Kirkus Reviews

A love letter. A eulogy. A hymn of hope . . .

Avant-garde author Elizabeth Winters has died en route
to Revelation, a literary event for her readers who have
volunteered to be part of her latest novel . . . without
knowing what their participation would involve.
ISBN 978-1-7331949-2-1 (cloth; 188 pages; color illustrations)
ISBN 978-1-7331949-3-8 (paper; b/w illustrations)

For information on representation and film rights, contact
jtedmorrissey@gmail.com • tedmorrissey.com
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A thoroughly enjoyable collection by a bona fide original.
the low desert

THE LOW DESERT
Gangster Stories

sell to a Mexican cartel. Several characters have ties to Chicago’s
Cupertine crime family, including Sal Cupertine, the legendary
hit man reborn as Las Vegas rabbi David Cohen in Gangsterland,
and prolific young killer Dark Billy Cupertine (five hits before
the age of 17), who has trouble “work[ing] out the geometry”
of getting his hands around a victim’s exceptionally fat throat.
These are stories Elmore Leonard would love—not just because
the razor-sharp Goldberg wastes no words in cutting to the
heart of his stories, but also because he highlights the humanity
and inner lives of even his most bent characters. “There’s nothing that says this life has to be lived waiting for the next shame,”
waxes one character. In a universe where someone referring to
severed body parts can say, “In my experience, hands are pretty
durable,” that’s saying something.
A thoroughly enjoyable collection by a bona fide original.

Goldberg, Tod
Counterpoint (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64009-336-2
Hapless mobsters, corrupt cops, and
other fated losers play out the string in
interconnected stories by the author of
Gangsterland (2014).
The Low Desert is a term used to
describe California deserts below 2,000 feet in altitude. The
people in these tales, set mostly in and around Palm Springs,
include a former black ops “goon” who finds joy and possible
romance in burning down a mini-mall; a cocktail waitress at
an Indian casino searching for her adopted 18-year-old Russian
daughter, whose fate is revealed in another story; and a hydrology instructor at Cal State Fullerton who becomes a marijuana
dealer after inventing an advanced sprinkler system he hopes to

AMERICAN DELIRIUM

González, Betina
Trans. by Cleary, Heather
Henry Holt (224 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-250-62128-3

Three characters’ lives converge after
their unnamed city is beset by a series of
weird events.
As González’s English-language debut
begins, three parallel narratives are intercut. Taxidermist Vik, a chronically ill immigrant from an invented
island in the Caribbean, discovers through video surveillance
that a strange woman is sneaking into his home while he’s at
work. When he catches her unawares one day, she locks herself in his closet—and stays. Meanwhile, his museum colleague,
Beryl, an ex-commune hippie, gathers a group of fellow senior
citizens together to enact aggressive action when crazed deer
start attacking people in the city. And then there is little Berenice, who, waking up one day to her mother’s sudden absence,
believes she has become a “left-behind,” a child whose parents
have become “dropouts,” resistance movement adherents who
“were rejecting the duty of parenthood and returning the children to their rightful guardians”: the government. Bit by bit,
these narratives come together as they reveal the three characters’ connections to each other and to a mysterious (fictional)
plant called albaria, a hallucinogen that set their world on its
current skewed path. If this sounds wacky, it is, but it’s wacky
in the grim, smart way of a Coen brothers film. González, who
lives in Argentina, uses absurdity to show us that there is the
thinnest of lines between utopia and dystopia, all without ever
naming any real-world correlates (aside from the novel’s pointed
title and an even more pointed epigraph from Baudrillard about
“the fiction of America”). Ultimately, this is a novel about the fictions—those myths about age, race, family, nationality, sexuality,
health—that we tell ourselves. And how, as one of the characters says, “The destruction of a harmful system is an act of love.”
An uncategorizable novel that manages to be both zany
and profound.
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A young Black woman travels from Brooklyn
to Haiti in search of herself.
libertie

LIBERTIE

that White patients trust her enough to seek her treatment.
Libertie’s skin is dark, though, and the fact that Libertie has
no desire to be a doctor means that her mother’s lofty dream
for her is oppressive. When Libertie meets Emmanuel Chase,
a young doctor from Haiti, she is overwhelmed both by his
eager courtship and his depiction of Haiti as a Black utopia. It’s
only when she’s married and far from home, trapped in a house
with in-laws who despise her, that Libertie discovers Emmanuel’s egalitarian vision will only be reality for women at some
indeterminate time in the future. Greenidge explores issues
that are still real today while also inviting readers into historical moments that will be new to many. Just as colorism shapes
Libertie’s relationships with Black people, classism does, too.
There are fine distinctions between those who stole themselves
away to freedom and those who were born to it, those who
work for themselves and those who work for others. One particularly revelatory moment in the novel occurs when Libertie
is helping organize a fundraiser for her school. A dean suggests
that two vocalists who specialize in European art songs perform spirituals instead, and the young women balk at the idea
of singing those songs in front of an audience of White people.
Greenidge reminds us that music that has become so much a
part of the American canon was born in the fields, a music made
by enslaved Black people among enslaved Black people.
Greenidge shows us aspects of history we seldom see in
contemporary fiction.

Greenidge, Kaitlyn
Algonquin (336 pp.)
$26.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-61620-701-4
A young Black woman travels from
Brooklyn to Haiti in search of herself in
this historical novel by the author of We
Love You, Charlie Freeman (2016).
“I saw my mother raise a man from
the dead.” This is the first line of
Greenidge’s second novel and the first words we hear from the
novel’s eponymous heroine. Libertie’s mother is a doctor, and
the resurrection she has just witnessed is, in fact, an escape, the
dead man merely drugged and smuggled North in a coffin. Libertie was born free, but she knows that freedom is complicated.
Her mother overcame prejudice against both her gender and
her race to become a doctor, and she expects her daughter to
do exactly the same. But Dr. Sampson’s light complexion means

TWENTY

Grippando, James
Harper (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-06-291508-5
Miami lawyer Jack Swyteck and his
wife, FBI agent Andie Henning, get
caught in the crossfire of a mass shooting
at their daughter’s exclusive school.
Violence erupts at the Riverside Day
School shortly after Andie drops off
their 5-year-old daughter, Righley. Since it’s too late for her to
retrieve her service weapon from her glove compartment, she
grabs a fire extinguisher and runs toward the sound of the shots,
hoping she can disarm the shooter or save some of the children.
By the time the police take Riverside senior Xavier Khoury into
custody, the death toll stands at 13; Xavier has already confessed
that he pulled the trigger; and al-Qaida is about to claim responsibility. The privileged parents of the slain children close ranks
against the boy, whose mother, Andie’s friend Molly, they see
as one of their kind but whose father, wealthy private equity
banker Amir Khoury, is Muslim and therefore, to the other parents, this close to being an avowed terrorist. Despite his best
efforts to avoid it, Jack ends up defending Xavier, who won’t say
a word to him or anyone else. Jack’s modest goal—consecutive
life sentences instead of the death penalty—is nixed by prosecutor Abe Beckham, who smells an obvious win-win; Andie is
sued by the school for conduct it claims increased the danger to
22
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A dozen improvisatory narratives
from a mind that just won’t stop.
cosmogony

COSMOGONY

the students instead of curtailing it; and both Jack and Andie,
whose long-standing promise to each other prevents them from
sharing everything they know about the case, realize belatedly
that they’ve run afoul of a vast network of secretive government
agencies that won’t make you proud to be an American.
The windup’s not as compelling as the excruciatingly calibrated buildup, but most readers will be glad the nightmare
is over.

Ives, Lucy
Soft Skull Press (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-59376-599-6
A dozen improvisatory narratives
from a mind that just won’t stop.
Art critic and author Ives offers a
series of impossibly clever riffs on familiar features of modern life. Her two novels, Impossible Views of the World (2017) and
Loudermilk (2019), embraced a wider audience, but the current
collection is on the esoteric side, with plot and character serving mainly as carriers for intellectual humor and existential riffs.
The title story, “Cosmogony,” begins with characteristic élan: “A
few years ago a friend of mine married a demon....The demon’s
name was Fulmious Mannerhorn Patterlully, and he was approximately 200,001 years old.” FMP, as the narrator refers to him,
has an “occult understanding of the stock market, [an] ability
to produce fire on demand,” and a long-standing social network.
Sometime after the wedding, the narrator runs into FMP in the
grocery store: “He reels off her credit score, social security number, and the date on which [she] is currently scheduled to die.”
Soon after, she begins dating an angel named Eric. Things don’t
go well for either couple. Whether you get it or not (we didn’t),
it’s still pretty amusing. Other stories include the confessions of
a woman who gets a job writing fake diaries for porn actresses; a
very long Wikipedia entry for the word guy, with all the usual sections and 45 fictional references; a running joke about mistaking
a book titled “Better Tennis” for “bitter tennis”; a dizzying confection that whips together the parlor game Murder, mathematical formulas, suicidal ideation, a lot of partying, and the author’s
mother’s unusual hobby. The Care Bears, Louise Nevelson, Mallarmé, a bodega cat named Ersatz Panda...everything a grad student in semiotics could dream of is here.
Very far over some readers’ heads lies the sweetest of
spots for others.

RHAPSODY

Kaplan, Mitchell James
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(352 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-9821-0400-9
Kaplan’s sweeping novel, spanning
the years 1917 to 1937, portrays the life
of Kay Swift, one of Broadway’s first
female composers, extracting her from
the shadow of her colleague and lover,

George Gershwin.
Katharine Swift, who is renamed “Kay” by Gershwin, marries
Jimmy Warburg for love, but the money doesn’t hurt since he’s
the scion of a family of prominent Jewish financiers. The marriage is happy at first but, over time, gently implodes—mostly
24
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due to each partner’s tolerance of the other’s infidelity. Kay, a
gifted classical pianist and conservatory star who met her husband while performing at his father’s country estate, misses
her professional career. But when she compares her labored
compositions with those of her soon-to-be lover, Gershwin,
she fears her music is just (George’s term) “machinery.” Eventually, she will achieve a degree of lasting renown—primarily
as the tunesmith of the standards “Can’t We Be Friends” and
“Fine and Dandy.” Abetted by its often omniscient narration
and long passages of historical context, the novel seems intent
on hewing as closely to nonfiction as possible. The history is
engrossing, particularly to students of early Broadway—there’s
name-dropping aplenty in this and other cultural and political
arenas. Gershwin seems to be friends with simply everyone
who is anyone in the arts: Duke Ellington, Fats Waller, Langston Hughes, “Dick” Rodgers and “Larry” Hart, Fred and Adele
Astaire to name only a few. The Warburgs’ Upper East Side dinner parties also attract luminaries—“Dottie” Parker always has
quips to offer Kay about men. Although Kaplan’s propulsive
style imparts a momentum of its own, narrative tension is all
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but absent—the Warburg marriage is not exactly a hell demanding escape, and Gershwin is not exactly a port in a storm. The
many disquisitions, on topics as varied as the underpinnings of
American anti-Semitism and the misappropriation of Black culture by well-intentioned Whites, are interesting and important,
but they do interrupt the novel’s flow.
The characters’ star turns are upstaged by the vastness
of the set.

|

Poignant vignettes of New York City
residents ranging over time and space.
ghosts of new york

NEVER FAR AWAY

Koryta, Michael
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-316-53593-9

y o u n g a d u lt

Having faked her death and fled her
family a decade ago to protect them
from killers, Nina Morgan—renamed
Leah Trenton—is newly targeted by two
assassins in the Maine North Woods.
The assassins have been dispatched
by the Blackwater-like outfit for whom Nina was employed as
a pilot and against whom she testified after witnessing a grisly
murder. In her absence, before he died in a car accident, her
husband instructed their daughter, Hailey, 13, and son, Nick,
11, to contact their “Aunt Leah” if something happened to him.
Having never been visited by her, they’re understandably upset
when she suddenly appears at their home in Louisville and
moves them to a Wi-Fi–less cabin in Maine. Soon enough, the
killers track her down, leaving victims in their wake. Also arriving on the scene is sardonic young sociopath Dax Blackwell,
part of a family of hit men featured in Koryta’s novels. Asked
by a family friend to protect Nina, Dax seizes the opportunity
to even a score with the wealthy head of the black ops firm. He
also likes the idea of making the suffering mom’s life more miserable. All leads to a cleverly staged triangular encounter on
and along the Allagash River. As always, Koryta uses outdoor
settings masterfully. The usually persuasive author is less successful in overcoming some head-scratching plot contrivances
and oddities. But the book is loaded with nail-biting suspense
and parent-child emotion. And though there’s more of Dax’s
corrosive wit than the story can bear (“You never stop talking,
do you?” one character asks him), the book hits the ground running and never slows down.
Not one of Koryta’s best but still a freshly imagined
thriller.

GHOSTS OF NEW YORK

Lewis, Jim
West Virginia Univ. Press (300 pp.)
$22.99 paper | Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-949199-96-3
Poignant vignettes of New York City
residents ranging over time and space.
In his fourth novel, Lewis turns his
lyric attention to the comings and goings
of New Yorkers in various time periods. There’s Stephanie, a photographer
returning from Europe to her hometown on an artist’s residency, who discovers the city’s beauty when everyone is asleep;
Caruso, a child overlooked by the foster care system with a singing voice to knock your head off; Benny, contemplating suicide
after falling in love later in life and being destroyed by it; and
Mike, Bridget, and Johnny, friends, lovers, intertwined humans
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HUNTING THE HANGMAN

in a place rife with “evidence of more cities built in the hollows
of this one, each nestled inside the others.” This theme—of
one reality nesting within another and people being tethered
to each other, their specific neighborhoods, and the stories
that preceded them—plays throughout the multiple strands,
depicting the connections the characters may share with each
other, but it’s only the thinnest of filaments. The novel reads
like a striking literary version of the movie My Dinner With
Andre, each narrator riffing on life and beauty, the joys of the
city coupled with the heartbreak of human existence. Speculative elements come into play—ghosts, but also half-mechanical
bunnies that pass on an especially ferocious strain of flu—as
well as a broken health care system that evokes the 1980s AIDS
crisis and today’s pandemic. Line by line, the writing is beautiful, crisp, and keen-eyed. The stories, alas, never add up to more
than a series of compellingly rendered mosaic tiles, lacking the
sharp trajectory of a short story and the slow-building resolution of a novel.
Readers looking for more than freshly executed moments
honoring NYC and its dwellers may be disappointed.
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Linskey, Howard
Pinnacle/Kensington (368 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-7860-4702-4

A roman à clef about a team of British-trained paratroopers who carry out a
daring mission in Nazi Germany.
The Hangman is Reinhard Heydrich,
SS Obergruppenführer and architect of
the Holocaust. In August 1941, exiled
Czech President Edvard Beneš and
chief Czech military intelligence officer
František Moravec meet in England and formulate a plan to assassinate Heydrich, whom Beneš believes has been chosen by Hitler
as his heir. Jan Kubiš and Josef Gabčík, heroic Czech soldiers and
close friends tapped to lead the mission, are trained by British Cpl.
Andy Donald, with Anthony Eden and Winston Churchill making
cameo appearances. Linskey moves back and forth between the

|

A warmhearted portrayal of family and forgiveness.
a question mark is half a heart

Czech-led team and Heydrich’s interactions with Göring, Bormann, Hitler, et al. Linskey begins each chapter with an apt period
quotation succinctly capturing the tragic European situation. His
solid research provides several illuminating tidbits, like the fact
that fellow navy cadets gave Heydrich the derogatory nickname
“Blond Moses.” As days of training for Operation Anthropoid unexpectedly drag out into months, Jan and Josef grow increasingly
frustrated. So too the tale unfolds slowly until the final third and
the actual mission. The duo parachute into Czechoslovakia and
reunite with their girlfriends as the ambitious Heydrich works to
forge bonds with colleagues and smooth his rise to the top. Linskey’s scrupulous groundwork allows him to depict these final
phases with consistency and clarity.
An interesting and informative novel that will please
World War II buffs but falls short as a thriller.

A QUESTION MARK IS
HALF A HEART

y o u n g a d u lt

Lundberg, Sofia
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (320 pp.)
$25.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-328-47302-8
At nearly 50, renowned Manhattan
photographer Elin Boals is at the top of
her game, but a mysterious letter threatens to splinter her life.
The letter isn’t even a letter, really. It’s
a star chart sent from her childhood best friend, Fredrik, whom
she hasn’t seen since she abruptly left Sweden at 13. After all
these years, why would he have bought her a star? More importantly, why does the chart inspire Elin to run a search, querying
the statute of limitations for homicide in Sweden? As Elin reminisces, she’s already impossibly late for yet another family dinner—even her daughter Alice’s acceptance to dance school can’t
entice Elin from her work. Her husband, Sam, is about ready
to divorce her. Yet even as Sam and Alice plead for her attention, Elin drifts further away, and this time her work suffers, too,
as Elin begins to forget who, when, and where she’s shooting
her next gig. Lundberg alternates short chapters between Elin’s
present and past lives, but what ought to build tension toward
the revelation of why Elin left home—not to mention why she’s
kept her childhood secret from Sam and Alice and who might
have committed homicide—falls flat. Elin’s personality is so
sweet and her childhood story so like a fairy tale that it’s hard
to see even abusers as villains. Moreover, the star chart never
seems to turn into a real clue. Indeed, few clues point to the
actual disaster that drove Elin away. Consequently, when it does
arrive, the climactic moment seems like it comes from another
novel. Nonetheless, Lundberg does deftly spin the tale of Alice
and Elin’s reconciliation, as Elin decides to tell her daughter
everything. Together they travel to Sweden, heading back into
Elin’s past, ready to face the truth.
A warmhearted portrayal of family and forgiveness with
some loose threads.
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EXILES

Finally there’s Leyla, the third friend in this trio. Leyla’s husband has left for France after trying in vain to convince Leyla to
emigrate with him. As she starts a new job at a newspaper, Leyla
grieves his loss and tries to come to terms with her own decision.
Marashi’s first novel to be translated into English is split into
two parts—two seasons, really: summer and fall. Each part then
alternates among Roja’s, Shabaneh’s, and Leyla’s points of view.
But even though their lives are different—their interests, their
memories, their worries—their narrative voices are, unfortunately, remarkably similar; they all sound the same. Partly this
is due to a trick Marashi uses to flash back and forth in time—
a flash that is only signaled by a change in verb tense. These
flashes would have worked better in a film. Still, Marashi is sensitive to all the subtle and not-so-subtle fluctuations in her character’s lives: Her descriptions of Roja’s desire to leave Iran, for
example, while also worrying about leaving her mother behind,
are especially poignant. The friendship among Roja, Shabaneh,
and Leyla is likewise portrayed with sharp clarity. They support
each other, but they also call each other out on their delusions
and weaknesses.
An intriguing if imperfect book by an emerging talent.

Mac Amhlaigh, Dónall
Trans. by Ó hAodha, Mícheál
Parthian Books (350 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Mar. 17, 2021
978-1-912681-31-0
A story of harsh economic realities in
postwar Ireland and the mixed blessing
of England’s reconstruction.
Mac Amlaigh (1926-1989) was born in
Galway, Ireland, grew up in Kilkenny, and
in 1960 published his first book, An Irish
Navvy: The Diary of an Exile (1960). It was a nonfiction account
of his life as a laborer in 1950s England, part of a postwar Irish
diaspora. This novel, published in 1986, was his last book and
echoes the first with autobiographical elements, depicting in
alternating chapters three Irish characters in the early 1950s
linked mainly by how Ireland’s lack of work and England’s abundance of jobs define their lives. Niall leaves military service and
returns to Kilkenny to learn that a friend in the town to whom
he sent 30 pounds (about $1,390 today) for a business partnership has absconded to England. Niall struggles with life on the
dole and the ever tempting balm of drunkenness. Nano works
as a nurse’s assistant in a British hospital because her boyfriend
in Ireland is tethered to a possessive mother. She enjoys a bit of
freedom, thanks to her saucy roommate, while coping with the
allure of a handsome gardener. Trevor likes work as a navvy in
England, digging trenches and avoiding the ties of his wife and
children in Ireland. But when a brutish Dubliner beats up his
brother-in-law, Trevor must uphold family honor and his reputation as a top bare-knuckle fighter. Mac Amlaigh wrote in Irish,
and his translator renders the prose as plainspoken as his working-class characters, with hopeful, even romantic moments
for Niall and Nano and touches of the heroic for Trevor and
his mighty foe. While he isn’t much of a stylist, Mac Amlaigh
knows these lives and conveys them well.
A historically interesting look at a time when Erin was
anything but a Celtic Tiger.

SORROW AND BLISS

Mason, Meg
Harper (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-06-304958-1

Mason’s bleakly comic debut examines with pitiless clarity the impact of
the narrator’s mental illness on her closest relationships.
British magazine columnist Martha
Friel has just turned 40, and Patrick,
her long-suffering husband of seven years, has left her. She
moves from Oxford back to the London home of her parents:
famous alcoholic sculptor Celia and kindly Fergus, whose signal
achievement has been the publication of a single poem. Here
she reflects on a life that began with a relatively normal, if
unhappy, childhood and then took a sharp turn when she was
17 and “a little bomb went off in my brain,” leaving her subject
to rage, depression, suicidal impulses, and decades of what she
sees as one useless medication after another. Martha’s world
is almost entirely confined to Patrick, her parents, and her
beloved sister, Ingrid, who is pregnant with her fourth child
when the novel opens. What plot there is hinges on Martha’s
fraught relationship with Patrick as they both question the
basis of their marriage and on her even more fraught relationship with herself as a new diagnosis leaves her bottoming out
and more angry than ever. (Mason is careful not to specify what
this new diagnosis is and, in an afterword, notes that Martha’s
mental illness doesn’t correspond with any defined one.) While
some readers may lose patience with Martha and her narrow
world and will wonder why the author has chosen the structure
of a romance to deal with Martha’s difficulties, Mason brings
the reader into a deep understanding of Martha’s experience

I’LL BE STRONG FOR YOU

Marashi, Nasim
Trans. by Missaghi, Poupeh
Astra House (208 pp.)
$25.00 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-662-60036-4

Three young women try to forge a
life in modern-day Tehran.
Roja is ambitious: After completing
college and a master’s degree in Tehran,
she’d give almost anything to pursue her
Ph.D. in France. Meanwhile, her friend Shabaneh isn’t quite
sure she’s in love with the colleague who’s been pursuing her.
Shabaneh can’t decide whether to marry Arsalan or break up
with him; she also has her disabled brother to think about.
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Two bereft people find themselves
seeking a garden at the top of a hill.
the phone booth at the edge of the world

THE PHONE BOOTH
AT THE EDGE OF
THE WORLD

without either condescending to her or letting her off too easily.
While we as readers have the luxury of finding her observations
funnier than she does, we’re not so far distanced from her that
we can’t appreciate both her strengths and her weaknesses.
An astute depiction of life on the psychic edge.

Messina, Laura Imai
Trans. by Rand, Lucy
Overlook (416 pp.)
$25.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-4197-5430-2

MY HEART

Mehmedinović, Semezdin
Trans. by Hawkesworth, Celia
Catapult (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-64622-007-6
The struggle of memory against forgetting tracked through three intimate
journeys.
Entering the increasingly crowded
autofiction field, Mehmedinović examines the effort to remember—or more precisely, to not forget—
our “brief and unrepeatable time in this indescribably beautiful
world.” The first section concerns Mehmedinović’s authorial
stand-in, Me’med, who has a heart attack in 2010 at age 50 that
requires him to take medication that can lead to memory loss.
The second details a road trip in Arizona that Me’med takes
with his son, Harun, in 2015. The trip begins in Phoenix, with a
visit to the apartment where the family lived upon first arriving
in America from Bosnia 20 years earlier. His son is a photographer specializing in images of the night sky, capturing those
moments that we don’t always register upon first reflection.
The third—and longest—section focuses on the aftermath of
a stroke that Me’med’s wife, Sanja, suffers in 2016. The fears of
forgetting grow painfully tangible because Sanja loses the last
four years of her life, to the point that she wants a cigarette
because she’s forgotten that she quit smoking. Me’med must
relive the same events, answer the same questions, day after day,
in the hope that they will both remember. He bounces between
his present in the U.S. and his past in Sarajevo, both before the
war and during the siege that began in 1992. Friends, often other
writers, appear, but the focus here is family. Mehmedinović’s
poetic side reveals itself via achingly beautiful imagery and
recurring motifs. And he is a remarkably prescient observer
of America, including its “closing up” over the past 20 years,
shown in the way foreign languages used to “arouse...curiosity,
not aversion, certainly not fear.”
A deeply personal and incisive look at memory, anchored
by astute observations.

y o u n g a d u lt

Two bereft people find themselves
seeking a garden at the top of a hill in
Ōtsuchi, Japan, where a disconnected
phone allows the grief-stricken to send their voices into the
wind as they talk to those they have lost.
In March 2011, an earthquake off the coast of Japan caused
an enormous tsunami that reached miles inland, killing an estimated 15,897 people. The resulting devastation of people, places,
and families redefined a generation in northeast Japan, including—in this book—a woman named Yui, who lost both her
mother and her 3-year-old daughter to the water even though
they had followed emergency protocol and headed to a local
shelter. Yui, now a radio station host in Tokyo, is hamstrung by
her grief. But then she hears about a phone box where the grieving can send their voices on the wind to their lost loved ones,
and she makes her pilgrimage. Upon her arrival at the town, she
spots a man with a youthful face and gray hair who, it seems to
her, has “a corner of darkness”in his features, as does she. He is
seeking the phone box to speak with his lost wife, the mother of
his young daughter. This wonderful, gentle, hopeful story leads
the reader through the beginning of Yui and Takeshi’s 30 years
together. Through their sorrow and grief, they learn how to let
happiness, hope, joy, and laughter reside side by side with their
memories of loss. It is a beautifully written book. Messina—an
Italian who has lived in Tokyo for 15 years—writes in a way that’s
evocative of Kazuo Ishiguro but in an opposite way: While
Ishiguro leads with comfort and hints at the sadness to come,
Messina offers grief and sadness first but offers the reader a trail
of breadcrumbs toward future happiness.
A must-read.

ONE STEP TO YOU

Moccia, Federico
Trans. by Shugaar, Antony
Grand Central Publishing (384 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5387-3277-9
A vintage Italian romance of two
teenagers from different social spheres,
translated into English for the first time.
Babi Gervasi is a well-off, well-liked
17-year-old in 1980s Rome. She’s got
good friends, is doing well in school, and gets on well with her
family. When she meets Stefano “Step” Mancini, though, everything goes a little haywire. Step, a young hooligan (as Babi’s
mother would say), is all about living for the moment, partying
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with friends, and racing motorcycles. His best friend, Pollo, is
dating Babi’s best friend, Pallina, so despite Babi’s best efforts,
she keeps bumping into him. Annoyance turns to interest turns
to love, and Babi and Step find themselves head over heels.
School, Babi’s mother, and the world in general, however, are
determined to tear them apart. Moccia wrote this novel in 1992,
and it has since been published in 15 languages and has at least
two film adaptions. Reading it almost 30 years later, though, it
comes off feeling incredibly dated, with the relationships being
the most off-putting aspect. Step is cruel to Babi before they
begin dating, harassing her and constantly pushing her boundaries. He’s also incredibly violent, putting several people in the
hospital over the course of the book. Even when he’s doing
things in order to help Babi, he goes about it in awful ways,
especially in the case of one of her teachers. Current readers
might find it hard to empathize with this love story, as issues
that might have been more easily glossed over in the early ’90s
are harder to ignore these days.
A classic with all that entails—outdated morals and all.

things as they are. But most are also philosophical even about
those ordinary things, as is the narrator of that fine Beatlestinged tale, who ponders why it is that pop songs are important
and informative in youth, when our lives are happiest: “Pop
songs may, after all, be nothing but pop songs. And perhaps our
lives are merely decorative, expendable items, a burst of fleeting
color and nothing more.”
An essential addition to any Murakami fan’s library.

THE MEMORY COLLECTORS

Neville, Kim
Atria (400 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-9821-5758-6

What if people’s emotions could be
influenced by objects as trivial as a discarded button?
Harriet and Evelyn don’t seem to
have anything in common. Harriet is an
older White woman whose apartment is
bursting at the seams with boxes containing her collection of
treasured objects. Ev is a young half-Chinese woman living in
a sterile apartment who wears white gloves to avoid having to
touch anything directly. When one of Harriet’s neighbors puts
a few boxes of Harriet’s things in the dumpster outside, Ev digs
through them, looking for items to sell at the flea market. Harriet arrives home, catching Ev, and the women realize they have
something in common: a rare ability to recognize the emotions
and memories imbued in certain everyday items. Harriet’s and
Ev’s different relationships to their gift (curse?) are captured by
the word each woman uses to describe these special objects—
for Harriet they are bright, and for Ev they are stained. Harriet
is forced to vacate her apartment and thus reckon with her tremendous collection; she hires Ev to create a museum of treasures that will positively influence the emotions of its visitors:
“They would gravitate to the objects that held the emotions they
most needed, and without even realizing it, they would be filled
up. Changed.” When Ev’s sister, Noemi, returns to town and
the sisters confront their dark childhood, this plan becomes
more complicated; Ev starts to realize her power is greater, and
perhaps more dangerous, than she knew. In many respects the
novel echoes Harriet’s overabundance, and Neville’s writing
feels cluttered with characters and subplots that are underexplored. But the mysteries surrounding the two protagonists,
and the originality of the novel’s central conceit—that we influence the objects around us with our emotions, and these objects
in turn influence us—outweigh any faults.
Like the magical objects collected by its protagonists,
this novel is emotionally transformative.

FIRST PERSON
SINGULAR

Murakami, Haruki
Trans. by Gabriel, Philip
Knopf (256 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-31807-2
A new collection of stories from the
master of the strange, enigmatic twist of
plot.
“Your brain is made to think about
difficult things.” So concludes the narrator of “Cream,” the
first story in this gathering, an allusion to the phrase crème de la
crème and not the English rock band. In that narrator’s case, the
cream rises when you finally understand something you have
not comprehended before, while “the rest is boring and worthless.” That realization comes after an old classmate invites him
to a piano recital at the vertiginous top of a tall mountain, where
he is subjected to both a Christian harangue and a metaphysical
puzzle. Music is never far from a Murakami yarn, though always
with an unexpected turn: Charlie Parker comes in a dream to
tell one young man that death is pretty boring and meaningless, saying, “What’s existed until then suddenly and completely
vanishes.” It’s a righteous sentiment, but the young man’s moral
flaw was not to consider what existed but instead to write a
faux record review for a college magazine about a Parker album
that never did, one pairing him with Brazilian composer Antonio Carlos Jobim. When his editor learns the truth and objects
to the chicanery, the young man rationalizes his invention: “I
didn’t actually fool him, but merely omitted a detailed explanation.” Closer to Murakami’s heart still are his beloved Fab Four,
whose album With the Beatles an ethereal young woman clutches
to her chest, giving the narrator a madeleine for the rest of his
life. Murakami’s characters are typically flat of affect, protesting their ugliness and ordinariness, and puzzled or frightened by
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Top-drawer crime fiction.
the red book

COME ON UP

These short stories chronicle the
romantic, intellectual, and economic
frustrations of disparate characters in
Barcelona.
The stories in Catalan writer Nopca’s English-language debut often take an intimate view of their
characters. For some, that involves venturing in the minutiae
of a relationship; for others, it’s about taking a deep dive into
the characters’ literary and artistic tastes. The first story, “An
Intersectional Conservationist at Heart,” establishes the milieu
very quickly; it focuses on a handful of meetings between a journalist and a poet and academic. Despite the story’s weighty title
and the literary allusions found within—including mentions of
V.S. Naipaul and Harold Pinter—Nopca is less focused on intellectual credibility than on the missed connections, petty rivalries, and ethical lapses his characters must contend with. These
stories don’t focus only on intellectuals, however: “Àngels
Quintana and Fèlix Palme Have Problems” tells the story of a
couple working in bars and hotels who find themselves out of
work after they hit 40 in youth-obsessed Barcelona. Bars also
play a significant role in “The Neighbor Ladies,” whose immigrant protagonist, Jia, begins to question his chosen vocation as
a bar owner after learning the tragic life story of a hard-drinking
woman who regularly asks him for “gin tonic.” The highlight
of the collection is “Swiss Army Knife,” about a middle-aged
couple whose fondness for reading the literature of the countries they visit drives a rift between them. Gradually, the reallife Swiss writer Peter Stamm takes on a greater and greater
significance for both of them, leading to a conclusion that’s
both deadpan comedic and harrowingly bleak. These stories
can occasionally feel a little too witty, but their moments of wry
humor and human interaction are frequently rewarding.
From intellectual satire to slapstick comedy, this book
covers plenty of emotional terrain.

y o u n g a d u lt

the Special Operations Section to put the brakes on the gang
violence on the West Side. His new partner is Detective Carla
Griffin, whom colleagues describe as “sober as an undertaker”
and “as fun as a case of hemorrhoids.” And she looks like the last
thing he needs, a pill popper. (But is she?) Department mucketymucks want Harney to fail, and Griffin is supposed to spy on
him. The poor guy already has a hell of a backstory: His daughter died and his wife committed suicide (or did she?) four years
earlier, he’s been shot in the head, charged with murder (and
exonerated), and helped put his own father in prison. (Nothing
like a tormented hero!) Now the deaths still haunt him while he
and Griffin begin to suspect they’re not looking at a simple turf
war starring the Imperial Gangster Nation. Meanwhile, the captain in Internal Affairs is deep in the pocket of some bad guys
who run an international human trafficking ring, and he loathes
Harney. The protagonist is lucky to have Patti, his sister and fellow detective, as his one reliable friend who lets him know he’s
being set up. The authors do masterful work creating flawed
characters to root for or against, and they certainly pile up the
troubles for Billy Harney. Abundant nasty twists will hold readers’ rapt attention in this dark, violent, and fast-moving thriller.
Top-drawer crime fiction. The authors are tough on the
hero, but the hero is tough.

Nopca, Jordi
Trans. by Lethem, Mara Faye
Bellevue Literary Press (224 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-942658-80-1

BROOD

Polzin, Jackie
Doubleday (240 pp.)
$24.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-385-54675-1
In Polzin’s debut, a woman finds solace in a charming, albeit hapless, flock of
chickens.
Polzin brings us into the fold of her
introspective novel by introducing a
cast of chickens. Next comes her nameless narrator. The chickens have names, but they’re irrelevant.
The story here has nothing to do with the chickens but rather
with what they offer a woman silently reckoning with a recent
loss (spoiler: It’s not eggs). “A chicken knows only what it can
see,” our narrator muses. They also “die suddenly and without
explanation” and only want what is necessary to survive. “I
want something that will not end in disappointment,” she
thinks to herself. Despite being married, having a handful of
friends and a quasi-present mother, she’s left alone with a lot
of time to rehash the trauma of her recent miscarriage. Percy,
her loving yet abstracted husband, is around but too preoccupied with waiting to hear from a prestigious university about a
potential job to stop and notice. Her friend Helen, a real estate
agent and new mother, provides an escape from time to time,
letting the narrator clean her listed properties before they’re
shown—a task she gratefully obliges to, approaching each job
with “the steely reserve of a doctor.” “I polish and shine with a
frenzy indistinguishable from rapture,” she says. Grieving a role
she felt destined to fill, our narrator turns from the intangible
and immerses herself in the tactile, including the feathered,

THE RED BOOK

Patterson, James & Ellis, David
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 29, 2021
978-0-316-49940-8
Patterson and Ellis put their characters through hell in this hard-edged
second installment of their Black Book
series after The Black Book (2017).
A young girl is one of four people
gunned down in a “very, very bad” K-Town
drive-by shooting in Chicago. Police are under intense political pressure to solve it, so Detective Billy Harney is assigned to
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A stalled writer returns home to Wales to tend to
his ailing father in this comic debut.
hello friend we missed you

HELLO FRIEND WE
MISSED YOU

clucking company of her birds. Calling to mind the cerebral
works of Olivia Laing and Jenny Offill, Polzin’s story has a quiet
intensity that churns throughout. It’s in the tension she builds
within her narrator’s isolated world, navigating the paradox
of domestic intimacy, the comfort and terror it sows, and the
unexpected shapes motherhood can take. There are no heartquickening plot twists or climactic endings here, and that’s the
beauty of Polzin’s writing. It doesn’t need either to move you. In
Polzin’s deft hands, the mundane is an endless source of wonder.
A moving meditation on loss, solitude, and the hope that
can rise from both.

Roberts, Richard Owain
Parthian Books (200 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-912681-49-5
A stalled writer returns home to
Wales to tend to his ailing father in this
comic debut.
Hill, the antihero of Roberts’ brisk
but surprisingly deep first novel, is preoccupied with a host of crises that exist largely in his head.
Put him on an airplane and he’ll imagine it crashing; give him
a promise of a movie deal and he’ll foresee failure. (Multiple
interludes show him struggling to send a thank-you email to
Jack Black, who took a pitch meeting with him.) The low-grade
stressors mask the deeper issues he’s been evading: His wife’s
recent death; his mother’s death years ago, which he hasn’t
come to terms with; and his strained relationship with his
dying father, Roger, who’s asked Hill to come to his home near
Bangor, Wales, to help him. In short order, Hill finds another
escape hatch: an affair with Roger’s caretaker, Trudy. The two
have little long-term potential; she’s leaving for grad school in
Australia in a few months. But during the course of the novel,
she’s a good-humored centering influence. If Hill is hard to fully
sympathize with (he’s got a lot of man-child in him), Roberts
is aware of the stuntedness, and Hill’s interior monologues are
both funny and underscore his anxiety. Roberts’ earthy, bantering style recalls Roddy Doyle’s boozy Irish blokes, albeit at more
of an emotional remove. That means it’s not entirely persuasive
when the floodgates fly open in the latter sections; Hill and
Roger’s tense relationship is kept at too much of a distance. But
the storytelling is appealingly unvarnished, and Hill’s relationship with Trudy earns a tenderness despite (or perhaps because
of) its ultimate doom. “Humans are generally an abomination,”
Trudy tells him, “but there’s always hope.”
A witty, irony-rich coming-of-age story.

SUMMER BROTHER

Robben, Jaap
World Editions (288 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-64286-070-2
In this thoughtful, empathetic Dutch
novel, a 13-year-old boy struggles to care
for his disabled brother.
Since his parents split up, Brian Chevalier hasn’t seen his mother or his older
brother, Lucien, who is mentally and
physically disabled, very often. He lives with his father, Maurice, in a trailer, learning to underpay shopkeepers and squeeze
extra money out of tenants in the extra trailer they manage. But
when the care home where Lucien lives lets Maurice know he’ll
have to move home temporarily due to renovations, Brian’s life
dramatically changes. His mother is on her honeymoon, and
Lucien can’t stay with her, leaving Brian responsible for Lucien.
Although he loves his brother, Brian is too young to care for him
by himself, and Maurice is often nowhere to be found. Emile,
a new, friendly neighbor, tries to help out but only attracts
Maurice’s wrath while the owners of the trailer, Jean and Henri,
threaten to evict them. Robben, who has written one other
novel for adults (You Have Me To Love, 2018) as well as a number of books for children, skillfully conjures a sense of unease,
most notably through Brian’s first-person narration. Like most
children who grow up in neglectful or abusive households, Brian
does not fully understand that his father’s behavior is inappropriate, dangerous, or both, and he treats his brother with sometimes cavalier disregard, at one point tying him to the bed in
order to leave to go see a girl at the care home on whom he has a
crush. This can be upsetting, yet Brian’s love for his brother, and
Robben’s care in writing his disabled characters, remains clear
throughout this nuanced novel.
A sensitive yet unsentimental depiction of poverty and
disability from the perspective of an abled character.
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THE HIGH-RISE DIVER

von Lucadou, Julia
Trans. by Cohen, Sharmila
World Editions (288 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64286-076-4

A woman works as a secret handler
to a disaffected entertainment star in a
tightly regulated and surveilled society.
In this Orwellian debut novel, Hitomi
Yoshida, a remote psychologist, has been
assigned to watch Riva Karnovsky after Riva abruptly quit working as a “high-rise diver,” a professional athlete who jumps off
skyscrapers while wearing a special flysuit™ that lets her take
off just before hitting the ground. Hitomi’s firm has been hired
by Riva’s coach and her corporate sponsors, who are desperate
|

to regain control of their star, and it is Hitomi’s hidden work to
facilitate her return. Between monitoring Riva, Hitomi works
at night for Call-A-Coach™ to earn enough credits to live in the
city. As Riva becomes increasingly unresponsive, Hitomi hires a
blogger from the peripheries to become a field agent and friend
to Riva. This quickly becomes disastrous as she stops listening
to instructions from Hitomi, who begins to spiral out of control herself as she faces worsening ratings from her supervisor
and intrusive memories of the disappearance of a friend raised
alongside her in an institution who could not meet optimization requirements. In this novel, translated from the German,
characters have nowhere to hide from cameras, recordings,
or the overarching expectation of perfection while being surrounded by the looming threat of exile. The story becomes
increasingly horrifying as it becomes clearer that this society’s
expectation of excellence leaves no room for emotions, error,
or deviance from the behavior that will most please corporations—indeed, there is no room to be human. Yet despite all of
her training, Hitomi cannot stop herself from becoming deeply
attached to Riva (whose name, one cannot help but notice, is
also surrounded in the word “private”) as she struggles to save
them both.
A searing work of speculative fiction.

which she was taken 28 years earlier. Her memories unfold in
conjunction with the stories of her great-aunt Darlene, about
the tragic history of the Dakhóta. Uprooted from their land,
the seeds Dakhóta women carried with them were not just a
source of sustenance, but their link to the past and hope for the
future, a symbol of their profound bond with the Earth. They
provide a powerful symbol for Rosalie’s rediscovery of her lost
family and the ways of “the old ones.”
A thoughtful, moving meditation on connections to the
past and the land that humans abandon at their peril.

m ys t e r y
HEARTBREAK BAY

y o u n g a d u lt

Caine, Rachel
Thomas & Mercer (336 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5420-9367-5
An investigation into two dead
babies leads the ex-wife of a serial killer
and her police officer best friend into
serious danger.
As much as Gwen Proctor wishes
she could sleep through the night, she’s
already awake when she gets an early morning call from her
best friend, Kezia Claremont. Gwen’s history of having killed
her husband, serial murderer Melvin Royal, means that her
senses are always a hairbreadth from panic. Like Gwen’s
romantic partner, Sam Cade, and her kids, Lanny and Connor, Kez is used to Gwen’s constant vigilance. She and Gwen
have put their shared eyes for trouble into their work, Gwen
as an investigator and Kez as a police officer. This time Kez
needs Gwen’s emotional support more than her professional
expertise. The two meet at a small pond where a car is submerged with twin baby girls still strapped into their car seats.
It’s a rough scene made even more difficult for Kez, who’s
just learned that she’s pregnant and is processing the good
news alone because her partner, Javier, is away on duty with
the Marines. Kez and Gwen’s investigations lead them to the
girls’ likely mother, Sheryl Lansdowne, who might well have
drowned her babies and run off if she was onto a quick buck.
But Gwen’s certain there’s something bigger at play, particularly when her family is targeted for harassment by someone
convinced that Gwen’s history as Gina Royal makes her just
as culpable as Melvin. The slow-burning investigation goes to
some dark places. Fans of Caine’s Stillhouse Lake series may
be prepared for the grim climax; the uninitiated should brace
themselves for a quick turn into some deeply troubling stuff.
The aggressively disturbing conclusion places this one
far beyond the pale of standard procedurals.

THE SEED KEEPER

Wilson, Diane
Milkweed (400 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-57131-137-5
A Native American woman reclaims
her family and her people’s history in
Dakhóta writer Wilson’s first novel.
A keening poem, “The Seeds Speak,”
sets the novel’s tone in its opening pages,
recalling a time when “Because we cared
for each other, the People and the Seeds survived” and lamenting the “drought of memory, a time of endless darkness” that
followed. Rosalie Iron Wing’s story is emblematic of the deliberate destruction of Native American families and traditions
by the U.S. government. Raised by her father, at age 12 she was
placed in White foster care after he died and endured six years
of misery “waiting for someone to come for me.” (She doesn’t
know that her great-aunt fruitlessly tried to find her.) At 18, she
marries John Meister, a kind White farmer grappling with the
changes introduced by chemical fertilizers and the new genetically modified seeds being pushed by a company building a plant
in town. (John, a good man who is nonetheless clueless about
how his family’s fortunes were built on the theft of Native
lands, is notable in a cast of strong secondary characters that
also includes Rosalie’s feisty activist friend Gaby Makespeace.)
As the novel opens in 2002, John has recently died, most likely
poisoned by the chemicals their son, Tommy, encouraged him
to use on their fields. Tommy’s conflict between his Native heritage and modern “progress” seethes under the surface of Rosalie’s journey back to the cabin along the Minnesota River from
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THE PLAGUE COURT MURDERS

York, where he becomes deathly ill. Catching the first train east,
Bianca arrives just in time to talk with Rudy, who’s sure his fatal
stomach problems are the result of poison. His death is chalked
up to natural causes, but Bianca’s determined to find his killer.
Back in California, she asks Oliver to investigate. He works
almost exclusively for a mobster he dares not cross but agrees
to do his best for Bianca. Who would want Rudy dead? Given
his reputation, reasons Bianca, cherchez la femme. In trying to
get close to a wealthy man whose daughter knew Rudy and has
run off, Bianca and Oliver visit an offshore gambling ship. The
results are enlightening but deadly.
A plausible and exciting premise, famous characters,
period movie glamour, and a blockbuster ending.

Carr, John Dickson
American Mystery Classics (416 pp.)
$25.95 | $15.95 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-61316-196-8
978-1-61316-197-5 paper

Sir Henry Merrivale, everyone’s
favorite blustering detective, returns in
this reprint of his first appearance, originally published under the gossamer-thin
pseudonym Carter Dickson in 1934.
After his introduction on the first page, H.M. has to wait for
over half the story before he’s allowed onstage. In the meantime,
all manner of alarums and excursions have broken out around
Plague Court, the home of hangman’s assistant Louis Playge,
who’s been reputed to haunt the place for more than 200 years.
The estate’s latest owner, Lady Anne Benning, determined to
exorcise the malign spirit, brings in psychic Roger Darworth
and his half-wit medium, assistant, and frontman, Joseph Dennis, to push Louis Playge out for good. As Lady Benning; her
nephew, Dean Halliday; his fiancee, Marion Latimer; and her
brother, Ted Latimer, form a circle with Joseph, DI Humphrey
Masters, and narrator and Dean’s old friend Ken Blake, Darworth locks himself in a stone building that’s padlocked in turn
from outside and is promptly stabbed to death by Playge’s dagger in one of the earliest impossible crimes favored by Carr. The
logistics of this one strain credulity, and the revelation of an
accomplice who literally helps the killer get away with murder is
a shade too convenient. But the post-17th-century atmosphere
in the first half of the tale is thick enough to cut with a dagger,
and fans with long memories will cheer the arrival of the aggressively no-nonsense H.M., who pauses just long enough between
complaints and imprecations to unlock the mystery.
Like its own creepy backstory, the hero’s 86-year-old
debut has now become a treasured chapter in criminal history.

HAUNTED HIBISCUS

Childs, Laura
Berkley (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-451-48969-2

A Halloween visit to a haunted
house leads to a challenging murder
investigation.
Tea shop owner Theodosia Browning has a storied reputation throughout
Charleston as an amateur sleuth. So when
she and her tea sommelier, Drayton,
attend a fundraiser for the Heritage Society held at a decrepit
mansion the society just inherited, she’s shocked but not surprised to be asked to investigate a murder. Willow French, the
grandniece of Heritage Society bigwig Timothy Neville, was
using the fundraiser to promote her book on true crime and
low-country legends, which seemed like a perfect match for the
haunted venue until someone hanged the author from a high
window. When Theodosia’s boyfriend, police detective Pete
Riley, checks out Willow’s apartment, an intruder shoots him,
spurring Theodosia in her investigation. The valuable yellow
diamond earrings Willow was wearing have vanished. Robbery
is certainly a reasonable motive for murder, but Theodosia can’t
help wondering if this crime is more personal. The long list of
suspects begins with Willow’s fiance, who’s just inherited the
expensive house she’d recently purchased. Her book publisher
gives off an odd vibe; the man whose family owned the Heritage
Society’s new mansion thinks it should be his; and several of the
people working the fundraiser are short of funds themselves.
As Pete recovers, his dire warnings don’t deter Theodosia, who
continues to investigate even though she’s fully booked for holiday teas.
Historic Charleston and a gaggle of interesting helpers
make this another winner in this long-running series.

VALENTINO WILL DIE

Casey, Donis
Poisoned Pen (208 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-4642-1350-2

Hollywood society and mobsters mix
when a famous actress tries to fulfill her
legendary friend’s dying wish.
Bianca LaBelle, best known as adventure heroine Bianca Dangereuse, and
Rudolph Valentino are making their first
movie together. The two are good friends but not the lovers the
rumor mill suggests. Rudy confides in Bianca, a down-to-earth
farm girl from Oklahoma, who overcame dangerous challenges
to become a star. Rudy’s been getting death threats. He’s fed up
with his glamorous life but continues to meet his obligations.
Bianca suggests that private eye Ted Oliver could help, but
Rudy, fatalistic, heads out to promote Son of the Sheik in New
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A budding Oregon entrepreneur gets caught up in murder.
fresh brewed murder

A GAME OF CONES

a block of luxury apartments across from the Yard. But when
Stevens’ body turns up at the doorstep of Ground Rules, Detective Will of the Portland police is all over Sage, whose last name
turns out to be Caplin—especially after he learns that he and
Sage’s estranged mother were once an item. In a funk, Sage
repairs to the Tav (even Portland bars lack last names, the “ern”
having fallen off its sign years ago) to confer with her attorney
brother, Jackson, and reluctantly accept his legal advice. She
comes away convinced that she’ll never be in the clear until she
finds out who did Stevens.
Duncan’s heroines dabble in lattes and macchiatos, but
her adult debut is a cup of plain old Joe.

Collette, Abby
Berkley (352 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-09968-1
Discovering corpses is becoming
quite the habit for a small-town Ohio
shop owner.
Since finding the body of fraudster
Stephen Bayard in a snowdrift in A Deadly
Inside Scoop (2019), Bronwyn Crewse has
sworn off murder for good. She’s got her hands full running
Crewse Creamery with the dubious help of her Aunt Jack, who
may have given up ownership of the shop but not her opinions
about how it should be stocked. You can’t outrun fate, though,
and pretty soon, Win’s tripping across the remains of someone
else whose demise is not universally mourned. Zeke Reynolds,
Rhys Enterprises’ point man in Chagrin Falls, had been bound
and determined to erect a vertical mall on one side of the village
green. His demise stops the unpopular gentrification project in
its tracks and launches a police investigation into his murder.
Because Win’s the one who found the late Mr. Reynolds, Detective Liam Beverly is eager to interview her about the incident.
Fueled by her love of British detective television shows, Win’s
best friend, Maisie Solomon, is an equally avid sleuth, especially
when she discovers that her grandmother Rivkah’s gun has gone
missing. What most persuades Win to get involved is the arrival
of her former colleague Rory Hunter, sent from New York by
Win’s old boss to woo her back to corporate nirvana. Rory’s baggage includes a head of flaming red hair, a disdain for any coffee
not brewed by Java Joe’s, and a pair of Louboutin pumps, which
are soon discovered in the trash soaked with blood.
As the female gumshoes run amok, the solution pops up
out of nowhere.

FARM TO TROUBLE

Flower, Amanda
Poisoned Pen (288 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4926-9991-0

FRESH BREWED MURDER

Duncan, Emmeline
Kensington (288 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-4967-3339-9

A budding Oregon entrepreneur gets
caught up in murder.
Even though almost no one seems
to have a last name at the Rail Yard, a
trendy Portland venue for food carts,
they’re an eclectic but convivial bunch.
Emma, of PDX JoJos, fries chicken and potatoes, Macie bakes
pies at blackbird-decorated 4 and 20, Adam and Carolyn make
sandwiches at the Hangry Hippo, Angela and Diego offer treats
from around the world at Cartography, and Zarek’s food at FalaAwesome is strictly vegan. Harley and Sage get a warm welcome
when they open their coffee cart, Ground Rules, even though
they snag their coveted space only after several other carts have
been closed down by developer David Stevens, who’s putting
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Flower turns from Amish matchmaker Millie Fisher, last seen in Courting
Can Be Killer (2020), to budding organic
farmer Shiloh Bellamy in this exciting
series debut.
Following the death of her fiance in
an accident, Shiloh fled her family farm in Michigan for a successful career in California. Now she’s sold everything to return
home and help her father rescue the farm he’s long neglected.
Because it’s taken almost all her money to pay off the farm’s
debts, she’s taken an investment from Jefferson Crocker to help
her turn the farm organic. When she and her pug, Huckleberry,
arrive home, her father flies into a rage over her interference.
Things get even worse once she finds Crocker shot to death
at the farmers market and she and her father become immediate suspects even though Crocker was the town’s most hated
citizen due to his scheme to buy up a lot of property, including
the courthouse, for a wind farm he had planned. On the plus
side, sparks fly between Shiloh and Quinn Killian even though
he still blames her for the death of her fiance, who was his best
friend. The daughter he’s raising alone takes a shine to Shiloh
and Huckleberry. Shiloh’s cousin Stacey, who inherited half
the original farm, is eager to develop the local theater and take
advantage of the town’s new life as a tourist mecca. With some
help from her high school buddies, Shiloh desperately investigates other suspects only to discover a morass of lies and deceit
that make her next on the killer’s list.
Intriguing characters and local color help compensate for
an obvious culprit.
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TRIPLE CHOCOLATE
CHEESECAKE MURDER

and the influx of Russian refugee women and German Jews,
weaving each development into the story. Making lively banter
and diving into local culture are high on the visitors’ agenda. On
a night out at The Jazz Club, Rowland dances twice with beautiful Russian Alexandra Romanova, and they make a date for
tea the following afternoon. The next day, he’s horrified to discover Alexandra’s corpse in his suite. Grim Inspector Randolph
regards him as the prime suspect. Rowland’s peril, coupled with
the deep grief of Alexandra’s brother, Sergei, prompts the party
to investigate, leading to even more elaborate explorations of
Shanghai. A subplot that should delight series fans brings Rowland and Edna within a whisker of progressing from the friendship zone to unabashed romance.
A frothy retro cocktail with a whodunit chaser.

Fluke, Joanne
Kensington (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4967-1892-1

Family ties push baker Hannah
Swensen to investigate the death of her
town’s mayor.
Nobody messes with Andrea McCann’s
husband. As police chief of Lake Eden, Minnesota, Bill has to make all kinds of tough decisions, including locking up Mayor Bascomb’s nephew, Bruce, upon his third drunken
driving charge. Bascomb insists that Bill is in the wrong, but
Andrea defends her hubby loudly, ending a tirade in the mayor’s
office with a smack in the snoot that can be heard all the way
in the reception area. Unfortunately, their brawl is enough to
make Andrea the prime suspect when Hizzoner turns up dead
the next day. Her sister, Hannah, can think of many alternatives
and isn’t shy about sharing them. Hannah teams up with her
pal and protector, dentist Norman Rhodes; her younger sister,
Michelle; Michelle’s boyfriend, Lonnie; and even the mayor’s
widow, Stephanie, to find the real killer while Lake Edeners all
the way from Grandma Knudsen to Rev. Bob cheer her on. In
between rounds of sleuthing, Hannah turns out a dizzying array
of dishes ranging from marshmallow peeps Easter cupcakes to
a luncheon casserole that resembles the offspring of a Minnesota hot dish and a Reuben sandwich. But she’s also processing
the past, including the ugly incident that left her and her cat,
Moishe, too scared to stay alone in her condo overnight. Generous Norman offers her a place to stay and a shoulder to cry on.
But is that all she really wants or needs?
Another sweet-tempered outing filled with tempting
sweets.

MURDER AT THE BEACON
BAKESHOP

Hannah, Darci
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4967-3172-2

A woman’s dream turns into a cozy
nightmare.
Retaining the Michigan locale of her
Whitney Bloom series, Hannah introduces a determined new sleuth in Lindsey Bakewell, who gave up a lucrative Wall Street career to open
a bakeshop/cafe in Beacon Harbor after catching her fiance,
Jeffery Plank, doing the dirty with pastry chef Mia Long. She
and her loyal Newfoundland, Wellington, arrive to discover her
dream purchase of a historic lighthouse looking pretty rough.
But the inside turns out to be perfect, and the exterior needs
only a little paint. The driver who drops off Lindsey suggests
his cousin as an experienced baker, and her hunky next-door
neighbor, ex–Navy Seal Rory Campbell, turns out to be an extra
benefit, even pitching in as a barista on her opening day. That
rollout, promoted by realtor Betty Vanhoosen and Lindsey’s
best friend, influencer Kennedy Kapoor, draws a big crowd.
Unfortunately, the attendees include Fiona Dickel, who wanted
the lighthouse preserved as a historical landmark, and Mia and
Jeffery, who are out for revenge because they think Lindsey
ruined their reputations. A wild scene of flying pastries ensues.
Things get worse when Mia dies on the lighthouse lawn, presumably poisoned, and Lindsey finds herself the prime suspect.
Uncovering the killer strains Lindsey’s burgeoning romance and
puts her in danger.
Red herrings, romance, and yummy recipes combine in
this charming new series.

SHANGHAI SECRETS

Gentill, Sulari
Poisoned Pen (384 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4642-1361-8

A carefree cadre of Australian artists
probe a shocking murder in war-torn
1935 Shanghai.
Despite his status as the family’s
renegade, suave Sydney artist Rowland
Sinclair is tapped by his starchy elder
brother, Wilfred, to go to Shanghai to handle international
wool negotiations for Sinclair Holdings. Intrigued by the city’s
vibrancy and turmoil, Rowland’s friends—poet Milton Isaacs,
artist Clyde Watson Jones, and sculptress and model Edna Higgins—accompany him and take up residence in the posh Cathay
Hotel. Gentill opens each chapter with a short news item from
the time, adding welcome context to the story by describing the
dangerous encroachment of Japan, the threat of Communism,
38
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A bookseller finds New York’s Thousand Islands
as deadly as they are beautiful.
a deadly chapter

AN ARTFUL CORPSE

Bouchard, the sympathetic friend whose twin sister, Hannah,
was killed by AMSAK, a serial murderer who earned his name
by dumping the bodies of 17 women near the confluence of the
American and Sacramento rivers. AMSAK, it turns out, is still
very much in the picture—but he’ll have to compete for attention with Grace’s friend Deronda, a food-truck empress whose
long-ago one-night stand, Wells Fargo banker Bobby James,
demands half her business as the price of not pursuing joint
custody of their 4-year-old son, and with Isaiah’s own criminal
friend Juanell Dodson, whose unpaid internship in an advertising agency, a position he never sought, will uncover unsuspected
depths in both the agency and himself. The criminal plot is a
violent, overgalvanized shambles; the main attraction here is
the racially inclusive three-ring circus Ide organizes around it in
a series of overlapping, endlessly expanding circles.
Overstuffed, riotous, and exhausting in both good ways
and bad.

Harrison, Helen A.
Poisoned Pen (336 pp.)
$18.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-72821-403-0
The 1960s New York art world provides a backdrop for a crime of passion.
The final entry in Harrison’s Art of
Murder trilogy begins on the evening of
Nov. 1, 1967, when Christopher Gray, a
student at the Art Students League of
New York, arrives for class and discovers a dead body on the
model stand. A flashback to late September shows a class led by
Edward Laning. Student TJ Fitzgerald feels sparks with classmate Ellen Jamieson and fumes when class monitor Bill Millstein apparently has the same idea. After Ellen explains that Bill’s
gay, TJ, who’s the son of the detectives from the first volume of
Harrison’s trilogy (An Exquisite Corpse, 2016), romances Ellen in
earnest, and the trio become friends. The class is excited when
Laning announces a visit from Thomas Hart Benton, but the
artist turns out to be a bigoted boor, prone to insults and excessive drinking, and he ends up as the corpse discovered by Gray
(unlike the real Benton, who died in 1975 in Kansas City). Jaded
Inspector Jacob Kaminsky considers Bill, who got into a fight
with Benton, the prime suspect. TJ and Ellen’s relationship proceeds in tandem with Kaminsky’s investigation, and they too do
some sleuthing, bolstered by the criminal justice class they’re
taking at John Jay College. Entertaining set pieces include
trips to legendary Greenwich Village nightclub The Bitter End,
Max’s Kansas City, and Andy Warhol’s Factory, where somebody,
probably Valerie Solanas, had threatened Benton. The solution
comes out of left field; the mystery’s really a MacGuffin for Harrison’s affectionate portrait of a bygone era in New York.
A brisk and breezy romp packed with celebs from a halfcentury ago.

A DEADLY CHAPTER
y o u n g a d u lt

Lang, Essie
Crooked Lane (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-64385-576-9

A bookseller finds New York’s
Thousand Islands as deadly as they are
beautiful.
In the short time since Shelby Cox
moved to Alexandria Bay, she’s already
been involved in two murders, found the
love of her life in Zack Griffin, and developed a close relationship with her aunt Edie. Running the Blye Island bookstore she
and Edie own has helped Shelby make many friends. But her
happy life runs into some speed bumps when she finds a body
floating between her houseboat and the dock. Police Chief
Tekla Stone, who’s well aware of Shelby’s sleuthing tendencies, warns her not to get involved, but when Nathan Miller’s
daughter begs her for help, she can’t resist. Before he was killed,
Miller had been asking local residents about a woman who
may have moved to town seven years earlier. He was also doing
some consulting work in the area, and his daughter, who hasn’t
been close to him since his second marriage, thinks there may
be something odd about the work. Tracking down clues gives
Shelby a break from two painful decisions she must make. Her
long-estranged mother has resurfaced, eager to resume some
kind of relationship, and Zack’s been offered a promotion that
would require a move to Boston. Being stalked by a killer bothers Shelby less than coming to terms with her past and future.
A bookstore-themed cozy with a lively heroine and
romantic overtones.

SMOKE

Ide, Joe
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(336 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-316-53106-1
This fifth outing for unlicensed private investigator Isaiah Quintabe is all
over the California map.
Learning that he’s being hunted by
paroled hit man Magnus Vestergard, aka
Skip Hanson, IQ decides he’s had enough of criminal investigation. Abandoning his partner, painter Grace, he high-tails it out
of Long Beach and ends up in Coronado Springs, where he rents
a place and waits for the clouds to pass by. But his new home
is even more crime-ridden than his old. Billy Sorensen, who’s
escaped from a psychiatric institute, breaks into Isaiah’s house
in search of food that can sustain him while he looks for Ava
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CHECKMATE TO MURDER

rehearsal dinner makes it clear that Dylan has made a lot of
enemies. So when Sasha and Maddie find him dead in the ladies’
room, the suspects are legion. Although the police warn Sasha
away, she’s had plenty of experience with murder, and when
Debbie, who’s become the prime suspect, begs her for help,
she can’t refuse. Cissy is furious not only about postponing the
wedding, but about the loss of the valuable diamond wedding
rings her unruly poodle, Mr. Clooney, had been carrying in a bag
around his neck. Sasha takes time from running the Silver Bear
Shop and planning a fundraiser to snoop, discover another dead
body, and attract the attention of a desperate killer.
A charming cozy with a believable sleuth and plenty of
guilty-looking suspects.

Lorac, E.C.R.
Poisoned Pen (224 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4642-1509-4

All the restrictions imposed on London in 1944 can’t prevent a most private
murder among a tiny circle of neighbors
and guests in this ingenious wartime cozy
from the pseudonymous Edith Caroline
Rivett (1894-1958).
A disturbance outside the studio of impoverished artist
Bruce Manaton turns out to be bumptious Special Constable
Lewis Verraby arresting Neil Folliner for the murder of his
great-uncle, Albert Folliner, in the adjoining house. Not a bit
of it, protests the young Canadian; coming to visit and see if
he could be of any help, he’d entered the open front door and
climbed the stairs to find the old pauper (or miser?) already
shot to death. A pair of witnesses at either end of this block of
Hollyberry Hill narrow the list of alternative suspects to half
a dozen. But no one would suspect Folliner’s devoted charlady,
Mrs. Tubbs, and at least four of the others have cast-iron alibis.
As Manaton painted actor André Delaunier in a cardinal’s robes,
his other guests, Home Office veteran Robert Cavenish and
young government chemist Ian Mackellon, were playing chess
in the same cavernous room. Only the painter’s sister, Rosanne
Manaton, who spent most of the evening preparing dinner in
the kitchen, could conceivably have slipped out. Chief Inspector Macdonald of the CID scrupulously avoids licentious theorizing as he questions the impossible suspects and gradually
reveals a powerful motive involving 25 Hollyberry Hill.
Few readers will be surprised by the denouement, but
they’ll have passed a pleasant few hours anyway.

MURDER WITH OOLONG TEA

Smith, Karen Rose
Kensington (320 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 29, 2020
978-1-4967-2396-3

Widow, mother, sleuth, and tea
shop owner Daisy Swanson finds herself
involved in yet another murder.
Although tourism, the lifeblood
of Pennsylvania Dutch country, feeds
Daisy and her aunt through their tea
shop, there are other opportunities for
work close to home, like the request to cater a teachers appreciation tea at the school Daisy once attended. Her English
teacher, opinionated Althea Higgins, is still making waves by
pushing school uniforms and disparaging other teachers. The
tea goes off without a hitch until Althea is found floating in
the pool. The teacher who found her naturally asks Daisy for
help proving her innocence even though the amateur sleuth
has her hands full with domestic problems. Daisy’s adopted
teen daughter, Jazzi, begs Daisy to take in her friend Brielle
Horn for two weeks while her lawyer parents go to Europe.
When Daisy agrees, she finds Brielle a mass of insecurity and
rebelliousness against her mostly absent parents. And Daisy’s
effort to get her boyfriend, former police officer Jonas Groft,
talking to Zeke Willet, who betrayed his trust when they both
worked in Philadelphia, threatens to ruin her own relationship
with Jonas. When she finds time to investigate Althea’s past,
she finds plenty of people who hated her, a few who loved her,
and a daughter and grandson who stood to inherit her valuable
farm. Stressed to the max and warned by the police to be careful,
Daisy continues to nose around with surprising results.
A heartwarming cozy whose relationship quandaries outweigh the mystery.

WEDDING BEAR BLUES

Macy, Meg
Kensington (336 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Dec. 29, 2020
978-1-4967-2915-6

Weddings can be murder.
Even though her sister, Maddie, is
a close friend of Cissy Davison’s sister, Debbie, Silver Bear Shop manager
Sasha Silverman regrets her agreement
to be a substitute bridesmaid for Cissy’s
wedding to Gus Antonini. The extravagant wedding plans of
Cissy, a true bridezilla, get off to a bad start when most of the
bridesmaids get drunk at the bachelorette party and Debbie
bad-mouths the best man, Dylan Campbell, who dumped her
just before their wedding. At the bachelor party, Dylan cleans
the groomsmen out at the poker table, and a nasty fight ensues.
Dylan causes quite a stir when he shows up drunk at the bachelorette party, making Sasha wonder whether several of the
married bridesmaids may have succumbed to his charms. The
40
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LAST SEEN WEARING

Waugh, Hillary
Poisoned Pen (240 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-4642-1305-2

LAYING BONES

Wortham, Reavis
Poisoned Pen (368 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4642-1437-0
Wortham’s eighth stroll down Lamar
County’s Memory Lane traces the fatal
aftereffects of a dice game in a bar in a
no man’s land the meandering Red River
has carved out between Oklahoma and
Texas.
Top Parker may have the poisoned gift, but he’s still only
14 in 1969—much too young to be sneaking around the Starlite Club with his cousin Pepper, her Choctaw boyfriend, Mark,
Curtis Parker, and Curtis’ girlfriend, Sheila Cunningham, while
R.B. Parker, another cousin, is rolling the bones inside. In R.B.’s
hands, the dice are red-hot, but his lucky streak doesn’t last long
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Waugh’s pioneering 1952 police procedural has gathered nary a speck of dust
over the last 69 years.
First-year student Marilyn Lowell
Mitchell, 18, stays after class to confer
with her history teacher, skips lunch
with her roommate because she’s not feeling well, and then vanishes from the campus of Massachusetts’s fictitious Parker College. Her housemother assumes she’s gone off with a boy; when
the police fail to find any trace of her, suspicions deepen that
she’s sneaked off to have an abortion. The reward her father
offers—“$5,000 IF FOUND ALIVE. $2,500 IF FOUND
DEAD”—fails to turn up any new leads, and the Philadelphia
private detective he hires adds nothing substantial. So it’s up to
the local law to find Lowell. Bristol Police Chief Frank W. Ford
and DS Burton K. Cameron track down every man she’s dated
and drain a local lake without success. When Lowell’s body is
eventually discovered, DA Dave McNarry uses veiled references from her diary entries to make a case for suicide, but Ford
tries a daring experiment that convinces the judge it’s murder.
What’s most remarkable about Waugh’s expert handling of a
formula that’s since become commonplace is its severe economy. As Leslie S. Klinger’s Introduction points out, Waugh’s
not interested in racial, class, or economic conflicts; everyone
in Bristol seems cut from the same cloth. It goes further: The
suspects are never more than suspects; the detectives have no
private lives to speak of; and when Ford quarrels with Cameron
or McNarry, it’s always about the case, which proceeds methodically to a solution as satisfying as it is unsurprising.
Despite its predecessors, Waugh’s indispensable novel
remains the true progenitor of the modern procedural.

enough to get him through the night: He ends up in a creek in
his wrecked ’47 Chevy pickup—drowned, according to county
coroner Tony Roth. The suspicions of Top’s grandfather Constable Ned Parker and Top’s uncle, Lamar County Sheriff Cody
Parker, already alerted by the fact that $2,000 R.B. won is missing, go into overdrive when the other gamblers in the game start
to drop like flies, every one of them, Roth avers, an accidental
death. Club owner Buster Rawlins is clearly up to no good, and
his minions act as if they’d be happy to kill anyone he asked
them to. But the truth about that fatal game lies deeper, though
by no means too deep for readers who can comb through the
ranks upon ranks of Parker relatives and the psychedelic horrors that are unleashed when Top’s visions are sent into overdrive by an unwitting dose of LSD.
Nearly as many victims as cousins. Will anyone be left for
the ninth installment?

MACHINEHOOD

Divya, S.B.
Saga/Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-9821-4806-5
Welga Ramirez thought she was done
in the security field. She couldn’t have
been more wrong.
Welga is a shield—a bodyguard working for wealthy funders who develop pills
to enhance human performance so people can compete with bots and AIs. It’s all theater. Fight with
style and watch the tips roll in from the public watching via
swarms of microcam drones. Welga is three months from the
end of her contract when an attack on one of her clients actually turns deadly. Something called “the Machinehood” takes
credit and gives humankind a week to stop producing pills, or
else. Now Welga, along with the rest of the world, must race
to answer the question: Is the Machinehood really the world’s
first truly sentient AI? And if not, who’s threatening the entire
world’s way of life—and why? Meanwhile, Welga’s having
muscle spasms when she comes down from pills, which aren’t
supposed to have side effects. Can her biogeneticist sister-inlaw, Nithya, figure out what’s going on before the spasms get
worse? Divya has created a richly imagined and eerily familiar
world filled with insecure workers cobbling together freelance
gigs and families dependent on rapidly designed and homemanufactured vaccines to protect against new bugs. It’s a
world without privacy, where every activity is performed for a
crowd in hopes of getting tips—and a world confronting urgent
science fiction & fantasy
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THE MEMORY THEATER

questions about humans’ place in a society increasingly run by
AIs. Simply taking a tour of this world is well worth the reader’s
time, but Welga’s and Nithya’s quests also rocket the plot along
toward an unexpected yet satisfying conclusion.
Intriguing worldbuilding plus a fast-paced plot equals
catnip for SF fans.

Tidbeck, Karin
Pantheon (240 pp.)
$25.95 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-524-74833-3

Two children who are growing up set
out on a journey to find escape, home,
and revenge.
When Augusta stole Thistle’s name,
she trapped him in the Gardens, forcing
him to work as a servant until he grows
up, though even that will bring no freedom: Unwanted servants become fodder for the hunt. The servants’ masters, however, never grow old, because the Gardens
exist out of time, allowing the lords and ladies to endlessly relive
their revels. Thistle’s other task is protecting his friend Dora,
daughter of the earth, who is neither a servant nor a master.
Then, when Thistle’s mistress, Augusta Prima—first seen in
Tidbeck’s short story of the same name in Weird Tales (2011)—
asks him to explain time, things in the Gardens begin to change.
The appearance of a mysterious trader and traveler of the multiverse allows Thistle and Dora to escape, but Thistle is still without his name, and so they must search for Augusta, who holds
the key to his past. Along the way, they encounter the Memory
Theater, whose plays tell the story of all the worlds, as well as
other creatures of myth and folklore. Augusta, meanwhile, has
done some exploring of her own, leaving destruction in her
wake. Tidbeck pieces together multiple worlds against a background of Swedish folktales and history. The fairy-tale quality of
the prose adds to the folkloric themes of the novel but creates
distance from the characters, who never develop true depth.
Nevertheless, the strange and unique cast and the twists of the
plot between weird and recognizable landscapes make for a satisfying read.
A dark fairy tale that snakes through the multiverse while
maintaining the familiar tropes of legend.

THE TWO-FACED
QUEEN

Martell, Nick
Saga/Simon & Schuster (592 pp.)
$27.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5344-3781-4
The meaty sequel to Martell’s debut,
The Kingdom of Liars (2020), continues
the epic narrative of Michael Kingman,
who—falsely accused of killing a king—
is tasked with saving the very realm
where his life has become forfeit.
A month after King Isaac was presumably murdered, Serena—Princess of Hollow and heir to the throne—is preparing
for her coronation. Although she deeply wants to execute Kingman, a close childhood friend who she thinks killed her father,
she has more pressing concerns. With a rebellion looming outside the city’s wall, bloody civil war brewing, and an infamous
serial killer loose inside Hollow, Serena comes to an uneasy
agreement with Kingman—if he can quash the rebellion and
locate and defeat the most notorious killer in the kingdom’s
history, he’ll convince the future queen of his innocence and
restore his family’s tarnished honor. Kingman’s task is complicated by numerous entanglements, first and foremost his mentorship under Dark, an enigmatic mercenary whose reasons for
instructing Kingman are questionable at best. Powered by an
impressively large cast of well-developed characters, immersive
worldbuilding, a multitapestried narrative that adeptly weaves
together numerous storylines, and an abundance of jaw-dropping plot twists, this novel also works on a more sublime, symbolic level. The shattered moon Celona, whose pieces regularly
fall to Earth and create havoc, is a perfect symbol for the main
characters as well as the story’s overall theme: “Everyone is
broken in one way or another…the beauty of life—the joy of
living—is finding others that are broken in a way that covers
your weakness, exposes your strengths, and makes you stronger
together. That’s all love is.”
Simply put, this series is a masterclass in grand-scale storytelling. The future of epic fantasy is here—and this saga is
it.

r om a n c e
DUCHESS IF YOU DARE

Bryant, Anabelle
Zebra (320 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-4201-5269-2

In Regency London, a commoner
teams up with a duke to solve a mystery.
Scarlett Wynn was orphaned at a
young age after the violent death of her
mother. Now she lives alone but is part
of a band of young women calling themselves the Maidens of Mayhem; they work together to help
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After the Civil War, a woman rancher in
Wyoming rescues a visiting newspaperman from
back East and her life changes forever.
wild rain

London’s poorest and most desperate citizens. When Scarlett discovers her seamstress friend has disappeared under
mysterious circumstances, the Maidens encourage Scarlett
to investigate. The clues lead her to notorious brothel The
Scarlet Rose, where her friend spent her evenings as a sex
worker. Meanwhile, Ambrose, Duke of Aylesford, is at the
brothel to bail his brother, Martin, out of yet another scrape.
When Martin shares his concerns about missing women
from the brothel, Ambrose agrees to use his privileged status
to help uncover the truth. Once their paths collide, Ambrose
and Scarlett agree to work together, and even though they
come from different worlds, they cannot deny their mutual
admiration and attraction. Bryant’s Maidens of Mayhem is
an appealing idea, but her execution is lacking. The mystery
is quickly revealed to hinge on White women being lured
into sexual slavery, a plot that traffics in tropes that feel
uncomfortably dated. There are abrupt transitions between
scenes, which might leave readers feeling like they missed
something. Scarlett and Ambrose are sympathetic and likable characters, but the missteps in pacing and plotting leave
their romance feeling unfinished.
An interesting premise fails to deliver.

a frank look at social conditions for Black people of the time,
masterful pacing, and complex, likable characters.
Jenkins’ story reminds us that true love doesn’t require
sacrificing our independence. You shouldn’t miss it.

JACKSON

LaQuette
Sourcebooks Casablanca (360 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4926-9453-3

WILD RAIN

Jenkins, Beverly
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-06-286171-9
After the Civil War, a woman rancher
in Wyoming rescues a visiting newspaperman from back East and her life
changes forever.
Spring Lee had a rough beginning, losing both of her parents, being
thrown out by her grandfather at the
age of 18, and prostituting herself to a White rancher and his
son in order to avoid starving. Now Spring has found contentment, if not peace. She owns a ranch and breaks wild mustangs
for a living. But life is still hard for a Black woman in Paradise,
Wyoming, during the Reconstruction era. When she finds
Garrett McCray, a greenhorn in new boots, limping along in
a blizzard after being thrown from his horse, she’s wary about
taking him home with her. But she knows if she doesn’t, he’ll
die. Garrett is a Black man from Washington, D.C., come to
interview Spring’s brother for a newspaper article. Although
Garrett stands up for Spring when an old enemy insults and
attacks her, he’s a milder hero, willing to stand back and let
Spring take care of herself. This is part of what makes Jenkins’
novel so refreshing. It’s a tale of the American frontier that
is lacking in the usual misogyny, anti-Indigenous racism, and
idealization of White settlers that plague fiction about this
era. Although it’s the second book in Jenkins’ Women Who
Dare series, it’s also a crossover to her Old West series, incorporating characters from Tempest (2018). This book has all the
hallmarks of Jenkins’ fiction—meticulous historical research,
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A Texas Ranger falls in love while on
an undercover assignment.
Restoration Ranch has been in Aja
Everett’s family for generations. Now, at
39, she’s left her career as a prominent
New York City lawyer to move to the
Texas ranch full time, hoping to convert it to a retreat center. A
series of escalating incidents including arson in the barn make it
clear that someone is targeting Aja. The local sheriff won’t help
because he disapproves of her participation in a program that
creates jobs for ex-convicts. Her uncle, a powerful judge, asks
the Texas Rangers to investigate. Jackson Dean and his team
go undercover as ranch hands to investigate the crimes. Jackson has kept himself emotionally distant from women after his
painful divorce, but he is drawn to Aja’s strong will and fierce
independence. Aja is a calm, centered character. She knows her
mind and agrees to a brief affair with Jackson even though she’s
interested in more. LaQuette has an ear for dialogue, with lively
banter between Aja and her friends and caring dialogue with
her relatives; at other times, the narrative is weighed down by
long paragraphs of interior monologuing. The mystery plot is
rather quickly resolved and feels predictable. Jackson’s internal
struggle to let himself love again is the major emotional thread
in the novel.
This warm, placid romance will appeal to people who like
to read about a man’s soul-searching.
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THE SOUL OF A WOMAN

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Allende, Isabel
Ballantine (160 pp.)
$22.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-35562-6
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The popular Chilean novelist shares
life’s lessons.
Approaching 80, Allende offers wise
thoughts on aging, romance, sex, love,
and, above all, her feminism—which
began in kindergarten, when she saw
her mother, abandoned with three small children, forced to
become dependent on men. “I became obsessed with justice,”
writes the author, “and developed a visceral reaction to male
chauvinism.” Angry and often rebellious, Allende was “expelled
from school—run by German Catholic nuns—at age 6, accused
of insubordination; it was a prelude to my future.” Thankfully,
her doting grandfather, although “the unquestionable patriarch
of the family,” encouraged her abilities; “he understood the disadvantages of being a woman and wanted to give me the tools
I needed so I would never have to depend on anyone.” Married
at 20 and soon a mother of two, Allende felt stifled until she
joined the staff of Paula magazine, where writing provided an
outlet for her restlessness. The author charts the evolution of
her own “fluid, powerful, deep” feminism as it relates to her
self-image. While she refuses “to submit to the Eurocentric
feminine ideal—young, white, tall, thin, and fit,” she does “jump
out of bed an hour before everybody else to shower and put on
makeup because when I wake up I look like a defeated boxer.”
Now happily married to her third husband, Allende claims that
“love rejuvenates” and that after menopause, life gets easier, “but
only if we minimize our expectations, give up resentment, and
relax in the knowledge that no one, except those closest to us,
gives a damn about who we are or what we do.” Buoyed by the
“spiritual practice circle” she dubs the “Sisters of Perpetual Disorder” and involved in a foundation dedicated to empowering
vulnerable women and girls, Allende is ultimately joyful: “My
theory and practice is to say yes to life and then I’ll see how I
manage along the way.”
A pithy, upbeat memoir by a self-described romantic
feminist.

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED by Philip Zelikow................................78
WOMEN AND OTHER MONSTERS by Jess Zimmerman..................79
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Valuable as a thought experiment alone but also an “actual
plan” for effecting lasting political change.
the devil you know

YOU DON’T
BELONG HERE
How Three Women
Rewrote the Story of War

THE DEVIL
YOU KNOW
A Black Power
Manifesto

Becker, Elizabeth
PublicAffairs (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-5417-6820-8

Blow, Charles M.
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-06-291466-8

An incisive history of the Vietnam
War via the groundbreaking accomplishments of three remarkable women

y o u n g a d u lt

journalists.
In her latest, Becker, who has covered war and foreign
policy for the Washington Post, NPR, and the New York Times,
focuses on the careers of Frances FitzGerald, Kate Webb, and
Catherine Leroy, interweaving their stories as they traveled to
Vietnam in the mid-1960s. As U.S. involvement was escalating
and news organizations continued to send men to chronicle
the war, these women paid their own ways and sought out freelance reporting opportunities. French photojournalist Leroy
was already a licensed parachutist when she arrived in Saigon
in 1966. A year later, she became the first journalist to join in
a combat parachute jump, and she gained widespread recognition for her up-close images of soldiers in battle, many published in Life. Webb was an Australian freelance correspondent
who eventually became the United Press International bureau
chief in Phnom Penh. After being captured by North Vietnamese troops operating in Cambodia in 1971, Webb made international headlines when premature reports of her death led to a
New York Times obituary—before she emerged from captivity
several days later. FitzGerald’s arrival coincided with the Buddhist uprising in South Vietnam in 1966. Realizing the events
could serve as “a window into an unsettling truth about Vietnam,” she sought to understand and write about the Vietnamese
on their own terms. Her debut book, Fire in the Lake (1972), won
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer and Bancroft prizes.
“Leroy, FitzGerald, and Webb were the three pioneers who
changed how the story of war was told,” writes Becker. “They
were outsiders—excluded by nature from the confines of male
journalism, with all its presumptions and easy jingoism—who
saw war differently and wrote about it in wholly new ways.” The
author was also present as a journalist in the final years when
the war shifted to Cambodia, which adds depth and a riveting
personal dimension to the book.
A deft, richly illuminating perspective on the Vietnam
War.

The distinguished New York Times
columnist offers a daring but utterly sensible plan to advance Black civil rights.
The devil that Black Americans know all too well is racism, and, as Blow notes from the outset, it is not confined to
the South: “Black people fled the horrors of the racist South
for so-called liberal cities of the North and West, trading the
devil they knew for the devil they didn’t, only to come to the
painful realization that the devil is the devil.” Though George
Floyd’s murder at the hands of Minneapolis police was roundly
protested—and with Whites often outnumbering Blacks at
demonstrations around the country—soon after, Jacob Blake
suffered the same fate, in Milwaukee, by bullets rather than
asphyxiation, but with “no similar outpouring of outrage.”
What Blow calls “white liberal grievance” is useless in the
face of a racist system that will not change. Or will it? Given
that Georgia is at the crux of the 2020 presidential election
and that Stacey Abrams’ get-out-the-vote campaign brought
in hundreds of thousands of voters to turn the state blue,
Blow considers the state “proof of concept” that Black voters can indeed sway elections. He adds that the entire South
could follow suit if only Blacks would reverse the path of the
Great Migration to the North during Jim Crow and remake
the electoral map by forming a solid majority. As he writes, if
just half of Black residents elsewhere moved South, it would
establish that majority from Louisiana all the way across the
Southern heartland to South Carolina, “a contiguous band of
Black power that would upend America’s political calculus and
exponentially increase Black political influence.” It would also
end White supremacy in that intransigent region. “The South
now beckons as the North once did,” he urges in his resounding conclusion. “The promise of real power is made manifest.
Seize it. Migrate. Move.”
Valuable as a thought experiment alone but also an “actual
plan” for effecting lasting political change.

THE BARBIZON
The Hotel That Set Women
Free
Bren, Paulina
Simon & Schuster (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-982123-89-5

A rare glimpse behind the doors of
New York’s famous women-only residential hotel.
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10 nonfiction books to
look for in 2021
Leah Overstreet

As we toss 2020 into the dumpster,
let’s look ahead to 2021. Since dozens of books were rescheduled from
last year due to the pandemic, 2021
already looks like a stellar year for literature. The standouts in March and
April alone could comprise an entire
season, but I will leave those for future columns. For now, here are 10
must-reads to get you through January and February, a slate of outstanding titles that serve as beacons for what I hope will be a
much brighter year ahead. This is what our reviewers had
to say about them:
Walking With Ghosts by Gabriel
Byrne (Grove, Jan. 12): “It’d go too far
to say that Byrne…is as fine a writer as
his countrymen James Joyce and Seamus Heaney. However, he writes with
much more depth than the typical
celebrity memoirist, accessing some
of Heaney’s earthiness and Joyce’s
grasp of how Catholic guilt can shape
an artist….A melancholy but gemlike
memoir, elegantly written and rich in
hard experience.”
The Crooked Path to Abolition:
Abraham Lincoln and the Antislav
ery Constitution by James Oakes
(Norton, Jan. 12): “A superb analysis of
how the Constitution influenced the
battle over slavery….Oakes persuasively shows how, from the moment
Lincoln assumed office, he made it
clear by both rhetoric and action that
slavery was doomed….Many books
discuss Lincoln and abolition, but
this is among the best.”
The Devil You Know: A Black
Power Manifesto by Charles M. Blow
(Harper/HarperCollins, Jan. 26):
“The distinguished New York Times
columnist offers a daring but utterly
sensible plan to advance Black civil
rights….If just half of Black residents
elsewhere moved South, it would establish…‘a contiguous band of Black
power that would upend America’s
political calculus and exponentially
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increase Black political influence’….Valuable as a thought
experiment alone but also an ‘actual plan’ for effecting
lasting political change.”
Let Me Tell You What I Mean
by Joan Didion (Knopf, Jan. 26): “A
dozen pieces of nonfiction from the
acclaimed novelist, memoirist, and
screenwriter….Stylistic precision and
the ‘energy and shimmer’ of her prose
are fully evident in this volume of previously uncollected pieces, written
from 1968 to 2000.”
Just As I Am by Cicely Tyson
(HarperCollins, Jan 26): “In this highly anticipated and candid memoir, Tyson…ascribes her remarkable success to luck, grit, and the
hand of God….Besides chronicling
her work in The Autobiography of Miss
Jane Pittman, A Woman Called Moses,
and…Roots, among other roles, Tyson
lays bare the details of her tormented
relationship with Miles Davis, an unrepentant womanizer and substance
abuser….A forthright self-portrait of
a determined woman and iconic cultural figure.”
Surviving the White Gaze by Rebecca Carroll (Simon & Schuster, Feb.
2): “Born to a White mother and Black
father, the author was adopted by a
White New Hampshire couple with…
very little concept of race. Growing
up with a fierce desire to fit in with the
popular White kids at school, she entered into a toxic relationship with her
birth mother, a narcissist who took
every opportunity to tear down and
interrogate her daughter’s Blackness and self-esteem….A
deeply resonant memoir of hard-won authenticity.”
Floating in a Most Peculiar Way
by Louis Chude-Sokei (Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, Feb. 2): “A distinguished literary scholar delivers an
affecting memoir of life as an exile, with a David Bowie soundtrack
in the background….Early on, as he
shows in this forthright, deftly profound narrative, he stood as a definitive outsider, given to reading what
|

During the 1920s, young women began to flock to Manhattan, unbound by the restrictions of previous generations. After
the Barbizon Hotel for Women opened in 1928, writes Vassar
professor Bren, many women showed up “with a suitcase, reference letters, and hope.” Among them were aspiring writers,
actors, and models who believed the Barbizon would provide a
safe haven from which to launch their careers. Two floors were
occupied by the Katharine Gibbs Secretarial School, which
sought to provide “a pathway for young women to find work.”
Betsy Talbot Blackwell, editor-in-chief of Mademoiselle, encouraged those who participated in the magazine’s guest editor program to reside at the Barbizon, making its hallways a “shelter as
well as a testing ground for generations of ambitious women.”
As the reputation of the Barbizon grew, so did its demand. “It
would become the landing pad,” writes the author, “the go-to
destination for young women from all over the country determined to give their New York dreams a shot.” Sylvia Plath’s The
Bell Jar was “entirely based on her time at the Barbizon,” and
other now-famous residents included Rita Hayworth, Joan
Crawford, Liza Minnelli, Grace Kelly, Joan Didion, and Meg
Wolitzer. In the 1950s, women oscillated “between acting on
their own dreams and following society’s expectations for
them,” and the next decade spelled the end for the institution.
“Ironically,” writes Bren, it was “the onset of the 1960s women’s
movement that would sound the death knell for the Barbizon. The residential hotel built in the 1920s on the premise of
women’s independence and the nurturing of their artistic talents and all-around ambition would become a casualty of that
very same goal.” Drawing on extensive research, extant letters,
and numerous interviews, Bren beautifully weaves together the
political climate of the times and the illuminating personal stories of the Barbizon residents. Although some parts of the narrative are repetitive, particularly regarding Plath and Kelly, the
book remains captivating.
Elegant prose brings a rich cultural history alive.
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an aunt called ‘foolish space books,’ among the many
things left behind when his mother moved her family to
America....A beautifully written contribution to recent
work of the African diaspora.”
Strange Bedfellows: Adventures in
the Science, History, and Surprising
Secrets of STDs by Ina Park (Flatiron,
Feb. 2): “Fans of witty, meticulously
researched chronicles of intriguing
popular science topics—think Mary
Roach—will devour this fluid mixture
of scholarship and levity. A fresh, funny, sex-positive book that effectively
destigmatizes sexual disease.”
Smalltime: A Story of My Fam
ily and the Mob by Russell Shorto
(Norton, Feb. 2): “Shorto vividly portrays the lives of farm-team mobsters,
among them his own ancestors….
[The author’s grandfather] hustled
to carve out a spot in the Prohibition
era, building a small-city empire that
included booze, gambling, and other
more or less soft crimes, with some
of the money going to the mob in
Pittsburgh and some traveling to the ruling Mafia families
in New York….A lively addition to the history of Italian
American immigration and its discontents.”
Nuestra América: My Family in
the Vertigo of Translation by Claudio Lomnitz (Other Press, Feb. 9):
“The noted anthropologist and historian takes his rich family history and
builds a narrative of universal significance….There is no end of intriguing anecdotes in these pages, and
in a world of chaos, Lomnitz builds
deep meaning from a comparatively
small community of blood kin and
friends….A masterpiece of historical and personal investigation, perfect for anyone trying to uncover their family’s past.”

LINER NOTES FOR
THE REVOLUTION
The Intellectual Life of
Black Feminist Sound

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.

Brooks, Daphne A.
Belknap/Harvard Univ. (608 pp.)
$39.95 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-674-05281-9
A spirited study of how Black women
musicians and writers have informed
each other despite gatekeepers’ neglect

and dismissals.
Brooks, a professor of African American Studies at Yale,
ranges from early blues icons like Bessie Smith, who created
“jams that revel in the complexities—the affective ambiguities—
of a Black woman’s inner lifeworld,” through contemporary
phenoms like Janelle Monáe and Beyoncé. But it’s not all about
the musicians. Women writers on Black music—Zora Neale
Hurston, Lorraine Hansberry, blues and jazz historian Rosetta
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A thoughtful book that offers abundant material to rile up—and
edify—Blue Lives Matter and Defund the Police advocates alike.
tangled up in blue

Reitz—are crucial to Brooks, but this book is not strictly about
music writing, either. By synthesizing both groups, the author
develops an engrossing and provocative secret history of Black
artists developing their own modes of history and celebration,
exploring “the myriad ways that Black women have labored in
and through sonic culture.” Hurston, an anthropologist before
she was a celebrated novelist, made the case for blues music as
central to American life; Hansberry’s defense of her own work
and Black culture in general established a model for future
writers; blues duo Geeshie Wiley and Elvie Thomas opened up
questions of Black (and perhaps queer) defiance of expectations
to this day and how history is often warped by self-declared
White keepers of blues history. The supporters for Brooks’ thesis aren’t exclusively Black; she writes rhapsodically about music
critics Ellen Willis, Greil Marcus, and Reitz, who reissued the
work of Black blueswomen. However, the author emphasizes
a culture in which “Black women are rarely in control of their
own archives, rarely seen as skilled critics or archivists, all
too rarely beheld as makers of rare sounds deemed deserving
of excavation and long study.” Brooks writes with a scholar’s
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comprehensiveness, only occasionally overly fussy and digressive; her record-geek’s enthusiasm is explicit, and her book is a
powerful corrective.
A sui generis and essential work on Black music culture
destined to launch future investigations.

TANGLED UP IN BLUE
Policing the American City

Brooks, Rosa
Penguin Press (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-525-55785-2

A provocative account of a tour of
duty with the Washington, D.C., police
force.
“These fucking people.” So says a
weary cop, pointing out to Brooks a
particularly crime-prone denizen of the streets. Though she
was in her 40s, “with two children, a spouse, a dog, a mortgage,
and a fulltime job as a tenured law professor” (and the daughter of a disapproving Barbara Ehrenreich), the author decided
to become a police officer, following the participant observation model to “understand cultures that might otherwise
appear alien and incomprehensible.” The D.C. metro force
has an unusual program that allows volunteers to serve, carry a
weapon, and make arrests. To satisfy her interest in violence and
its constraints, she enrolled in and passed the training course.
“By any measure, policing in the United States is a breathtakingly violent enterprise,” she writes, particularly in a city like
D.C., where so much of the business of crime and punishment
is racially charged. The political left, she notes, holds that Black
men are so often killed by police or hauled off to jail because
the police are racist while the right contends that young Black
men are inclined to crime. Brooks ably shows how the truth
is much more complex, and the anecdotes she offers along
her beat demonstrate the complicated relationships among
authority, violence, gender, race, and other elements. Some of
the officers she portrays are noble civil servants, others dead
weight, others just this side of psychotic—very much like the
people they both serve and combat. The author’s look at the
Dickensian “secret city” is both revealing and appalling, and she
delivers sometimes-surprising news along the way about racism,
the harms of mandatory arrest, and the “overcriminalization” of
everyday life in a thoroughly dysfunctional society.
A thoughtful book that offers abundant material to rile
up—and edify—Blue Lives Matter and Defund the Police
advocates alike.

|

THE DALÍ LEGACY
How an Eccentric Genius
Changed the Art World and
Created a Lasting Legacy

Brown, Christopher Heath &
Isbouts, Jean-Pierre
Apollo Publishers (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-948062-66-4

A bright, accessible biography that
connects the dots between Salvador
Dalí’s surrealist masterpieces and their visual references.
“The secret of my influence has always been that it remained
secret,” Dalí once said, as if to tempt writers like Brown and
Isbouts to attempt to crack his enigmatic body of work. Here,
the authors aim to divine the “root of Dalí’s enduring popularity,” proposing that the artist’s appreciation of baroque and old
master paintings has solidified his timelessness. Dalí developed
a construct called the “paranoiac-critical method,” a term he

used to describe his exploration of the “hidden visuals” of his
subconscious. The authors address dormant erotic themes that
haunt the artist’s paintings, but they also frame classical visual
motifs as being similarly embedded in the artist’s mind. Just as a
contorted, fleshy figure may signify the artist’s sexual hang-ups,
two figures from an 1850s Jean-François Millet painting reappear throughout Dalí’s oeuvre like a recurring obsession. He
understood that in order to excel as a surrealist, he would need
to master the real. “While all of his contemporaries moved
forward into the mists of an uncertain abstract future,” write
the authors, “Dalí remained wedded to realism, to the palette
and technique of the Old Masters as well as 19th-century academic artists.” Though his “allegiance to the realism of the
Old Masters” is often obvious, the authors develop each connection with an informed depth that renders their subject as a
deeply academic painter interested in more than just melting
clocks, flying tigers, and burning giraffes. Two essays by Brown
at the end of the biography offer wild new interpretations of
Dalí paintings, as the author superimposes Dalí iconic motifs
onto masterpieces by da Vinci, Michelangelo, and others. These
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Civil War buffs and Scripture enthusiasts alike will find this
book to be a uniquely worthwhile reading experience.
a holy baptism of fire and blood

claims are captivating but convoluted and feel incongruous with
the rest of the book. Perhaps the authors work better as a pair.
A well-researched skeleton key with which to unlock
some of Dalí’s many mysteries.

WHEN AMERICA STOPPED
BEING GREAT
A History of the Present
Bryant, Nick
Bloomsbury Continuum (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4729-8548-4

A British journalist charts America’s
decline over the past 40 years.
BBC senior foreign correspondent
Bryant mounts a scathing indictment
of the polarization and degradation that have transformed the
U.S. into what feels “like a continent rather than a country, a

geographic expression rather than a properly functioning state.”
Offering a brisk overview of American politics, economics, and
social change from the Reagan era to Joe Biden’s recent win in
the presidential election, the author underscores the conflicts
and pressures that have deepened into crisis. Reaganism, Bryant asserts, glorified “conspicuous consumption, instant gratification and the celebration of wealth.” In addition, the election
of a former film star “normalised the idea that a show-business
personality could become president.” The Monica Lewinsky
scandal was Bryant’s first big American story; looking back, he
views it as more than a tawdry episode since it led to increased
journalistic sensationalism, the rise of “post-truth politics,” and
“the corrosive impact of the internet.” Barack Obama’s message
of hope and change was undermined consistently by the GOP,
which “took obstructionism to unprecedented levels.” Like
many journalists, Bryant gave little credence to Trump’s ability
to win, but he admits that “Trump possessed the great skill of
populists and demagogues down the ages: to articulate the fears
and prejudices of voters better than they could themselves, and
also to offer simplistic solutions.” The author looks in vain for
events—such as 9/11, the financial crash, and the current pandemic—that should inspire unity but instead have “made fear
the great driver of US politics,” serving to exacerbate divisiveness. Now living in New York, Bryant hopes for a revival that
will make America a place where his children can thrive. The
nation might well pause, he suggests, taking “a respite from the
hostility that might induce a period of reflection, restoration
and renewal.” After his trenchant yet bleak history, however, his
hope for unification seems unlikely.
An adroit political critique.

A HOLY BAPTISM OF
FIRE AND BLOOD
The Bible and the
American Civil War
Byrd, James P.
Oxford Univ. (392 pp.)
$34.95 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-0-19-090279-7

A fresh exploration of the Bible’s role
in the Civil War.
Byrd, a professor of American religious history at Vanderbilt Divinity School, provides a useful,
original contribution to the vast library of Civil War history,
focusing not merely on faith or religion in the context of the
war, but on the Bible itself. Given the depth of religious fervor and level of biblical literacy that marked American society
during the war years, the author is able to tap into a deep well
of cultural riches and historical insights. “The American Civil
War was not primarily a war over the Bible,” writes Byrd in the
epilogue, “but for many Americans it was a biblical war,” and
he points out several times that Lincoln once noted how both
the North and the South “read the same Bible.” Both sides did
indeed read the same Scriptures, and while both believed the
Scriptures supported their views, they offered wildly differing
50
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interpretations. Byrd also shows how the Bible was a central
point of reference for nearly everyone in Civil War society, from
enlisted men to officers, abolitionists to proponents of slavery, politicians to, of course, clergy. Old Testament references,
many of which are obscure today, were used widely by both
sides of the conflict to interpret the contemporary events and
find the direction of God’s favor. The Bible was used to prove,
understand, or explain everything, from White supremacy to
the reasons for specific military defeats to the assassination of
Lincoln. As the war carried on, the language of sacrifice found
throughout the Bible saturated Americans’ understanding of
the conflict. “We misunderstand the Bible’s role in the war…if
we devalue the biblical images of sacrifice,” writes the author,
whose eye-opening analysis shows how, through sacrifice and
atonement, Americans from both sides found meaning in the
carnage of war.
Civil War buffs and Scripture enthusiasts alike will find
this book to be a uniquely worthwhile reading experience.

SURVIVING THE
WHITE GAZE
A Memoir

Carroll, Rebecca
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-982116-25-5

A probing, wise investigation of
racial identity.
Throughout the memoir, Carroll, a
podcast host and cultural critic who develops a wide variety of content at WNYC, demonstrates the most
indelible qualities of the genre: an ability to inhabit a version of
one’s self that no longer exists; an instinct for what’s important
and what isn’t; and a voice that implies personal growth gained
through missteps and ultimately self-knowledge. Born to a White
mother and Black father, the author was adopted by a White
New Hampshire couple with a laissez-faire approach to parenting and very little concept of race. Growing up with a fierce desire
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Lindsay & Lexie Kite

IN THEIR NEW BOOK, MORE THAN A BODY, THE SISTERS HELP READERS
THINK ABOUT BODY IMAGE IN A NEW WAY
By Johanna Zwirner
Travis Bunderson

come a person living and a person living to be looked
at. You’re picturing yourself from the outside, monitoring your body according to your worst fears of what you
think people might be thinking when they look at you.
Self-objectification is something that research shows
impacts most girls and women and [increasingly] all
genders throughout their lives. But self-objectification
is something that is core to our work because once you
can name it [and] shine a light on it, it doesn’t mean that
you will rid yourself from it, [but] you can fight against
it. That’s the whole premise of becoming more than a
body—more than somebody to be evaluated from the
outside.
Lindsay: Otherwise, we’re imagining ourselves from the
outside instead of living from the insides of our bodies.
It’s pretty natural in a culture that objectifies women’s
bodies. When we grow up seeing women’s bodies being
viewed with an outside lens, a sexualized gaze, then we
turn that gaze upon ourselves, and we use it for the rest
of our lives without even knowing that it’s not the natural way that we should be engaging with our bodies.

Lexie Kite, left, and Lindsay Kite

Lindsay and Lexie Kite have long promoted positive body image, ever since they both pursued Ph.D.s in
communications with a focus on media and body image
at the University of Utah. After establishing the nonprofit Beauty Redefined in 2009, the Kite sisters have
continued their work on body image resilience, which
posits that women and people of all genders can learn
from moments of body shame to become stronger as individuals rather than allowing stringent beauty ideals to
dictate behavior and sense of self. The 35-year-old identical twins’ debut book, More Than a Body: Your Body Is
an Instrument, Not an Ornament (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, Dec. 29), also defines the related notion of selfobjectification and explains how best to identify the
moments when we begin to see our bodies from the outside rather than physically inhabiting them. We recently
spoke with the Kites over Zoom; the conversation has
been edited for length and clarity.

How do you feel about social media? Do you have tips
for engaging with it constructively?
Lindsay: Social media is, in some ways, a necessary evil
for the work that we do. We, as individuals, have taken
great care to make sure that we really curate our own
feeds but also the ways we represent ourselves. With
social media, so much of it is so idealized-image based.
The first step is to be really critical of it and to recognize the pressures that real people feel to reflect those
same ideals....The accounts that are the trickiest...are
the ones that are really body-centric. It’s not an intentional or malicious thing to say, “When I shrink my images and FaceTune everything, I’m trying to hold people to unrealistic standards.” No, it’s just something that
we inadvertently and subconsciously do. We ask people
to avoid curating your own social media feed to look in

One of the most universal concepts in this book is selfobjectification. Would you explain this term and what it
means for the work that you do?
Lexie: Self-objectification is what happens when your
mind and your identity are literally doubled. You be52
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ways that split your identity and your focus from living
inside of yourself to looking at yourself from the outside in.
And you point out the purchasing power of women and
the marketing that is constantly being done through
social media.
Lindsay: It’s the way capitalism has been used against
women. And we need to use capitalism for our gain and
show these industries that our money, our dollars aren’t
going to be used against us anymore. They can be used
to build us up instead of tear us down.
Lexie: It’s true. We live in a world where women, who
don’t have the opportunity to hold power in the same
way men do, can grasp for some of that power through
replicating these objectifying ideals, replicating this
capitalism that hurts us by turning it against us as women. We’re trying to help women and all people see a better way—that we have more power beyond constant fixing, and decorating, and pointing out the flaws.

Johanna Zwirner is the editorial assistant. More Than a
Body was reviewed in the Dec. 15, 2020 issue.
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You mention spirituality and the many different forms
it can take. Can you share a powerful spiritual experience that helped you to reconnect with being inside of
your body?
Lindsay: For me, it’s been a journey to reconnect with
who I always have been. In psychology, they call that inner-child work. Something that was extremely powerful was simply to reflect on an image of myself that I
loved as a little girl: I’m sitting on this couch, I’m 5 years
old, and I’m holding this little white bunny. I can see my
chubby little round cheeks, these thick, dark eyebrows
growing in already at that age. When you can look back
on an image of yourself and think back on a memory
where there was no awareness of how other people
perceived your body, it can help you tap back into that
sense of self that isn’t divided.
Lexie: I feel like what we want is for this book, in some
ways, to feel like a spiritual venture. We want this book
to help you reconnect with your inner child and your
purpose that extends so far beyond your decorative appeal. We can’t imagine how much girls and women could
contribute if they could step back into themselves.

important to help people identify all of the ways that
they’ve been taught to hide, to hold back, to stop raising
their hand in class, to stop going up for leadership positions, to stop playing sports. We take the focus off of
“You do look right, you are beautiful,” and say, “You’re
more than beautiful.” When you can get your mind off of
focusing on whether or not you’re beautiful enough, you
can move on to better things regardless of how you look
or even how you feel about how you look.
Lindsay: We live in this culture that values women according to how we look. And it doesn’t mean that everyone around us is going to stop doing that just because
we decide that “my body is an instrument, not an ornament.” You will still have moments where you self-objectify. But you can go through those hard things, and
they can be a reminder to you to turn back to who you
really are and to access your skills for media literacy and
be critical of every image and message you see. You can
use your social skills to be able to confide in somebody
else, even a professional, but especially with other people who are absolutely going through the exact same
things you are and can provide some solidarity there. So
we can work together to rise through that.

How do you think about your work as being different
from the traditional body-positivity messaging we often
see?
Lindsay: The problem that [most people] see is that
women don’t feel good about the way they look. But our
research shows that the root of all women’s body image
issues is self-objectification. Through our work with
that focus on objectification, we know that it’s more
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NOTES FROM AFRICA
A Musical Journey With
Youssou N’Dour

to fit in with the popular White kids at school, she entered into
a toxic relationship with her birth mother, Tess, a narcissist who
took every opportunity to tear down and interrogate her daughter’s Blackness and self-esteem. The narrative, which reflects the
author’s “decades-long, self-initiated rite of passage,” is a blunt,
urgent study of racial identity and an attempt to chronicle “my
ultimate arrival at the complicated depths of my own blackness.”
Along the way, she encountered a variety of racists, passive and
aggressive, and a series of White boys who served as goals to
be attained. Carroll also underwent a series of hairstyles, which
become symbols for stages of self-actualization. But the heart of
the book lies in her back and forth with Tess, who cast a spell on
her daughter even as she spewed racist venom and situated herself more as a jealous peer than a dutiful parent. Carroll’s quest for
authenticity fuels the text, but there’s also a quietly tragic subtext
of failed parenting, of the many ways one generation can put its
own needs before those of the next. The author deftly untangles
these pitfalls, creating a specific and personal story that is also
compelling for general readers.
A deeply resonant memoir of hard-won authenticity.

Cathcart, Jenny
Unbound (320 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-78965-047-1

Of Afrobeat, mbalax, soukous, makossa,
and other popular sounds emanating
from West Africa.
In 1984, Cathcart traveled to Senegal
as part of a BBC TV crew, meeting the renowned artist (and,
later, politician) Youssou N’Dour when he was ready to explode
far beyond his native country and—thanks in part to friendships
with Western pop musicians—influence the music of every continent. “I had been brought up in Ireland on Beethoven and the
Beatles,” writes the author, “but was thoroughly mesmerised by
what Peter Gabriel called the ‘liquid velvet voice,’ the scintillating sabar drums, the kaleidoscopic charm of Youssou’s modern
dance music.” It’s clear that Cathcart is a fan, but she has room
in her affections for many other players around the continent,
including Fela Kuti, Alpha Blondy, King Sunny Ade, and Adama
Faye, “the Mozart of Senegal” who “attracted a new audience
for Youssou’s music, especially among young people and intellectuals.” While N’Dour broke out easily, Blondy in particular
had a harder time; positioned as Africa’s first reggae star, the
Ivorian singer was abandoned by Bob Marley’s producer, which
lent him a fiery determination to make it big. Cathcart, who
includes a generous selection of color photos, has a decent
grasp of the various threads that go into African—and particularly West African—music, but the writing is often clunky (“I
was not alone in feeling apprehensive about the outcome”) and
clichéd (“Following a month of speculation, he finally threw
his hat into the political arena”). The author also seems unconcerned with the desideratum in music writing of telling readers
what the music actually sounds like. In that vein, Mark Hudson’s 1998 novel The Music in My Head is a better treatment;
though its players are often composites, it gets more quickly
and memorably to the feel of an influential musical tradition.
A tepid look at the red-hot West African pop scenes of
the 1980s.

FINDING THE RAGA
An Improvisation on
Indian Music

Chaudhuri, Amit
New York Review Books (264 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-68137-478-9

A novelist explores his ardor for Hindustani classical music.
In addition to being an acclaimed
novelist, Chaudhuri is an accomplished
singer of khayal, the most prominent genre of North Indian
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an appendix that let readers fill in friends’ propensities for certain traits. These devices should fool no one, however: Cipolla
gives no hard data to support his “laws” and no firm definitions
of terms such as gains, losses, or irrational. The author instead
melds the acidic satirical spirit of his ancient Roman compatriot Juvenal—who railed against stupidity—with the good
cheer of a proto–Forrest Gump, whose version of “actions speak
louder than words” was, “Stupid is as stupid does.” The defect
or genius of this book—depending on your view—is that, like
a Rorschach test, it lets readers project their views onto what
they see on the page. The foreword by Nassim Nicholas Taleb is
surprisingly disappointing.
Worldviews of Forrest Gump and an ancient Roman satirist converge in a seriocomic analysis of human stupidity.

y o u n g a d u lt

classical music. He first studied it when he was a teenager in
Bombay, frustrated in his efforts to become a Western-style
singer/songwriter à la Neil Young and Bob Dylan. This wasn’t
as simple a leap as choosing a new genre to perform. “Indian
classical music is as incomprehensible to most Indians as it
was to the English” he writes, and raga (and its various subcategories) is a challenging music to perform and describe. Much
of the book betrays this struggle, and Chaudhuri sometimes
wanders deep in the musicological weeds when exploring the
music’s complex rhythmic and melodic patterns. Though he
provides some points of comparison to Western music, from
Beethoven to John Lennon, there’s little that’s analogous. A
Beethoven symphony, he writes, represents actions and events
while a raga evokes a state of being: “The raga is not about the
world; it’s of it.” Early on, the author concedes that an orderly
explanation of the music is out of his grasp, and the first section, “Alaap,” which refers to the introductory section of a raga,
consumes two-thirds of the book. The text is engrossing when
Chaudhuri speaks personally of his own experiences with the
music: how he inherited his mother’s love for singing, raga’s
uneasy relationship with Hindu religious tradition, its connection to poetry, and the feeling of transcendence it can deliver.
Those looking for an orderly introduction to the music will be
disappointed, but directness has never been Chaudhuri’s goal.
As both a writer and singer, “I have a tendency not to come to
the point.” Regardless, fans of the music, and those attuned to
his more impressionistic approach, will see the charm in it.
A deliberately digressive foray into an enduring yet slippery style of music.

THE BASIC LAWS OF
HUMAN STUPIDITY

Cipolla, Carlo M.
Doubleday (96 pp.)
$14.99 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-385-54647-8

In a new edition of a self-published
1976 essay, Italian economic historian
Cipolla (1922-2000) posits that the most
dangerous people are the stupid ones.
The author takes a tongue-in-cheek,
socio-economic view of human folly in a slim book that divides
people into four groups—“the helpless, the intelligent, the bandit, and the stupid”—based on whether they and others gain
or lose from their behavior. The helpless gain little from their
actions, though others may profit; the intelligent gain from
their actions as others also benefit; and the bandits gain as others lose. The stupid gain nothing and may suffer losses as they
harm others, and they are therefore the most dangerous. Bandits may have sinister motives, but their actions follow a logic
that allows others to predict and defend against them—they act
out of a rational self-interest—while the stupid are “erratic and
irrational.” The author gives all of this material a quasi-scientific
air by calling his theories “laws” and by inserting graphs showing quadrants with X and Y axes, including four worksheets in
|
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As comprehensive a collection as now exists and one that
should be required reading in history and literature courses.
unsung

RACISM IN AMERICAN
PUBLIC LIFE
A Call to Action

UNSUNG
Unheralded Narratives
of American Slavery &
Abolition

Cole, Johnnetta Betsch
Univ. of Virginia (128 pp.)
$19.95 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-8139-4562-0

Ed. by Commander, Michelle D. &
Schomburg Center for Research in
Black Culture
Penguin Classics (656 pp.)
$22.00 paper | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-14-313608-8

Three lectures on racism in America
and the role of a liberal arts education in
challenging it.
In 2019, prominent anthropologist
and educator Cole, president of the
National Council of Negro Women, delivered the Malcolm
Lester Phi Beta Kappa Lectures on the Liberal Arts and Public
Life at Mercer University. As professor David A. Davis notes in
the foreword, Cole “offers a vision for how liberal arts institutions can address racism and be vehicles for change….Dr. Cole’s
lectures look back on her own experiences with racism since
her childhood in segregated Jacksonville, Florida, and she
explains how racism still affects public life in this country.” She
brings a highly knowledgeable historical and personal perspective and context to these issues, showing how deeply racism is
embedded in the DNA of America and urging an engagement
in the “courageous conversations” required to heal the many
divisions that plague the nation. The adaptation of Cole’s incisive lectures into a book faces a couple of challenges. Because
these were stand-alone lectures on interrelated issues, there
are points that seem repetitive and belabored (though no less
accurate) over three successive chapters. The bigger problem is
timing, as these lectures occurred a year before the pandemic
lockdown, the death of George Floyd, and the home stretch of
the chaotic 2020 presidential campaign—all of which altered
and accelerated the national dialogue on race. Nonetheless,
Cole demonstrates the impact of the length and depth of these
festering national wounds, and the introduction and afterword
(by Tikia K. Hamilton, an educator focused on diversity and
race-related issues) do a decent job of creating a more contemporary frame for the lectures. Throughout, Cole’s tone is measured and nuanced yet urgent. She ends the book by quoting
Frederick Douglass, who famously said, “If there is no struggle,
there is no progress.”
Cogent dissections of issues that require constant
attention.
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Wide-ranging anthology of narratives and literary works related to slavery and its abolition in
the U.S.
“Focusing on the voices and actions of formerly enslaved
Black people and lesser-known abolitionists,” volume editor
Commander writes, this collection draws on the holdings of the
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, where she is
a curator. (Kevin Young is the director of the Schomburg and
the series editor.) Built on the Schomburg’s extensive archive
of African American literature, the anthology incorporates
excerpts from rare and little-known documents, among them
courtroom testimonials concerning a 1740 “Negro plot” of
arson and murder in New York and, 40 years later, an uprising
laid at the door of “Denmark Vesey, a free black man,” which
resulted in dozens of supposed conspirators being “hung on the
Lines.” Other documents contrast the insurrections of John
Brown and Nat Turner, the latter of whose fighters, a chronicler
wrote, “were humaner than Indians or than white men fighting
against Indians—there was no gratuitous outrage beyond the
death-blow itself, no insult, no mutilation.” Precipitants of the
Civil War, such uprisings and insurrections were far from isolated, though often accompanied by quieter acts of resistance.
In 1849, for instance, one brave man shipped himself north
from Louisiana to Pennsylvania in a coffinlike box, tossed and
tumbled to a freedom that was not complete thanks to the Fugitive Slave Act: “I now stand before you as a free man, but since
my arrival among you, I have been informed that your laws
require that I should still be held as a slave.” (Fortunately, he
escaped to England.) Commander’s well-chosen collection also
includes literary works by Black writers such as Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins, who wrote a play of the Underground Railroad
excerpted here whose use of dialect (“I doesn’t like to say it, but
Ise might ’fraid you’s gwine to lose your gal”) is unusual among
the stirring oratory of the earlier abolitionists but that certainly
has its place among the dozens of voices here.
As comprehensive a collection as now exists and one that
should be required reading in history and literature courses.

|

COME FLY THE WORLD
The Jet-Age Story of
the Women of Pan Am

Cooke, Julia
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-358-25140-8
A breezy account of Pan American World Airways in its glory days is
smoothly interwoven with the engagingly complex stories of several longtime

MIDNIGHT IN CAIRO
The Divas of Egypt’s
Roaring ’20s
Cormack, Raphael
Norton (368 pp.)
$28.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-393-54113-7

A vibrant history of Cairo’s womendominated cultural landscape between
the wars.
As Cormack shows in this singular
work of scholarship, Cairo in the 1920s and ’30s was a unique
|
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flight attendants.
Journalist and travel writer Cooke, the daughter of a former
Pan Am executive, explores the global role of the airline in the
1960s and ’70s, before the company’s decline and bankruptcy
declaration in 1991. In this limber, well-researched book, the
author touches on a handful of relevant characters, concentrating on three stewardesses, as they were then known, whose lives
intersected during Operation Babylift at the end of the Vietnam
War. Lynne was a biology major from upstate New York, Karen a
former manager at a military service club in Germany, and Tori a
young Norwegian woman with a gift for languages. All three were
looking for adventure and a chance to see the world in an era
when career options for women were severely limited, and they
were selected for Pan Am during a period when only 3% to 5% of
applicants were hired. Their lives in the air coincided with a time
in which feminist impact in and out of the workplace was accelerating, and Cooke excels at placing their individual stories within
this context without turning them into object lessons. She also
examines, clearly but without a heavy hand, the close relationship between Pan Am and the U.S. government, particularly in
regard to Pan Am’s role in transporting military personnel to and
from Vietnam and to various cities for rest and relaxation trips.
Readers will be delighted with the author’s inclusion of many
behind-the-scenes details, from the instructions stewardesses
received to refrain from serving hijackers—remarkably common
during this period—caffeinated beverages to a dress code that
required girdles, white gloves, and slips (“grooming lessons took
nearly as much time as first-aid training”).
An entertaining, insightful look into a gritty and glamorous era in air travel.

milieu in which women could excel as proudly feminist artists
and entrepreneurs. Moving chronologically, the author, who
holds a doctorate in Egyptian theater and has written extensively about Arabic culture, drills down on the neighborhood
of Ezbekiyya, especially along Emad al-Din Street, where bars,
restaurants, theaters, and other entertainment establishments
flourished from roughly the turn of the 20th century to the
1950s. This is where Europeans—many of whom descended
from 19th-century colonizers—mingled with the locals. During the 1919 revolution, “an example of unprecedented national
unity,” women played prominent roles. While women artists
and performers endured numerous unfair stereotypes, the
author ably shows their significance to the cultural scene. Via
a dozen or so minibiographies of these fascinating, talented
women, many of whom rose from humble beginnings—as
well as scores of contextualizing photos—Cormack makes the
convincing case that “at its core, this was a group of women
demanding to be heard as they asserted their wishes, claimed
their rights, and made space for themselves.” Shining examples
abound: Munira al-Mahdiya, thriving in the new genre called
“taqtuqa” (a light, popular song), was “the first women in Egypt
to lead a theatrical troupe.” Rose al-Youssef, “one of the most
famous actresses in Egypt,” started a magazine that served as
an important source of information on Cairo’s nightlife. Fatima
Rushdi became known as the “Sarah Bernhardt of the East.”
Oum Kalthoum “is the singer now remembered worldwide as
the most popular icon in the history of Arabic music.” Cormack
also examines Aziza Amir’s Layla (1927), which was considered
“the first Egyptian film.”
A lively and original story of modern Egypt told through
the lives of its first generation of women celebrities.

UNDER OUR ROOF
A Son’s Battle for Recovery, a
Mother’s Battle for Her Son
Dean, Madeleine & Cunnane, Harry
Convergent/Random House (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-593-13806-9

A Pennsylvania congresswoman and her
son recount his struggles with addiction.
“When I did Harry’s wash,” writes
Dean, “inevitably a lighter or condom or
something equally troubling would bubble up out of his pockets
or call my attention as it banged around in the dryer. It all comes
out in the wash—that’s what I would think as I furiously folded
his clothes.” Another troubling sign was Cunnane’s transformation from bright student to disaffected slacker. We learn why
on the next page: He was smoking marijuana and crushing
and snorting Percocet pills. In alternating voices, both mother
and son confess to believing that their childhoods were idyllic,
but the latter’s was more fraught. Introduced to alcohol and
cigarettes while attending an “expensive all-boys academy surrounded by the harsh reality of North Philly,” he quickly graduated to more powerful substances. Though Cunnane’s narrative
kirkus.com
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A lively tour of paunch and pantry that
proves the adage that less is more.
just eat

is often sententious (“Drugs became like a mistress I knew
I had to hide but would risk anything for”), readers will sympathize when he describes the terrors of an ambulance ride to
the hospital following an overdose and of the subsequent withdrawal. Some may find their sympathy dampened by his account
of leaving rehab and resuming the same behavior (including
after he became a father), even if relapse is a nearly universal
experience for true addicts. Dean’s passages move among hope,
despair, sentimentality, anger, and exasperation; while occasionally moving, the prose doesn’t always match the gravity of the
situation. While the book is clearly well intentioned and may
prove useful to readers dealing with their own illness or that of
a loved one, it pales next to richer, more memorable narratives
such as Mary Karr’s Lit, Cameron Douglas’ Long Way Home, and
Erin Lee Carr’s All That You Leave Behind (as well as her father’s
investigative The Night of the Gun).
A modest contribution to the literature of recovery.

AMORALMAN
A True Story and Other Lies
DelGaudio, Derek
Knopf (256 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-525-65855-9

A boy enthralled by magic becomes
an accomplished swindler.
In his entertaining debut memoir,
performer, artist, and magician DelGaudio recounts his transformation from
a child who loved magic tricks to a professional card cheat
immersed in a world of high-stakes grifters. Raised by a single
mother who, he was shocked to discover, was gay, the author
grew up in homophobic Colorado towns where, “next to food
and water, secrecy had become an essential part of my survival.”
Feeling like an outcast at school, he gravitated to a local magic
shop, where Walt, the owner, became his mentor. With Walt’s
guidance, and the books and videos that he devoured, DelGaudio mastered sleight of hand so well that Walt pushed him to
meet professional magicians and, finally, connected him with
Ronnie, a well-known hustler. Although DelGaudio was overcome with stage fright when performing magic tricks and
balked at the idea of fooling an audience, he was clearly talented
at duping poker players. Befriending his young protégé, Ronnie tried to shelter him from unsavory gamblers. Nevertheless,
DelGaudio was drawn into a convoluted scheme that involved
his dealing for poker games in a lavish Hollywood mansion. At
first doubting his abilities, he admits to having been “so blown
away by the elegance of this gambit, I almost forgot about the
anxiety I was experiencing.” Throughout, he creates animated
portraits of the many nasty characters he encountered and conveys a vivid sense of the greed and deception pervasive among
gamblers, shills, and liars. Ultimately, he admits, “dealing gave
me a chance to recognize my value.” At first, although he “had
anticipated that I’d have strong feelings of guilt or remorse after
cheating at cards,” in fact, he didn’t—until a surreal experience
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at the poker table awakened him to the reality of what he was
perpetrating and who he had become.
A lively tale of immersion in—and escape from—the
underworld.

JUST EAT
One Reporter’s Quest for
a Weight-Loss Regimen
That Works

Estabrook, Barry
Lorena Jones Books/Ten Speed Press
(256 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-399-58027-7

The bestselling author of Tomatoland
returns with a tasty exposition of diet
fads and their discontents.
Estabrook, a former James Beard Award–winning contributing editor at Gourmet, opens with a familiar scenario of lament:
Over the years, he has gained too much weight, the result of
advancing age, inadequate exercise, and splendid dining. How
to get those unwanted pounds off? “Joining the two-thirds of
Americans who have medically significant amounts of weight to
lose, I decided to go on a diet, something I’d never done,” he
writes. The plan he chose, Whole30, was done for all the wrong
reasons, he adds—it was the current fad, one whose inventors
“cleverly tweaked the old paleo precepts to appeal to the social
media set.” The problem was that it didn’t work. When those
precepts give way to the reality of gnawing hunger, the weight
comes back. Estabrook follows with a somewhat dispiriting
tour of diets old and new, from the pious to the wacky—e.g.,
the nasty Master Cleanse, “which was invented in the 1940s but
is enjoying a revival among celebrities”; the alcohol-saturated
Banting diet, named for an English coffin maker whose regime
consisted of “between five and seven glasses of wine, on top of
his liquor-moistened morning toast and…optional tumbler of
grog.” The author weighs each in the balance and finds them
wanting, including the still-fashionable paleo diet, which, says
one paleoanthropologist, “has no basis in archaeological reality.” After an amiable visit with French chef Jacques Pépin,
who never met a food he didn’t like but has always maintained
a healthy weight, Estabrook concludes with a program whose
tenets seem common-sensical but also get buried in the diet-literature buzz: Take in fewer calories, avoid empty calories from
sugar and alcohol, and keep track of your weight regularly with
an accurate scale. His book is fittingly slender, but Estabrook
packs a lot of highly useful information into a narrative that’s
also enjoyably snarky.
A lively tour of paunch and pantry that proves the adage
that less is more.
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THE GOOD GIRLS
An Ordinary Killing
Faleiro, Sonia
Grove (360 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-8021-5820-8

GIRLHOOD

Febos, Melissa
Bloomsbury (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-63557-252-0
An acclaimed nonfiction writer gathers essays embracing the pleasure, pain,
and power of growing up as a girl and
woman.
In her latest powerful personal
and cultural examination, Febos interrogates the complexities of feminism and the “darkness” that
has defined much of her life and career. In “Kettle Holes,” she
|
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A modern-day Rashomon that offers
multiple views of the widely publicized
deaths of two young women in rural
India.
In the summer of 2014, two teenagers, whom Faleiro calls Padma and Lalli, left their homes in
the countryside of Uttar Pradesh, walking to a nearby orchard.
Not long after, they were found hanging from a tree. An
autopsy was inconclusive, but it seemed likely that the girls
had been raped. Consequently, the village was swept up in a
vortex of contending views on religion, caste, gender roles,
women’s rights, and other thorny issues, all cogently explored
by the author. The principal suspects were members of a low
caste. “Their lives had been dismantled,” writes Faleiro, a
sympathetic yet unrelenting investigator. “And not one politician, they said, not even one of their own, had come to see
them, never mind offer them assistance of any sort….This is
what it meant to be poor.” Other issues were at play, including
the fact that the girls had dared use their cellphones in public—an act that proved, according to a society where women
are untrustworthy, that they were seeking dangerous liaisons.
As Faleiro carefully documents, the disappearance of the girls
was not extraordinary: “In the year that Padma and Lalli went
missing, 12,361 people were kidnapped and abducted in Uttar
Pradesh, accounting for 16 per cent of all such crimes in India.”
In a recent case, a wealthy businessman had murdered at least
17 people, some of them children, whose disappearances the
police had not paid attention to precisely because they were
poor. Padma’s and Lalli’s graves suffered a final indignity during a devastating flood, and while their case seems to resist
definitive resolution, it shows that, “for the poor, who have
always suffered the most, India hasn’t changed all that much.”
A gripping story that brings home the point that India
may be “the worst place in the world to be a woman.”

describes how experiences of humiliation at the hands of a boy
she loved helped shape some of the pleasure she later found
working as a dominatrix (an experience she vividly recounted
in her 2010 book, Whip Smart). As she fearlessly plumbed the
depths of her precocious sexuality in private, she watched in
dismay as patriarchal society transformed her into a “passive
thing.” In “Wild America,” the author delves into body-shaming issues, recounting how, during adolescence, self-hatred manifested as a desire to physically erase herself and her “gigantic”
hands. Only later, in the love she found with a lesbian partner,
did she finally appreciate the pleasure her hands could give her
and others. Febos goes on to explore the complicated nature
of mother-daughter relationships in “Thesmophoria,” writing
about the suffering she brought to her mother through lies
and omissions about clandestine—and sometimes dangerous—
sexual experiments and youthful flirtations with crystal meth
and heroin. Their relationship was based on the “ritual violence”
that informed the Persephone/Demeter dyad, in which the
daughter alternately brought both pain and joy to her mother.
“Intrusions” considers how patriarchy transforms violence
against women into narratives of courtship that pervert the
meaning of love. In “Thank You for Taking Care of Yourself,”
Febos memorably demonstrates how the simple act of platonic
touching can be transformed into a psychosexual minefield for
women. Profound and gloriously provocative, this book—a perfect follow-up to her equally visceral previous memoir, Abandon
Me (2017)—transforms the wounds and scars of lived female
experience into an occasion for self-understanding that is both
honest and lyrical.
Consistently illuminating, unabashedly ferocious writing.

WE OWN THIS CITY
A True Story of Crime, Cops,
and Corruption
Fenton, Justin
Random House (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-593-13366-8

When police officers are the criminals, they serve and protect themselves.
When Freddie Gray died while in Baltimore Police custody in 2015, protests
broke out in the streets, and Baltimore Sun crime reporter Fenton—who shared a Pulitzer for coverage of the events—was on
the scene. Strangely, he fell under the protection of both Crips
and Bloods, who worked under a truce that overlooked red and
blue gang garb and instead focused on the Black of the victim.
Certainly, according to the author’s tenacious reporting, the
Baltimore officers focused on Blackness, in a very negative way:
Their Gun Trace Task Force broke into homes without warrants,
searched Black people without probable cause, stole guns and
money, and sold confiscated drugs. “While the police department leadership begged citizens to cooperate,” writes Fenton,
“some of its elite officers were running roughshod on Black men
in poor neighborhoods, creating a free-fire zone for anyone
kirkus.com
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For the clotheshorse and the jeans-clad alike, a lucid, entertaining
exploration of how and why we dress as we do.
dress codes

seeking to exploit them.” The worst of the bunch was a sergeant
who devolved from model Marine to utterly corrupt cop. He
partnered with a cocaine dealer to identify other dealers, seize
their wares, and sell them; reportedly, that sergeant had squirreled away at least half a million dollars, having done things like
broken into a dealer’s car and “stolen between $12,000 and
$19,000.” Before getting greedy, a core group of officers—most
now serving prison terms thanks to an FBI investigation that
Fenton tracks almost in real time—preferred to skim money
off the top during seizures. Meanwhile, the GTTF was lauded
for its results, which were murky at best. “Despite police and
prosecutors’ stated priority of holding people caught carrying guns accountable,” writes the author, “officials would later
acknowledge that no one was circling back to check or improve
the outcomes.” Fenton’s fast-paced narrative, perfect for fans of
The Wire, delivers a satisfying resolution, though it remains to
be seen whether the department will truly clean up under new
management, for which readers must stay tuned.
A harrowing study in true crime, most of it committed by
men with badges.

DRESS CODES
How the Laws of
Fashion Made History

Ford, Richard Thompson
Simon & Schuster (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-5011-8006-4

Clothes make the person—and a
social code that defies resistance.
Stanford law professor Ford opens
with a memory of his “rigorous and
refined” father, a minister and scholar who “endured my sartorial misadventures (asymmetrical ‘new-wave’ haircuts, nylon
parachute pants, the ‘punk’ look, which consisted of deliberately torn garments held together with safety pins or duct tape)
in quiet despair.” Of course, that garb was part of the costume
by which one identifies with a group, and it speaks to a point
Ford frequently reiterates: We all abide by dress codes, whether
required to do so or not. The author’s discussion embraces a
vast body of knowledge, from what might be called fashion
anthropology to a philosophy of sartorial splendor, and he’s an
assured, genial narrator. He has an acute eye for detail, too. We
eagerly follow his gaze from the well-dressed young men and
women who sat in at lunch counters during the civil rights era to
the Black Panthers’ “quasi-military style that combined berets,
aviator sunglasses, bohemian turtleneck sweaters, and long,
sleek leather jackets.” Ford’s referents extend deep into the past.
He notes that one reason that Joan of Arc was tried and burned
for heresy was her penchant for wearing male clothing, in violation of biblical precept. As a lawyer, Ford is naturally drawn
to disputation, and there’s plenty to cover. Lawsuits concerning
makeup, cornrows, hairnets, miniskirts, and bare midriffs punctuate his pages while bodies of regulations such as Louis XIV’s
order that “only members of his royal court would be allowed to
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wear shoes with red heels” turn up frequently. Particularly relevant are Ford’s observations on how formal dress codes tend to
target the least powerful—women, minorities, the poor—and
can serve, as he points out, “to undermine self-esteem.” The
author also includes a “timeline of important dress codes and
historical events.”
For the clotheshorse and the jeans-clad alike, a lucid,
entertaining exploration of how and why we dress as we do.

HOW TO AVOID A
CLIMATE DISASTER
The Solutions We Have
and the Breakthroughs
We Need
Gates, Bill
Knopf (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-385-54613-3

A persuasive, optimistic strategy for
reducing greenhouse emissions to zero

by midcentury.
In his latest book, Gates makes a significant contribution
to the rapidly growing shelf of books that not only acknowledge climate change, but also propose viable solutions; other
examples include Eric Holthaus’ The Future Earth and David
Attenborough’s A Life on Our Planet. Gates moves several steps
further in a comprehensible, at times amusingly wonky, text
that provides detailed plans. The author relates a compelling
vision of what the potential devastation will look like, assessing the scale and range of expected damage, but he is more
interested in clearly communicating the multitiered facets of
his plan. While drawing on his expertise and instincts as a successful tech innovator, investor, and philanthropist, Gates relies
on teams of experts in science, engineering, and public policy
to flesh out the details. The author focuses on five major emissions-generating activities—making things, plugging in, growing things, getting around, and keeping cool and warm—and he
breaks down his global plan to address the level of a given country’s financial capabilities. Gates applies his 2050 goal to developed, relatively wealthy countries, with others following as
soon as possible after that date. Though we already have some
of the tools necessary to implement his plan, many of them are
not used widely enough, and Gates presses for increased investment in well-guided research and development and innovation
in the efficiency of our electricity use. “We need to accomplish
something gigantic we have never done before,” writes the
author, “much faster than we have ever done anything similar,”
which will require building “a consensus that doesn’t exist” and
policy that will “push a transition that would not happen otherwise.” Though Gates doesn’t shy away from acknowledging the
daunting challenges ahead, his narrative contains enough confidence—and hard science and economics—to convince many
readers that his blueprint is one of the most viable yet.
A supremely authoritative and accessible plan for how we
can avoid a climate catastrophe.
|

THE BLACK CHURCH
This Is Our Story,
This Is Our Song

I’M IN SEATTLE,
WHERE ARE YOU?
A Memoir

Gates Jr., Henry Louis
Penguin Press (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-984880-33-8

A memoir from an Iraqi novelist,
journalist, and visual artist about how
the search for a lost love brought him to America and saved him
from persecution as a gay Muslim man.
Gzar first came to Seattle looking for Morise, an African
American soldier he had loved during the Iraq War. He began
his West Coast sojourn living in a house with three gay men
who he believed knew nothing about the true nature of his visit.
In the months that followed, Gzar told the story of his life in
Iraq while exposing his own trauma. The wildly inventive narrative that emerged—in conversations with his roommates and
then with everything from his own shoe (“I stood, grasped the
shoe, and placed it in front of me, near enough for it to hear me
clearly”) to a stranger’s glasses—revealed he had grown up under
the Saddam Hussein regime. Hussein’s savage dictatorship valued “manliness, virility, and bushy mustaches on clean-shaven
faces” and viciously punished—often killed—any homosexual
activity. The author knew early on that he loved boys; when
his tell-all diary fell into the hands of a Fedayeen soldier, so did
his father, who “bowed to our tribe’s pressure that I must be
punished.” Gzar eventually left for the University of Baghdad
to study petroleum engineering, and he became known for the
extreme piety that helped him navigate a brutally homophobic
world. It was there, just as Baghdad fell to American forces, that
he met Morise. Sadly, Morise’s departure to Seattle and, later,
the author’s own imprisonment for homosexuality conspired
to keep them apart. Built on keenly observed cultural, political, and personal details and populated by vivid characters, this
book—illustrated throughout with Gzar’s starkly surreal ink
drawings—draws readers into a narrative web that is by turns
shocking, funny, and deeply moving.
A magical tragicomic story of love, sacrifice, and
conviction.

y o u n g a d u lt

A scholarly and intimate look at the
Black Church’s prodigious history and
potential future.
In a companion book to a PBS documentary, renowned historian Gates delves into the history of
the Black Church, which Harvard historian Evelyn Brooks
Higginbotham called “the single most important institution
in the Black community.” For centuries, the church has been a
source of hope and strength for Black people, first as a way to
address the horrific cruelty of slavery. A better life awaited the
enslaved; they just had to remain faithful. At the same time,
Black Christianity spurred the nation’s largest slave rebellion,
and, later, the church would become the physical and spiritual
home of Black social protest and the civil rights movement.
Through meticulous research and interviews with scholars as
well as “believers, nonbelievers, musical artists, [and] pastoral leaders,” Gates paints a compelling portrait of the church
as a source of “unfathomable resiliency” for Black ancestors
as well as the birthplace of so many distinctly African American aesthetic forms, including “blues, jazz, rock and roll, soul
and R&B, folk, rock, and even hip-hop.” With the advent of
hip-hop came a “generational shift away” from the traditional
church, which now finds itself at a crossroads in an era featuring the rise of both the “bling-bling” of prosperity gospel and
the socially conscious Black Lives Matter movement—not to
mention the pandemic, which affects Black, Native, and Hispanic people disproportionately. Refreshingly, the author’s
lens is not uncritical: He writes of a still-relevant church, as
diverse as the Black experience itself, with struggles and failings, including its treatment of women and the LGBTQ+ community and its dismal response to the 1980s AIDS epidemic.
The book also includes generous photos, an engrossing epilogue revealing Gates’ personal religious experiences alongside additional research, and chapter-heading quotes from
W.E.B. Du Bois, Sojourner Truth, Frederick Douglass, Martin
Luther King Jr., and other Black icons.
Powerful, poignant, and ultimately celebratory. Let the
church say, “Amen!”

Gzar, Mortada
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Hutchins, William
AmazonCrossing (332 pp.)
$14.95 | Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-1657-5

STANDPIPE
Delivering Water in Flint

Hardin, David
Belt Publishing (176 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-948742-82-5

A Red Cross volunteer reflects on an
intense experience.
In February 2016, Hardin, a poet,
artist, and newly certified Red Cross
Disaster Relief volunteer, was deployed
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Insightful stuff for readers immersed in
the labyrinthine world of neuroscience.
a thousand brains

to deliver water in Flint, Michigan. “A week or two of online
training, classroom CPR certification, day-long conference
room seminar, and a road test around downtown Flint in a
gleaming, late-model ERV, and I’m ready for my first day,” he
recalls. The author was motivated to volunteer not only by the
“human tragedy unfolding in Flint” because of its polluted water
supply, but also by feelings of “longing, shame, and regret” that
overwhelmed him after his mother’s death. Hardin interweaves
recollections of his childhood, his mother’s declining health,
and their long estrangement with a recounting of his service
in Flint, two threads that, while affecting, do not fully cohere.
He testifies to an unhappy childhood, when he was “unwitting
partner” to his mother, who could be “self-centered, manipulative,” and childish, while he stood “in awed fealty” to his father,
“an embittered man haunted by ghosts he chose to keep to himself.” He bears witness, as well, to the “economic and environmental racism, human error, public indifference, and political
hubris” that led to Flint’s emergency and the degradation of
the once-thriving city, now “decimated by a spectacular loss of
manufacturing jobs, opportunity and hope….Most of means left
long ago.” He is amazed, he writes, “as the long, hot summer
progresses, that Flint’s residents don’t resort to acts of civil disobedience or defiantly take to the streets to express their frustration and rage.” Most residents, instead, wait patiently for the
donated bottled water and Brita filters that Hardin lugs into
driveways sometimes patrolled by a dog or up rotting stairs. His
Flint experience was transformative, he writes, perhaps politically, and most likely emotionally, as he considered his own past.
A heartfelt portrait of a city, and a man, grieving.

brains theory maintains that identical structures called “reference frames” occur throughout the neocortex. All take in
sensory information “to model everything we know, not just
physical objects,” and “all knowledge is stored at locations relative to reference frames.” Nothing enters our skull but electrical
spikes, so this model is a simulation. It’s usually accurate, but
humans perceive lots of nonsense and false beliefs, which have
become threats to our long-term survival. Modern life remains
a battle between the neocortex (knowledge) and the old brain
(competition, survival). Usefully, Hawkins then applies his theory to machine intelligence. Computers store knowledge but
lack reference frames and the ability to model: “Nothing we
call AI today is intelligent.” Humans are intelligent because we
can learn to do practically anything. Computers do one thing,
although they do it far better than humans. There is no “deep
learning,” only access to immense amounts of data, and future
intelligent machines will be more like humans, and “success…
could be a machine that has the abilities of a five-year-old child.”
Richard Dawkins provides the foreword.
Insightful stuff for readers immersed in the labyrinthine
world of neuroscience.

NEVER ENOUGH
A Navy SEAL Commander on
Living a Life of Excellence,
Agility, and Meaning
Hayes, Mike
Celadon Books (240 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-250-75337-3

A THOUSAND BRAINS
A New Theory of Intelligence

A former Navy SEAL leader discusses approaches to improving one’s life
by taking an active role in it.
Hayes opens in Fallujah, recounting a tense situation in
which he had to make a split-second decision about whether or
not to shoot a civilian reaching inside his robe for something.
Was he hiding a gun or a detonator? No, an ID card. The decision,
by the author’s slogan-rich narrative, is “take action, or don’t.”
That action comes in many forms: As Hayes notes, he tells his
daughter every morning not to have a good day but to “ ‘make it’
a great day. ‘Have’ is passive, implying that the world will simply
happen around her.” Those without a determined mindset need
not apply: “The greatest trajectory to excellence is trying really
hard things….You need to maintain the mindset every day that
even the most excellent person can never decide that he or she is
excellent enough.” Doing so involves constant striving and developing something beyond the ordinary shallow motivations that
get us through our days—the desire for fame, money, and so forth,
rather than taking the robust leadership stance of “align[ing] passions to larger causes.” A leader who does so and inspires others
all around to do better, constantly, can be a world-changer. Hayes
is earnest, inclines to repeated keywords (“Excellence. Agility.
Meaning.”), and doesn’t seem to have much of a sense of humor.
But there’s no question but that his blend of cheerleading and
suck-it-up exhortation will produce results in readers who take

Hawkins, Jeff
Basic (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5416-7581-0

How a collection of identical cells
takes in information and generates
intelligence.
Entrepreneur and computer engineer
Hawkins’ enthusiasm comes through in
TED talks and an earlier bestseller (On Intelligence, 2004), and
neuroscientists take him seriously—though readers new to the
subject may have a more difficult time digesting the complex
information. The author focuses on the neocortex. Only mammals have one, but all animals possess a deeper “reptilian” brain
designed to ensure survival and reproduction. The neocortex
allows humans to “devote our lives to philosophy, mathematics,
poetry, astrophysics, music, geology, or the warmth of human
love, in defiance of the old brain’s genetic urging” that we
should be spending time “fighting rivals and pursuing multiple
sexual partners.” Hawkins adds that all thoughts and actions
result from activity and the connections among neurons. Every
element of intelligence—seeing, touching, language, thought—
is fundamentally the same. The author’s intriguing thousand
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EXCEPT FOR PALESTINE
The Limits of Progressive
Politics

his advice seriously to remake themselves in an unending search
for self-improvement. The author offers valuable lessons for
motivated readers, but there is also considerable overlap with the
work of fellow Navy SEAL Jocko Willink.
A well-thought-through program for building personal
greatness, but you have to work for it.

Hill, Marc Lamont & Plitnick, Mitchell
The New Press (240 pp.)
$25.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-62097-592-3

DOOMED ROMANCE
Broken Hearts, Lost Souls,
and Sexual Tumult in
Nineteenth-Century America

Heyrman, Christine Leigh
Knopf (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-525-65557-2
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Historian Heyrman, winner of the
Bancroft and Francis Parkman prizes,
reconstructs a scandal that reveals 19thcentury evangelicals’ clashing and often retrograde views of women.
“Centuries before the invention of social media, conservative evangelicals dabbled in the dark art of character assassination with anonymous letters and gossip, threats and blackmail,
the promise of punishment in this life and the next,” writes
the author. She exposes them all with panache in this narrative history of two doomed romances: one involving a young
New England teacher and the other centered on the love affair
many 19th-century American women had with evangelicalism, which instilled in them heady visions of adventures like
overseas missionary work but denied them full participation
in them. Much of this book reads like a Jane Austen novel,
with aspects that, however coincidental, may seem uncannily
familiar to fans of Pride and Prejudice: an intelligent, marriageable woman, obstacle-beset suitors, a loyal sister, an ineffectual mother, an entailed estate, and even a key figure who
shares a name with the Bennet family. In 1825, Martha Parker
agreed to marry her second cousin, the caddish schoolmaster Thomas Tenney, then rejected him for the clergyman and
future missionary Elnathan Gridley. Tenney’s friends sent an
anonymous letter to the evangelical missions board besmirching Parker’s seemingly unimpeachable character—further
baselessly impugned by the president of Dartmouth, Tenney’s
alma mater—and the meddling helped to quash Parker’s hope
of going abroad with Gridley. While maintaining an Austenian suspense about who Parker ultimately married, Heyrman
suggests how the episode relates to broader 19th-century
debates on matters such as women’s rights, clerical celibacy,
sexual double standards, and homosexuality among missionaries. Few characters emerge from the book looking good, but
Parker’s story is a colorful and enlightening footnote to history that deals with issues that remain pertinent to this day.
Unholy treatment of a marriageable young woman by
religious leaders, served up with novelistic flair.

A focused look at the obdurate problem of Palestinian-Israeli relations and
the Americans on both sides of the issue.
Media studies scholar Hill and Middle East foreign policy specialist Plitnick open with an example of what might appear to be contradictory stances among
American progressives: outrage at the Trump administration’s
immigration policy yet apparent silence when, soon after
Trump deployed soldiers to the southern border, that administration cut off funding to the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency, which “provides emergency food, shelter, medication,
supplies, and medication to millions of Palestinian refugees living in the West Bank, Gaza, and camps in neighboring countries.” There was hardly any policy discussion on the matter, and
those few progressives who did raise objections went unheeded.
The Obama administration, note the authors, was little more
concerned with Palestinian human rights issues, and, they add,
things are likely to get worse. Gaza in particular is projected to
be uninhabitable soon, and those who live there do so under
the baleful eye of the Israeli military and a government that, in
2018, declared that “only Jews can exercise national self-determination in Israel.” The authors argue that human rights should
become the “primary predicate for U.S. policy in the region.”
They also examine the efficacy of various means of Palestinian
resistance, winning no diplomatic points for nonviolence, even
as Israel continues to view the situation as a zero-sum game:
“Peaceful coexistence, while not entirely ruled out, is seen as
too risky a gamble.” In their clear and evenhanded analysis, the
authors conclude that progressives must work to dismantle
injustices, many of which are perpetuated by the U.S. government, and in turn, to hold the Israeli government “accountable
for its actions in the region, and especially for its denial of basic
rights to Palestinians.”
Sure to be controversial, as books about Middle Eastern
policy tend to be, but a welcome, well-informed contribution.

RESCUING THE PLANET
Protecting Half the
Land To Heal the Earth

Hiss, Tony
Knopf (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-525-65481-0

A passionate argument for protecting
the world’s rapidly shrinking wilderness.
A century ago, 15% of the Earth’s
surface was farm or pasture; today, it’s
kirkus.com
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Rules for radicals, with a solid vision of a self-directed
future that labor activists will find promising.
mutualism

77%. Many experts maintain that this loss of natural land as well
as the “sixth extinction” and all the effects of climate change
have passed the point of no return. Former New Yorker staff
writer Hiss disagrees, and he describes a campaign to protect
50% of the world’s land, a plan that may strike many as absurd—
until they read his cogent argument. Three great forested
areas—Siberia, the Amazon, and the North American Boreal
(in Canada and Alaska)—make up most of the world’s wilderness. “Siberia is 60 percent cut over,” writes the author, “and
so is more than 20 percent of the Amazon, where the rate of
deforestation is spiking.” The Boreal, however, is 85% intact.
Since human activities account for less than 40% of our continent, and 15% is already protected, the author’s plan is feasible.
Readers accustomed to a litany of doom will discover a modest
amount of good news. Many well-financed environmental organizations are working toward the 50% goal, and, unlike the case
with reducing global warming, governments tend to be amenable. The best scenarios have occurred in Canada and Australia,
which have returned large amounts of land to previously displaced Native populations. The U.S. government is unlikely to
buy into the entire plan, but a combination of activists, naturalists, and a few billionaires are making progress. Hiss illustrates
his thought-provoking arguments with a handful of North
American projects, including a major expansion of the Appalachian Trail, rejuvenation of New Jersey’s Pine Barrens, restoration of the vast pine forests in the Southeast, and conversion of
Yellowstone into a Greater Yellowstone protected area, essential to preserve its diminishing species. With its combination of
passion, inspiration, and rigor, this makes a good companion to
Bill Gates’ How To Avoid a Climate Disaster.
Excellent natural history and more optimistic than usual.

MUTUALISM
Building the Next Economy
From the Ground Up

Horowitz, Sara
Random House (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-593-13352-1

A provocative call for a third path,
somewhere between capitalism and
socialism, for the workers of today.
The founder of the Freelance Union
and former board chair of the New York Federal Reserve,
Horowitz opens with an evocation of Charlie Chaplin’s harried
assembly-line worker in Modern Times. However, the factory is
not the arena of the modern labor struggle. Instead, it’s a workplace populated by “independent workers engaged in nontraditional employment relationships,” whether life coaches or
editors or Lyft drivers. Within this decade, writes the author,
half of the American workforce will be made up of these independent workers, who lack the social safety net that traditional
workplaces and the government used to provide. The collapse
of that net, she writes evenhandedly, is the result of hostility
from the political right and neglect from a left that abandoned
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its labor base. Building on the union-building ideals of the early
labor movements and French syndicalist Pierre-Joseph Proudhon’s notions of mutual aid, Horowitz proposes that if such a
safety net is to be woven anew, it will have to be done by the
workers themselves through building “mutualism” via organizations that “have a social purpose: to solve a social problem for a
community,” but that at the same time have a well-formed business model and structures of governance that will outlast individual founders. The author’s grandmother, an immigrant labor
rights activist, was vice president of the International Ladies’
Garment Workers’ Union a century ago. That organization,
Horowitz writes, founded health care clinics, built cooperative
housing centers, organized credit unions, and accomplished
many other projects that later fell into the hands of the state
and, now nonexistent or in disrepair, have to be remade or “built
from scratch.” Government has a role in supporting mutualist
organizations through reforms in the tax code and other regulations, but the institutions themselves must be worker-built—
and built to last.
Rules for radicals, with a solid vision of a self-directed
future that labor activists will find promising.

BETWEEN TWO KINGDOMS
A Memoir of a Life
Interrupted
Jaouad, Suleika
Random House (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-399-58858-7

A thoughtful memoir of dealing with
cancer and feeling “at sea, close to sinking,
grasping at anything that might buoy me.”
“It began with an itch.” So commences a story whose trajectory is sadly familiar to many survivors. Jaouad, then a student at Princeton, attributed it to some
internal pest. “As my energy evaporated and the itch intensified,” she writes, “I told myself it was because the parasite’s
appetite was growing. But deep down, I doubted there ever
was a parasite. I began to wonder if the real problem was me.”
The problem was not her, though the post-graduation ambit of
cocaine- and alcohol-filled nights didn’t help. Eventually, home
after living in Paris, the author learned the truth: She had a form
of cancer that affects the blood and bone marrow, manifested
by that itching and fatigue that no amount of coffee or uppers
could overcome, “not evidence of partying too hard or an inability to cut it in the real world, but something concrete, something utterable that I could wrap my tongue around.” Battling
her advanced leukemia, Jaouad also wrestled with complicated
issues about mortality and hope. Fortunately, all the endless
hours in hospitals and clinics, all the chemotherapy and psychological therapy and bloodwork and anguish resulted in her continued habitation of the kingdom of earth—though not all of
her fellow travelers were as fortunate. While still being treated
and advised against traveling, she took a friend’s ashes to India,
“a first exercise in confronting my ghosts.” The trip was also part
|

THE BEAUTY OF
WHAT REMAINS
How Our Greatest Fear
Becomes Our Greatest Gift

of a program of lifting her vision from the intensely self-focused
back to the larger world, which set her on a rehabilitative road
trip and the memorable realization that “it all can be lost in a
moment,” good reason to enjoy life while you can.
Memorable, lyrical, and ultimately hopeful: a book that
speaks intently to anyone who suffers from illness and loss.

Leder, Steve
Avery (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-18755-5

THE OFFICER’S
DAUGHTER
A Memoir of Family and
Forgiveness
Johnson, Elle
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-06-301132-8
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Powerful reflections on crime, murder, punishment, and redemption.
Johnson, a writer and producer for
HBO’s Bosch, among many other crime shows, opens on a harrowing note: “When I was sixteen, my sixteen-year-old cousin,
Karen, had her face blown off at point-blank range by a sawedoff shotgun in a robbery gone awry at a local Burger King in
the Bronx.” That terrible crime occurred nearly 40 years ago,
and though it never faded from memory, it was made immediate by a letter from the victim’s older brother asking that
Johnson make a plea to the parole board to ask that the killer
not be released from prison: The author knew a thing or two
about imprisonment and the parole process: Her late father
had been a parole officer, which he called “the worst job in the
world,” while the victim’s father was a police officer at the time
of the murder. The three young men who were implicated in
the crime, all imprisoned—and lucky for them, Johnson suggests, lest her father and uncle have tracked them down and
killed them outright—had arrived at various stages of repentance. One had pledged to make his life virtuous to atone for
the act while the actual shooter presented a more problematic
case. “In ten parole hearings over the course of fourteen years,”
writes Johnson, “he never once said the words ‘I’m sorry.’ He
forgave himself, but he had never asked to be forgiven. I didn’t
forgive him. I couldn’t.” The outcome of this poignant and provocative story arrives after numerous compelling twists and
turns and many revelations, including the fact that the scenario
of her cousin’s killing was very different in reality from the one
she had remembered for all these years. Still, the central truth
remains: A young woman who would now be in her mid-50s has
long been dead, her killers live, and Johnson is left to ponder
whether—and how—justice has been served.
A remarkable exploration of forgiveness by a veteran
storyteller.

A rabbi reflects on death and dying.
Leder, senior rabbi at the wellknown Wilshire Boulevard Temple in
Los Angeles, shares insights on the end of life, drawing on both
pastoral and personal experiences. Having recently lost his
father to Alzheimer’s, the author has deepened his thought on
the subject. “Sure, I had seen a lot of loss, but vicariously, one
degree removed from the truth,” he writes in a refreshingly candid passage. “I was an experienced rabbi well-schooled in the
craft of death. But my dad was right—I was full of shit.” The
text is a solid mixture of advice, reflection, and catharsis. He
begins with a reassurance for readers: “When someone is really,
truly dying, there is no fear, only peace.” With that in mind, he
urges friends and family to be present for their loved one and to
remind them that there is no unfinished business and that survivors will be OK. Regarding end-of-life care, Leder takes a pragmatic approach to decision-making and even gives a measured
nod of approval to assisted suicide, at least where it is legal. In
the case of those who die young or suddenly, the author notes
that theirs is “a death like all others—perfect sleep. The deepest peace.” Later, he points out that “a body is not a person. It
is a vessel. There is so much more to us than our physical presence.” Throughout the book, Leder weaves in the story of his
father’s death and often distinguishes between his job as a rabbi
and his role as a son, seeking to investigate the complexities of
the experience. Of course, seeing his once-strong father slowly
decline, ending his days unable to speak and wheelchair-bound,
affected the author deeply. The process helped him round out
his understanding of death after years of helping others through
the process.
An insightful and intimate look at the end of life.

A BOOB’S LIFE
How America’s Obsession
Shaped Me―and You

Lehr, Leslie
Pegasus (312 pp.)
$27.95 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64313-622-6

A screenwriter and essayist argues
that how Americans view breasts has
defined life for generations of women.
Lehr’s book contains just about
everything you would want to know about breasts. Pardon the
pun, but it’s not about titillation—though plenty of insight can
be gleaned from her cultural history. The book is about fixation
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and awareness, the many ways in which life shuffles women a
raw deal, and why we continue to fail to rectify the inequities.
The author also examines marriage, motherhood, the writing
life, and conflicting emotions. “As far back as I can remember,”
writes Lehr, “everywhere I’ve lived, breasts have been the Holy
Grail, the quest for female perfection. I’m beginning to think
breasts are more than a body part. They might be the whole
game.” That game, she demonstrates, has often held women
back. Lehr is a smooth, eminently likable guide, and she elicits no small measure of sympathy for the trials she has endured,
including her bout with breast cancer. She is thoughtful and
honest about the push-pull of acculturation and candid about
her own complicity in how societal attitudes often narrow
women’s status. Occasionally, the author engages in doctrinaire
language and sweeping generalizations. Justified though she
may be in her anger about certain cultural norms, the outrage
sometimes gets overheated, undermining valid arguments with
exaggeration. While many of the statistics buttress Lehr’s views,
numbers don’t tell the whole story. She is at her liveliest and
most convincing when she tempers rhetoric with personal anecdotes. The text also includes a variety of sidebars including “Bra
Basics,” a timeline of American beauty pageants (1998: “Forty
of the fifty-one Miss USA contestants have breast implants”),
and a list of American women who have appeared in Playboy,
divided by decade.
A serious and provocative book with enough lightness to
keep the pages turning.

WINTER PASTURE
One Woman’s Journey With
China’s Kazakh Herders

Li Juan
Trans. by Hargreaves, Jack & Yan Yan
Astra House (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-66260-033-3

A warm portrait of stark, strenuous
lives in remote China.
From her home in northwestern
China, essayist and nature writer Li joined a family of Kazakh
herders—and their camels, sheep, cattle, and horses—to spend
winter on immense pastureland where the population density
was “one person per every square mile and a half.” Winner of
the People’s Literature Award in China, this charming memoir, the author’s first to be translated in the U.S., captures the
harsh reality and quiet pleasures of the herders’ nomadic way
of life, migrations threatened by the consequences of overgrazing. Amid “towering waves of immaculate golden sand dunes,”
where temperatures plummet to minus 31 degrees, the family
constructs a burrow made with sheep manure, the “sole building material available in the desert,” incomparable because it
“can magically, continuously radiate heat.” With wall hangings,
rugs, a hearth, and a tablecloth for meals, the burrow becomes
a home. Although the author wondered what contribution she
could make, she took on a variety of necessary tasks: “I cleaned
66
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the cattle burrow and sheep pen every day, hauled snow”—critical for providing water—“made nan, embroidered,” and sometimes helped out with the exhausting job of herding. Li offers
affectionate profiles of neighbors, visitors, and members of her
host family: Cuma, the father, “intelligent and ambitious, capable and cocky,” and too often drunk; his reticent wife, whose
“aloofness was enough to give you goose bumps. But when she
did smile, she was radiant. Light beams shot out from between
her brows as if she invented this ‘smiling’ business”; and their
19-year-old daughter, who had to leave school and dreams of
becoming educated and independent in order to help her family. The arduous work caused Cuma and his wife to rely on daily
doses of painkillers, but their mastery of their environment,
and their contentment, earned the author’s admiration.
A rare look at a disappearing world.

THE PRINCESS SPY
The True Story of World War
II Spy Aline Griffith, Countess
of Romanones

Loftis, Larry
Atria (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-982143-86-2

This spy wore Balenciaga.
Loftis, a lawyer and author of nonfiction espionage thrillers who last wrote
about a Frenchwoman who spied for Britain during World War
II, turns his attention to Aline Griffith (1923-2017), an American OSS agent based in Madrid. Not trusting Griffith’s multiple memoirs—including the romantically titled The Spy Wore
Red and The Spy Went Dancing—which Loftis deems “historical
fiction,” he mined her OSS files as well as other agents’ writings to create a brisk narrative filled with glamour, glitz, and
mysterious characters. Having grown up in a small New York
town, Griffith was eager for adventure. In 1943, at a friend’s
dinner party, she told a handsome new acquaintance that she
wished she could help in the war effort like her two younger
brothers. Shortly after, she was recruited to train at America’s
“first school of espionage,” and within weeks, she was assigned
to go to Spain. Beautiful, bright, and apparently unflappable,
she became a valued agent, carrying out missions, filing 59
field reports, supervising other spies, and tangling with German agents, Nazi collaborators, and enigmatic women, such as
Countess Gloria von Furstenberg. Elegantly dressed, Griffith
infiltrated high society, escorted by a roster of attractive admirers, including a famous matador and a Spanish aristocrat whom
she later married, making her the Countess of Quintanilla. She
lived, Loftis writes, “an extraordinarily multi-faceted life as a
small-town girl, a model, a spy, a wife, a mother, a socialite, a
fashion icon, and a celebrity.” She courted danger in order to
serve her country, “then found the love of her life in a fairytale
romance.” The author re-creates verbatim conversations and
sumptuous settings in a narrative that often reads less like a spy
thriller and more like a fairy tale, complete with Griffith’s many
|

A masterpiece of historical and personal investigation,
perfect for anyone trying to uncover their family’s past.
nuestra américa

THE RAVINE
A Family, a Photograph,
a Holocaust Massacre
Revealed

celebrity friends: Audrey Hepburn, Jacqueline Kennedy, the
Duchess of Alba, and the Windsors, among them.
A lively history of a spirited woman.

Lower, Wendy
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-544-82869-8

NUESTRA AMÉRICA
My Family in the
Vertigo of Translation

Lomnitz, Claudio
Other Press (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-63542-071-5
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The noted anthropologist and historian takes his rich family history and
builds a narrative of universal significance.
“Like the medieval Jew,” writes Lomnitz, “today’s migrant is at once a demeaned witness and a key
economic player. Necessary, but always made to feel dispensable.” Born in Chile in 1957, the author, a professor at Columbia
University, understands the plight of migrants: His maternal
grandparents, seeing the terrors of rising anti-Semitism across
Europe (and especially in Romania, where the peasantry and
the government alike mounted murderous pogroms), brought
his mother to Colombia in 1936. As if enacting a scene from a
Gabriel García Márquez novel, having been brought up speaking four languages, the imposition of a fifth, Spanish, caused
her to abandon “trying to find any consistency between all
these languages, and [she] just stopped talking altogether.” In
a whirl of new lands—Peru, Israel, the U.S., and Mexico among
them—Lomnitz’s ancestors were observers and actors alike.
Selling goods door to door on first arriving, they became masters of local geography and political organizing, with one busily turning from journalism to teaching to activism, daring to
invoke Trotsky in a time when Stalin’s oppression was at its apex.
Along his skillfully constructed narrative path, Lomnitz pauses
to ponder such matters as the meaning of his name. “Names,
like passports, often contain a trace of fear,” he writes, with his
own first name chosen so that he might blend into a Chile that
was not altogether innocent of anti-Semitism, his middle name
honoring a dead uncle, and a secret Hebrew name added in for
good measure. There is no end of intriguing anecdotes in these
pages, and in a world of chaos, Lomnitz builds deep meaning
from a comparatively small community of blood kin and friends.
“We are no longer governed by tradition,” he writes, “so we can’t
simply rely on a collective past. For this reason family history is
again relevant.”
A masterpiece of historical and personal investigation,
perfect for anyone trying to uncover their family’s past.

The author of Hitler’s Furies returns
with an account of how a disturbing
Holocaust photograph turned into a
humanitarian research project.
In 2009, Lower, the director of the Mgrublian Center for
Human Rights at Claremont McKenna College, was on a mission to find documentation that would bring Bernhard Frank,
“the highest-ranking SS officer known to be alive in Germany
at that time,” to justice. During her research, she came across a
photo showing a group of men executing a woman and a boy “at
the edge of a ravine.” That discovery became the focal point for
a seven-year investigative odyssey dedicated to tracking down
and identifying the shooters as well as the photographer and,
more importantly, the victims. Lower traveled to the scene of
the crime, a forest on the outskirts of a Ukrainian town called
Miropol. Research in Germany led her to ascertain that the
victims “were the remnant of a [Jewish] community being
destroyed after the first wave of [Nazi] killings in the summer
of 1941.” Based on “hundreds of testimonies of Germans, Slovakians, and Ukrainians [who] passed through or resided in
Miropol, and of the one Jewish survivor,” writes the author, “I
was able to reconstruct events just before, during, and after the
photograph was taken.” She later discovered that the photographer was a member of the Slovakian resistance and that the
perpetrators were Ukrainian policemen who collaborated with
the Nazis and met harsh fates. The author’s expansive research
in Soviet archives and Jewish genealogical databases led her to
identify and interview possible family members who had managed to escape the Holocaust. The profundity of Lower’s commitment to justice is both admirable and evident. Meticulously
researched and thoughtfully written, her book is a testimonial
to the power of countering ignorance with education and the
importance of restoring the dignity of personhood to those
erased by genocide.
An intelligent and restoratively compassionate historical
excavation.
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UNTIL JUSTICE BE DONE
America’s First Civil Rights
Movement, From the
Revolution to Reconstruction

MIDNIGHT IN VEHICLE CITY
General Motors, Flint, and
the Strike That Created the
Middle Class

Masur, Kate
Norton (448 pp.)
$32.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-324-00593-3

A well-respected scholar of racial
issues in 19th-century America offers a
history of “the first civil rights revolution.”
Masur, a professor of history at Northwestern, chronicles
the efforts by Black and White Americans, from the Revolution through the 1870s, to end slavery and racial discrimination. Following An Example for All the Land (2010), which
looked at Reconstruction in Washington, D.C., the author
expands her study to the entire U.S. She introduces a broad
coalition of people, with women and African Americans as
much in the forefront as White males, who, working to capture political force, eventually gained their victory through
the young Republican Party. Though Masur focuses on the
Old Northwest, she does not exclude major nodes of activism
such as Missouri and Massachusetts. Her major interpretive
innovation is to locate the roots of the legal fetters on Black
Americans not just in slavery, but also in enduring Colonial
laws regarding poverty, vagrancy, and local taxes. The prejudice hidden under the cover of local ordinance proved to be
as difficult to overcome as White Americans’ heedlessness
toward their Black neighbors. Facing such realities, reformers
used petitions, court suits, and political action to gain their
objectives through a bloody civil conflict and passage of the
14th Amendment. Masur fittingly closes with a sobering lesson for today—i.e., that the gains of constitutionalized manumission and equal rights were reversed by the Supreme Court
starting in 1873 and ending in the 1896 case of Plessy v. Ferguson. It required a second civil rights movement decades later
to reignite Americans to further work. The author could have
provided more on the role of religion in awakening Americans
to racial injustices as well as on the general context of social
reform in antebellum America. Nonetheless, her book joins
Manisha Sinha’s The Slave’s Cause (2016) in providing authoritative historical coverage of its subject.
A fine history of the first phase of the nation’s most
enduring moral reform effort.

McClelland, Edward
Beacon (216 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8070-3967-0

An account of an unprecedented
1930s strike that tested the power of factory workers.
In 1908, Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac, and Chevrolet merged to become General Motors, making Flint, Michigan, the nation’s automobile capital. Now better known for its
scandalous water crisis, Flint in the 1930s became famous as
the birthplace of the United Auto Workers, which mounted a
1936 sit-down strike that ended in workers’ success. Drawing on
newspaper reports, memoirs, and oral histories of more than
100 strikers, McClelland uses present-tense narration to create
a sense of immediacy and tension among workers locked in their
plant, the Flint community in upheaval, and the protracted
process of frustrating negotiations. Efforts to unionize had
repeatedly failed, not least because GM “spent nearly $1 million on Pinkerton spies to infiltrate the workforce and report
on union activity.” The advent of the steel-body car, which led
to the speedup of the assembly line, intensified workers’ discontent; finally, they agreed to a sit-down strike, “more effective
than walking out of a plant because if workers abandon their
machinery, the bosses can hire scabs to get it running again.”
McClelland creates lively portraits of the many players in his
well-populated history: among them, GM chairman Alfred P.
Sloan (later benefactor of the grant-giving Sloan Foundation
and the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center), who was
“by his own admission, a ‘narrow man’ with no interests whatsoever outside the business world”; Franklin Roosevelt’s feisty
labor secretary, Frances Perkins; and Michigan governor Frank
Murphy, an advocate for a strong labor movement to rein in the
profit system. A champion of unions, McClelland attributes
their successes to the rise of the now-beleaguered middle class
and urges a renewal of union activity. “A sit-down strike is not an
obsolete tactic,” he writes. “The blueprint for better working
conditions, and for a revival of the middle class, is in this book.”
A spirited history of labor’s triumph.

TWO TRUTHS
AND A LIE
Murder, Obsession, and
Justice in the Sunshine State
McGarrahan, Ellen
Random House (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8129-9866-5

Vivid re-examination of a puzzling
double murder.
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An engaging, meticulously edited collection
for all fans of literary biography.
a whole world

A MOST REMARKABLE
CREATURE
The Hidden Life and
Epic Journey of the World’s
Smartest Birds of Prey
Meiburg, Jonathan
Knopf (384 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-101-87570-4

An entire book devoted to the odd
caracara? Yes, and the narrative rarely lags.
Meiburg, a journalist and leader of the band Shearwater,
begins with Darwin, whose 1831-1836 voyage around the world
has provided evergreen material for natural historians since.
During his trek, Darwin visited the Falkland Islands, which,
along with the Galápagos, are the only New World lands that
Europeans actually discovered because they were never inhabited. There he encountered a handsome, raven-sized bird of
prey, the striated caracara, distantly related to the falcon, whose
bizarre behavior persuaded him to devote “more ink to their
antics in The Voyage of the Beagle than he gave any other bird.”
Meiburg’s enthusiasm matches Darwin’s, and readers will share
|

it. Unlike the fresh-meat diet of most birds of prey, caracara eat
nearly everything, including insects, carrion, garbage, mucus,
feces, and, according to Falkland lore, “cans of engine grease.”
Possessing an insatiable curiosity and intelligence, they have
no fear of man, a recipe for extinction, which may be their
fate. After a vivid description of the bird, its life on the isolated
islands, and a torrent of amusing anecdotes, Meiburg steps back
to deliver the big picture. Since the 1990s, scientists agree that
birds descended directly from dinosaurs and have flourished
since the larger creatures went suddenly extinct 65 million
years ago. From 700 species identified during the age of dinosaurs, more than 10,000 bird species live today, far outnumbering mammals. Not only a fine writer, the author is clearly an
adventurer, and he devotes other entertaining chapters to treks
into the high Andes and South American jungles in search of
other caracara species. He also detours regularly into the life of
William Henry Hudson (1841-1922), the British naturalist and
ornithologist who was acclaimed during his lifetime but is now
known mainly for Green Mansions, a romantic novel set in the
Venezuelan jungle.
Wholly captivating natural history.

y o u n g a d u lt

Journalist and private investigator McGarrahan’s debut is
an engrossing, authoritative fusion of true crime and memoir.
She has a particular connection to the grisly crime at is center,
which she portrays in a chilling prologue. In 1990, as a young
reporter for the Miami Herald, she witnessed the execution of
Jesse Tafero, convicted with his girlfriend, Sunny Jacobs, in the
1976 slayings of two police officers during a roadside stop. Their
convictions were based on the testimony of Walter Rhodes,
who recanted and changed his story numerous times, which
led to Sunny’s release—and celebrity following the case’s dramatization in the play and movie The Exonerated. Haunted by
questions about Tafero’s possible innocence, McGarrahan took
a leave of absence to review the case. During her investigation,
she was able to link Tafero, Sunny, and Rhodes to a startling web
of South Florida criminality, including mysterious mob deaths,
celebrity jewel thieves, a violent drug gang, and even tales of
“men forced to dig their own graves in the Everglades.” McGarrahan interviewed Jacobs and tracked down Rhodes, by then
a fugitive, in a tense encounter: “He knew about the murders,”
writes the author, “the blood monolith suddenly in the center
of my life again.” Throughout, she maintains tension by connecting the case’s labyrinthine backstory to her own life of wanderlust and detection, portraying her exasperated husband as a
source of solidity and her PI career as an enigmatic motivation
for grappling with the ugly mystery of the murder. She eventually makes a conclusion about the case after a full consideration
of available evidence, including talks with the state’s attorney
and surviving eyewitnesses. Although her reflections are occasionally redundant, McGarrahan captures a keen sense of place
and the significance of the entire ordeal.
An accomplished, unsettling look at a confounding crime
and larger issues of memory, culpability, and punishment.

A WHOLE WORLD
Letters From
James Merrill

Merrill, James
Ed. by Langdon Hammer & Stephen Yenser
Knopf (720 pp.)
$40.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-101-87550-6

A self-portrait in letters by an iconic
poet and indefatigable correspondent.
Hammer, a Merrill biographer and
English professor at Yale, and Yenser, a poet, literary critic, and
Merrill’s co–literary executor, have gathered a copious selection
of letters by the acclaimed poet (National Book Award, Pulitzer,
etc.), beginning with young Jimmy’s request to “Santa Clause”
for a flashlight and continuing through countless letters to family, friends, lovers, and literary luminaries. The son of Charles
Merrill, founder of Merrill Lynch, the poet had a privileged
childhood: By the age of 12, he had seen 18 operas. But he grew
up beset, he admitted, by “my sense of what others expected of
me, and my shame over not being the person they wanted me
to be.” At the age of 20, writing to his first lover, he confessed,
“through you I have made the first assertion away from my
family.” Still, he reported that their relationship precipitated
“another long, quiet, strained talk” with his mother, who insisted
that he see a psychiatrist. Many letters are ebulliently alive with
gossip, such as Merrill’s delightfully catty recounting of a lunch
hosted by publisher Alfred Knopf (“sniffing about in his chalkblue suit”) to celebrate the 75th birthday of a grumpy Wallace
Stevens; guests included Marianne Moore, wearing a black tricorne (whom Merrill met there for the first time), W.H. Auden,
Jacques Barzun (“someone to whom I was never introduced,”
Merrill noted), and Lionel Trilling. Many letters chronicle his
kirkus.com
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affairs and long-term relationships. Diagnosed with HIV in
1986, Merrill reported on his health only to a few confidants.
Amplified by the editors’ authoritative annotations, a chronology, and capsule biographies of major figures in Merrill’s life, the
book creates a palpable sense of the poet’s wide, eventful world,
“properly stuffed with culture and people,” travels, and accomplishments—as well as struggles and, inevitably, loss.
An engaging, meticulously edited collection for all fans of
literary biography.

KAMALA’S WAY
An American Life

Morain, Dan
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-982175-76-4

A look at a talented politician’s rise to
national prominence.
As longtime journalist at the Los
Angeles Times and Sacramento Bee, Morain
brings deep familiarity with California
politics to an admiring, yet balanced, biography of Harris (b.
1964). As has become well known, Harris is the biracial daughter of immigrants: Her Indian mother became a breast cancer
researcher; her Jamaican father was a respected economist. The
author traces Harris’ career in California, from Alameda County
deputy district attorney to U.S. senator to vice president–elect.
From the first, Morain writes, she exhibited traits that he calls
“Kamala’s way”—“energetic, willing to take tough cases, laser
focused, driven to be successful.” She became increasingly visible in the Bay Area, where “high society and Democratic politics blend.” She drew on generous donors in her run for San
Francisco district attorney in 2003 and for California attorney
general in 2010, becoming “the first woman, the first Black person, and the first person of Indian descent to become California’s top cop.” Although Harris could demur from taking stands
when not politically necessary, she strongly supported same-sex
marriage and gun control, consistently opposed the death penalty, defended victims of human trafficking, and pursued predatory lenders and for-profit colleges in a series of civil actions,
positions that raised her profile nationally. Many saw Harris as
a potential California governor, but in 2015, when Sen. Barbara
Boxer announced her decision to retire, Harris decided to run
for her seat. She arrived in Washington, D.C., “having been
briefed by the best political minds in Washington and California on how to succeed in the Senate.” Assigned to key committees, Harris earned a reputation as a “tough inquisitor”: sharp,
informed, and aggressive when questioning the likes of Jeff Sessions, Brett Kavanaugh, and Mike Pompeo. Morain also examines why her bid for the presidency failed and why she became
Joe Biden’s historic choice for VP.
A brisk, well-informed narrative of political ascendancy.
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A WORLD OUT
OF REACH
Dispatches From Life
Under Lockdown

Ed. by O’Rourke, Meghan
Yale Univ. (232 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Nov. 24, 2020
978-0-300-25735-9

The difficult spring of 2020, as
chronicled by scholars, poets, essayists,
and others in the Yale Review.
As we approach the one-year anniversary of the beginning
of the pandemic, this collection, put together from the March,
April, and May issues of the Review’s “Pandemic Files,” seeks
to “encapsulate both the inexpressible grief of our moment
and the possibility for change and reflection held within it.”
Editor O’Rourke assembles the work of 36 authors from a wide
range of backgrounds. The contributors write not just about
the lockdown, but also medicine and epidemiology, the Black
Lives Matter protests, the border wall, the contemporary relevance of Thucydides and Boccaccio’s Decameron, and how
“modern North American history begins with an infectious disease crisis.” Russell Morse, a New York public defender, movingly documents his vigorous but largely doomed attempts to
help “the most vulnerable among us,” the incarcerated and the
homeless. Among the poets represented are Victoria Chang,
Yusef Komunyakaa, and Monica Ferrell, and their emotional
firepower is matched by a number of strong personal essays.
Briallen Hopper, a creative writing professor who lives in Elmhurst, Queens, “a global COVID-19 epicenter” where “the
sirens never stop,” mourns the terrible impact of the virus
on her blue-collar neighborhood. Rachel Jamison Webster
remembers her aunt, who “arrived in my life exactly when I
needed her, when I was afraid I would never escape my conventional upbringing.” Is it the right time to read this book?
One answer is given by recent Yale graduate Meghana Mysore,
quoting Yiyun Li—“Rarely does a story start where we wish it
had, or end where we wish it would”—and adding her own pertinent thought: “But somewhere in all the chaos is a story, if
we are given time to see it.” Other contributors include Katie
Kitamura, John Fabian Witt, Nell Freudenberger, Randi Hutter Epstein, and Rowan Ricardo Phillips.
If only our response to the pandemic on other fronts
could have been as speedy and potent as this literary one.

|

BLINDFOLD
A Memoir of Capture, Torture,
and Enlightenment
Padnos, Theo
Scribner (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-98212-082-5

THE EAGLES OF HEART
MOUNTAIN
A True Story of Football,
Incarceration, and
Resistance in World War II
America

y o u n g a d u lt

Account of the author’s kidnapping
and imprisonment at the hands of religious extremists in Syria.
Padnos, a fluent speaker of Arabic
and a handful of other languages, would be the first to admit
that he blundered into the trap that would result in almost
two years’ captivity by the al-Nusra group, which finally led
to a rescue for which, “apparently, many millions of dollars
were paid.” By whom and for what reason he cannot say for
sure, one of many mysteries surrounding his narrative, which
builds on a long New York Times piece published soon after his
release. Looking for a story in the face of indifferent outlets
back home—after a change in ownership, the new editors of
the New Republic wouldn’t return his emails—he made his way
to a region under the control of anti-government Syrian forces,
crossed into Turkey, and immediately landed in trouble. “One
oughtn’t to tell strangers in Antakya that one is an American,”
he writes ruefully. His initial captors were “overgrown adolescents…who imagined themselves vigilantes,” but they also
knew the value of an American hostage and passed him along to
professionals. With the frightening example of James Foley, an
American journalist beheaded by the Islamic State group, well
in mind, Padnos endured terrors and indignities alike before
confessing “to being a veteran CIA agent, to having suborned
more Muslims into spying for the CIA than I could recall, and
to having done it all out of hatred for Islam.” The narrative wanders a bit too much, and one wishes for the economy of Jere Van
Dyk’s The Trade (2017), a kindred account of being kidnapped
by the Taliban. Still, it’s to Padnos’ credit that he differentiates
among his captors, all of them committed to a similar cause
but some inclined to more humane treatment of their captive,
which surely spared him a darker fate.
Overlong but immediate and a solid warning to enterprise journalists to give dangerous subjects plenty of distance.

In his first book, journalist Pearson immediately rejects the
bloodless language that calls the imprisonment of American
citizens “internment” and “relocation.” It was incarceration—
“an imperfect solution, implying that those imprisoned had
committed crimes”—in places that should properly be called
concentration camps. Those jailed were ordinary citizens,
many of whose ancestors were recruited as agricultural labor
and whose young were so thoroughly Americanized that they
played league sports on multiracial teams. At the Bay Area’s
Mountain View Union High School, writes the author, “in class
pictures, Yoshinagas and Yamijis and Okamotos stood next
to Gruenebaums and Popoviches and Mendozas.” Some players, such as Babe Nomura of star-studded Hollywood High
School, would surely have gone on to college scholarships and
even professional careers had they not been swept up, following
Franklin Roosevelt’s Executive Order 9066, in the mass imprisonment of Japanese Americans in such inhospitable places as
Wyoming’s Heart Mountain. Japanese athletes regrouped there,
playing sports among themselves and then, thanks to some surprisingly sympathetic locals, against other schools on the statewide athletic circuit. Admittedly irregular—some of the players
were well beyond school age, Pearson writes—the young men
did their best at basketball, baseball, and football. When the
military came calling, looking for recruits even among the
imprisoned, many refused, going on to twofold imprisonment
as draft resisters. Pearson’s narrative goes on a touch too long,
but his play-by-plays read compellingly like contemporary radio
scripts: “As the third quarter kicked off, Kaza Marumoto found
a pinch of that luck, landing on top of a Bulldog fumble on the
Eagle 36. Mas Yoshiyama dropped Don Ash for an 11-yard gain,
Bill ran for a short gain of 3, and Mas galloped for another 9.”
But sports take second place to social justice, and this book
serves that cause well.
A deep-reaching chronicle of a shameful episode in
American history.

THIS IS HOW THEY TELL ME
THE WORLD ENDS
The Cyberweapons
Arms Race
Perlroth, Nicole
Bloomsbury (512 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-63557-605-4

A New York Times cybersecurity writer
delivers a sobering account of a thoroughly hacked and cyberattacked world.
Perlroth opens with the 2017 attack of Ukraine’s infrastructure on the part of Russian hackers who, employed directly by
Vladimir Putin, had only two rules to follow: They couldn’t
attack inside Russia, and “when the Kremlin calls in a favor,
you do whatever it asks.” Apart from that, they were free to
do as they pleased, and they detonated cyberbombs across
the neighboring nation, bringing the power grid down, closing
supply chains, and crashing computers, phones, and ATMs. As

Pearson, Bradford
Atria (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-982107-03-1

A fresh look at the mass removal and
incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War II.
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A timely, necessary, stellar book—a game-changer.
the disordered cosmos

Perlroth writes, they attacked with poorly guarded tools developed by the American intelligence community. In the end, Russia could have done far worse “with the access it had and the
American weapons at its disposal.” But there are other players
with the same tools, including Iran and China, who have the
wherewithal to wreak greater havoc on the infrastructure of a
thoroughly unprepared America. Some of Perlroth’s interlocutors are rightfully paranoid while others are open in defying
demands to make private information available to government
agencies through back doors into those very tools—a recipe
for a police state. One old-school hacker whom the author
interviewed in Buenos Aires lamented a change of culture. “We
were sharing exploits as a game,” he tells her. “Now the next
generation is hoarding them for a profit.” Perlroth suggests
that these latter-day hackers are capable of great evil against
vulnerable nations—the U.S. foremost among the list of prime
targets, not least because America is so addicted to technology.
“There wasn’t a single area of our lives that wasn’t touched by
the web,” writes the author. “We could now control our entire
lives, economy, and grid via a remote web control. And we had
never paused to think that, along the way, we were creating the
world’s largest attack surface.”
A powerful case for strong cybersecurity policy that
reduces vulnerabilities while respecting civil rights.

exploration of math and physics cannot be separated from the
history of racism and oppression. After all, she writes, “physics and math classrooms are not only scenes of cosmology…but
also scenes of society, complete with all of the problems that
follow society wherever it goes. There is no escape.” From the
hunt for dark matter (her area of expertise) to the often fraught
relationship among Indigenous peoples, their lands, and hightech experiments, Prescod-Weinstein’s deep dives into complex
subjects are accessible and exhilarating. But it’s her crystal-clear
vision of the transformation equality could effect in the world
that makes this book a must-read. Her belief in what the future
could hold—of “what freedom looks like”—should serve as an
inspiration for all readers.
A timely, necessary, stellar book—a game-changer.

FALL
The Mysterious Life and
Death of Robert Maxwell,
Britain’s Most Notorious
Media Baron
Preston, John
Harper/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-06-299749-4

THE DISORDERED
COSMOS
A Journey Into Dark
Matter, Spacetime, and
Dreams Deferred

A portrait of one of the most enigmatic
figures in the annals of white-collar crime.
Preston uses his adroit reporting skills to investigate the
life of British media mogul Robert Maxwell (1923-1991). Born
Jan Ludwig Hoch to Jewish parents in Czechoslovakia, Maxwell was barely out of his teens when he was forced to endure
the deaths of his parents, grandfather, and three of his siblings
at Auschwitz. These experiences contributed to his considerable paranoia; years later, he would bug his office and those
of his employees at the headquarters of his company. Preston
explores these and other unethical business practices, including Maxwell’s use of company funds for personal reasons. As he
constructed his business empire, he gained influence and power,
and he became a Member of Parliament for Buckingham in 1964.
He hobnobbed with Donald Trump and other flashy big names,
and he collaborated with Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev.
Preston devotes substantial attention to Maxwell’s competition
with Rupert Murdoch, chronicling Murdoch’s takeover of News
of the World and the tabloid battles in New York. Murdoch purchased the New York Post in 1976. Following his purchase of the
New York Daily News in 1991, Maxwell forced the publisher to
call Murdoch and tell him, “Mr. Murdoch, Bob Maxwell would
like you to know that he’s just bought the New York Daily News.”
After moving through the major events of his life, the author
digs in to the shadowy circumstances surrounding his death. In
early November 1991, while on vacation near the Canary Islands,
the burly man fell off—or was pushed off—his yacht, the Lady
Ghislaine, named after his now-infamous daughter. After his
death, investigators discovered that he had purloined at least
763,000,00 pounds from his firms. Crimes of that magnitude
make people do crazy things, so perhaps Maxwell was murdered.

Prescod-Weinstein, Chanda
Bold Type Books (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5417-2470-9

“Black Lives are Star Stuff and Black
Lives Matter—all of them.” A renowned
physicist describes the beauty and wonder of the universe while
interrogating the discriminatory sociocultural systems that support scientific practice.
In this powerful and compelling book, Prescod-Weinstein
lays it out patently: Racist and sexist policies and behaviors are
rampant across all scientific disciplines. As a result, minorities
are poorly represented, in particular in physics, astronomy, and
related fields. Yet the cosmos offers a siren song to all humans,
and changing the centuries-old framework dictating how science is constructed, perceived, and taught is imperative not
only to make room for diverse scientists, but also to enrich
the pursuit of knowledge itself. Prescod-Weinstein, who is the
first Black woman to hold a tenure-track faculty position in
theoretical cosmology, rightly points out that “creating room
for Black children to freely love particle physics and cosmology means radically changing society and the role of physicists
within it.” In a pleasing combination of passionate and cogent
prose, the author demonstrates the entanglement of scientific pursuit and colonial histories and explains how her own
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EINSTEIN’S FRIDGE
How the Difference Between
Hot and Cold Explains the
Universe

Preston examines this scenario in addition to accidental drowning and suicide.
A well-researched, compelling book that uncovers many
mysteries about a media tycoon.

SYRIAN REQUIEM
The Civil War and Its
Aftermath

Rabinovich, Itamar & Valensi, Carmit
Princeton Univ. (272 pp.)
$29.95 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-691-19331-1

A fine account of thermodynamics.
Though there are four, Sen focuses
“on the discovery and consequences of
the first and second laws of thermodynamics.” The energy of
the universe is constant. It can be transformed from one form
to another but never created or destroyed, and the entropy
(i.e., disorder) of the universe is steadily increasing. These two
ideas represent “a scientific milestone every bit as significant as
Newton’s laws of motion, which were published two centuries
earlier.” Although simple, they require a good deal of explanation for general readers, but Sen knows his business and remains
lucid throughout the narrative. For almost 200 years after its
invention, the only significant mechanical source of power was
the steam engine. Engineers eventually improved it, but Sen
concentrates on the scientists who explained it. Sadi Carnot
(1796-1832), known as “the father of thermodynamics,” wrote
that an engine works by moving heat from a hot reservoir to a
cold one. To increase engine efficiency, one must increase the
temperature difference. “The production of heat alone,” wrote
Carnot, “is not sufficient to give birth to the impelling power:
it is necessary that there should also be cold.” Heat never flows
from cold to hot without energy input; a refrigerator generates a great deal of heat. Since temperature difference limits
efficiency, it can never reach 100%; anything that uses energy
wastes a portion of that energy. The unnerving consequence
of this waste (entropy) is that the universe will eventually cool
and lose energy until it can no longer support life—but not for
a long time. Sen includes enjoyable accounts of some of the Victorian Age geniuses (Joule, Kelvin, Helmholtz, Clausius) who
worked out the elements of thermodynamics as well as those
in the 20th century (Einstein, Turing, Shannon, Hawking) who
applied it to the modern age and demonstrated that information and communication technology obey the same laws.
A lesson in how to do popular science right.

y o u n g a d u lt

Former Israeli ambassador to the U.S.
Rabinovich and national-security expert
Valensi home in on the intractable problem of a Syria mired in civil war.
“Authoritative figures of the casualties…are unavailable,”
write the authors, “but most sources agree that by the middle
of 2019, close to half a million people had died in Syria, and
close to 12 million Syrians had become refugees or…internally
displaced persons.” In their cogent analysis, the authors trace
the nation’s internal conflict to the early 1960s, when the Ba’th
Party assumed rule. Crippled from the start by former colonizer France’s “divide and rule” strategy of drawing on minority
populations to staff the military, the Ba’th Party was founded by
“two Damascene intellectuals” whose program “offered a secular
vision of Arab nationalism combined with a social democratic
ideology.” This naturally put the regime athwart of the growing insurgent movement in recent years, but it also hampered
the growth of the private sector. As of 2008, the authors write,
even with a growing GNP, “almost 70 percent of Syrian employees earned less than one hundred dollars a month.” A decade
ago, conditions were ripe for the civil war that followed, which
featured proxy elements, the U.S. supporting rebels, Russia and
Iran supporting the government. By 2014, the country had suffered a vast brain drain as its artists and intellectuals fled. The
government, meanwhile, suffered a blow with the assassination of Iranian general and strategist Qasem Soleimani, killed
by an American drone in January 2020. Yet American policy
in the country, the authors rightly note, has been inconsistent
thanks to Donald Trump’s “persistent desire to disengage from
Syria.” This has favored the existing government and changed
the face of the region’s political makeup, “shaped by the new
roles of Iran and Turkey, and by America’s withdrawal and Russia’s resurgence.”
A valuable book for students of geopolitics and the ever
turbulent Middle East.

Sen, Paul
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5011-8130-6

THE FORGIVENESS TOUR
How To Find the Perfect
Apology
Shapiro, Susan
Skyhorse Publishing (264 pp.)
$22.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-5107-6271-8

A personal and professional odyssey
through the nuances of apologies.
When Manhattan journalist and
writing professor Shapiro experienced
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A penetrating, blazing look at people whom many of us have
forgotten—but who are the nation’s truly essential workers.
the good hand

betrayals from a trusted psychotherapist as well as a close
female friend, she demanded answers. Devoid of atonement
or any type of explanation for their behavior, both were nonchalant and arrogant, which understandably infuriated and
flummoxed the author. Though Shapiro was traumatized, she
was also inspired to question how others managed unresolved
pain. Sharing revealing episodes of personal soul-searching, the
author probes the lucrative “Forgiveness Industry,” fronted by
gurus touting charities, books, and documentaries as well as
agencies who grant professional amnesty to affronted clients on
another’s behalf. Shapiro, who teaches at the New School, NYU,
and Columbia, journalistically explores themes of forgiveness
through a series of stories from a variety of sources, including
family, friends, acquaintances, colleagues, and students—e.g., a
40-something Army wife and a trans man who faced ugly posttransition prejudice. All of these anecdotes demonstrate how
certain personalities can easily pardon someone’s wrongdoing
while others, as in her situation, experience spitefulness and
difficulty moving on with their lives. Shapiro’s analysis is multifaceted, encompassing radically divergent opinions: religious
leaders who consider clemency an emotional balm and pious
obligation or a “wildly provocative Jungian astrologer” who
touts grudge-holding as a protective barrier against perpetual
victimhood. The author brings the same blend of wry humor,
sharp wit, and knowledgeable authority that she demonstrated
in some of her previous memoirs (Unhooked, Lighting Up, Five
Men Who Broke My Heart), offering an intimate exploration of
grudges, expectations, and remorse. Ultimately, she confesses
to a series of personal atonements of her own and provides an
appendix of practical solutions, leaving the decision up to readers whether personal apologies are required for true healing or
whether unspoken atonement could suffice.
Enlightening and universally relevant, the book shows us
how to forgive even when it might be impossible to forget.

Luciano to form an underworld army. “The Syndicate, as it
became known,” writes the author, “would be American in the
truest sense: an amalgam of immigrants making their way in the
New World,” helmed and staffed by people practicing capitalism in its purest form. Smart and good looking, Siegel took his
criminal gains to Hollywood, becoming a celebrity, “Gatsby
with a penchant to kill.” He also had a grand vision: Jews were
frozen out of Reno, where gambling was legal, but the Las Vegas
of the 1930s was wide open, and he foresaw a time when casinos on the Monte Carlo model would lure visitors from all over
the world. Building one such casino, the Flamingo, eventually
brought him afoul of Luciano and the Syndicate, for construction costs ballooned, with much of the difference skimmed.
Even when the Flamingo began to turn a profit thanks to busy
tables and acts like Lena Horne and the Andrews Sisters, the
heat didn’t get turned down. Siegel was infamously gunned
down at home. The author’s theory about the killer’s identity
is novel but perfectly plausible—and in any event, “Ben Siegel’s
imprint on Vegas grows with each next brand-new super resort.”
A highly readable, fast-moving contribution to the annals
of 20th-century organized crime.

THE GOOD HAND
A Memoir of Work,
Brotherhood, and
Transformation in an
American Boomtown

Smith, Michael Patrick F.
Viking (464 pp.)
$29.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-984881-51-9

A folk singer and playwright goes to
the oil fields and returns with a remark-

able book.
This is the book that Hillbilly Elegy should have been: a
white-hot, fiercely argued case for rural working people in the
face of their economically brutal lives. In 2013, unmoored in
New York City, Smith traveled to the epicenter of the Bakken
shale oil boom, arriving with about $5,000 to his name, hoping
for much more. Williston, North Dakota, he writes, “was a tool,
and we were using it to extract money from the oil companies
the same way those companies were using us to extract oil from
the earth.” The “we” in question are lean, hungry men from a
variety of backgrounds, many spoiling for a barroom brawl.
Whatever their ethnicity, they work in dangerous conditions,
boiling under the summer sun and freezing in the Arctic-vortex winter. Life in Williston is no less fraught. As Smith writes,
the overall crime rate during his time there was four times the
national average, the incidence of rape and assault even higher.
The author is no stranger to the bloody grind, having come from
a dysfunctional home. In a particularly memorable moment
in a book packed with them, he observes that most soldiers
come from the rural poor and have suffered poverty and abuse
all their lives: “These veterans have PTSD before they experienced combat. They leave home broken and come home more

BUGSY SIEGEL
The Dark Side of the
American Dream

Shnayerson, Michael
Yale Univ. (248 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-300-22619-5

The gangland father of Las Vegas
comes in for a fresh appraisal.
Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel (1906-1947)
is the first gangster to be included in the
Jewish Lives series, now more than 50 titles strong. As Vanity
Fair contributing editor Shnayerson notes, Siegel had the “dubious distinction” of representing four broad classes of criminality: bootlegger, racketeer, gambler, and murderer. His career
began in the tenements of New York, where some of the children of immigrant Jews pulled away from traditions and formed
gangs. Siegel was an enforcer, shaking down street vendors for
protection money. As he entered adulthood, he and fellow kid
gangster Meyer Lansky aligned with Sicilian immigrant Lucky
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broken.” They come to the oil fields that way, too. Smith, having
veered into overdrinking to the point of driving the wrong way
down a highway, notes that they, like him, leave the oil fields
with about as much money as they arrived with. Smith’s narrative, like Ben Ehrenreich’s Desert Notes, brims with intelligence
and foreboding. “The North Dakota boom isn’t the one that we
need to worry about,” he writes. “Boomtown Earth is busting.”
A penetrating, blazing look at people whom many of us
have forgotten—but who are the nation’s truly essential
workers.

AGELESS
The New Science of Getting
Older Without Getting Old
Steele, Andrew
Doubleday (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-385-54492-4

|

Sunstein, Cass R.
Yale Univ. (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-300-25350-4

An excursus in the realm of the normal and normative and how we define
them.
Covid-19, Donald Trump, cyberwarfare: All these are signs that things are not “normal.” But what
does normality constitute? Norms, writes Harvard Law School
professor Sunstein, are generally if sometimes loosely agreed
upon guidelines that govern our behavior. We agree, by consensus and often by law, that one should not smoke in church
or call 911 to report a leaking spigot. But what happens when a
norm iconoclast comes into the picture? Among other things,
the elevation of Trump to national power “weakened the social
norm against supporting anti-immigrant groups,” and it freed
many Americans to spout the vilest of sentiments. “When norms
begin to loosen, people start to say what they actually think,”
Sunstein adds, and what they think can be quite awful. Norms
can be positively constructed, though. The author notes that the
arrival of the pandemic has put new practices in place that forgo
handshaking and promote hand-washing instead. Authoritarians
can be what Sunstein calls “norm entrepreneurs,” but then again,
so can the democratically minded, leading to the common situation where one person’s norm is another person’s form of oppression. Sunstein takes a long look at institutions that are meant to
uphold democratic norms. In an especially inspired moment, he
rejects Winston Churchill’s notion that democracy is the worst
form of government save for all the others and instead upholds it
at least in part because the citizenry establishes normative behavior. By virtue of that fact, norms can come and go for better (civil
rights for all) or worse (cancel culture), leading Sunstein to conclude, “An appreciation of the paradox—the simultaneous power
and fragility of the normal—attests to one fact above all: human
beings are astonishingly resilient.”
A provocative examination of social constructs and those
who would alternately undo or improve them.

y o u n g a d u lt

An optimistic exploration of aging.
“No matter where you live in the
world,” writes British science writer
Steele, “you’re very likely to live long
enough to experience the frailty, loss of independence and diseases associated with getting old.” The astounding doubling of
life expectancy since 1800 (from 40 years to 80) has occurred
without any treatment for aging. All advances, including sanitation, better diet, and vaccines, have focused on preventing
premature death. Yet tortoises and many other coldblooded
animals display “negligible senescence”: Their bodies don’t
seem to deteriorate with age. Amazingly, a few life forms possess “negative senescence.” Long regarded as an inherent feature of life, aging did not capture the interest of scientists until
the 1990s, but then matters moved quickly. Readers searching
for secrets of long life must absorb Steele’s explanations of the
hallmarks of aging, but it’s worth the wait to understand the
sad litany: DNA damage, malfunctioning mitochondria, deterioration of our bacterial microbiome, declining immunity,
disappearing telomeres, etc. In a long section on preventing or
reversing aging with drugs, transplants, procedures, and genetic
manipulations, the author shows how many succeed—in the
lab and small human studies. Dietary restriction, currently
popular, works less well in large animals than in organisms like
worms, but drugs that mimic the effect are in development. A
diligent scientist, Steele does not ignore flops and fads; antioxidants flopped, but health food enthusiasts have not lost faith.
The author concludes with a list of proven life-extenders, few
of which will surprise readers—e.g., don’t smoke, exercise, get
vaccinated, take care of your teeth. Furthermore, “don’t bother
with supplements,” and “don’t bother with longevity drugs—
yet.” Science will eventually explain any phenomenon that
obeys natural laws. The mechanism of aging obeys, so scientists
will get there eventually. Once that happens, achieving a much
longer life will be a matter of technology.
Good science in service of a convincing case that vast life
extension is inevitable.

THIS IS NOT NORMAL
The Politics of Everyday
Expectations

AS YOU WERE

Tromblay, David
Dzanc Books (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-950539-22-2
A harrowing account of life with
Grandpa Bullshit, the Fugawi Indians,
and some of the baddest actors in the
Forever War.
“As you were” is militarese for “disregard the immediately previous order,”
but it makes a nicely suggestive title for a book that alternates
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An enlightening and well-supported
examination of shocking malfeasance.
carte blanche

between grim reality and ribald humor. The hard hits come
fast. In the early pages, we learn that Tromblay’s grandfather
was a mob enforcer in Chicago; the author’s twin was stillborn;
“Mom drank and smoked a bit while pregnant”; and Dad was
constantly womanizing, “if only to spread his seed and prove
he’s man enough to make a son.” Dad doesn’t appear much in
these pages, while Grandpa Gene was found “dead on the shitter
about six years before you came to be.” Shinnob, Innu Montagnais, Sámi, and “a little Irish too,” Tromblay found shelter from
a brutal youth in the Army. In a section that neatly bookends
Anthony Swofford’s Jarhead, he recounts the grim travails of
boot camp, with its screaming drill sergeants and vomit-inducing Georgia heat: “You’ve never known love until you’ve shared
a toilet bowl with another person and effectively held onto one
another to stop from faceplanting into the water while violently
retching.” Later, he served as a prison guard in Iraq, where he
herded insurgents from one interrogation to the next, sending
some to Guantánamo packed into a cargo plane and chained to
the floor. “It’s an indelible sight, one which reminds you of the
diagrams of the slave ships in your high school history books,”
Tromblay writes memorably. Back stateside, under the guidance
of a Vietnam veteran who made the author “realize surviving
the peace is up to you,” he began to write even as tragedies personal and universal continued to mount.
An incandescent addition to both Native American letters and the literature of the Iraq and Afghan wars.

Black women “because unlike white women, they could not say
no.” The infamous Tuskegee syphilis study, which ran from 1932
to 1972, withheld treatment for 600 Black men diagnosed with
syphilis, instead maintaining them in an infected state so they
could be “tracked, studied, and ultimately autopsied.” In 2010,
researchers “intentionally induced hypothermia in unwitting
black men who suffered gunshot wounds.” Prisoners and soldiers
have repeatedly become research subjects without their consent, but Washington asserts that nonconsensual research—for
profit—is becoming more normalized, risking the well-being of
all Americans. She advocates clear disclosures to allow the average patient to agree to become an informed participant, including “possible lifestyle effects” of a given study. A patient who
refuses or is deemed incapable of consent “should be considered
ineligible for research and simply treated with the best known
care, as if there were no research study to worry about.”
An enlightening and well-supported examination of
shocking malfeasance.

GEORGE WASHINGTON’S
FINAL BATTLE
The Epic Struggle To Build a
Capital City and a Nation

Watson, Robert P.
Georgetown Univ. Press (400 pp.)
$32.95 | Jan. 22, 2021
978-1-62616-784-1

CARTE BLANCHE
The Erosion of Medical
Consent

The first president’s role in creating
his eponymous city.
Historian Watson reminds readers
that the Constitution granted Congress the power to create a
national capital. However, from the first meeting in 1789, controversy over the location was fierce. Washington, writes the
author, “grumbled” that it was causing “ ‘more bitterness, more
sectional divisiveness and more commentary by participants’
than any other issue, including slavery.” Watson joins fellow
historians in praising the “Compromise of 1790,” which broke
the logjam. With Washington’s approval, Alexander Hamilton
sought a federal government that could assume the states’ war
debts and establish a national bank. Thomas Jefferson and the
anti-Federalists hated the ideas. In exchange for dropping their
opposition, Hamilton agreed to use his influence for a Potomac
capital. The author ably describes the tumultuous process that
followed, a tale that will be familiar to readers well versed in
other grand projects like the Panama Canal or Transcontinental
Railroad. Historians extol the design of Washington’s chosen
architect, Pierre L’Enfant, but he was so obnoxious that everyone approved his dismissal after a year. The Founding Fathers,
brilliant in so many ways, agreed that taxes were unnecessary
and that selling lots in the new city would pay for everything.
The result was two decades of pleas for loans, unpaid bills,
and construction delays. Working conditions were brutal, and
America possessed few skilled craftsmen, so builders imported
workers from Europe and eventually used a great deal of slave
labor (“cruelly inevitable”). By the time John Adams took up

Washington, Harriet A.
Columbia Global Reports (150 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-73442-072-2
An alarming indictment of exploitative medical research.
Medical ethicist and journalist Washington offers considerable evidence of
deceptive and devious practices in medical research, which especially impact Black Americans. After World War II, she notes, in
response to “forcible human experimentation” inflicted upon
prisoners and concentration camp victims, “the Nuremberg
Code was imposed to ban research without voluntary consent.
Informed consent was enshrined into U.S. law in 1947 to ensure
that research would never be imposed on Americans without
their knowledge or consent.” However, researchers have found
ways to undermine that law, leading to the continuation of nonconsensual experimental abuse. Reprising evidence that she presented in Medical Apartheid (2007), Washington underscores her
argument that African Americans historically have been victimized by researchers. “Whether subjected to laissez-faire experimentation on the plantation, early clinics, or other institutions,
black Americans were sold to doctors expressly for nineteenthcentury research and physician-training purposes,” she writes.
This included the testing of reproductive surgical procedures on
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THE LONELIEST POLAR BEAR
A True Story of Survival
and Peril on the Edge of a
Warming World

residence in November 1800, the White House roof was partially completed. Furthermore, “only a third of the nearby
Capitol was nearing completion, temporary shanty homes dotted the landscape, and construction equipment littered the
grounds of the unfinished buildings.” Matters improved, but it
took another decade. Washington’s final battle turned out to be
unexpectedly difficult, and Watson makes a strong argument
that only his astute leadership assured victory.
An expert addition to the boundless literature surrounding Washington and the founding era.

FORTUNE’S MANY
HOUSES
A Victorian Visionary, a
Noble Scottish Family, and a
Lost Inheritance

The story of two British aristocrats
who aimed to change their world.
TV producer Welfare creates a vibrant portrait of British
society through his animated, well-informed dual biography of
John Gordon (1847-1934) and his wife, Ishbel (1857-1939), the
Marquess and Marchioness of Aberdeen, who were his wife’s
great-grandparents. Drawing on copious family papers—letters,
diaries, rent books, financial ledgers—as well as the couple’s
joint memoir, Welfare follows the peripatetic lives of John and
Ishbel, famous among their incredulous peers for their devotion
to social reform. Luminaries of high society—the Archbishop
of Canterbury, members of the royal family, and even Queen
Victoria herself were among their many guests—they spared
no expense on their reform efforts. Even cruising the Nile
River on their honeymoon, they set up “impromptu clinics” to
address dire health needs: “the first of countless enlightened,
innovative, and often expensive ways in which, over nearly sixty
years, Johnny and Ishbel worked to improve social conditions
wherever they went. And they cared not a hoot if they risked
the contempt of their peers by taking their campaigns to the
slum dwellers.” Welfare unfolds his narrative by focusing on
the grand houses in which Lord and Lady Aberdeen lived in
London, Ireland, Canada, and Scotland. Just outside Aberdeen,
Ishbel founded the Haddo House Association, which “acted
as a virtual school, allowing housemaids and cooks to study at
home in their quarters or in the servants’ hall,” with local ladies
“cajoled into acting as tutors.” In Canada, she established the
Victorian Order of Nurses to attend to medical needs in remote
areas. Her campaign to address the spread of tuberculosis in
Ireland earned her the derisive nickname “Viceregal Microbe.”
As the author demonstrates in this fluid narrative, the couple
persisted in their charitable projects even when house expenses,
travel, failure of several Canadian ranches, and years of generous hospitality brought them to the brink of bankruptcy.
A fresh, engaging cultural history of the rich doing good.
|

The story of a polar bear cub named
Nora reveals the complex relationship
among humans, animals, and the world

we share.
Polar bears have long symbolized the “wild north,” a habitat that has steadily eroded due to global warming—and which
is currently in critical danger. As Oregonian reporter Williams
shows, polar bears have “become the sad-eyed face of climate
change…represent[ing] the damage humans have done to the
earth.” In this eye-opening book, the author brings us deeply
into the life of Nora, who was raised by a group of compassionate
human “moms” after being abandoned by her mother in captivity at the Columbus Zoo. Few readers will be able to resist the
charms of this feisty and strong-willed cub. Of course, writes
Williams, that is exactly the point: Big, lovable animals like polar
bears are adorable ambassadors for their species and habitats,
and by connecting them with humans, it gives the public a reason to care about their welfare. However, this interplay touches
on two major conflicts, the causes and effects of climate change
and the role of zoos: “Are zoos helping animals or hurting them?”
Williams deftly navigates these tricky subjects, chronicling the
lives of the Indigenous people inhabiting a melting landscape in
the far north and the expert team of animal handlers responsible
for Nora’s upbringing. The author weaves these topics together
through tales of challenge and triumph, letting the characters and
the science demonstrate how much is at stake. Even though the
warming planet has little to offer in the way of good news, Williams never loses hope that things can change and that humans
can improve their behavior toward animals. “Their stories have
power,” he writes of animal ambassadors, a pronouncement that
his compelling book bears out.
A well-written tribute to a creature whose struggle to
survive is one of many calls to action to save our ailing planet.

y o u n g a d u lt

Welfare, Simon
Atria (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-982128-62-3

Williams, Kale
Crown (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-984826-33-6

THE SPIRIT OF MUSIC
The Lesson Continues

Wooten, Victor L.
Vintage (368 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-08166-2

The renowned bassist takes readers
on a loopy, decidedly unique tour of the
enigmatic realm of music.
A founding member of the jazztinged bluegrass (or perhaps bluegrasstinged jazz) group Béla Fleck and the Flecktones, Wooten, a
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Outstanding revisionist history demonstrating what
could have been a far more peaceful 20th century.
the road less traveled

five-time Grammy winner who clearly thinks deeply about
matters of art and philosophy, opens with the observation
that people are recruited by an enigmatic force to make music:
“Music is a living consciousness who is aware of each musician.
She chooses us in the same sense that we choose our instruments.” Once we choose our instruments, we teach ourselves
with a little generous help, as when Wooten tells a would-be
acolyte, “I can teach you nothing because there is nothing to
be taught. But…I can show you things.” The Yoda-with-fourstrings moments come fast and furious, but the author scores
more practical points when he writes about the reductiveness of
a musical world in which the vast aural spectrum that a record
captures is narrowed by the CD and then narrowed logarithmically further by the MP3. “That scares me,” he writes. “Literally,
we are not receiving the same amount of Music that our parents
did. The frequencies we hear today have been drastically diminished in just a few short years.” Nor are we sitting on our beds
listening intently to an entire album with our friends, building
a musical culture. Instead, we’re glued to our tiny, tinny phones.
Part exhortation, part New Age–ish memoir, part philosophical
treatise, Wooten’s book is full of surprising and illuminating lessons along with some learned guesswork: Jimi Hendrix’s “Foxy
Lady” wasn’t about a lady at all but a guitar; the Greeks were
the first musical theoreticians; the note C is, in scientific notation, 256 Hz; Nashville is the Athens of the South “because it is
exactly 256 miles away from Atlanta.”
A sometimes puzzling yet always rewarding delight for
music fans of a mystical bent.

he looked. But Washington saw the unachieved promise of racial
reconciliation, forgiveness, generosity, and compromise” and
therefore urged Blacks to keep their place—advice that racists
welcomed. Racial reconciliation, Zamalin cautions, “is something of which we must be wary. This is because it can sidestep
collective responsibility and instead become about confessing
individual guilt, which is no recipe for changing history. Guilt is
a depressive emotion that makes one withdraw rather than take
action.” Martin Luther King Jr. saw as his greatest adversary not
the Ku Klux Klan “but the white moderate basking in civility, the
rules of which dictated compromise and mutual respect.” Zamalin is heartened by recent street protests over racism, inequality,
and police brutality, noting that media coverage focusing on the
protesters’ violence recalls “the civil versus uncivil distinctions
elites have always used to interpret popular anti-racist uprisings
throughout history.”
An impassioned argument for public acts of resistance.

THE ROAD
LESS TRAVELED
The Secret Battle To
End the Great War, 1916-1917
Zelikow, Philip
PublicAffairs (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5417-5095-1

An expert but disturbing account of
a noble diplomatic failure.
Zelikow, who served as a diplomat
for every presidential administration from Reagan to Obama,
shines fresh light on a major historical crossroads. He shows how,
had the war ended in 1916, it was possible that the 20th century
would have proceeded without communist Russia or Nazi Germany. A mostly successful politician, Woodrow Wilson’s efforts
were hobbled by an incompetent State Department and ignorance of diplomacy. His foreign policy advice came mostly from
his friend Edward “Colonel” House, a wealthy Texan who traveled widely and, unlike Wilson, got along with everyone. With
the fighting stalemated, Wilson sent House to Europe to propose peace. Neither side wanted to offend the U.S., and while
most sought to end the fighting, no one dared commit publicly.
Wilson was encouraged to schedule a conference, but he never
demanded it. Zelikow is convincing in his disagreement with
numerous historians who maintain that negotiations were
impossible because neither side would compromise. In reality, powerful British leaders and the German chancellor took
the idea seriously. Zelikow’s skillful account of the following
year makes for frustrating reading: Wilson could have forced
a conference but didn’t. In November 1916, when a financially
exhausted Britain proposed selling bonds without collateral
in America, Wilson vetoed it, producing panic. One British
official, remarked, “If Wilson desired to put a stop to the war…
such an achievement is in his power.” On Jan. 22, 1917, Wilson
delivered his famous “peace without victory” speech. Though
the reaction from the press was “overwhelmingly positive,” it

AGAINST CIVILITY
The Hidden Racism in Our
Obsession With Civility
Zamalin, Alex
Beacon (176 pp.)
$24.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8070-2654-0

A political scientist calls for disruptive protests to combat racism.
The director of the African-American Studies Program at the University
of Detroit, Mercy, Zamalin shows how, throughout U.S. history,
calls for civility have been “a tool for silencing dissent, repressing
political participation, enforcing economic inequality, and justifying violence upon people of color.” Most recently, he points
out, civility has been invoked as a way to combat the divisiveness
incited by the Trump administration, but Zamalin asserts that
civility in everyday life is different from civility in the political
“arena of power and struggle.” He advocates disruptive direct
action—what he calls “civic radicalism”—that has as its goal
“liberation for all, regardless of who disagrees.” Offering a vivid,
though generally familiar, history of racism in the U.S., the author
contrasts those who promoted civility with those who urged
public protests: Booker T. Washington, for example, against
Frederick Douglass. Douglass, Zamalin writes, “saw misuse of
power, division, contestation, deceit, and hypocrisy everywhere
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consisted of high-sounding platitudes lacking action items.
Readers may be surprised to learn that Germany’s Jan. 31 note
announcing unrestricted submarine warfare also included a
summary of peace terms, urging Wilson’s action. Offended by
the first note, Wilson broke off relations, a decision the author
believes was ill-advised. In the two months before America
declared war, Wilson continued to muse about achieving peace,
but the chance for negotiation with Germany had passed.
Outstanding revisionist history demonstrating what
could have been a far more peaceful 20th century.

LIFE’S EDGE
The Search for What It Means
To Be Alive
Zimmer, Carl
Dutton (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-593-18271-0

|

Zimmerman, Jess
Beacon (240 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-8070-5493-2

A witty and erudite exploration of
the enduring influence of the female
monsters in Greek myths.
Electric Literature editor-in-chief Zimmerman blends memoir and cultural criticism in a wide-ranging feminist analysis
rooted in her youthful love of D’Aulaires’ Book of Greek Myths.
Drawing on accounts by Homer and others, she argues that
female monsters like Medusa and the Harpies have inspired
more than a Versace logo and a metaphor popular among rightwing critics of Hillary Clinton and Elizabeth Warren. The fearsome creatures have fostered “a suspicion of women in general”
and sounded a warning: “Beware their ambition, their ugliness,
their insatiable hunger, their ferocious rage.” A graceful stylist
who casts a wide literary and geographical net, Zimmerman
can make nearly anything interesting. She begins a chapter on
the Sirens by reappraising Aerosmith’s “Crazy” video and one
on Scylla by describing the Josephinum medical museum in
Vienna, which displays oddities such as wax bones. The author
avoids academic cant and shows a disarming willingness to
acknowledge her own vulnerability to damaging messages. Her
musings on the Sphinx recall a college affair with a professor
whose rundowns of her flaws became “a daily referendum on my
specific insufficiencies” that at times caused her to retreat into
a Sphinx-like self-imposed silence. Not everyone will accept her
argument that the traits that made monsters dangerous “are
actually their greatest strength[s]” and can be turned on their
heads: “When you embrace your imperfection, your imperfection stops consuming you.” Nearly every page, however, brings
fresh insights into age-old myths or tragicomic observations on
21st-century womanhood: “How do you cope with a day that
might include a guy catcalling you on your commute and a murderous cop going free and a nationwide attack on reproductive
rights—and an army of Twitter trolls telling you that all of this is
good, actually, and anti-fascism is the real fascism?” This book
is excellent armor for the battle.
A sparkling and perceptive critique of ancient ideas that
still hold women back.
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A master science writer explores the
definition of life.
After reviewing the history of the
concept of life, Zimmer recounts his
global travels interviewing scientists who have made dazzling
discoveries. However, when it comes to defining life itself, they
cannot improve on the Supreme Court’s view of pornography:
They’ll know it when they see it. The author quotes Frances
Westall and André Brack, who wrote in 2018 “that there are
as many definitions of life as there are people trying to define
it.” In the end, writes Zimmer, “to be alive is not to be dead.”
Despite the countless possible definitions, most biologists agree
on a few hallmarks: Every creature that lives must metabolize
(eat and digest), gather information about the surroundings,
maintain homeostasis (keep the internal environment steady),
reproduce, and evolve. Zimmer gives ample space to nitpickers who point out exceptions, and a few chapters record interviews with scientists exploring each of these hallmarks. None
answer the author’s big question, but readers will not complain
because Zimmer is such an engaging communicator. Confronting a possibly unanswerable question, the author explores its
history, an eye-opening review of three centuries of research
by intensely curious, obsessive, often obscure scientists who
contributed to many revelations about the amazing attributes
of life, when they weren’t deluded—e.g., 18th-century vitalists,
who believed that “life contained a vital force that endowed
matter with self-directed motion and the power to generate
new complex bodies.” Veteran readers will not be surprised that
Zimmer’s conclusion describes efforts to create life in the laboratory, a process whose possibility was suggested a century ago
and whose first and many subsequent attempts produced headlines and increasingly complex but lifeless organic material. The
author leaves no doubt that this century’s dazzling advances in
genetics, biochemistry, DNA and RNA manipulation, and lipid
membrane formation will bring home the bacon.
An ingenious case that the answers to life’s secrets are on
the horizon.

WOMEN AND
OTHER MONSTERS
Building a New
Mythology

79

A contemplative, sensitive, and necessary work
in the field of pregnancy and parenting.
i had a miscarriage

I HAD A MISCARRIAGE
A Memoir, a Movement
Zucker, Jessica
Feminist Press (208 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-55861-288-4

A psychologist shares the intimate
details of her miscarriage.
During her second trimester, Zucker,
whose work focuses on reproductive
and maternal mental health, suffered a
miscarriage at home. Based on her experiences with the silence,
shame, and stigma that often surround this emotionally charged
experience, she created the #IHadaMiscarriage campaign and
wrote this memoir/manifesto to enable a broader discussion of
the subject. The author is candid about the personal, frightening details of her loss, and she smoothly interweaves her moving
story with the narratives of some of her clients, all of which are
complex and worthy of examination. “Miscarriage, pregnancy,
and infant loss is not just a ‘woman’s experience.’ It does not
discriminate. There is also no ‘one way’ to feel about these specific losses.” As the author shows, while some women experience relief after a miscarriage, most feel a profound sense of loss
and grief. Throughout the book, Zucker is attuned to diversity
and the unique circumstances facing marginalized groups (“I
want to acknowledge that my experience represents just that—
my experience”), and her inclusive approach allows women to
embrace their feelings and express them rather than hide them
or diminish their significance. She discusses how important it is
to accept the loss and yet not feel like a failure because it happened, and she consistently emphasizes its unfortunate prevalence (“One in four pregnancies ends in miscarriage—and that’s
just of the pregnancies that are known”). Zucker also writes
about her need to name her child and chronicles her trip to
Japan to discover “the unique ways Japanese culture acknowledges pregnancy loss.” Given that so many pregnancies end
without a successful birth, this book should serve as both balm
and guidebook for those suffering from such loss.
A contemplative, sensitive, and necessary work in the
field of pregnancy and parenting.
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Leung, Julie
Illus. by Kwon, Julie
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978-1-368-05227-6
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10 picture books to
watch for in 2021
Nandini Ahuja and Anoosha
Syed give young readers an interactive introduction to activism
with Rise Up and Write It (HarperFestival, Jan. 5). When she notices
the disappearance of butterflies
from the neighborhood, little Indian American Farah Patel starts
to organize to establish a community garden—but she faces opposition. With removable letters, postcards, and posters, her story teaches young readers the
steps necessary to think globally and act locally.
The viral country-trap hit
“Old Town Road” was arguably the song of 2019. Lil Nas
X trades the mic for the alphabet with C Is for Country (Random House, Jan. 5), an ebullient abecedary that depicts
a day in the life of the musician as a child on his family’s
ranch. In Theodore Taylor III’s oh-so-hip cartoon illustrations, the buoyant protagonist sports all the bling
his fans expect, even as he rides pony Panini through a
bucolic countryside before returning to the embrace of
his loving Black family.
Civil rights attorney Dovey Johnson Roundtree
chronicled her life in her memoir for adults, Mighty Jus
tice, written with Katie McCabe.
The new picture book We Wait
for the Sun (Roaring Brook, Jan.
5) expands an early Jim Crow–era
episode from the memoir into
a stand-alone story illustrated
by Raissa Figueroa. In it, little
Dovey Mae and Grandma Rachel rise in the predawn blackness to join other Black women
and girls in picking berries—safe
in the early hour, safe together.
With Nicky & Vera (Norton Young Readers, Jan. 26),
Czech American author/illustrator Peter Sís delves into
his home country’s recent history to unearth a littleknown episode from the Holocaust. In 1938, Nicholas
Winton, a 29-year-old Englishman of German Jewish
Leah Overstreet

heritage, was visiting Prague just
after the Nazis invaded Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland, bringing
the looming war closer; Veruška
“Vera” Diamantova was a 10-yearold Czech Jewish girl, one of hundreds of children Winton saved
by arranging their evacuation
from Czechoslovakia to England in a sort of one-man Kindertransport. This is their story.
New York Times Book Review editor Pamela Paul
teams up with illustrator Becky Cameron for Rectangle
Time (Philomel, Feb. 16), a cat’seye view of the lasting impact of
family reading on a child’s habits. From a cozy shared reading
of a picture-book rectangle (The
Snowy Day) to a rapt solo reading of a much smaller one (The
Hobbit), the narrating feline
observes a boy grow up loving
books. It’s effectively a picturebook version of How To Raise
a Reader, Paul’s collaboration for adults with former
NYTBR colleague Maria Russo.
In 2016, Tim McGraw had a hit with country music
artist Lori McKenna’s lyrical message to her children
about the values and practices
that count in life. Now Hum
ble and Kind (Akashic, March
2) comes to picture-book readers with illustrations by Katherine Blackmore as part of the
publisher’s LyricPop series. In
its pages, an interracial family with a Black father and a
White mother enjoys bucolic summer days, building a treehouse when it’s sunny,
making a blanket fort when it rains, and always loving
one another.
Paris Rosenthal, daughter of the late, beloved Amy
Krouse Rosenthal, has been continuing as solo author
the series she and her mother began with Dear Girl,.
Also illustrated by Holly Hatam, the fourth will be out
this spring. As the subtitle makes clear, Dear Teacher,:
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A Celebration of People Who Inspire Us (Harper/HarperCollins, March 16) is a love letter to teachers, coaches,
and the other mentors who provide guidance and inspiration in our lives.
The ever busy Dave Eggers returns to picture books
with We Became Jaguars (Chronicle Books, March
30), illustrated by Woodrow
White. A visit from Grandma turns into a fantastic adventure when mom and dad
go out and she shows her
grandson how to become a
jaguar. The feline pair prowls
through jungle, savanna, and
mountain landscapes before
stopping to sip from a stream,
where their pale human faces reflect back at them. At
last they return to quotidian human life—or do they?
Jon Klassen won the Caldecott for This Is Not My
Hat, his tale of a hat-stealing fish.
He is back at his most deadpan
with The Rock From the Sky
(Candlewick, April 13) and another hat-wearing animal cast:
an armadillo, a tortoise, and a diamondback rattlesnake. No one
steals anything, but there are
indeed rocks. The three animal
friends bicker and hang out together in a plot worthy of Samuel Becket that will leave readers wondering just which
one is the titular rock.
In Keeping the City Going (Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum, April 27), Caldecott Medalist Brian Floca both
chronicles the spring 2020 Covid-19 lockdown and celebrates
the essential workers who continued going out to their jobs so
that everyone else could stay in.
The eerily empty streets of New
York City are populated here by
bicyclists delivering takeout dinners, truck drivers restocking
groceries, bus drivers, sanitation
crews, utility workers, emergency workers, medical personnel, and more: the people who kept the city going.

BABY BLUE

Abbot, Judi
Illus. by the author
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-4338-3390-8

y o u n g a d u lt

Baby Blue encounters colors.
The round-headed tot with a paper-white face peering from
what looks like a hooded blue body suit is very comfortable riding his two-wheeler bike (not exactly a baby) all by himself until
“the dark blue Night gently cuddle[s] him to sleep.” One day, his
bike hits a rock and breaks into another world where there is “a
strange warm light.” Peering through the hole, he spots another
being, almost like himself only yellow, with a yellow bike. Baby
Blue retreats into his own world until his curiosity about “the
warm and welcoming light of the new world” gets the better of
him, and he bravely sets forth to explore. He immediately meets
Baby Yellow, who is overjoyed to see him. As the two boys play
together day after day, “a beautiful new color beg[ins] to appear,”
similar to the action in Abbot’s inspiration, Leo Lionni’s classic
Little Blue and Little Yellow. But Lionni’s boldly painted shapes
allowed kids to fully think about diversity, whereas Abbot’s gentle text with its unnecessary masculine pronouns and her uniform depictions of paper-white faces even as the boys’ shared
world expands to include other children set unfortunate limitations. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 25% of actual size.)
Alas, the book fails to honor either its inspiration or its
own good intentions. (Picture book. 3-5)

SATO THE RABBIT

Ainoya, Yuki
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Blaskowsky, Michael
Enchanted Lion Books (68 pp.)
$16.95 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-59270-318-0
A child’s vivid imagination transforms everyday activities into magical interactions.
This Japanese import emphasizes perspectives—especially
those belonging to children who improvise and innovate on prosaic tasks and the minutiae of daily life. At the outset, Haneru
Sato, a pale-skinned, black-haired lad, adopts both the identity
and the likeness of a rabbit, thereby embracing alternate ways
of experiencing the world. As he tends to the garden, a blue
hose winds, looking rather like a stream, along a bucolic, treestudded landscape with romping animals. It ultimately leads
to an anthropomorphic pond that not only “blows water into
the hose as hard as it can,” but also recedes “back to being its
tiny, peaceful self at Sato’s playful signal that he’s done. Similarly
charming artwork illustrates the interconnectedness among
nature, children, and creativity in six other episodic expeditions featuring distinct themes: “A Sea of Grass”; “A Night of

Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor.
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THE HOUSE THAT
WASN’T THERE

Stars”; “Watermelon” (used as a boat); “A Window to the Sky”;
“Walnuts” (envisioned as coffee shop, bakery, and much more);
and “Forest Ice” (evoking multicolored frozen treats in various flavors). Alongside Sato, readers travel through the seasons
while sharing his myriad, surprising lenses on the universe. The
journey culminates in a homecoming when Sato settles into bed,
cozily “sipping stories late into the night.” The painterly illustrations suggest homage to Where the Wild Things Are, works by
Eric Carle, and others.
Sweet, surreal, and contemplative. (Picture book. 4-7)

Arnold, Elana K.
Walden Pond Press/HarperCollins
(288 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-06-293706-3
The arrival of new neighbors kicks
off strange events and life-changing
experiences for two families.
With an inward focus reminiscent of
the novels of Kevin Henkes, Arnold sets shy, 11-year-old Alder
Madigan, living with his mom at 15 Rollingwood Dr., against
outgoing Oak Carson, who has moved next door to No. 11 with
her mom while her dad stays behind in San Francisco to tie up
loose ends. Relations get off to a rocky start after Oak’s mother
arbitrarily has the huge old tree between the houses cut down.
Distress at the tree’s loss is compounded by Alder’s erstwhile
best friend’s hanging out with a popular kid, leading to hostile
initial encounters with Oak. Still, Alder and his new neighbor
are drawn together by a series of mystifying experiences—
including finding out that it’s not always true that there’s no No.
13 on their block and discovering that they’ve independently
adopted sibling kittens. Saving one last, wonderful coincidence
for the climactic arrival of Oak’s father, the author enriches
her sparely told story with other hints of magic, song lyrics,
good choices that key sudden sea changes in several relationships, and the small background details that make settings and
backstories seem real. Readers will find Alder’s conclusion that
everything is connected, and also complicated, well taken. The
cast presents as White.
A low-key marvel rich in surprises, small fuzzy creatures,
and friendships old and new. (Fiction. 10-13)

BREATHING UNDERWATER

Allen, Sarah Addison
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-374-31325-8

On a road trip from Knoxville to
their former home in San Diego, 13-yearold shutterbug Olivia follows a secret
plan to help her depressed 16-year-old
sister, Ruth.
From the start, Olivia is an earnest
narrator who effortlessly moves back and forth between the
plotline and revealing and processing her emotions. She gives
blow-by-blow descriptions that begin with packing for the
upcoming RV trip with Eddie, her mom’s cousin, and his wife,
Ellie, and ends at Sunset Cliffs Natural Park. There, three years
ago, the sisters buried a treasure box of memories captured
in photographs by Olivia and song playlists by Ruth. Early on,
readers learn that the girls’ professional parents will be flying
to join their daughters at journey’s end for a family scuba-diving
excursion. Accomplished photographer Olivia has an underwater camera while Ruth is devoted to her old-school iPod.
The narration skillfully weaves into the story Olivia’s passion
for photography, conversations and confrontations running a
gamut of emotions, facts about depression, vivid descriptions
of each tourist attraction they visit, and pop songs that complement the story (even connecting with the book’s title). Ellie
and Eddie are highly supportive, encouraging both sisters in
their personal and artistic growth. Olivia’s hypersensitivity may
grate at times, but this is an honest portrayal of a child gradually internalizing what she knows intellectually about her fragile
sister. Tween readers—especially girls with older sisters—will
appreciate the depth of feeling on display.
A heartfelt, multifaceted treasure hunt. (Fiction. 9-13)
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MAYA’S BIG SCENE

Arsenault, Isabelle
Illus. by the author
Tundra (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7352-6760-2
Series: Mile End Kids

Will a drama queen’s artistic ambition overshadow her ideals?
The play performed by the kids in Maya’s neighborhood is
going to be perfect. Maya is absolutely certain of this because
she’s directing every aspect to realize her grand vision of a drama
celebrating freedom, equality, and respect. When the other
kids won’t do exactly what the imperious Maya says, however,
she at last realizes that a better world starts with her actions as
well as her words. With each friend contributing equal amounts
of creativity, confetti rains down on the triumphant, jubilant
troupe. As with the first two Mile End Kids Stories—Colette’s
Lost Pet (2017) and Albert’s Quiet Quest (2019)—graphic-novel and
picture-book elements blend, with speech bubbles capturing
|

Readers who love trivia or are simply seeking out some good
old-fashioned poop and booger facts will be equally satisfied.
a day in the life of a poo, a gnu, and you

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF
A POO, A GNU,
AND YOU

the entirety of the dialogue-driven text. As the kids explore and
define their shared goals of freedom, equality, and respect, Arsenault brings readers along on her social-emotional learning journey through expertly paced visual and textual storytelling. The
whimsical illustrations employ a combination of charcoal lines
and textured smudges accented in orange and fuchsia. These
two vibrant colors confer importance and highlight emotion,
adding a layer of complexity to the expressive characters. Maya
is depicted with black hair and dark skin; of the six remaining
children, four present White and two as kids of color. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9-by-14-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 83.7% of actual size.)
Simultaneously supports social-emotional growth and
celebrates collaborative creativity. (Picture book. 4-8)

Barfield, Mike
Illus. by Bradley, Jess
Aladdin (128 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5344-6721-7

UPSTAGED

Asher, Diana Harmon
Amulet/Abrams (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-4197-4081-7
Shira Gordon is painfully shy, a wanting-nothing-more-than-to-fade-intothe-background sort of shy.
But a small, vociferous part of her is
chomping at the bit, yearning to sing and
dance and laugh like no one is watching.
When the school music teacher announces the fall musical, The
Music Man, Shira lets her best friend, Cassie, coax her into auditioning and even allows herself to dream of getting in. Preferably as a member of the ensemble. Not Mr. Jacey Squires, first
tenor of the barbershop quartet—and certainly not understudy
to the female lead. But the spirit of the theater is community,
and she quickly finds herself drawn into new friendships, budding romances, mysterious sabotage attempts, and a spotlight
that might not be as frightening as she once thought. The plot
is buoyed by the energy and sincerity of the characters. Asher
draws readers so deeply into the drama of these young thespians’ lives that rooting for them is easier than flubbing a line on
the first day off-book. Shira’s quirky castmates, teachers, and
family are richly individualized, and her retiring, wallfloweresque exterior belies a poignant inner life familiar to any shy
middle schooler. Notably, Shira’s shyness is not portrayed as a
flaw but as a hurdle the circumstances she’s thrust into force
her to overcome. Jewish Shira is presumed White; diversity is
naturally woven into the supporting cast.
A sincerely moving story with a whole lotta heart. (Fiction.
8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Science factoids, graphic-novel style.
This over-the-top-fun volume from writer-and-illustrator
team Barfield and Bradley is divided into three sections covering the human body, the animal kingdom, and “Earth and Science” (something of a grab-bag section, but it works). Devoting
one or two pages to each topic, the book explores a wide spectrum of subjects: from the brain to various types of cells; from
the mayfly to the Komodo dragon; and from Japanese knotweed to rainbows. Each subject takes the format of either “A
Day in the Life” or a “Secret Diary,” both of which unfurl as a
conversational overview. Occasional recto pages labeled “The
Bigger Picture” expand on a topic introduced on verso; for
example, the sea-jelly page is accompanied by a “Bigger Picture”
that introduces deadly sea jellies. Barfield’s tone is light, imbuing his scenes with abundant giggles but never watering down
the actual information. The full-color comics format makes this
instantly accessible, and its nonlinear nature lends itself to picking up and putting down at will. Readers who love trivia or are
simply seeking out some good old-fashioned poop and booger
facts will be equally satisfied. A closing glossary provides useful definitions of terms used throughout; footnotes also define
words or cross-reference related topics. Humans portrayed display a range of skin tones.
A winner: hits the entertaining and educational sweet
spot. (Graphic nonfiction. 8-13)

CAT AND DOG

Bentley, Jonathan
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (24 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-68470-4
How much of a mess can a lazy cat
and a small pooch make? Quite a bit, it

turns out.
“A teeny tiny dog and a grumpy old kitty / were left home
alone in a house near the city.” Little, brown Dog (a Chihuahua with a topknot) has energy to spare, and she bounces on
the couch, imploring fluffy, old orange Cat (an enormous feline)
to escape with her to the park for a day of fun. Cat thinks he’s
far too recognizable to play around outside. Dog has the bright
idea to go out in disguise; Cat acquiesces, thinking he can show
off his superior style. The duo dives into their humans’ belongings (clothes, housewares, and food) to create their outfits.
They make a big mess…but they’re so intent that they don’t
notice. Cat reappears with a watermelon-rind helmet and a
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Many a newly arrived child will recognize Isabella’s
homesickness and need for reassurance.
a thousand white butterflies

A THOUSAND WHITE
BUTTERFLIES

bright blue cape, and Dog sports goggles and a red cape. On
their way to the door, a cape mishap turns on the fan, which
blows everything about—and the house is a mega-mess when
their owners unlatch the door. Some speedy cleaning saves the
day, but their excursion will have to wait for another day. This
Australian import (which already has a sequel Down Under) will
bring to mind the furry, frenetic adventures of their countrymate Pig the Pug. The rhyming text of the simple story takes a
back seat to the colorful mess of the illustrations. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9.3-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at
42.1% of actual size.)
This funny, fuzzy fracas will easily entertain the storytime set. (Picture book. 2-7)

Betancourt-Perez, Jessica & Williams,
Karen Lynn
Illus. by Maldonado, Gina
Charlesbridge (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-58089-577-4
A recently arrived child from Colombia misses her father
and her friends back home, so she looks forward to her first day
of school and making new friends.
As Isabella looks out the window, the world outside feels
strange, and “the United States is cold and gray.” Her mother
assures her she will make new friends in school. Eagerly anticipating the first day of school, Isabella readies her new jeans and
“fluffy orange sweater” as well as her school supplies. But when
her “make-new-friends day” finally arrives, it is snowing and
school is cancelled. With her dreams of new friends dashed, Isabella stares out the window where the snow looks like “a thousand white butterflies.” When she sees a girl fall in the snow,
Isabella runs out to help only to discover the girl grinning—she
has just made a snow angel. After spending a day playing outside, making more angels and building a snowman, Isabella is
delighted. She has made a friend. Maldonado’s charming illustrations are simple and colorful, depicting a brown-skinned
girl with two cute little braids sticking out on either side of her
head. Katie, Isabella’s new friend, wears glasses and has pale
skin and straight red hair. The story is a little bland and predictable, which lends it a sweet and reassuring feel. Many a newly
arrived child will recognize Isabella’s homesickness and need
for reassurance that life will work out in this new country. Isabella narrates in English, the dialogue within her family entirely
in Spanish; the fact that she and Katie speak only in their own
languages interferes not a whit in their play
An encouraging story of new beginnings. (authors’ notes,
more info, glossary) (Picture book. 5-7)

QUEEN VASHTI’S
COMFY PANTS

Berkowitz, Leah Rachel
Illus. by Bennett, Ruth
Apples & Honey Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-68115-563-0
A feminist spin on a biblical event.
The story of Queen Vashti and King
Ahasuerus, like most Jewish tales, has
many interpretations. In this buoyant, rhyming take, Queen
Vashti “played gin rummy all night long / and sang her favorite
silly song. / And all Queen Vashti’s friends were there, / in comfy
pants and braided hair.” The women are enjoying their relaxation time, but the king, whose “party had stretched on for days,”
decides that “Queen Vashti must at once come down, / in her
finest dress and royal crown.” A battle of the wills commences,
as Vashti refuses to give up the comfort of her red-and-orange
patterned pants, and the king (unnamed in the book) insists that
she perform for him. Finally the king declares, “Have you forgotten who I am? / Your choice is simple: / dance…or SCRAM!”
Vashti and her ladies-in-waiting take the scram option and leave
to “conquer the world in their comfy pants!” The colorful cartoon illustrations are expressive, with a lot of background diversity—Vashti herself has brown skin, and one of her friends is
in an ancient wheeled chair. Many readers, whether familiar or
unfamiliar with the Purim story this is spun from, may enjoy the
lighthearted girl power; others who know its origins may bristle
at the irreverence displayed toward what is often considered a
tale of sexual violence and dire consequences.
A well-crafted revision sure to spark discussion. (author’s
note) (Picture book. 5-8)
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RILEY CAN’T STOP CRYING

Boulay, Stéphanie
Illus. by Bray-Bourret, Agathe
Trans. by Simard, Charles
Orca (80 pp.)
$19.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-4598-2638-0

A family supports its youngest member.
Regina’s little brother, Riley, never
stops crying. She and their dad try everything they can think of to cheer him up, but no matter what they
do he slumps through the pages, blue tears waterfalling from his
eyes. “We’d ask him, ‘Riley, why are you crying?’ / He’d answer,
‘Don’t know.’ ” Finally, after Riley draws a picture of himself and
points to it, Regina realizes that “Riley is crying because he’s
not happy being Riley.” Their dad—who is single—wonders
if “such feelings were too complicated” for a young child, but
|

KING & KAYLA AND THE CASE
OF THE GOLD RING

Regina helps Riley pick out toys and clothes that make him
happy. At the end, Riley’s mostly stopped crying, has a trendy
new haircut, and sports genderfluid outfits, and the family (all
of whom present White) is much happier. Bright, stilted, studiedly childlike watercolors illustrate each scene. One weakness
in this meandering story is that it positions a gender-normative
older sister as a savior to her disempowered, almost speechless
gender-creative sibling. Another is that in trim size and page
count it appears to be an early chapter book, but lengthy, convoluted sentences (“I get that I’m just a kid, but with everything
I did know, even if it isn’t a whole lot, I thought I understood
something about the things that are really important in life”)
make this best suited to reading aloud.
A kind message clumsily delivered. (Picture book. 6-8)

Butler, Dori Hillestad
Illus. by Meyers, Nancy
Peachtree (48 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-207-9
Series: King & Kayla, 7

FINN AND THE TIMETRAVELING PAJAMAS

Buckley, Michael
Delacorte (288 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-525-64691-4
978-0-525-64693-8 PLB
Series: Finniverse, 2
Six months after tackling invading
aliens in Finn and the Intergalactic Lunch
box (2020), young Finn now takes on a
time-traveling monster at the behest of his much older self.
A jumble of clever twists and goofy set pieces that never
quite coalesce into coherence, the tale sends Finn Foley and
buddies Lincoln Sidana and Julep Li on a long series of short
time hops to eras past and present—in some of which they participate in or watch running battles between their older selves
and an armored monster named Paradox who proclaims a vague
intention to destroy time, or rule the universe, or something.
Meanwhile, hotly pursuing Time Rangers who dress and talk like
cowboys place hastily made clones that look like the trio but act
like cats in the present day to serve as stand-ins…to the consternation of Finn’s baffled but take-charge little sister, Kate. In the
climactic battle, Paradox survives attacks from saber-toothed
tigers and armies of Revolutionary War soldiers as well as futuristic energy weapons but unravels at last when Finn reboots the
entire timeline. Unfortunately, that puts a number of significant
events in the previous volume in the “never happened” category.
Their surnames cue Julep and Lincoln as Asian; some Rangers
are people of color, and the rest of the cast presents as White.
Fun at (ahem) times, but readers of the opener are going
to be let down by the revelation that it didn’t count. (Science
fiction. 9-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

The dynamic duo of lovable canine
detective King and his human, Kayla,
returns to solve another mystery.
King and Kayla are playing in the snow with pal Mason
when Asia, another friend, joins them, proudly displaying a special gold ring. After the cold forces them inside, Mom puts their
wet outer garments in the dryer, and they’re ready for snack
time. When Asia discovers that her gold ring is gone, children
and dog take the mystery seriously and go into search mode.
They retrace their steps, examine every nook and cranny (with
some help from Mom, who demonstrates her plumbing skills),
and follow up every possibility as they put their well-honed
problem-solving skills to the test. King has a few ideas of his
own, but he’s frustrated because even Kayla can’t understand
his doggie language. He winds up locked in the laundry room,
where he spots something shiny in the dryer. The case is closed,
to everyone’s delight and relief. King narrates the tale with
happy, enthusiastic aplomb, pausing the action frequently to
note his many favorite things, mostly food. Butler keeps syntax
and vocabulary simple, with brief sentences separated by lots of
white space and organized in logical chapters. Meyers’ cartoons
illuminate the tale, depicting the body language and expressive faces of all the characters, human and canine, with great
animation and adding many touches of humor. Asia, Kayla, and
Kayla’s mom present Black, and Mason presents White.
Emergent readers will enjoy solving the mystery along
with these delightful Sherlocks. (Early reader/mystery. 5-8)

A RAINY DAY STORY

Calderon, Ruth
Illus. by Kelner, Noa
Kar-Ben (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-5415-6038-3

A conundrum is introduced through
a parable from the Talmud about a rabbi who questions God on
the world’s need for rain balanced against man’s comfort.
Rabbi Hanina is enjoying himself on a walk when a thunderstorm begins and renders him “soaked to the bone!” Drenched
and upset, he asks God, “Master of the Universe! The whole
world is happy, and Hanina is suffering?” The rain suddenly
stops, and the rabbi continues home, changes into dry clothes,
and prepares a soup. He’s finally comfortable, but he does not
eat when he looks outside to notice that all’s not well. “The
ground was parched, the trees were thirsty, the river was dry,
and the frogs were staring at the sky longingly.” Once again
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10 middle-grade books
to look for in 2021
From presidential pets to compilations of littleknown but entertaining facts, books about the White
House and its inhabitants are perennially popular. Perfectly timed for the arrival of the
new administration, Shaking Up
the House by Yamile Saied Méndez (HarperCollins, Jan. 5) follows
the hilarious antics of four girls
who take practical jokes to a new
level: Winnie and Ingrid, daughters of outgoing President López,
and twins Zora and Skylar Williams,
whose mother will be the first Black
woman president.
The ancient Mesopotamian god
Nergal has it in for New York City
in City of the Plague God by Sarwat
Chadda (Rick Riordan Presents/
Disney, Jan. 12). Thirteen-year-old
Sik Aziz, whose parents run a deli
where he helps out after school,
gets caught up in a devastating
plague—a plot point that will resonate especially strongly with today’s
young readers. The Iraqi American
Muslim teen gets help from the goddess Ishtar, her
daughter, and the legendary Gilgamesh himself in a rollicking adventure inspired by epic stories.
In The Year I Flew Away by
Marie Arnold (Versify/HMH, Feb.
2), 10-year-old Gabrielle travels on
her own from Haiti to Brooklyn
to live with her uncle and his family. Adjusting to a new country and
coping with homesickness are hard,
and the witch Lady Lydia tries to
tempt Gabrielle with an offer of
three wishes: If she wants, she can
wish away all the hard parts and assimilate—but the price will be high. This is an original
blend of magic and realistic fiction, a heartfelt tale that
offers a new spin on immigrant stories.
We Must Not Forget: Holocaust Stories of Surviv
al and Resistance by noted author of history and historical fiction for young people Deborah Hopkinson
(Scholastic Focus, Feb. 2) offers readers the gift of sto88
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ries from people who lived through
the Holocaust as children and teens.
Through a combination of carefully
chosen facts, moving photographs,
and—most memorably—the words
of the subjects themselves, this
book is a testament to courage,
compassion, and human endurance
that deserves to be widely read.
Known as the “Egyptian Jon
Stewart,” comedian Bassem Youssef
fled his home country for fear of political persecution
and has moved to the United States. In The Magical
Reality of Nadia, co-written with
Catherine R. Daley and illustrated by Douglas Holgate (Scholastic,
Feb. 2), Youssef turns his hand to
light middle-grade fantasy. It’s the
story of Egyptian American immigrant Nadia, a fact-collecting sixth
grader who finds herself navigating
bullying, microaggressions, and the
ups and downs of friendship with a
little magical help.
“Barberpreneur” J. Dillard joins
forces with illustrator Akeem S.
Roberts to introduce J.D., a Black
10-year-old in Meridian, Mississippi, who discovers he has a gift when
he takes his mama’s clippers to his
own hair. Much like the author, he
turns this talent into a business in
series opener J.D. and the Great
Barber Battle (Kokila, Feb. 23)—
but will Henry Jr., formerly Meridian’s only barber, allow himself to be upstaged by a third
grader?
With The How and Wow of the
Human Body (HMH, March 2),
Mindy Thomas and Guy Raz bring
the energy of their popular podcast, Wow in the World, to print with
some help from illustrator Jack
Teagle. Their breezy look at human anatomy covers such critical
middle-grade territory as boogers,
|

poop, pee, mucus, and farts while also providing solid
information on the various systems that make us go.
Between the jokes and the experiments, Thomas and
Raz will keep their readers busy.
Together with illustrator Heather Fox, Tom Angleberger expands the world of his
popular Flytrap Files series with
Butler for Hire! (Amulet/Abrams,
March 30), the first in his new DJ
Funkyfoot series of chapter books.
The freelance butler, a genteel
Chihuahua, is all too accustomed
to phone calls from people hoping
for, well, a DJ, so even though his
new client is really after a nanny,
he takes the job—finding himself
now in the service of ShrubBaby, the Adorable Baby
Shrub. (Yes, that’s an anthropomorphic bush. This is
Tom Angleberger, after all.)
Looking ahead to spring, Kevin Henkes follows
up his Newbery Honor–winning The Year of Billy Miller (Greenwillow, 2013) with Billy
Miller Makes a Wish (Greenwillow, April 6). Having survived his
second grade year, Billy begins his
summer with an eighth-birthday
wish for excitement—that he almost immediately regrets when an
ambulance pulls up, siren wailing,
at the neighbor’s house. Readers
who fell in love with the dreamy
little White boy will be eager to
spend more time with him.
And Merci Suárez Can’t Dance
by Meg Medina (Candlewick, April
6) is the much-anticipated sequel
to Merci Suárez Changes Gears (2018),
which was a finalist for the Kirkus
Prize and won the Newbery Medal.
The Cuban American seventh grader continues to navigate the ups and
downs of the private school where
she is a scholarship student as well
as changes in her relationship with her beloved grandfather who is struggling with Alzheimer’s. And to top it
all off, dance-averse Merci is in charge of planning the
school ball.

he questions God: “Master of the Universe! The whole world
is suffering, and Hanina is happy?” The thunder and lightning
resume along with the downpour while the satisfied rabbi stays
comfortably warm inside enjoying both the soup and the sweetsmelling spring rain. Soft, lovely illustrations depict a graybearded, pale-skinned sage and his simple abode set in a Middle
Eastern garden. The subtle significance of the rabbi’s questions
and his ultimate revelation may well encourage discussion—
even, perhaps, about our current climate change concerns. The
text of the original story from the Babylonian Talmud is printed
in both Hebrew and English in the backmatter. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 9.8-by-19.6-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 58.3% of actual size.)
The simple Talmudic lesson has resonance for our contemporary world. (Picture book. 6-8)

KNIGHT OF THE CAPE

y o u n g a d u lt

Catasús Jennings, Terry
Illus. by Anaya, Fátima
Aladdin (144 pp.)
$17.99 | $5.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5344-6503-9
978-1-5344-6502-2 paper
Series: Definitely Dominguita, 1
In this chapter-book series opener
Dominguita Melendez is on a quest to
teach the class bully that girls can most
definitely be knights, no matter what he has to say about it.
Really, it’s not so much that Dom wants to be an actual
knight. She simply wants to read about them in peace. Reading makes her feel close to her abuela, who just left for Florida
to live with her sister because she can’t remember things like
she used to. Reading Abuela’s favorite book, Don Quijote, lets
the young Cubana feel like they are still together. With the
weekend in front of her, Dom sets out as a knight-errant to
rescue those in need. With any luck, she will have a daring rescue that her brother, Rafi, can write about, both to prove Ernie
Bublassi wrong and to send to Abuela. With some help, Dom
finds armor and a lance, and she even picks up a few friends
along the way, learning that some adventures are better with a
squire and trusty dog—er, steed—by your side. While the plot
is carried by Dom’s search for knightly deeds, the focus is on
the relationships in her vibrant Cuban American community.
It’s heartwarming to see adults take a young girl’s knightly play
seriously. Even better are the friendships she builds with her
squire, Pancho Sanchez, and her master of the cookies, Steph,
who walks with a brace. Dom has olive skin, and Pancho has
brown skin; Ernie and Steph seem to be White. Book 2, Captain
Dom’s Treasure, publishes simultaneously.
A charming adventure that will encourage kids to become
knights in their own communities as well. (Fiction. 7-9) (Cap
tain Dom’s Treasure: 978-1-5344-6506-0, 978-1-5344-6505-3 paper)

Laura Simeon and Vicky Smith are young readers’ editors.
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The text distills the animals’ traits, habits, and settings into single,
punchy lines full of alliteration, rhythm, and poignant description.
ten animals in antarctica

POOJO’S GOT WHEELS

deliver less-painful injections? For curious readers, the title may
be too cursory, as the many facts are breezed past speedily, and
some are not explored beyond the briefest mentions. For example, William Henry Perkin discovered mauveine, one of the first
synthetic dyes, but the substance is referred to only as “black
gunk” in the book. Readers who want to know more will be left
on their own, especially as the list of resources is a single page
of limited suggestions. The multiple full-color photographs
that adorn each page can be equally uninformative, as when a
weaver bird is shown in its elaborate home but both bird and
nest are unlabeled.
This fascinating topic deserves depth to match its
breadth. (index) (Nonfiction. 9-12)

Charrow
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5362-1036-1

A dog born without hind legs must think fast when his
wheelchair gets a flat tire.
Poojo, a bug-eyed, gray-and-white pup, is unfazed by his
lack of hind legs—after all, he’s got snazzy red wheels, with
“cool pockets to store stuff.” But above all, he’s got a happy-golucky personality. “He’s a good friend to everyone… / and everything,” Charrow notes wryly as Poojo cozies up to a kid’s scooter.
“He can do anything,” be it chasing a squirrel, popping wheelies,
or, in an energetic double-page spread, outrunning the competition at the dog park’s obstacle course. But when Poojo vexingly gets a flat tire, he must be resourceful. After some trial and
error, Poojo and his tiny, pink rabbit sidekick find a solution…
along with a clever costume for the doggie costume parade.
Elongated pages and ample white space highlight the quirky
cartoon illustrations, especially Poojo’s simple but endearing
expressions: worry, annoyance, and, above all, happiness. Background characters add amusing notes: A pigeon snorkels in the
birdbath, and the other dogs sport wonderfully silly costumes.
With straightforward brevity (most spreads have at most one
sentence), the text treats Poojo’s condition with matter-of-fact
good humor, simultaneously acknowledging the occasional
inconvenience of his disability and demonstrating coping skills.
Adding to the cheerful tone, the typeface’s large, well-spaced
letters curl slightly at the ends, recalling Poojo’s wagging corkscrew tail.
This upbeat tale of an irrepressible pooch is sure to leave
readers smiling. (Picture book. 3-6)

TEN ANIMALS
IN ANTARCTICA
A Counting Book
Court, Moira
Illus. by the author
Charlesbridge (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-62354-232-0

This spare counting book is set in Antarctica’s extreme
landscape.
Antarctica, home to “icy deserts, mountain ranges, and volcanoes,” also hosts “amazing and unique animals,” 10 of which
are explored in the text and backmatter of this simple picture
book. Familiar animals such as emperor penguins and orcas are
pictured in their habitats, as are less-familiar creatures such as
Antarctic krill and blackfin ice fish. Collage-style illustrations
place clean, colorful shapes against textured backgrounds to
show the animals on the icy plains, “surveying the frosty floes”
or “drifting with the turning tide.” The text, set in a large, clear
typeface, makes lovely use of language, distilling the animals’
traits, habits, and settings into single, punchy lines full of alliteration, rhythm, and poignant description. Each spread includes
the relevant numeral in a large display type and features one
species, with the individual creatures large and easy to see and
count. Young children will enjoy practicing their counting skills
while learning more about an area of the world that captures
the imagination. Backmatter offers further information about
Antarctica, including its (several!) poles, and about each animal
mentioned in the book at a higher reading level that will require
interpretation for the target audience.
Brilliantly executed. (Picture book. 2-6)

DESIGN LIKE NATURE
Biomimicry for a Healthy
Planet

Clendenan, Megan & Woolcock, Kim Ryall
Orca (48 pp.)
$19.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-4598-2464-5
Series: Orca Footprints
Learn how scientists and kids are
working to save the planet.
Biomimicry has been used across the fields of science and
design, affecting things from apparel to urban planning. This
title provides an overview of how both scientists and young
people are using concepts found in nature to improve the
environment, the food supply, and their health. Specialized
vocabulary introduced in the text is printed in boldface italics, queuing readers to check out the glossary for definitions.
Examples covered are fascinating: Some readers may know how
burrs became the inspiration for Velcro, but how many have
heard that the mosquito proboscis is the model for needles that
90
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J.D. AND THE GREAT
BARBER BATTLE

it clarifies everything from the origins of horses to the culling
that ensued in order to clear the open prairie for farming. With
realistic, detailed illustrations of Spanish ships, conquistadors,
Native people, bison, and the Pueblo Revolt set alongside the
two questioning silhouettes, the comic book employs everything from maps to X-ray images of a horse’s digestive system to
get at the big picture of America’s history even as it maintains
its focus on horses. The story of early Natives, traders, horse
thieves, and settlers gives way to the Wild Horse Act and the
Bureau of Land Management horse-adoption program that
exists in our country today. While the conquest of America
is perhaps attributed too heavily to Hernán Cortés and his
horses—excluding any talk of pandemics and lateral violence—
the story encapsulated here is impressive for its scope. Sadly,
though, the self-referential tendency of the classroom lecture
uses too much space.
A surprisingly comprehensive history of wild horses.
(afterword, timeline, further reading, appendices) (Graphic
nonfiction. 10-16)

Dillard, J.
Illus. by Roberts, Akeem S.
Kokila (128 pp.)
$15.99 | $6.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-593-11152-9
978-0-593-11154-3 paper
Meridian, Mississippi, third grader
J.D. has a passion for the arts and a dream
of rising beyond the embarrassment of a

troubled haircut.
For many Black boys, hairline awareness hits hard in those
preteen years, and the jeers and dozens of the schoolyard start
to pull at kids who can’t show up as the best versions of themselves. This is the predicament in which young J.D. finds himself.
He recognizes the family’s financial challenges, as his mother
strives to make do with the support of his grandparents. She’s in
school again, and the rare quality time that they get comes when
she cuts his hair. But no longer can J.D. get past the looks and
chuckles his shaky line attracts, so he takes his mama’s clippers
into his own hands and discovers he has a true gift with them.
He even turns this art into a successful business, much like the
real-life story of the author, a master barber. However, in J.D.’s
world, Henry Jr., proprietor of Meridian’s official barbershop,
isn’t just going to let a supremely talented kid come and take
away his clientele. What will happen when these two barbers
battle it out? Everything about this story feels like a beloved
barbershop tall tale: quite heroic, maybe a bit unbelievable, yet
full of intrigue and entertaining as all get out. This is authentic
storytelling, supported by Roberts’ vigorous cartoons—full of
styles that are straight fire.
A surefire win of a read expressly made for young Black
boys to cherish. (Fiction. 6-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

THE WORLDS OF
TOMIE DEPAOLA
The Art and Stories of
the Legendary Artist and
Author
Elleman, Barbara
Simon & Schuster (208 pp.)
$29.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-1226-2

An illuminating, lavishly illustrated tribute to the works and
talents of an iconic writer and illustrator, revised and updated in
the wake of his death in March 2020.
Elleman adds books and illustrations published after her
1999 critical work, Tomie dePaola: His Art and His Stories, and
reworks some of the original edition’s topical chapters, further
buffing her already-lapidary analyses of how and why dePaola’s
art works so well with the plethora of texts he illustrated and/or
wrote over his long career. Playing to her strengths as an unexcelled observer and describer of picture-book art, she captures
both visual and emotional ebbs and flows in dozens of works
while raising critical points, such as complaints that too many
of his pictures look alike, only so she can demolish them with
barrages of counterexamples and well-chosen images of pages,
page turns, and full spreads. Though dePaola is perhaps best
known for drawing on his own background for authentic evocations of Italian and Italian American culture, Elleman commends his portrayals of diverse racial and ethnic characters in
such works as his volume of Mother Goose rhymes. Sample
pages of a picture book from first draft to finished layout present a revealing case study in his process, and an extended closing
album of his “non-book” paintings offers convincing evidence
of both his versatility and a distinctive style that shines through
no matter the medium or subject. Specific biographical details
are limited, but as Trina Schart Hyman writes in her introductory tribute (present in both this and the 1999 work), “the artist

THE WILD MUSTANG
Horses of the American West

Duffy, Chris
Illus. by Koch, Falynn
First Second (144 pp.)
$19.99 | $12.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-250-17427-7
978-1-250-17428-4 paper
Series: History Comics

An educational journey about horses
that spans history from the Miocene to

modern times.
The largely forgotten history of the millions of mustangs
that roamed the American West, as well as the activists who
set out to save them in the 1970s, is explored in this graphic
novel. It’s told a bit like a classroom lecture, with an illustrated
horse playing impromptu professor to two stylized figures that
look like Keith Haring’s free-figure drawings. The pop-culture
pictographs argue in a comical way with the talking horse as
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Jeff Mack

A CREATIVE FRIENDSHIP WITH MORDICAI GERSTEIN IS ON FULL DISPLAY IN
MOOSE, GOOSE, AND MOUSE
By Vicky Smith
Matt Conte

How did you and Mordicai get to know each other?
I first met Mordicai in 2009 at the R. Michelson gallery in Northampton. Then, maybe a few months after
that, he got in touch with me and said, “You know, I’m
looking for a writers group in the area, do you know
anybody who’s interested?” And I said, “Well, I have
a writers group.” We were all meeting once a month,
having dinner and talking about our projects. Mordicai
asked if he could come along and check [it] out. So he
did, and it was a really good connection for everybody.
Maybe five years through that, he and I were at some
event at UMass, and we sat next to each other at the
dinner table. We were the only two people who knew
each other at the table. So we were chatting with some
other people, but we mostly found we just liked talking to each other. After that, we started going to lunch
and found that we had a lot of interests in common.
Eventually, we started traveling up to [the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art] together to see
some concerts and just check out some of the exhibits,
and we just wound up being really good friends for the
last five years of his life.
And how did you become involved in Moose, Goose,
and Mouse?
At one of those lunches he told me about how he loved
Edward Lear, and he said, “I have this idea for this
book about a moose, a goose, and a mouse that travel on this train, and they’re looking for a new home.”
Then he called me not too long after and said, “I’m
trying out some new art techniques, and I know you
have some experience working digitally. I’m wondering if you would want to help me out with this.” So I
went over to his studio, and we worked together making these collages where we would scan painted pieces
of paper and see what kind of effects they would have.
And we found something he really liked. And he said,
“OK, I think I’ve got the technique down.” And he

Massachusetts’ Pioneer Valley has become
home to a vibrant community of children’s book creators, among them Caldecott Medalist Mordicai Gerstein and Jeff Mack. The two author/illustrators were
friends, so when Gerstein was inspired to change up
his style, he called on Mack for advice—and when he
felt his health failing in the middle of what was to become Moose, Goose, and Mouse (Holiday House, Jan. 5),
he asked Mack to help with the illustrations and ultimately finish them for him. Gerstein died on Sept. 24,
2019, at the age of 83, leaving behind a text that was
a madcap homage to Edward Lear and illustrations in
various stages of completion. Mack, 48, spoke with us
via Zoom from his home in western Massachusetts;
the interview has been edited for length and clarity.
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Are there entire spreads that are 100% Jeff Mack in
Moose, Goose, and Mouse?
The cover is pretty close. There was a small scribbly
sketch that he did that I redrew for the cover. But
most everything has at least some of his beginning
work in it. I wanted to help my friend out, you know, I
did not want this to be about me at all. I wanted it to
look exactly the way he had planned it. He was a good
friend, you know?

didn’t quite have it down, because like two days later,
he called me back to ask, “Can you step me through
the technique again?”
Eventually, he called me again and said he was ill
with throat cancer. He said, “I’m just having too many
bad days here. I’m wondering if you could help me finish this book.” So that’s what I did. I went to his studio,
I took all of his drawings and sketches, and I brought
them back to my studio, scanned them into my computer, assembled them as we had been doing, then brought
them back to his house. At this point, he was in bed. I
brought my laptop, and I sat next to him at the bedside.
He’d say, “You know, like, I think that needs to be a little
brighter,” and “Why don’t you move that character over
there a little bit?” We tweaked all the images that way,
got through about half of them. And then he was gone,
and I finished the rest of the book.

You must get somewhat verklempt talking about
this.
I do. I haven’t talked about it too much. It’s been over
a year now. Early on, it was hard to talk about. But it
gets easier to talk about because it winds up turning
into a story. I was finishing up a lot of it right when
things were locking down here, and it was terrifying. It
gave me something to focus on at that time, which was
really a mind saver.

Was that his first experience working digitally?
Yep. That was the first time.

This book is a pretty big departure for you, stylistically. How did you get yourself into Mordicai’s style so
that you could create a seamless visual experience?
For my own work, I’m always trying out different
styles, [and] when I got out of college, one of my first
art jobs was [a commission] to make copies of [some]
paintings. I learned a lot about mimicking another
person’s style. When it came to Mordicai, I felt it was
not too hard for me to mimic [his] line quality. Or if I
had to redraw a page or make up something that wasn’t
there to begin with, it wasn’t too hard.

y o u n g a d u lt

Is there anything else you’d like to say about the
book?
I can’t wait to see it. I haven’t seen the printed copy
yet. I think kids will really like it. Mordicai was in his
80s, but he had a complete connection with how a 4or 5-year-old thinks. He just got it intuitively, he didn’t
have to think about it.

Did he explain why he wanted to experiment with
digital composition?
He just liked to try everything out and see what was
going to happen. He was a really restless guy who was
always experimenting.

Moose, Goose, and Mouse received a starred review in
the Dec. 1, 2020, issue.

Jeff Mack

Mordicai’s line is so spidery. I haven’t seen a single
Jeff Mack that has that exact spidery quality to it.
It’s his authentic hand. It’s his DNA in that line. Some
[of the pages] were finished, and some of them were
sketches, and they were all different sizes. It was an interesting challenge to put them all together and make
the whole thing look consistent, as though every page
had been done the same way. But to some extent the
level of completion didn’t matter, because it was always his hand in it. You know, it always still had his personality coming through the line. And it didn’t matter
what he did—he was just so honest about it. He never
tried to show off for anybody.
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Woven together in captivating parallels, the protagonists’ stories
reflect the struggle and hardship many immigrants face.
we belong

always draws or paints him- or herself, no matter what the subject and no matter what or how the approach.” Even devoted
fans will come away knowing and liking dePaola more.
An essential guide to the legacy of a well- and deservedly
loved artist. (endnotes, lists of publications and of awards,
notes on art media, index) (Nonfiction. 12-adult)

Pink-coiffed Mother Goose may look demure when reading
in her House of Rhyme, but when there is danger, she springs
into action! The Queen of Tarts is facing a bakery fire, so it’s up
to the famous fowl and her crew of multiracial nursery-rhyme
characters to put it out. After “gear[ing] up in forty seconds flat,”
everyone races to the fire. At the blaze, they display a wide array
of different firefighting techniques, including the use of water
cannons, a fire ax, dirt, a bucket brigade, and helicopters with
bucket scoops (loaded with jam). The familiar stars of everyone’s favorite rhymes pair nicely with this technical know-how
of equipment and expertise. Chief M. Goose herself commands
from a “high-tech rig” tricked out with radios and a satellite.
Rhymes scan consistently, and female-presenting characters are
given just as much agency as their male-presenting counterparts.
Insider nursery-rhyme jokes also abound. For example, the last
readers see of the heroic squad, they’re heading off to answer
an emergency call from Ladybug. One might quibble about the
fact that dumping jam on a fire would almost certainly intensify
it, but in the end the book’s having too much fun to care. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 22% of actual size.)
Firefighter-loving kids will jump over candlesticks to get
their hands on these cute and capable emergency workers.
(Picture book. 2-6)

POCKETS FULL OF ROCKS
Daddy Talks About
Depression

Engelberg, Yair
Illus. by Haley, MacKenzie
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-4338-3109-6
A tender story of a young child struggling to understand
Daddy’s illness.
As Ella watches Daddy sleep, all is not what it seems. The
child takes the initiative to wake him up and, after many
attempts, finally succeeds. Something still does not seem right.
Maybe he has a cut or a tummy ache, but bandages and cookies don’t seem to help. Daddy explains he has something called
depression. It makes him sad and tired, and it feels like something is weighing him down. He gently explains how he manages
depression with therapy, exercise, and his family. Wanting to
help, Ella learns that love and lots of tight hugs can give Daddy
strength and hope. Engelberg, a psychologist, pens a simple and
compelling story of parental depression. Even simplified for
the audience, the subject is still a frightening topic, but Haley’s
colorful illustrations with bold patterns provide a safe place
for the conversation between father and child, who both present White. Illness of any sort is a hard concept for children to
understand, let alone one that cannot be physically seen. Haley
illustrates depression with dark clouds, adding layers of texture
to brighten the clouds and present depression in the story as an
illness, not a villain. By the end, Ella’s understanding of Daddy’s
behavior transforms the clouds of depression into a rainbow
of hope. Two pages of backmatter aimed at caregivers provide
further information. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 34.9% of actual size.)
Hold tight to this gentle story about depression. (Picture
book. 4-7)

WE BELONG

Everman, Cookie Hiponia
Dial Books (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-593-11220-5
A Pilipino mother recounts a bedtime story about gods and her own family mythology.
Speaking in free verse, Elsie, mother
to young mixed-race girls Stella and Luna
(their dad is White), weaves a moving
and ethereal story about family, loss, pain, and hope. Beautifully
steeped in Pilipino culture and cosmology, the story she tells is
that of Mayari, the moon goddess, and how she came to make it
her life’s work to reflect light. Her heartfelt narration brings the
gods to life. Mayari and her siblings, Apolaki and Tala, believe
they have humble beginnings but later learn their father is
Bathala Maykapal, or God Creator. Forced to choose between
Earth and Heaven, the siblings take only what they can carry
and follow their father to Heaven despite their fears. Their fight
to belong with the other gods mirrors Elsie’s other tale, that of
her family’s tumultuous immigration to the United States from
the Philippines during Ferdinand Marcos’ reign amid violent
protests and rolling blackouts. Like Mayari, Elsie could bring
only so much with her and was forced to leave behind more than
her toys—like the yayas, or nannies, who cared for her and the
neighborhood she grew up in. Woven together in captivating
parallels, Elsie’s and Mayari’s stories (the former in black type
and the latter in light blue) reflect the struggle and hardship
many immigrants face in search of a new life. Sometimes raw

MOTHER GOOSE TO
THE RESCUE!

Evans, Nate & Brown, Stephanie Gwyn
Illus. by Gibson, Jessica
Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-09357-3
When there’s a fire to be tackled,
only a qualified nursery-rhyme crew will do!
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and traumatic, other times hopeful and inspiring, Elsie’s bedtime story rings true, encapsulating the heart of Pilipino culture.
A beautiful and poignant tale of immigration fused with
Tagalog myth. (glossary, songs, afterword) (Verse fiction. 10-14)

order to help villagers who have fallen on hard times. When a
boy in her village desperately needs medical care, Chaya pulls
off her biggest caper yet: stealing jewels from the queen. Unfortunately, her escape is not so clean, leaving her best friend, Neel,
who supports his family through carpentry, standing accused
of the theft and sentenced to death. Chaya sets about making
things right, leading to further complications. Ultimately the
two friends escape to the jungle, accompanied by Nour, the
curious and slightly naïve daughter of a merchant, and Ananda,
the king’s elephant. Things go from bad to worse as the children
trek through the island’s jungle, learning to face their fears and
rely on each other, with the threat of the king’s verdict always
looming. Chaya continues to make mistakes, never quite learning to think before acting. Though the pacing is somewhat
uneven, the lush descriptions of the dense, beautiful jungle and
a South Asian–inspired kingdom that evokes Sri Lanka shine
through. The elephant, in particular, is a delight. All characters
are South Asian; in this Buddhist country, Nour is Muslim.
A lush wilderness adventure story. (Fiction. 8-12)

TEN LITTLE DUMPLINGS

Fan, Larissa
Illus. by Wume, Cindy
Tundra (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-7352-6619-3

A girl with 10 brothers claims her
place in both the family narrative and

the world at large.
Amid a pastoral Taiwanese setting, this picture book opens
with a male-centered viewpoint touting the super specialness
of a family blessed with 10 sons, whom their parents call “little
dumplings,” because dumplings are “auspicious, / Bringing prosperity and success.” (Dumplings’ oval shape intentionally resembles yuanbao—gold or silver ingots that were real currency in
imperial China for over two millennia, a fact not, alas, shared
in the author’s note. The brothers’ similar sizes also conjure
the “Ten Brothers” legend in Chinese popular culture, which
is.) Seemingly larger than life, these 10 brothers lack individuality when portrayed as a unit, doing “everything together” and
becoming “ten fine men”—a desirable outcome that nonetheless hints at an in-group mentality that can marginalize those
who do not conform. Readers need to look closely to find the
girl Wume cleverly hides in each double-page spread: She dons
the iconic school-uniform hat and is part of the action even
when obscured. Then the perspective shifts: First writing herself into the story by forming the Chinese character for female
with a calligraphy brush, she eventually, deftly reframes the narrative to assert: “I was there too.… // I listened. // I studied. // I
learned.” Eventually, she becomes a mother and celebrates her
personal fortune for having a “wonderful girl”—her very own
“little dumpling.” (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Stepping out of the shadows: a gentle, persuasive #ownvoices take on a hitherto-untold perspective. (Picture book. 5-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

TOUCANIA

Ferrer, Marianne & Picard, Valérie
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Simard, Charles
Orca (48 pp.)
$19.95 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-4598-2523-9
An explorer visits an island of fantasy
animals in this Quebecois import translated from French.
Amelia’s off on an expedition. She’s a grown-up, but when
she was little, her grandfather found an unusual island and told
her about it. He went only once, and she too can go only once: À
la Brigadoon, it’s accessible for a single day every 50 years. Amelia’s knowledge of the island comes from her grandfather, who’s
invoked repeatedly. Frequent exclamation marks (“She’s smiling
so hard that her cheeks hurt!”) don’t enliven the bland present-tense prose or successfully force excitement. The island’s
mythical fauna thrill Amelia, but while they’re conceptually
whimsical—merbears, hedgemunks, howlverines, koalaroceroses—both the animals and the setting are pale and lackluster.
For an island with “intense heat,” scents of vanilla and nectar,
colors that “overwhelmed” Amelia’s grandfather, and “beauty
[that’s] astonishing,” the low-intensity hues are watery and
washed-out, and repetitive background patterns evoke wallpaper. Amelia, like her grandfather, holds the title of “doctor,” but
her trip emphasizes delight, not research. Given that, and given
the implied tropicality of the island, the whole piece has a whiff
of colonialist tourism: Amelia and her grandfather both carve
their initials into a tree; the island has a “real name” they never
learn; and Amelia presents White. Her grandfather, shown only
in black and white, has a swarthy complexion.
Safe to stay home from this trip. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE GIRL WHO STOLE
AN ELEPHANT

Farook, Nizrana
Peachtree (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-285-7

A robbery leads to a jungle adventure set against a backdrop of political
upheaval.
Chaya, about 12 years old and daughter of the village headman, spends her
free time stealing from the rich people in the King’s City in
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THE NICE DREAM TRUCK

can perform a different role in the family show that will use her
skills and make everyone happy. Executed in black outlines and
color washes, the bustling, cheery, action-packed illustrations
of bevies of penguins practicing and performing splendid circus
tricks in single and double-page spreads clearly steal this show.
In her huge red glasses, Poppy’s a visual standout, whether balanced atop a penguin pyramid, launched from a trapeze, shot
from a cannon, strapped to a knife-throwing board, or just happily organizing the whole operation.
A delightful prompt to follow your bliss. (Picture book. 3-6)

Ferry, Beth
Illus. by Barrager, Brigette
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-06-290783-7

It’s time to sleep; it’s time to dream.
When it’s time for bed, get ready for a visit from the Nice
Dream Truck, bringing a nearly endless supply of possible
dreams guaranteed to open the mind to wonders. Ferry employs
lilting verse in second person to encourage little dreamers to
choose their nighttime visions. They might be big dreams or
small, funny or a bit scary—nothing is impossible. Perhaps
there are puppies, princesses, dragons, whales, birthdays, magic,
or music. You can be an astronaut or a rock star, a firefighter or a
doctor. The use of the word nice in relation to these dreams does
not match the enthusiasm and excitement of the descriptions,
which are more fantastic than that prosaic word conveys. Barrager’s bright, busy illustrations carry out the visions with joyful
delight in dreamscapes that float and soar. The title vehicle is
decked out as an ice cream truck, replete with a giant strawberry
cone on the top, and driven by a brown-skinned “girl with stars
in her eyes” and purple pigtails who is ready to serve up your
dream of choice. The ice cream metaphor is carried throughout
the text and illustrations, comparing choices of scoops and toppings to selecting the dreams. The cast of dreaming children is
diverse in race and gender, and they are completely comfortable
with one another. It is soothing, uplifting, and definitely upbeat
but perhaps a bit too sugar-sweet. Grown-ups will find much to
discuss with their little ones about their dreams.
An inventive and charming bedtime story. (Picture book.
3-6)

TATER INVADERS!
Tater Invaders!

Fremont, David
Illus. by the author
Pixel+Ink (136 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64595-006-6
Series: Carlton Crumple Creature
Catcher, 2

A young monster fighter faces off against a villainous
vegetable.
In this graphic-novel sequel to series opener Catch the
Munchies (2020), creature-catcher Carlton Crumple and best
friend Lulu are after one hot potato determined to overtake
the world with his diabolical Tot Bots. While noshing at the
Spuds on Wheels food truck at the local Cactus Fest, Carlton
is shocked when one of his king-size Lots o’ Tots sprouts arms
and legs and bounds away. Intrepid Lulu catches the rogue
tater, bringing him back to the Creature Cave for questioning. The pair teams up with the food truck’s driver, French
Fry Thunderknuckle, and they learn about a spiteful spud who
not only wants long-simmered vengeance on Thunderknuckle,
but also the entire planet. Fremont’s sophomore effort is busy
and bright and filled with more puns than fries in a supersized
meal. His panels are outlined with heavy black borders that can
barely contain their crowded contents and zippy, display-type
onomatopoeia. While certainly high on pep, this overstuffed
plot feels about as substantial as cotton candy, relying on harebrained gimmicks to move it along. Among a sea of similar titles,
this offers little to help it rise above the glut, with yet another
tale of a male main character supported by a female who seems
more than capable without him. Carlton and Lulu are White;
supporting human characters also present mostly White.
This tater is half-baked. (Graphic fantasy. 7-10)

THE GREATEST
SHOWPENGUIN

Freegard, Lucy
Illus. by the author
Pavilion Children’s (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-84365-483-4
Raised to be part of her family’s traveling show, a plucky penguin yearns for a
career change, but will she disappoint her parents?
All of Poppy’s family have been performers for generations,
passing down their skills from “penguin to penguin,” and Poppy
has always been part of the family shows. Intent on making her
parents proud, Poppy forces herself to master the “trickiest
of tricks” and soon wins audience admiration with her daring
acts. Unfortunately, Poppy’s heart just isn’t in performing, especially the loud noise, bright lights, and crowds. She wants to do
something where she can “feel calm…and in control” but dreads
telling her mother she wants a change. Taking a break from performing, however, Poppy realizes she misses the costumes, the
music, and the magic. Then Poppy has an “amazing idea”: She
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Tavares’ magisterial art soars, awash in opposing forces: shadowed
but luminous, soaked in both melancholy and reverence.
twenty- one steps

BLUE RIDGE BABIES 1, 2, 3
A Counting Book

family stories like the time his sons, then 6 and 7, sat him down
in 1976 and told him to marry Jill Jacobs. The author presents
Biden’s early positions on, for instance, same-sex marriage or
crime as either evolving or errors acknowledged in retrospect,
dismisses allegations of sexual harassment, and frames his
verbal gaffes as just foibles: “Obama was ‘the first mainstream
African American who is articulate and bright and clean and a
nice-looking guy.’ Oops. Joe Biden had spoken without thinking.”
Side looks at relevant topics from trickle-down economics to
the Electoral College inelegantly interrupt the text but serve
to fill in some of the historical background, and the tactics and
failures of the Trump administration, particularly to address the
Covid-19 pandemic, get a good airing. The narrative ends the
weekend after Election Day with an analysis of the challenges
ahead. No illustrations or index were seen.
Trots in all the tropes except the cherry tree, but the
rosy glow may not be misplaced considering his predecessor.
(source notes) (Biography. 11-13)

Gardner, Laura Sperry
Illus. by Coleman, Stephanie Fizer
Page Street (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-64567-083-4

This variation on a popular counting song combines numbers with animals from the Blue Ridge Mountains.
In “Over in the Meadow,” a counting poem–turned–traditional song for children, an animal mother asks her babies to
perform a task in a rhythmic call-and-response. Each stanza, in
turn, adds a sequential number to promote counting. This adaptation uses the refrain “Over in the Blue Ridge” to introduce
animals from the region. Double-page spreads in earthy hues
showcase a variety of scenes with charming, smiling animals
populating land, sky, and water: Foxes pounce in a thicket; cardinals fly from a dogwood tree; brook trout swim in a creek. As
in the original, animal mothers call on their numbered babies
to act. A mother salamander, for instance, appeals to her 10
young efts: “ ‘Slither,’ said the mother. ‘We slither,’ said the
TEN. / So they slithered in the mud of the boggy mountain
fen.” Boldface text highlights the action words while cardinal
numbers are emphasized in capital letters and different colors.
Numerals beside each offspring also aid beginning counters. A
final spread wraps up the song with all of the animal families
featured together. A concluding section simply states that the
Blue Ridge Mountains are part of the Appalachian Mountains,
but it provides more details about each animal as well as the
score to the song.
A pleasant concept book to integrate counting, mountain
habitats, and language arts. (Picture book. 2-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

TWENTY-ONE STEPS
Guarding the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier

Gottesfeld, Jeff
Illus. by Tavares, Matt
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5362-0148-2

An up-close look at the sentinels who
protect and honor America’s fallen.
“I am an Unknown. I am one of many.” Instantly personal,
instantly heart-rending. The unnamed, unknown soldier in the
tomb at Arlington National Cemetery tells this story. World
War I took not only the lives of many, but, tragically, their
identities as well. “Nameless and faceless” heroes were impossible to reunite with loved ones. Families were unable to properly mourn. In 1921, one soldier was chosen to represent the
Unknowns. Gottesfeld’s text, spare and shining, gently gives the
backstory. But it is the unexpected footsteps—21 to be exact—
of the soldier who stands guard and 21 seconds of silence that
resound loudly and purely. “With each step, my war was over.”
Forearms are kept at 90-degree angles. Hat brims are two finger widths above the eye. The precision of dress and deliberate,
smooth actions of the Tomb Guards emanate honor and respect,
but the first-person narration shows a personal perspective. A
24-hour guard gives comfort and companionship. “From that
moment, I have never been alone again.” Tavares’ magisterial
art soars, awash in opposing forces: shadowed but luminous,
soaked in both melancholy and reverence. All sentinels (“men
and women of every race, religion, and creed”) take this honor
seriously, expressed in the “Sentinel’s Creed” reproduced in the
frontmatter. The fallen who have died nameless deserve the
very best. This is it.
Impeccably honors its subject. (afterword) (Informational
picture book. 5-10)

JOE BIDEN
A Biography for Young
Readers

Gormley, Beatrice
Aladdin (256 pp.)
$17.99 | $6.99 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5344-7932-6
978-1-5344-7931-9 paper

A hagiographic portrait of the United
States’ newest president-elect.
Gormley begins with Biden’s working-class origins, then retraces his development as a “natural
leader” from roguish, family-centered senior class president to
responsible and still family-centered national one. Focusing as
she goes on values or character-revealing anecdotes and sound
bites (including multiple early predictions that he would grow
up to be president), she turns his father’s motto “if you get
knocked down, get up” into a thematic mantra. Gormley portrays his career as a heroic march to the White House past both
political challenges and wrenching personal tragedies. The
author mixes frank accounts of the latter with heartwarming
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With growing maturity, Vi finally understands
that she’s not the only one of a believable cast of
characters dealing with significant challenges.
violet and the pie of life

GROUND ZERO

a nice guy into leaving but finally starts to recognize that her
dad is a compulsive gambler with commitment issues. Trying to
find a way to deal with so much turmoil, Vi reduces her conflicts
into understandable (and hilarious) bar graphs, flow charts, and
equations. With growing maturity, she finally understands that
she’s not the only one of a believable cast of characters dealing with significant challenges—McKenzie, whose mother subscribes to free-range parenting, is actually neglected, and Ally’s
mother struggles with substance abuse. Vi and McKenzie are
White; Ally is biracial, with a White mom and Latinx dad.
A nice mix of humor and emotional pitfalls: the perfect
script for an engaging read. (Fiction. 10-12)

Gratz, Alan
Scholastic (336 pp.)
$16.19 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-338-24575-2
Parallel storylines take readers through
the lives of two young people on Sept. 11 in
2001 and 2019.
In the contemporary timeline, Reshmina is an Afghan girl living in foothills
near the Pakistan border that are a
battleground between the Taliban and U.S. armed forces. She
is keen to improve her English while her twin brother, Pasoon,
is inspired by the Taliban and wants to avenge their older sister, killed by an American bomb on her wedding day. Reshmina
helps a wounded American soldier, making her village a Taliban
target. In 2001, Brandon Chavez is spending the day with his
father, who works at the World Trade Center’s Windows on
the World restaurant. Brandon is heading to the underground
mall when a plane piloted by al-Qaida hits the tower, and his
father is among those killed. The two storylines develop in
parallel through alternating chapters. Gratz’s deeply moving
writing paints vivid images of the loss and fear of those who
lived through the trauma of 9/11. However, this nuance doesn’t
extend to the Afghan characters; Reshmina and Pasoon feel
one-dimensional. Descriptions of the Taliban’s Afghan victims
and Reshmina’s gentle father notwithstanding, references to
all young men eventually joining the Taliban and Pasoon’s zeal
for their cause counteract this messaging. Explanations for the
U.S. military invasion of Afghanistan in the author’s note and
in characters’ conversations too simplistically present the U.S.
presence.
Falters in its oversimplified portrayal of a complicated
region and people. (author’s note) (Fiction. 9-12)

THE DEEPEST BREATH

Grehan, Meg
HMH Books (192 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-358-35475-8

An Irish import offers a glimpse into
the life of an anxious preteen who learns
to accept herself and all the things she
doesn’t know.
Stevie, 11, knows a lot of things.
She knows how old whales live to be,
she knows that her dad lives far away (but it’s OK), and she
knows Morse code is good for getting rid of nightmares. She
likes knowing things; it makes her feel safe and in control. But
there is one thing that Stevie doesn’t know: Why does she get
this funny feeling, all “warm and squishy,” in her chest when
she looks at her friend Chloe? Stevie is worried about these
feelings and what her mum will think if she talks to her about
them. So Stevie takes matters into her own hands to figure
out what these feelings are and, maybe, how to make them a
little less scary. This free-verse novel captures Stevie’s feelings
of worry with its precise use of language and repetition, which
allows readers to empathize with her: “Usually when I ask my
mum / Questions / Big or small or silly or smart / She gives me
/ Answers / Big or small or silly or smart / She wraps them up
and hands them over / Like little presents / … / But this time / I
think she forgot / To put the words in.” Stevie’s crush on Chloe
is very naïve and sweet, making this coming-out tale one that
is suitable for and accessible to middle-grade readers. Though
this book is short, its impact could make a difference to a child
struggling with anxiety or coming out to a parent. Characters
assume a White default.
An endearing LGBTQ+ novel perfect for middle graders.
(Verse fiction. 8-10)

VIOLET AND THE PIE OF LIFE

Green, Debra
Holiday House (256 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-8234-4755-8

Twelve-year-old math whiz Violet is
stunned when her father moves out after
battling—again—with her mom.
Consequently, it’s hard for her to
fully engage when McKenzie, her BFF,
pushes her into trying out for a part in
The Wizard of Oz but then pressures her to quit when Vi gets
the part of the cowardly lion and McKenzie is cast as a monkey. Adding to Vi’s distress is the fact that McKenzie’s mortal
enemy, gorgeous Ally, is cast as Dorothy and turns out not to
be the self-centered popular girl McKenzie portrays her as but
sensitive and wracked with issues of her own. Vi struggles to
come to grips with her irresponsible father’s refusal to contact
her; she’d cast her mother as the controlling nag who pushed
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TEN BEAUTIFUL THINGS

one filled with adventure, friendship, mystery—and a permanent, creepy fog. Grine’s protagonist is daring and bold, and
the cast of characters is diverse in both ethnicity and mythical
makeup. The narration is straightforward and easy to follow,
making it suitable for reluctant readers. The color illustrations
are sharp, vivid, and eye-catching and serve to convey the personalities of characters while helping to telegraph the mood of
the story. Willow, who is Deaf, uses hearing aids and sign language; she is cued as biracial, with a Spanish-speaking Latinx
mother and White-appearing father.
Just the right amount of chills for tweens who enjoy
supernatural suspense. (Graphic horror. 8-12)

Griffin, Molly Beth
Illus. by Lechuga, Maribel
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-58089-936-9

The simple act of looking for beautiful things can help make
life itself beautiful again.
Change isn’t easy, especially for a young girl named Lily
who must move—without parents—from the city across Iowa
to Gram’s farmhouse in the middle of nowhere. The reason for
Lily’s move is not explained, but all her things are packed in
Gram’s car for the daylong journey. When Gram first suggests
finding “ten beautiful things along the way,” Lily sees “nothing
beautiful.” But soon Lily gasps at the “very moment…the sun
[breaks] over the long horizon.” Beautiful thing No. 1. Lechuga’s
emotion-laden cameos of Lily in the back seat capture the
child’s grief and anxiety, described as “complaints starting in her
belly again, coming up her throat, and nearly out her mouth.”
Luckily, beautiful things change Lily’s mood. Lily breathes in
the smell of mud at a rest area, and the smell “pour[s] itself into
some of the empty spaces in her.” Other beautiful things help:
a wind farm with white vanes whirling against a violet sky, a
red-winged blackbird “perched on a swaying stalk of last year’s
corn,” and even a “falling-apart barn” that may be beautiful even
if it’s not pretty. Two consecutive spreads capture the force and
drama of an Iowa thunderstorm exploding on the plain, which
is beautiful thing No. 9. Arriving at Gram’s house, Lily understands that change will not be easy, but she belongs with Gram
now: No. 10. Both Lily and Gram present as White.
Stunning illustrations and a quiet appreciation of the
natural world combine to create a positive message about
change. (Picture book. 4-8)

FIRST FRIEND
How Dogs Evolved From
Wolves To Become Our Best
Friends
y o u n g a d u lt

Hamilton, Kersten
Illus. by Kim, Jaime
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-374-31343-2

A lyrical exploration of how wolves evolved into dogs.
Thousands of years ago, humans and wolves competed for
prey, but gradually some wolves evolved to become the companions of humans. This picture book uses a simple repeating
narrative theme to effectively present this evolution. A Stone
Age girl meets a wolf pup, and they become friends, but the pup
stays with its wolf family as it grows because “everyone knew
girls and wolves could not be friends.” Moving forward “years
and years” ahead, a boy, now living in a hut of “branches and
hides” befriends a wolf pup. Their friendship is closer, but still
they separate as they grow. This scenario is repeated twice more,
each scenario advancing the evolutionary time frame while
cleverly underscoring the enduring constancy of the childpuppy attraction—an attraction that is delightfully played out
in the story’s conclusion as well as the wonderful endpapers.
The colorful, uncomplicated illustrations follow a pattern in
their design that echoes the comfortable rhythm of the narrative—but these are no stodgy presentations. The confident use
of light as both definitive highlights and atmosphere gives them
a bright, clear, and uplifting buoyancy. A more detailed explanation of the science and history of the wolf-to-dog evolution
and a bibliography are contained in the backmatter. All human
characters are illustrated with light brown skin and black hair.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 8.5-by-19.6-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 33% of actual size.)
Delightful—especially appealing for young readers who
have or wish for a puppy. (Picture book. 3-7)

SECRETS OF CAMP WHATEVER

Grine, Chris
Illus. by the author
Oni Press (272 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-62010-862-8

A young girl unwillingly goes to a
camp filled with fantastical creatures.
After they inherit an old family
property and move to the strange town
of Nowhere, Willow, a purple-haired
middle schooler, is sent off to Camp Whatever. Rumors of the
eeriness and potential dangers of the camp (not to mention the
possible haunting of their new home) begin as soon as Willow
and her family set foot in a local diner. Unenthused Willow
feigns being scared—but even that isn’t enough to change the
minds of her somewhat apprehensive parents, due in part to
her father’s fond childhood memories of attending said camp.
When Willow arrives, she soon realizes that the outrageous
tales are not unfounded. Her camp experience quickly becomes
|
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THE BOOK OF NOT ENTIRELY
USEFUL ADVICE

Harrold, A.F.
Illus. by Grey, Mini
Bloomsbury (160 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5476-0677-1

Who wouldn’t welcome a smattering
of advice now and then? Even if some of
its practicality seems questionable.
This collection is divided into four sections “mainly relating”
to broad topics such as food or animals. Explored largely in free
verse are topics ranging from the many similarities between
blackbirds and bananas, how many is too many tigers at a picnic,
and the value of an onion for self-defense. Of course, there is a
healthy mix of wordplay, absurdism, and the occasional actually
profound thought. Harrold includes some interactive features,
such as blank spaces for readers to contribute their own poems
or drawings and the Advice-a-Tron 216, a chart that generates
pieces of advice with a six-sided die. In addition to some pages
of “free-floating advice” readers are encouraged to cut out,
there is an index that locates both references within the book
and sundry other things, like “where to find more” books (“the
library”). This collection contains a fair amount of Briticisms
(a poem called “Jumper” closes cheekily with a joke about “a
sweater”) that may require some help for readers new to them.
As observed in the initial “Note for the Reader,” Grey’s illustrations are “beautifully colorful,” with a fancy-free, sketchlike
quality characterized by dynamic lines and perspectives. The
author, a White, bearded man, appears in a drawn incarnation
throughout; of background human characters, only a couple
read as people of color.
A good bit of fun. (Poetry. 8-12)

13 WAYS TO EAT A FLY

Heavenrich, Sue
Illus. by Clark, David
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-58089-890-4

Counting insect corpses has never been so much fun.
Thirteen species of flies and gnats meet their untimely
demises as they’re devoured by amphibians, fish, birds, plants,
other insects, and more. The structure of the book is deceptively simple: Each doomed insect is described by a single participle (which rhymes with the participle that describes the next)
along with a comical cartoon of each fly’s passing. As each fly
bites the dust, a small note identifies the species by its common
and scientific names. The plot becomes more sophisticated
with a brief paragraph that explains how and why each fly was
eaten. As there are 13 flies, the final death doesn’t have a rhyme,
but it discusses flies as food for humans (with the assumption
that readers do not belong to cultures that currently include
insects in their diets) and how food scientists may be looking
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toward the insect world for alternate protein sources. The format allows readers across different age ranges to enjoy the book
either for the simple rhymes (and visual zest) or for the intriguing study of the food web. A select bibliography includes books,
websites, and news stories that will entice curious readers
looking to learn more. Fans of Ants Don’t Wear Pants! (2019) and
Kevin McCloskey’s other graphic novels will appreciate the
illustrations and humor of this unusual counting book.
Fly out and buy it. (Informational picture book. 4-8)

THE LOSERS AT THE CENTER
OF THE GALAXY

Heider, Mary Winn
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-7595-5542-6

Winston and Louise have been in different orbits since their football player
dad, who suffered from brain damage,
went missing two years ago.
Lenny Volpe had been a quarterback
for the Chicago Horribles. His favorite place was the 50-yard
line, which he called the center of the galaxy. Winston and Louise haven’t been back to the stadium since attending a failed
police press conference there. Grief-stricken, Winston fills the
loss with music, specifically playing his tuba in the school band;
Louise deals with it by trying to find a cure for brain injuries
involving jellyfish and bioluminescence. Winston is only partially distracted from tuba when he notices odd and suspicious
behavior by his teachers. Louise, absorbed by her research, is
surprised to find room to fangirl wildly popular, civic-minded
pop star Kittentown Dynamo and become an animal activist set
on rescuing the bear that is the Horribles’ new mascot. There is
a distinct Daniel Pinkwater tang to this tale of misfit siblings
and their unusual circumstances. The story is interspersed with
tender memories of their father, both the great dad he was and
the confused person he became. The disparate strands come
together in a surreal crescendo at the stadium that leaves Winston and Louise better centered than they have been for years.
The book features a default White cast.
Offbeat and poignant, this is a healing balm for living in
an imperfect galaxy. (Fiction. 9-12)

|

With minimal text per page, this book feels handmade,
from the lettering to the eclectic collages.
what you don’t know

TREEMENDOUS
Diary of a Not Yet Mighty Oak

Heos, Bridget
Illus. by Ciccotello, Mike
Crown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-525-57936-6
978-0-525-57937-3 PLB

WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
A Story of Liberated
Childhood
Higginbotham, Anastasia
Illus. by the author
Dottir Press (144 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-948340-29-8

Like its protagonist, this thick picture book with an unusually small trim defies stereotype.
Demetrius, a queer Black kid whose “superpower” is “sensitivity,” feels “free” only before kindergarten. For years after
that, schoolkids taunt Demetrius with homophobic slurs (represented with asterisks), and even some teachers bully Demetrius for wearing flowered clothes and giggling with girls. The
unconditional acceptance of family feels far away as “scared
[and] scarred” people terrorize the child. Demetrius’ fiercely
protective mother confronts those who criticize her child’s
|

y o u n g a d u lt

One oak narrates its own tale—with diary entries, illustrations, and diagrams—from its inception as an acorn to nearing
the status of “mighty oak.”
From the start, the oak’s voice is perky and laden with wordplay, accompanied by colorful artwork that is best described as
cutesy. The art dutifully complements the text: For example,
the oak makes a joke about pines and Christmas decorations,
and from that page on, smiling pine trees sport small, round
red balls—evoking ornaments—and lots of pale-green ribbons
tied into bows. The diary conceit allows readers to get an idea
of how long it may take for each stage of an oak’s life, and the
illustrations provide clear depictions of the parts that sprout
from an acorn. Entries are written simply, but the text is on the
lengthy side for an effective read-aloud, and it carries a fairly
heavy informational load. There are concise explanations of
photosynthesis, heartwood, and sapwood and a brief mention
of trees’ value in fighting climate change, expressed in the oak’s
typical manner: “Not to be sappy, but trees make the world a
better place.” The corny but not unclever monologue would
be easy to convert into a skit for children to perform—wearing
costumes much more interesting than the book’s cartoony trees
with their inked-on smiles and round, sometimes lashed eyes.
One page shows a child and two adults in the background, all
apparently White. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 64% of actual size.)
Good for budding botanists who enjoy puns. (timeline,
further resources) (Picture book. 5-7)

gender expression, frequently with profanity (also asterisked
in dialogue) and even in church, which she abandons after telling a woman there to mind her own business. During a church
daydream, Demetrius converses midair with Black Jesus about
love of all kinds—a conversation interrupted (still in the daydream) by Billy Porter, Tony winner for the Broadway musical
Kinky Boots and Emmy winner for his role as Pray Tell in FX’s
Pose, a drama about New York’s gender-norm–defying ballroom
culture. Demetrius’ father also unfailingly affirms his child, as
do some adults at school along with schoolmate and podcast
partner Moxie, who’s also a queer kid of color. With minimal
text per page, this book feels handmade, from the lettering to
the eclectic collages, composed of photos, fabrics, hair, sequins,
and more. Characters resemble paper dolls and often appear
identical on consecutive pages, which sometimes creates an
odd sense of stasis that slows the story’s momentum. Nevertheless, queer parents and kids alike will appreciate the book’s
uplifting message.
A visually rich story that speaks truth to power for
LGBTQ+ kids and their families and allies. (Picture book. 8-12)

LET’S TACO ABOUT HOW
GREAT YOU ARE

Holt, Bob
Illus. by the author
Doubleday (40 pp.)
$12.99 | $15.99 PLB | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-593-18201-7
978-0-593-18202-4 PLB
This pun-filled pep talk starring fruits and veggies is a lot
to digest.
Do you enjoy the feel-good humor of a motivational poster?
Do off-brand, pun-filled greeting cards inspire you? If you’ve
answered yes to both questions, then this is the book for you!
Photographs of various food items from avocados to ravioli
lead readers on a tour of punny feel-good platitudes that put
the average dad joke to shame. The humor is over-the-top and
often groanworthy but may appeal to readers who like their
jokes broad. Very, very broad. Each double-page spread features
a different edible item transformed into a character with photocollaged features, accompanied by a motivational phrase that’s
been adapted to reference the food: A pickle reminds readers that “You’re a smarty pants / DILL with it (and we’re not
GHERKIN AROUND!)” while a red-waxed wheel of cheese
(sans a wedge) offers the sage advice that “Life is GOUDA, take
it one slice at a time,” adding chirpily, ““i [sic] have no doubt
you’ll be grate!” Readers looking for a message deeper than
“Always find a raisin to smile!” will quickly be bored by it all;
those who like their foodplay served with a hint of sophistication should look instead down the Saxton Freymann and Joost
Elffers aisle. (This book was reviewed digitally with 8.5-by-17-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Definitely an acquired taste. (Picture book. 6-8)
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An artistic gem for consent discussions,
sensory-processing contexts, and anyone who champions
children’s agency and bodily autonomy.
rissy no kissies

RISSY NO KISSIES

Howes, Katey
Illus. by Engle, Jess
Carolrhoda (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-9798-3

A young bird, warm and lively, can’t
bear kissing.
Rissy is a solid, roundish, colorful lovebird with three siblings, one mother, and one father who are all also lovebirds.
They’re an affectionate bunch, as are their friends and relatives.
Rissy’s on board for holding wings, “sky-high hugs,” tumbling,
and roughhousing, but she can’t bear kisses (giving or receiving).
She heads them off admirably—“ ‘No kissies!’ Rissy chirrup[s]
with a most emphatic squeak”—but it’s stressful for her. Miss
Bluebird accuses her of confusion, Grandma Lovebird of rudeness; schoolmates “think Rissy’s being mean.” Why? “We know
lovebirds all love kisses,” they parrot. “ ‘Am I mean, Mom?’
Rissy wondered, / ‘or confused or rude or sick? / Are you certain I’m a lovebird? / Are you sure that I’m your chick? // Kissies
make my tummy icky. / I feel worried, weird, and wrong. // If
I can’t show love with kissies, / then I’ll never quite belong.’ ”
Mom’s bolstering of Rissy’s boundaries and reassurance that
she’s a lovebird family member are cheerworthy; now Rissy can
explain her preferences more fully, with greater assurance than
before, secure in her family and identity. Howes’ rhyming verse
is both rollicking and steady, which offsets Rissy’s vulnerability
without undermining it. Engle’s wonderfully stocky lovebirds
are multicolored, with watercolor hue gradations and expressive beak shapes. This is an artistic gem for consent discussions,
sensory-processing contexts, and anyone who champions children’s agency and bodily autonomy.
Radiant. (note to kids; note to caregivers) (Picture book. 2-8)

STELLA

Hoyle, McCall
Shadow Mountain (176 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-62972-901-5
A traumatized working dog has one
last chance after the death of her handler.
Stella, a bomb-sniffing beagle, has
been in three foster homes since the
death of her handler, Connie, in an explosion. Now she’s got PTSD, and she panics at loud noises, fire, or being left alone. Unable to do anything
for her, the humans plan to euthanize Stella until she receives
a last-minute reprieve. An old friend of Connie’s, a world-class
dog trainer, decides to take on Stella’s rehabilitation as a favor
to her old friend. Through Stella’s doggy point of view (usually, though not entirely, limited to what a dog could theoretically comprehend), readers are introduced to dog training with
Esperanza and her 11-year-old daughter, Cloe. Esperanza and
Cloe, who come from a Spanish-speaking family background,
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live in the country with other working dogs, a cat, and sheep.
Perhaps in this rural environment Stella can finally recover. As
her bond with Cloe grows, Stella learns more about what Cloe’s
sometimes-strange smells mean when she first witnesses Cloe
have an epileptic seizure. Stella’s narration duly reports all the
human conversations she doesn’t understand; combined with
Stella’s somewhat anthropomorphized trauma recovery, Cloe’s
hopes and fears come through clearly. There’s plenty of training
process to please lovers of realistic dog books.
Dog training, trauma recovery, and just enough urgency
to keep it moving: a quiet pleasure. (discussion questions)
(Fiction. 7-10)

BARTALI’S BICYCLE
The True Story of Gino Bartali,
Italy’s Secret Hero
Hoyt, Megan
Illus. by Bruno, Iacopo
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-06-290811-7

The story of an Italian cyclist whose
work with the Resistance in World War II earned him the designation of “Righteous Among Nations” from Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust Remembrance Center.
Gino Bartali was a professional cyclist and had already won
the prestigious Tour de France when World War II broke out.
Dismayed by the rhetoric and aggression against Jews (and he
counted many Jews as his close friends), Bartali made the decision to work for the Resistance, hiding fake identity papers in
the hollow handlebars of his bicycle and, on his training rides,
delivering them to families in danger. He also used his celebrity
to create disturbances at train stations—distracting the soldiers
so families being deported could board other trains—and even
hid a close friend’s family in his basement. Afterward, Bartali
never spoke about it, saying “Good is something you do, not
something you talk about.” The text does a good job of relaying Bartali’s actions and his role-model courage, but the illustrations really set this picture book apart. Each one is an overall
accomplished design in the mode of early cycling posters that
brings readers’ eyes in, around, and to the page turn. The use of
highlights and shadows to both delineate objects and to evoke
mood and atmosphere is masterful. Bicycle details are accurate
to the time period, as is Bartali’s cycling kit—a welcome attention to detail that enhances the story’s authenticity. A note from
Bartali’s granddaughter appears in the backmatter.
A well-made story and a welcome, timely reminder of
what true courage is. (timeline, author’s note, sources) (Pic
ture book/biography. 6-10)

|

GIFTS OF THE MAGPIE

Hundley, Sam
Illus. by the author
Capstone Editions (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-6844-6214-8

I SEE YOU SEE

Jackson, Richard
Illus. by Barton, Patrice
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-4814-9200-3
Siblings dream up extraordinary sights while walking their
dog.
When Mom asks Maisie to walk their dog, Tinker, sibling
Jonah—who uses a manual wheelchair and wears leg braces—
asks to come along. So, the text rhythmically relates, “dog pulling, / Maisie pushing, / they set off.” But it’s not long before the
rambunctious pup runs off after a cat. As Maisie wrangles Tinker, Jonah points out some unexpected sights. A tree becomes a
“tree of cats” as feline faces take shape in the leaves; puffy orange
flowers become a “popsicle garden.” The typeface jangles with
a “bong, bong, bong” as Jonah pulls the dangling leaves of a
“bell machine” tree, and it fades as they enter an “echo-y-y-y-yy” tunnel of hanging laundry. The frazzled Maisie slowly joins
in Jonah’s play, pointing out dinosaur-shaped clouds walking
on “stilts” made of pointy trees. As they return to their starting point, Jonah wonders what Tinker sees. As Jonah blows on
a just-picked bouquet, Maisie replies, “Oh, the goldfish… / …
the goldfish snowing,” and they laugh beneath an orange flurry
|

CHASE THE MOON,
TINY TURTLE
A Hatchling’s Daring Race to
the Sea
Jordan, Kelly
Illus. by Walker, Sally
Page Street (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64567-152-7

Rhyming couplets describe a sea turtle’s suspenseful journey from egg to ocean.
This tale from the natural world opens with a full moon
shining on a sandy beach. The dune is shown in cutaway view to
reveal a nest of turtle eggs. Turn the page: The eggs crack, and a
hatchling peeks out. Soon it’s digging its way out and crawling
down toward the ocean. Danger lurks along the way—an owl,
a dog, and crabs—but the turtle perseveres, finally swimming
away through a coral reef and on to a seaweedy area of open
ocean. Jordan directly addresses the turtle, urging it onward
while describing, for readers, the sights and sounds of its journey. The rhyme and rhythm usually land. An author’s note
identifies the turtle as a loggerhead, and the account is true
to nature though somewhat anthropomorphized. The most
jarring note occurs toward the end as the hatchling takes off
into the water. “Catch the wave. Use your shell. / Surf, turtle.
Ride the swell!” A turtle’s first swimming efforts are not at all
like a surfer’s joyful glide. The illustrator echoes the anthropomorphic tone, endowing the tiny turtle with a most expressive
face. Walker backs up, then closes in, using spreads and frames
to indicate the passage of time. The owl’s threatening claws are
particularly effective. This will show well to a small group and
reads aloud smoothly.
An appealing addition to a nature collection. (advocacy
tips) (Informational picture book. 3-7)
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Asked to find specific items for her friends, a well-intentioned magpie seems to get it all wrong—or does she?
Adept at “finding things,” the magpie asks her friends if
there’s anything she can find for them. Weary of winter, the goat
asks for “spring!” but is not amused when the magpie presents
a metal spring. Feeling lonely, the mouse wants “another mouse”
and is very disappointed with the computer mouse the magpie
locates. The homeless hog wants “a pen of my very own” to live
in, not the ballpoint pen the magpie finds. The hungry squirrel asks for a “nut” to eat, not the bit of hardware the magpie
retrieves. After asking for a “pair of glasses,” the farsighted owl’s
surprised when the magpie returns with drinking glasses. And
the boy who asks for a baseball “bat” is terrified with the live
bat the magpie tosses him. How could the magpie get everything so wrong? But with some “creative thinking,” the magpie’s
friends eventually “turn blunders into wonders!” With its clever
wordplay, the text humorously introduces the concept of homonyms. These are explained in a “Did You Know?” section in the
backmatter while the “About the Art” section details how scrap
artist Hundley assembled found objects on white backgrounds
to produce the intriguing, striking illustrations, which appropriately reinforce the magpie’s penchant for finding things.
A unique celebration of playful creativity. (Picture book. 6-9)

of fish and flower petals. Reality and imagination subtly intertwine in Barton’s bright, soft-edged illustrations. The children’s
smiling faces are inviting, and Tinker’s mischievous antics add a
humorous note. Though simple, the plot feels comfortably lived
in; Maisie and Jonah’s interactions are delightfully ordinary, and
refreshingly, Jonah’s disability requires no explanation. Maisie
and Jonah present White. (This book was reviewed digitally with
9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 45.5% of actual size.)
A warm, quiet ode to imagination. (Picture book. 4-6)
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THE WISDOM OF TREES
How Trees Work
Together To Form a
Natural Kingdom
Judge, Lita
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-23707-1

In poetry, prose, and art, examples from around the world
teach both basic botany and current, even cutting-edge,
research about trees.
Each double-page spread includes detailed watercolor art,
a short, titled poem, and prose paragraphs that extend each
poem’s meaning. As the text explains: “The poems in this book
reveal what trees might say if they did use words.” The poems
are written in an accessible free verse with a pleasing rhythm
and near rhymes, and they include sly homage to both Shakespearean verse and more modern memes. Equally accessible
prose introduces readers to the humorously—but appropriately—designated Wood Wide Web, which allows trees longdistance, intra-tree communication through mycorrhizal fungi
at their roots. That knowledge, and the tale of savvy, giraffebattling acacias, will be familiar to readers of Peter Wohlleben’s
Can You Hear the Trees Talking? (2019). This text goes further
by stressing cooperation rather than competition among different tree species and, indeed, by declaring that trees are the
entire planet’s “best defense against climate change.” There are
excellent explanations of standard topics such as photosynthesis along with revelations about how many insect species were
found on one tree in Costa Rica, why most of Malaysia’s tualang
trees are protected (home to Asian rock bees, a type of honeybee), and the urgent necessity of reforestation. Final pages
offer further information, organized by the poem titles. With
the exception of some awkwardly depicted animals, the illustrations complement the text’s quality of reverence. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at
38.9% of actual size.)
Recommended reading, from mycorrhizal fungi to canopy. (glossary, sources, websites) (Informational picture book/
poetry. 8-12)

KIYOSHI’S WALK

Karlins, Mark
Illus. by Wong, Nicole
Lee & Low Books (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-62014-958-4
A neighborhood walk unleashes the power of poetry.
Kiyoshi, a boy of Japanese heritage, watches his poet grandfather, Eto, write a poem in calligraphy. Intrigued, Kiyoshi
asks, “Where do poems come from?” So begins a meditative
walk through their bustling neighborhood, in which Kiyoshi
discovers how to use his senses, his power of observation, and
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his imagination to build a poem. After each scene, Eto jots
down a quick poem that serves as both a creative activity and
an instruction for Kiyoshi. Eventually Kiyoshi discovers his
own poetic voice, and together the boy and his grandfather find
poems all around them. Spare, precise prose is coupled with the
haiku Kiyoshi and his grandfather create, building the story
through each new scene to expand Kiyoshi’s understanding of
the origin of poems. Sensory language, such as flicked, whooshed,
peeked, and reeled, not only builds readers’ vocabulary, but also
models the vitality and precision of creative writing. The illustrations are just as thoughtfully crafted. Precisely rendered, the
artwork is soft, warm, and captivating, offering vastly different
perspectives and diverse characters who make up an apparently
North American neighborhood that feels both familiar and new
for a boy discovering how to view the world the way a poet does.
Earth tones, coupled with bright yellows, pinks, and greens,
draw readers in and encourage them to linger over each spread.
An author’s note provides additional information about haiku.
See, hear, touch, taste, smell...and imagine poetry all
around you. (Picture book. 4-7)

HOME FOR A WHILE

Kerstein, Lauren H.
Illus. by Moore, Natalia
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-4338-3187-4
A child in foster care benefits from
his foster mother’s patience and care.
Calvin (who presents as White with light skin and curly
brown hair) has his guard up when he arrives at the home of his
new foster mother, Maggie (who appears in the illustrations as
a woman of color with brown skin and even curlier, darker hair).
The narration doesn’t provide a backstory to explain how and
why he came to Maggie’s home, but it does identify it as “another
house,” which suggests this isn’t his first foster placement. Calvin
doesn’t want to unpack, and he feels both unwanted and anxious
about starting at a new school. Maggie wisely gives him space and
respects his rejection of hugs. She also responds patiently when
Calvin acts out destructively, redirecting his behavior and modeling calming breathing techniques. In time, Calvin accepts Maggie’s affection and seems to internalize her affirming statements.
Ultimately, the book is as much a model for foster parents as it
is a story to provide validation of foster children’s experiences,
though Calvin’s final statements that Maggie is “like a mama
bear” and “like no one I’ve ever met” (this latter phrase echoing
Maggie’s oft-repeated affirmation of Calvin’s specialness) may
come across as somehow denigrating his Mama, who is depicted
lovingly on earlier pages. Maggie and Calvin’s dialogue is colorcoded, purple for Maggie and red for Calvin, with narrative text
in black. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 16.3% of actual size.)
Gentle and wise—especially as a read for foster parents.
(Picture book. 3-8)
|

Friendship difficulties provide a contrast and
an anchor to the terrifying threat.
deadman’s castle

DEADMAN’S CASTLE

Lawrence, Iain
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House
(256 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4655-1

IS THERE LIFE IN
OUTER SPACE?

Leyssens, Jan
Illus. by Sneyers, Joachim
Clavis (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-60537-629-5
Series: Marvelous but True, 3
The true story of an interstellar message in a bottle.
This deceptively titled Dutch and
Belgian import opens with an iffy claim that there are nearly
as many stars in the universe as grains of sand on Earth (actually, according to published estimates, the numbers aren’t even
close, though depending on how one measures, which is actually greater varies). It goes on to deliver a perfunctory overview
of unsuccessful (so far) efforts to find extraterrestrial life that
fails to unpack statements like “some of the moons of Jupiter
might be inhabitable for humans” or even to mention the longrunning SETI Project. All of this serves as preface to a short
account of how the prospect of the Voyager probes’ launches
in 1977 prompted a team led by Carl Sagan to gather earthly
|

C IS FOR COUNTRY

Lil Nas X
Illus. by Taylor III, Theodore
Random House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-30078-7
978-0-593-30079-4 PLB

y o u n g a d u lt

The Lizard Man is after his family—
or so a tween believes.
By the time Igor, his unlikely chosen
name, has reached his 12th birthday, he
wants it all to end. He and his parents and
little sister have been on the run from the person he’s dubbed
the Lizard Man, after his distinctive tattoo. When he was 5, his
father reported a crime, after which they hurriedly left town;
now they move frequently and keep to themselves while Dad
reports to the Protectors. In their current town, Igor finally
convinces his father to let him attend school, where he makes
friends and plays sports and computer games for the first time.
Goth Zoe favors black clothing and makeup. Angelo becomes
his constant companion, even inviting him for a sleepover. In
the company of his new friends and sometimes on his own, Igor
begins to explore their town (against his father’s firm directives), feeling a strange sense of familiarity with the streets and
buildings. It is in Deadman’s Castle, an odd building filled with
underground rooms and passages, that Igor, his friends, and
the Lizard Man come together in a life-threatening encounter.
Friendship difficulties provide a contrast and an anchor to the
terrifying threat, and the various plot elements are deftly tied
together in a fitting twist that will have readers quickly turning
the pages. Main characters are cued as White.
Filled with suspense and intrigue. (Mystery. 9-12)

images and sounds, recorded on golden disks “attached” to the
probes (which are repeatedly referred to as satellites) as a quixotic greeting to the universe. What were the final selections?
Readers will come away little the wiser: “115 pictures of people,
handmade things, and nature,” “55 greetings in different languages,” and “music from all over the world.” Sneyers’ illustrations are equally unforthcoming, being mostly a mix of vaguely
scientific sketches, fanciful alien figures and space scenes, and
UBOs (unidentified blobby objects). NASA’s Voyager website
will do a better job of satisfying readers curious about what went
onto those now-distant golden disks, and Curtis Manley’s Just
Right, illustrated by Jessica Lanan (2019), offers an answer to the
titular question (or at least current best guesses). (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11.4-by-16.6-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 75% actual size.)
The only way this underpowered squib leaves the launch
pad is by toppling off. (Informational picture book. 7-9)

This alphabet book glides on the style of viral country-trap
superstar Lil Nas X.
By now just about everyone must know the words to 2019’s
ever present “Old Town Road.” Those who follow Lil Nas X
closely may also recall the initial rejection he weathered as a
Black artist who sought to blend hip-hop and country. Even
deeper, his courage in publicly declaring and living his gay identity and his hilarious social media antics have buoyed his fame.
X’s brand of joyousness, boldness, and abundant love follow
through in this alphabet book that presents a day in the life
of a child Lil Nas X on his ranch. There’s the expected animals
(horses, cows, rabbits), “dirt” (letter D), and beautiful sunset
landscapes (featuring that famous road for the letter O). But
remember, this is Lil Nas X, so there’s also his gaudy “swag” (letter S), “fake fur” (letter F), signature “hats” (letter H), and stylish “boots” (letter B). Coretta Scott King John Steptoe Award
winner Taylor provides the illustrations, taking a (mostly) realistic approach to depicting a pint-sized artist amid his beautiful
family. Assuredly, Lil Nas X was trolling when he tweeted that
this endeavor would the “the best kids book of all time,” but
it delivers on expanding the boundary-busting, genre-blending,
self-defining, positive-energy universe that Lil Nas X is building
for his youthful fan base. And that’s probably enough. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 57.4% of actual size.)
Sure to excite the youngest fans of Lil Nas X. (Picture book.
4-7)
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Spreads featuring sprawling night skies dotted
with stars are especially beguiling.
the boy whose head was filled with stars

PUBERTY IS GROSS BUT ALSO
REALLY AWESOME

Loveless, Gina
Illus. by Johnston, Lauri
Rodale Kids (192 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $18.99 PLB | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-63565-353-3
978-1-984895-05-9 PLB
An inclusive and humorous approach
to puberty, plus strategies for coming out of it your best self.
Body changes, body hair, acne, and sweat are just a few
things adolescents will experience differently during puberty.
Consistently using the terms assigned male and assigned female to
describe physical development experienced in puberty determined by assigned birth sex, Loveless makes clear these factors
don’t determine gender identity. Combining appropriate, scientific vocabulary and a conversational tone—reproduction is
defined as a way to “create more human life through penis in
vagina intercourse”—she doesn’t dumb down information. At
the same time, she refers to some activities such as intercourse
and childbirth as “adult acts” or “adult tasks,” keeping the book
a safe space for younger readers. She represents understanding
physiology as the foundation to successfully managing this time,
but so is understanding the social and emotional factors such as
gender expression and the effects of screen use. When discussing mental health, Loveless provides tools and resources in multiple places. With a focus on communication and building trust
with caregivers, strategies for both youth and adults are integrated throughout, as are ways for supporting LGBTQ+ youth.
There is some racial diversity in the few illustrations in the
book. For some aspects of puberty like menstruation, this will
serve more as an introduction than a comprehensive resource.
A handy guide to the squishy, sometimes sticky stages of
puberty. (resources, source notes) (Nonfiction. 9-14)

CHEF YASMINA AND THE
POTATO PANIC

Mannaert, Wauter
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Kane, Montana
First Second (160 pp.)
$22.99 | $14.99 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-250-62204-4
978-1-250-62205-1 paper
When potato products engineered
for maximum addictiveness wreak havoc
on her city, it is up to aspiring chef Yasmina and her friends to
find a cure.
Eleven-year-old Yasmina creates delectable vegetarian meals
for herself and her widowed father, Omran, who works at a
frites shop in Brussels. The family is tight on money, so Yasmina
relies on foraging, free produce from her friends’ community
farm plots, and the occasional theft from the rooftop garden
of her reclusive upstairs neighbor. But after a corporate potato
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company buys up the farms to grow their starchy produce, the
city’s appetite for potato products becomes aggressively insatiable, with consumers displaying odd, animal-like behavior.
Separated from her food supply, Yasmina increases her rooftop
visits. When she discovers a connection between her neighbor
and the genetically modified foods, it is up to Yasmina and her
crew to save the day. Mannaert’s graphic novel is a silly romp
of a corporate takedown heist, with charmingly drawn characters and well-paced action sequences. Sequential vignettes with
free-form borders instead of panels add whimsy to the story’s
flow. A bit oddly, given the story’s themes, food insecurity is not
directly addressed. Mannaert’s cityscape is multiethnic, and
contextual clues suggest that Yasmina and Omran are Muslim,
but there are no identity markers to indicate ethnic heritage.
A wacky, stand-alone foodie adventure. (author’s note,
concept sketches) (Graphic mystery. 8-12)

THE BOY WHOSE
HEAD WAS FILLED
WITH STARS
A Story About Edwin Hubble
Marinov, Isabelle
Illus. by Marcero, Deborah
Enchanted Lion Books (52 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-59270-317-3

This biography of astronomer Edwin
Hubble, once a boy looking up at the
night sky, is a tribute to his life’s work and the joys of staying
curious.
When he was a boy, Edwin’s mother and grandfather were
supportive of his interests, but when he was older, his father
forbade him from studying astronomy. Hubble spent years
working as a teacher, but his mind continued to dwell in the
stars. After his father’s death, he followed his dreams, worked
at Mount Wilson Observatory, studied galaxies, and proved
both that the universe is much bigger than was previously
thought—depicted in a striking double gatefold—and that it is
expanding. The spreads featuring sprawling night skies dotted
with stars are especially beguiling. And the book’s lovely pacing
affords ample space to pay tribute to the sense of wonder that
guided Hubble throughout his life, the repeated refrain being a
set of three questions, printed in silver type, that haunted him:
“How many stars are in the sky? How did the universe begin?
Where did it come from?” The portion of the book about his
discovery that the Andromeda Nebula is a separate galaxy
gives credit where it’s due, paying tribute to Henrietta Swan
Leavitt, an astronomer whose work came before Hubble’s. The
story’s concluding direct address to readers—“Look….Look up
at the stars”—is genuinely inspiring. All characters are White.
Backmatter provides more details on Hubble’s discoveries and
includes a bibliography.
Lively and wondrous—readers will be star-struck. (Pic
ture book/biography. 6-12.)

|

THIS LITTLE PIGGY
An Owner’s Manual

Marko, Cyndi
Illus. by the author
Aladdin (64 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5344-8109-1

This bright, illustrated story will resonate with every child who has wanted a

CROCODILE RESCUE!

Márquez, Melissa Cristina
Illus. by Petersen, Alyssa
Scholastic (240 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-338-63505-8
Series: Wild Survival, 1

Twelve-year-old Adrianna has a passion for wildlife, so when she has a chance
to be on camera for Wild Survival! her
family’s new TV show, she jumps at the
chance—never guessing it will lead her into the jaws of a wild
crocodile.
After running an animal sanctuary and zoo and its companion YouTube channel, the members of the Villalobos family are
ready to expand on their social media success: A TV show will
help fund their animal rescue program and conservation efforts.
With producer Mr. Savage’s go-big-or-go-home attitude, their
first stop is the mangroves of Cuba, in search of an injured
“Mega Croc.” Based on a floating boat hotel in the wilderness,
|

G MY NAME IS GIRL
A Song of Celebration From
Argentina to Zambia
Masi, Dawn
Illus. by the author
Doubleday (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-593-30404-4
978-0-593-30405-1 PLB

y o u n g a d u lt

special pet.
In this charming story, a young girl is determined that a pig
would make the perfect pet. First she regales readers with surprising facts about pigs. Then she needs to convince her brother
that a pet pig is a winning idea. Finally, brother and sister must
persuade their mother that a pig would be a welcome and useful
addition to their home. But that is easier said than done! What
will it take for Mom to say yes? The pig, named Snowflake, is
neither clean, nor easy, nor well-behaved, nor a prizewinner
at the county fair, but in the end he brings something special
to the table—something that not even Mom can object to!
(Breathe easy: It’s not bacon.) With cheerful cartoon illustrations that pop from the page and a healthy sense of humor, this
book resembles a child’s notebook, complete with handwritten
checklists and enthusiasm. Young readers might take a cue from
the author and write and draw persuasive essays of their own.
Here, the protagonist uses the format to list not just the reasons why Snowflake is the best possible pet, but also the steps
and planning required to convince family members of its merit,
despite his trash-eating, dirt-bathing ways, giving readers a substantial model. The protagonist presents as a child of color and
her brother as White.
Is a pig the perfect pet? Readers might find themselves
convinced by the end of this book. (Graphic fiction. 5-10)

they begin their search as Adrianna tries to prove that she is
ready to help rescue even the most dangerous of animals. The
Villaloboses are a loving family whose interactions are enjoyable
to observe. Readers will understand Adrianna’s desire to keep
up with her older brother, Feye, and prove her competence to
her family. Illustrations of typical Cuban flora and fauna (here’s
looking at you, hutia!) and fun facts enhance the book; the
author clearly did extensive research on the setting. However,
the pace is slow at times, and the storyline about dangerous
poachers never comes to a head, ultimately feeling like a letdown. Feye, who is adopted, is described as dark-skinned and
not looking like the rest of the family members, who are minimally described.
A good read for young nature enthusiasts. (author’s note,
animal facts, Spanish glossary) (Fiction. 8-12)

Riffing on a 1950s playground rhyme, this alphabet book
uses the rhythm of “A, My Name Is Alice” but does not include
the references to husbands and products.
Instead, the rhymes concentrate on pairs of girls or women—
best friends, mothers and daughters, cousins, etc.—in an alphabetical list of countries around the world. These young women
describe themselves and their female counterparts in positive
and exciting ways: “I, my name is INDU, and my niece’s name is
ISHANI. / We come from INDIA, and we are INVENTIVE.”
The duo fly a large, handmade kite on a flat roof in an Indian
city. The illustrations have an attractive, stylized paper-cut quality. The girls and women are diverse in skin tone and hair color.
As usual in an alphabet book, X proves to be a problem, and
the solution is a little clunky: “X, my name is AXELLE, and my
nana’s name is MAXINE. / We come from LUXEMBOURG,
and we are EXTRAORDINARY.” These two soar in a hang
glider over a snowy landscape. A concluding double-page spread
shows all the girls and women in a large courtyard, joyfully playing together. Readers could play a guessing game, remembering
their names and countries. The countries include nations usually not mentioned, including Burkina Faso and Qatar, and the
rear endpapers present a simple map of the continents with
the girls’ faces keyed to their countries. Both features enhance
learning opportunities. (This book was reviewed digitally with
8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 44.6% of actual size.)
An easy way to open up children’s eyes to girls around the
world. (Picture book. 5-7)
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THE TALE OF MR. MOON

May, Emily
Illus. by the author
Starfish Bay (36 pp.)
$15.95 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-76036-133-4

Even Mr. Moon gets lonely and needs friends.
“He is up so late when we’re all asleep, / so he has no one, not
even a sheep.” A young girl named Katy with a pale complexion
and brown hair reaches out to Mr. Moon, who is “feeling blue,”
but unfortunately, Mr. Moon is too far away to hear. He leans
forward on his chair in the sky but soon leans too far, falls off
his chair, and tumbles down to Earth “with a THUMP.” Katy
and the townsfolk quickly come together to patch Mr. Moon up
and create a ladder tall enough to return him to the sky. When
it is time for him to leave his friends, of course Mr. Moon is
sad…until Katy whispers a secret: He can use the ladder to visit
his friends whenever he wants. So, if one night readers look up
into the sky and don’t see Mr. Moon, now they will know he’s
gone to visit friends. Mr. Moon is depicted as a man with a huge,
cream-colored head often contrasted against a dark night sky.
The townsfolk seem like little worry dolls by comparison and
are shown with a range of skin tones. This fanciful introduction
to the phases of the moon, imported from New Zealand, has
the intimate feel of folklore. Those preparing to read it aloud
should practice to smoothe out the meter in a few places and
locate Katy in the town scenes.
This friendship tale does double duty as a discussion
starter about the phases of the moon. (Picture book. 4-7)

A SMALL KINDNESS

McAnulty, Stacy
Illus. by Leach, Wendy
Running Press Kids (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7624-9522-1
Small, thoughtful acts ripple through
a classroom until everyone’s day has brightened.
A diverse group of children lines up in front of their teacher,
a Black woman named Ms. Jones. In this first spread, the scene
is done in a sepia-toned monochrome except for one Asianpresenting child, who appears in full color. Then, “like a game
of tag,” her color spreads to Lucas when she smiles at him, and
Lucas’ newfound color spreads to Jasmine when he says hello to
her. At each page turn, the person who has just received a kindness does someone else a kind turn—listening, helping, complimenting, being friendly—spreading smiles while those still
in sepia wear uncertain expressions. The class moves together
from arrival through a full day to dismissal, finding moments
throughout to show consideration. By the final spread, the
entire scene is in full, vibrant color. One simple line of text per
spread allows readers to absorb the clever visual storytelling
on the wide, landscape-oriented illustrations. Young readers
will enjoy scanning each scene and guessing who will receive
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the next act of kindness. As a satisfying first book for a child to
peruse independently and as an instructive group read to set a
tone and expectations, this offers a lesson that goes down easy.
A kind addition to bookshelves in homes and classrooms.
(Picture book. 3-8)

ACROSS THE POND

McCullough, Joy
Atheneum (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5344-7121-4

A new life in a new country does not,
at first, bring the fresh start Callie hoped
for.
Seventh grader Callie; her 7-yearold brother, Jax; and their parents leave
San Diego after inheriting a castle in the
Scottish countryside. Callie’s parents, who as grad students
rented a cottage on the grounds and became close to the late
owner, Lady Whittington-Spence, begin much-needed renovations. Callie, who departed California ostracized by her friends,
imagines the cachet of being the exotic American in her new
school. However, while the ebullient Jax quickly settles in,
Callie embarrasses herself on her first visit to the local school.
Burning with shame, she persuades her parents to let her try
home schooling and (eventually) makes friends with Sid, the
prickly granddaughter of her parents’ gardener. Most excitingly,
she uncovers a journal kept by one Pippa Spence when she was
evacuated to the Highlands during World War II. Pippa was a
keen bird-watcher, and, as Callie reads her journal, excerpts of
which are interspersed, and explores the grounds and its bird life
with Sid, she starts to put down roots and gain a new perspective on painful events back home. This character-driven story
of introspection and growth will appeal to thoughtful readers.
The intensely awkward self-consciousness of the middle school
years is presented with realistic sensitivity and insight. Main
characters are White, and there is natural, realistic diversity in
the supporting cast.
An emotionally perceptive story of awakening compassion for self and others. (Fiction. 10-14)

THESE UNLUCKY STARS

McDunn, Gillian
Bloomsbury (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5476-0538-5

The summer after sixth grade changes
Annie Logan’s ideas about luck and loss.
Annie’s mother instilled in her young
daughter the idea that Annie was born
unlucky and that life was simply not
destined to go well for her, and Annie
believes that she was the reason her mother left. She takes
|

The palette, primarily soft, textured grays, includes
pops of red for the caterpillar and mushrooms, and
the compositions are clean and uncluttered.
out of nowhere

solace in her drawing and in the mountains she can just see
from the roof outside her room. Her father runs their family
hardware store in a small North Carolina town. Annie and her
brother help out in the store and accompany their father to
church on Sundays. When an intended prank brings her to Gloria Crumb’s door and results in the elderly woman’s fall, Annie
is ashamed and hopes to put things right. Gloria’s former babysitting charge, Albert, and his partner, Paul, are new parents
and unable to convince the independent and irascible Gloria to
move out of the house she can no longer keep up. Annie spends
much of the summer keeping Gloria—and Gloria’s odd-looking
mutt, Otto—company. As the two forge a genuine friendship,
Annie learns to navigate past her own doubts about her value.
McDunn offers a warmhearted, nuanced look at a slightly lonely
child. Annie’s voice is genuine and engaging. Main characters
are White; names and other identifiers hint at some diversity.
Heartfelt and appealing. (Fiction. 8-12)

TINY KITTY, BIG CITY

A piebald cat finds a new home.
To a clipped text, a little white cat with black and orange
splotches cheerfully scampers through New York City. It
scrambles around walking human legs in a “crowded city,” and
the “speedy kitty” zips through parks and across busy streets,
a dotted yellow line marking its path. The city is “noisy” and
“scary,” but the kitty is “brave,” yowling at a pack of dogs from
atop Patience the library lion. In that and other instances, the
kitty does fine, eating a bowl of fish and performing with a jazz
band, but the “cold kitty” in the “snowy city” befriends a White
family that takes it home. Miller’s bold, blocky, simple illustrations effectively show an expressive and adorable cat that isn’t
exactly lost but clearly wants to be found. Children might wonder where the kitty came from and why it doesn’t already have a
family, which opens up opportunities for creative thinking and
conversation with young readers. The clever structure, a story
told entirely through two-word phrases composed of adjectives
and then the nouns “kitty” and “city,” makes for a hypnotic, satisfying read-aloud experience, though the order changes after
the first two pages, the only time the kitty precedes the city.
A cozy story for cat lovers and anyone looking for a happy
ending. (Picture book. 3-7)

|

Murphy, Julie
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.)
$27.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-8502-7

Photos of 11 unusual-looking animals
are accompanied by statements about the utility of their odd
features.
From thorn bugs in the Americas to saiga antelopes in Eurasia, this album introduces strikingly unusual-looking members
of the animal kingdom from around the world. Singling out animals that “look freaky” is a dubious premise for children’s attention, but author Murphy points out that “these odd features
also make them super survivors.” Spread by spread she presents close-up photographs that fill a page and a half; a singlesentence caption and a short boxed paragraph explaining the
odd feature’s utility appear in the remaining space. The mammals—dugong, aye-aye, naked mole rat, narwhal, and the aforementioned antelope—may be animals children have heard of.
Leafy sea dragons sometimes turn up in aquariums. But the others—the brightly colored thorn bug gracing the cover, a sea slug
called a glaucus, an Australian reptile called a thorny devil, and
the African shoebill (a large, grumpy-looking bird)—are likely
to surprise. The photographs, from stock sources, are wonderfully attention-getting. There seems no need for the exclamation marks that end every descriptive sentence and most of the
explanatory paragraphs. The information given is limited but
sound, supported with additional facts and suggestions for further reading and web research in the backmatter.
Not a necessary purchase—but an easy sell. (Informational
picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Miller, Tim
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-241442-7

ODD BODS
The World’s Unusual Animals

OUT OF NOWHERE

Naylor-Ballesteros, Chris
Illus. by the author
Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-8100-8
An insect bravely journeys to keep a
fledgling friendship alive in this British

import.
A small, horned beetle lives on the ledge of a big rock. A caterpillar arrives “out of nowhere,” and the two become friends.
The beetle, who narrates, wakes up one morning to find its new
friend gone, unaware that she now hangs just below the ledge in
a fresh chrysalis. Grabbing a pair of binoculars, the beetle mistakes some faraway mushrooms for the caterpillar and bravely
treks across the forest to find her—only to discover she isn’t
there. But then a butterfly arrives, and the beetle eventually
recognizes its dear friend. The palette, primarily soft, textured
grays, includes pops of red for the caterpillar and mushrooms,
and the compositions are clean and uncluttered. The beetle
is an endearing protagonist, overcoming fears to find the new
kirkus.com
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Makes a particularly compelling argument that
ocean health is a whole world problem.
planet ocean

friend: “The truth is, sometimes…I don’t feel very strong at all.”
There’s also humor in an impromptu song the beetle composes
while traveling, all in an attempt to muster up some bravery—
not to mention in the visual of the small beetle trekking across
the forest with a basket on its back. The beetle’s acceptance of
the butterfly is genuinely touching. Her outward appearance—
in effect, her identity—may have changed, but “it was my friend
all the same.” (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 75% of actual size.)
A sweet and sincere primer on how to be a friend. (Picture
book. 4-8)

PLANET OCEAN
Why We All Need a Healthy
Ocean

Newman, Patricia
Photos by Crawley, Annie
Millbrook/Lerner (64 pp.)
$31.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-8121-0

Dive with Annie Crawley through three strikingly different
undersea worlds to see how climate change endangers them all.
“We all have a story to tell” photographer Crawley says. In
her daily life, she teaches land-dwellers to dive in the ocean,
encouraging them to appreciate it and to share its beauty—and
its problems. Newman’s words and Crawley’s pictures do just
that for young readers here, with a clear narrative that combines science, images, and the voices of young divers and Indigenous peoples to get across their point. “The ocean is us,” says
Crawley; helping the ocean helps us all. An introduction points
out that maps emphasize landmasses, dividing and diminishing
the ocean, which, in truth, covers 70% of the Earth. Chapter
by chapter, the writer follows the dive instructor and her team
visiting the Coral Triangle in southeast Asia, the Salish Sea in
western North America, and the Arctic at “the top of the world.”
There are also intriguing photographs (alas, not all clearly captioned), maps and charts, and short essays introducing other
photographers, activists, scientists, and even a composer, all
of whom work to care for the ocean and to tell its story. QR
codes lead to further illustrative videos on the publisher’s website. The range of nationalities represented and the inclusion
of a variety of Indigenous voices make a particularly compelling argument that ocean health is a whole world problem. The
backmatter includes tips on visual storytelling and actions readers can take to help the oceans.
Worth exploring in depth. (author and photographer’s
note, glossary, source notes, further resources) (Nonfiction.
10-14)
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THE DREADED CLIFF

Nichols, Terry
Illus. by Sawyer, Odessa
Kinkajou/Artemisia (260 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-951122-12-6
Flora the packrat lives her packrat
life in her beloved nest amid her cache
of treasures.
However, her peaceful life is overshadowed by the dreaded cliff, a crack
in a nearby outcropping with an ominous place in packrat legend. Like other packrats, Flora has been told to beware of the
dreaded cliff and to avoid it. And so she does, until an encounter with a packrat matriarch sheds light on the real story and
the tragic events that occurred there. The story arc takes Flora
on a journey far from her home, where she meets new friends
and learns about differences and balance in the natural world
before returning to confront the dreaded cliff once and for all.
Help comes from unexpected places and, finally, from within.
This is a delightful story for young readers interested in animals and nature; the story, written by a former National Park
Service ranger, is rich with scientifically accurate details about
the desert species that populate Flora’s landscape. Additional
factual information about the species in the book can be found
in the author’s notes. The book is also a feast for developing
vocabularies, as Flora—who talked early—loves words and puns.
The resulting text is linguistically rich and frequently humorous.
Spot art at the beginnings of chapters helps readers visualize
the animals and setting, enhancing the mood of the story.
An entertaining animal adventure. (Fiction. 9-12)

ESTHER DIDN’T DREAM OF
BEING QUEEN

Ofanansky, Allison
Illus. by Belloni, Valentina
Apples & Honey Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-68115-561-6

An orphaned Jewish girl becomes the
renowned Queen Esther.
Esther is living a quiet life in the care of her cousin Mordecai when the king orders “all pretty young women” to report
to the palace to be considered as a new queen. For three years
she manages to avoid submitting to the edict. Eventually forced
to comply, and with a warning from Mordecai to keep her religion a secret, she finds herself among a crowd of women vying
to be the king’s choice. She remains true to herself, surreptitiously keeping Shabbat and wearing her old clothes. The king
chooses her, perhaps in part for her strength of character, which
she continues to display as queen. The king’s adviser, Haman,
the villain of the story, intends to attack all the Jews, and it is
Esther’s courageous plan that saves her people. Of course a celebration follows, still enjoyed today as Purim. Esther narrates her
|

own tale, speaking directly to readers in a conversational tone,
vividly describing her emotions and reactions as events unfold.
Throughout her tale she alludes to similarities with “Cinderella,”
but she emphasizes that her story “is not a fairy tale.” Belloni’s
brightly hued, highly detailed animation-inflected illustrations
creatively depict biblical-era Middle Eastern setting and dress.
All characters are appropriately light-brown–skinned with dark
hair.
A well-told Bible story of a strong, determined, persistent woman that will resonate with modern young readers.
(author’s note) (Picture book/religion. 7-10)

SUMMER OF BRAVE

Parks, Amy Noelle
Whitman (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-0-8075-7660-1

|

Meesha can make lots of things, but
she hasn’t yet learned to make friends.
Meesha can make “pictures out of numbers…and pictures
out of sounds” and sometimes “out of both.” But making friends
eludes her. She tries, but she doesn’t know what to say or when to
say it. Discouraged, she decides to create her own friends, using
paints, scissors, and glue. Her new friends are fun and easy to
be around. One day, her mom tells her they are going to a party.
Meesha is worried. And at first, her fears come true. The party is
“noisy, chaotic, and unpredictable,” and she doesn’t know how to
join in. So she finds a quiet corner and begins creating friends of
her own again. But this time, her created friends lead to making
friends with other children. A grayscale color scheme with judicious use of reds and blues makes visual Meesha’s experiences
of isolation and an expanding social world. Expressive faces and
energetic lines compose scenes children can absorb and make
meaning of while they listen. Without labels or categories, this
story puts words and pictures to feelings and traits that are difficult to articulate and explain, making this book helpful both for
children who can relate to Meesha’s experience and for those
who don’t understand such feelings. Meesha is a brown girl
among a multiracial cast of children.
Build empathy and self-understanding with this simple,
compassionate book. (Picture book. 3-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

Burdened by contradictory expectations from her high-achieving, divorced
parents, a quiet tween is challenged to
assert herself.
Lilla’s parents, like many in their
small college town, are academics. Her
dad heads the art museum; her mom is an entomologist. Stellar seventh-grade test scores set Lilla on course for the prestigious magnet high school where students focus on either arts
or STEM subjects. Weary of the constant pressure to excel, to
pick a career path before she’s 13, Lilla fantasizes about attending public high school and pursuing interests beyond the careerfocused specialization her parents have convinced themselves
she wants, but she remains outwardly compliant. Her passivity
is no secret to her friends Vivi and Knox. When Vivi chooses
bravery for their summer goal, Lilla agrees to express her feelings honestly, without resorting to white lies or silence. She
struggles to manage conflicting expectations for girls—to be
simultaneously ambitious and competitive, feminine and emotionally yielding. While that’s exhausting enough, contending
with sexism and street harassment along with her first crush
proves downright paralyzing. Choosing never to hurt others’
feelings, Lilla realizes, means always prioritizing them over
expressing her own (ruthless self-criticism is another trap).
Vivi’s dad is Japanese and her mother is French Canadian; other
major characters are White. With compassion, wry humor, and
pinpoint accuracy, Parks weaves the multiple challenges facing
adolescent girls into a compelling, seamless narrative.
Timely, insightful, and highly recommended. (Fiction. 10-14)

MEESHA MAKES FRIENDS

Percival, Tom
Illus. by the author
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5476-0519-4
Series: Big Bright Feelings

COQUÍ IN THE CITY

Perez, Nomar
Illus. by the author
Dial Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-593-10903-8

When Miguel leaves the island of
Puerto Rico for the mainland U.S., he
worries about all the things he’ll miss—most of all, his pet frog,
Coquí.
In San Juan, Miguel takes Coquí everywhere: to play baseball with his friends, to visit the pond in the park, to buy his
favorite snack at the bakery, or to visit his abuelos. But when
his parents tell him they are moving to the mainland, he worries. Won’t he miss Coquí, flying kites, his grandparents, and
taking part in Christmas festivities? In New York, Miguel and
his mother explore a neighborhood “full of interesting sights,
sounds, and people.” And though Spanish words are around
them, so too are other unfamiliar languages. Soon they discover
a pond with frogs, a food cart selling empanadillas, a baseball
field, and a bakery that sells his favorite snack. As Miguel drifts
off to sleep he realizes Puerto Rico will always be with him, in
kirkus.com
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his heart—and though some things in New York are different,
some are the same. Perez’s illustrations depict a multiethnic,
multicultural New York that is just as colorful, vibrant, and
upbeat as the city back home. Miguel and his family have light
brown skin and dark hair. A Spanish version, De aquí como el
coquí, publishes simultaneously, ably translated by Farah Perez.
The happy and positive message that not all new beginnings are to be feared is a welcome one. (Picture book. 4-6) (De
aquí como el coquí: 978-0-593-32407-3)

HOME IS IN BETWEEN

Perkins, Mitali
Illus. by Naidu, Lavanya
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-374-30367-9
National Book Award finalist Perkins’ picture book depicts
a tale of immigration and adaptation.
In the opening spreads, Shanti says “goodbye” to her West
Bengal village, with its “warm monsoon rains” and its “green
palm trees,” and gives a dubious “hello” to a “town with cold
rain / And orange and yellow leaves.” Here, in the United
States, Shanti lives a bifurcated life: Inside feels familiar, with
Ma cooking luchi; outside feels strange, with “napkins on laps”
and “no elbows on tables.” Shanti occupies a liminal space, the
“in-between” of the title, ricocheting from kathak dance to ballet, from Bollywood to Hollywood, from harmonium to piano.
“Learning the town. / Remembering the village. / Again and again.
/ In Between.” When a White kid explains T-ball to Shanti and
then demands, “Where are you from, Mars?” Shanti “feels tired”
at this obviously racist attack. A couple of page turns and some
months (judging by the illustrations) later, however, suddenly
Shanti realizes she is “good at making anywhere feel like home. /
Especially here. / In the space between cultures.” Kolkata-born,
Australia-based Naidu’s illustrations are light and full of motion,
reinforcing both the book’s tone and its content. Shanti’s
expressions, including wonder, frustration, and exhaustion, are
particularly emotive. In an author’s note, Perkins explains that
such code-switching was exhausting to her as a new immigrant
but acknowledges it as a gift as an adult. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 9% of
actual size.)
The book will appeal particularly to children and families navigating this space between cultures. (glossary) (Picture
book. 5-8)
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Phi, Bao
Illus. by Dion MBD
Capstone Editions (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-6844-6256-8

A lost mandarin duck is welcomed
to the neighborhood as its residents celebrate culture and community on May

Day.
On their way to attend the May Day Parade, Hoa and Hue
discover a lost mandarin duck in the park. As they try to lead it
to the pond they encounter many of their friends, who greet the
duck in different languages. From the unfazed faces of the characters to the consistent typeface, color, and font, these multilingual introductions are presented with a sense of normalcy
and affirmation. Hoa and Hue greet the duck speaking Vietnamese, and their friends variously offer greetings in Dakota,
Tamil, Somali, Cambodian, and Russian, among others. The
bright and cheery cartoon illustrations capture the exuberance
and vibrant energy surrounding the day’s events. Background
images incorporate the social activism associated with the reallife parade in Minneapolis on which the book’s event is based.
Readers will spot signs emblazoned “Black Lives Matter,” “Say
No to Homophobia,” and “No DAPL” (referring to the Dakota
Access Pipeline) as well as a banner saying “End Deportation.”
A brief scene acknowledges the fear and uncertainty caused by
a surprise appearance from the police. Hoa and Hue are cued
as Vietnamese, and the rest of the characters are depicted in a
variety of skin tones and hair colors.
A joyous and inclusive primer on how communities can
unite to welcome newcomers. (author’s note, glossary) (Pic
ture book. 5-8)

ASTER AND THE
MIXED-UP MAGIC

Pico, Thom & Karensac
Illus. by Karensac
Trans. by Smith, Anne & Smith, Owen
Random House Graphic (256 pp.)
$20.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-12534-2
Series: Aster, 2
More magical al fresco adventures abound!
In this full-color follow-up to Aster and the Accidental Magic
(2020), Aster and her talking dog, Buzz, return in two new
tales. In the first, “Why So Much Wool?” strange accidents
repeatedly occur around Aster’s village, and upon investigation, she and Buzz discover a rogue band of muttonheaded
sheep (known as the BAAAAAH-ligerent Army) led by a talking ram named Keras, who has proclaimed himself the Great
Leader of the Sheep Revolution. Lucky for Aster, the dimwitted sheep are easily outsmarted, but not Keras, whom she must
stop before he destroys her home. The second tale, “The End of
|

A rousing and wholesome sequel.
the barf of the bedazzler

Everything (and What Was Left),” focuses more on the natural
magic from the previous volume. Each season has a royal who
helps preserve the balance, passing along a crown to mark the
transitions between their reigns. When the crown disappears,
Aster ventures to the Labyrinth of Chimeras in an attempt to
reforge it and restore the balance before the trickster Rapscallion can escape. This second outing pulls readers into a delightfully wrought world with a strong emphasis on nature and the
outdoors and the real and imaginary magic contained therein.
Joyous, effervescent illustrations mark this French import. For
Aster aficionados, further journeys are hinted at in a subsequent
volume in which Aster and her family travel to Japan. Aster and
most human characters read as White.
Imaginative, feel-good fun. (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)

GOLDEN GATE

The City Spies return.
Like any good spy thriller, this second adventure with MI6’s young secret
agents begins in the middle of a perilous mission: Agents Brooklyn, 12, and
Sydney, 14, are stealthily escorting two daughters of highranking Brits on an shipboard marine biology program for girls,
which turns out to be good luck because the ship has just been
boarded by Norwegian pirates who plan to kidnap them for ransom. Brooklyn and Sydney thwart them handily and return to
Scotland, where they attend school under assumed names while
continuing their spy training at a facility hidden inside a climate
research station. Before MI6 can give them a new mission, the
whole group—Puerto Rican Brooklyn (nee Sara Maria Martinez), Rwandan French Paris (ne Salomon Omborenga), White
Australian Sydney (nee Olivia Rose), Nepali Kat (nee Amita
Bishwakarma), and Brazilian Rio (ne João Cardozo)—accidentally stumble upon two new missions on their own. First, they
help track down the long-lost children of their leader, fondly
called Mother even though he’s a man, and then they figure
out the true story behind the suspicious California death of a
retired MI6 agent and ornithologist. Combining their skills
in areas like math, hacking, and sneaking around, the prodigies traverse the Western hemisphere looking for clues. The
thriller is well paced, the characters animated, and the adventure engaging.
A winner. (spy profiles) (Mystery. 10-14)
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Reddy, Swapna
Illus. by Talib, Binny
Random House (96 pp.)
$6.99 paper | $9.99 PLB | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-30492-1
978-0-593-30493-8 PLB
Series: Ballet Bunnies, 1
Ballet class becomes a little bit easier
with the help of the Ballet Bunnies in
this new early chapter-book series.
Millie is delighted when her mother surprises her with ballet lessons for her sixth birthday. But after her first disastrous
lesson Millie feels like a failure. That’s when she meets the four
tiny, talking Ballet Bunnies who secretly live in the ballet studio.
With encouragement from the bunnies and a welcoming new
human friend, Millie finds the courage to keep dancing. The linear narration uses a wide vocabulary, suiting this title to strong
transitioning readers rather than those still honing their foundational decoding skills. The predictable plot frames Millie’s
struggle as a consequence of being a ballet newbie and having
to deal with a mean classmate, completely avoiding the ballet
teacher’s incompetence as perhaps the main contributor to Millie’s difficulties. The cheery pastel illustrations provide context
as the story unfolds, although the characters, human and bunny
alike, suffer from a shortage of expression and personality. The
concluding glossary lacks a pronunciation guide for the French
ballet terms, many of which are not actually used in the narrative text. Millie and her mother are depicted with black hair
and light brown skin. The ballet teacher and most of Millie’s
classmates have pale skin and various hair colors with the exception of Millie’s new friend, Samira, who has pink hair and light
brown skin.
A fluffy, cute early chapter-book series for strong readers.
(Fantasy. 7-9)

y o u n g a d u lt

Ponti, James
Aladdin (432 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5344-1494-5
Series: City Spies, 2

THE NEW CLASS

THE BARF OF THE BEDAZZLER

Reynolds, Aaron
Illus. by Kendell, Cam
Roaring Brook (288 pp.)
$13.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-20638-1
Series: Fart Quest, 2

The fearless apprentices are back
with more adventures as they try and
prove themselves as heroes.
Moxie Battleborne has become stronger, wielding her weapon like a proper Level 2 hero; Pan Silversnow, particular as ever, has increased her abilities—but Fart is still
working on beginners’ skills. It’s been one month since they’ve
been on their own after their masters were killed by goblins, and
Fart yearns to be further along, mastering the most difficult
spells. Now that the three have more experience under their
belts, the Great and Powerful Kevin sends our favorite phibling
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assistant, TickTock, to retrieve the heroic trio for his next perilous quest. Kevin needs the barf of a bedazzler, a rare and potentially deadly creature. The trio sets off to the city of Wetwater
in search of Diremaw the Dread, a menacing pirate captain
who supposedly knows the whereabouts of a bedazzler. Along
the way, they are kidnapped by muck elves, made to defeat the
muck man SquishRabble, and robbed by a mischievous crew.
Through it all, the friends stick together, overcoming assumptions about themselves and one another. Simple, humorous
text and compelling action sequences from start to finish make
this a fun, accessible read. Black-and-white illustrations convey
helpful information in an amusing and succinct manner, often
extending the meaning of the text. Pan is cued as Asian; Moxie
appears White; Fart reads as Black.
A rousing and wholesome sequel. (Fantasy. 8-11)

THE FLOATING FIELD
How a Group of Thai Boys
Built Their Own Soccer Field

Riley, Scott
Illus. by Quang, Nguyen & Lien, Kim
Millbrook/Lerner (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-7915-6

Enamored by sport, a group of Thai
boys literally make a field of their own.
In Thailand in 1986, a young boy named Prasit lives in a village called Koh Panyee, built on stilts on the shore. As his father
leaves on his boat with dreams of his daily catch, Prasit and the
other neighborhood boys look elsewhere. Their eyes are on the
village’s only TV, at Uncle’s coffee shop, broadcasting the World
Cup. Their excitement spills over to a sandbar where they
struggle to play in the sand. The straightforward text goes on
at a steady pace to reveal how the boys build their own floating
soccer field with ample ingenuity and resourcefulness. At first
the community is skeptical of the boys’ goals, but they eventually cheer as the boys leave for a tournament. Illustrators Quang
and Lien use vivid colors and contrast to bring plenty of depth
and movement to every scene. At times the narration can be
a touch flat, especially at the climax, where the boys kick off
their shoes in their formal match to play in the rain, a moment
rendered with little emotion. In the backmatter, the real Prasit provides insights on the actual events along with a detailed
author’s note and a glossary. The village is largely Muslim, as
shown by characters’ attire.
An intriguing true story elevated by striking illustrations.
(maps, bibliography, reading guide) (Informational picture book.
7-11)
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MORNINGS WITH
MONET

Rosenstock, Barb
Illus. by GrandPré, Mary
Knopf (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-525-70817-9
978-0-525-70818-6 PLB
Claude Monet spends an early morning in his “studio boat,” painting scenes

of the Seine.
Rosenstock and GrandPré, who’ve amply demonstrated
their ability to distill an artist’s work into a rich essence for
young readers with biographies of Kandinsky, Van Gogh, and
Chagall, now describe an imagined morning in the life of
Monet, a founding impressionist. Here, the painter, now rich
and famous, sets off to work at 3:30 a.m. In her respectful narrative, the writer’s word choice is precise and revealing. Monet
“clambers aboard” his boat and counts his canvases in French:
“un, deux, trois, quatre.” Rosenstock describes his working process,
“painting the river’s colors, and the air around the colors,” and
she weaves in some historical background. GrandPré’s illustrations, painted with acrylics, support and enhance the text.
Readers see an older White man with a lush white beard and the
“broad belly” and “sturdy legs” of the text. Toward the end, one
particularly appealing spread shows Monet’s tools—the canvas,
the palette, the brushes—and the artist, satisfied with his morning’s work. The colors are astonishing: from the bright aquamarine of the cover, the faintly violet dawn, the pinks, yellows, and
oranges of the sunlight, and the tea-colored interiors. Always,
there are brush strokes of other colors visible. An informative
author’s note extends the artist’s biography, but the picture of
his life painted in this single encounter is sufficient. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 63% of actual size.)
A worthy introduction to this master artist. (sources,
acknowledgments) (Informational picture book. 5-9)

CAT LIKES RED

Russo, Christopher
Illus. by the author
Holiday House (32 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-8234-4587-5
Series: I Like To Read
A cat explores colors on a busy day.
Cat—a brown tabby—wakes up,
stretches, and yawns as light beams in. Dotted lines trace Cat’s
footsteps as they exit the kitty door and explore outside their
home. Cat stares at a red ladybug (“Cat likes red”). The page
turn yields to a full double-page spread, painting an entire scene
in a red wash. Readers can pick out multiple red objects in the
background (“Red is nice”). The formula repeats as Cat moves
to the next isolated color, yellow. Cat spots a bee (“Cat likes
|

yellow”), and the page turn reveals a yellow-washed farm scene
(“Yellow is nice”). Other colors include green, blue, pink, orange,
and black—with black signifying nighttime as Cat sleeps
(“Good night”). Comics creator Russo’s first children’s book
makes good use of his expressive character-design skills. The
simple text, consisting of 13 unique words, seven of which are
colors, allows readers to focus on the detailed scenes and practice color recognition. White space serves as an effective palate
cleanser between the full-color spreads as Cat moves from one
color to the next, with the words for the colors on those pages
printed in appropriately colored type. The cover gives nod to all
the creatures—and colors—Cat will encounter on their adventure, further helping emerging readers make predictions. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 67% of actual size.)
A colorful start for beginning readers. (Picture book/early
reader. 3-6)

Salsbury, Sandra
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-250-5

Having a best friend makes everything better.
Roland, a white rabbit, lives a quiet life in a tree trunk. He
keeps busy with drawing, dancing to music, and drinking tea,
but sometimes he’s quite lonely. While searching the woods for
a friend, he discovers a pine cone with sticks resembling arms
and a pair of eyes looking at him. He names his silent new friend
Milton and happily shares his activities with him. In the woods
again, he sees scattered posters seeking a missing best friend
named Popkin, with many attributes very like Milton’s. He tries
to ignore them, but he realizes someone out there is lonely too.
He returns to the spot where he discovered Milton and finds
Lucy, a kitten whose lost Popkin and Milton are one and the
same. Without his friend, Roland is lonelier than ever. On his
next foray into the woods, there are new posters: Lucy and
Milton/Popkin are looking for a friend, and that friend is none
other than Roland. Salsbury never allows the tale to become
maudlin or cloying, as Roland selflessly deals with disappointment, remaining a kind and compassionate friend. Watercolor
illustrations, appearing as vignettes and both single- and doublepage spreads, enhance the tale with lively, detailed depictions of
Roland’s woodsy home, his expressions of sadness and joy, the
sweet-natured Lucy, and, of course, the incredible Milton/Popkin. Young readers will sympathize with Roland and strive to
emulate his kindness to his friends, whether real or imaginary.
Life lessons gently told. Lovely. (Picture book. 3-8)
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Sandri, Barbara & Giubbilini, Francesco
Illus. by Pintonato, Camilla
Trans. by Notini, Sylvia
Princeton Architectural Press (80 pp.)
$19.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-61689-908-0

From Italy, an illustrated introduction to the wonderful world of chickens.
While it’s not a practical manual for the keeping of chickens,
authors Sandri and Giubbilini provide a comprehensive and
charming introduction to some of humanity’s feathered friends,
complete with 71 fully illustrated pages of all things chicken and
egg, courtesy of illustrator Pintonato. The trio takes readers
through the 5,000-year history of the chicken-human relationship, the spectrum of breeds alive today, and even the question
of “the chicken and the egg.” Beginning with advice for young
readers on how to differentiate between (adult) hens and roosters and identify different types and colorations and feathers
and a survey of the inner and outer anatomy of a chicken, the
book is a cheerful, if not scientific, overview for curious kids.
More-advanced readers may find it lacking in certain areas. In
one unnerving illustration, various breeds of chicken are placed
next to a “three-year-old boy” with the proportions of a grown
man—making the Jersey giant seem giant, indeed. And notably,
while an entire section on eggs takes readers through the different parts, colors, and sizes, the various ways eggs are used in
kitchens around the world are illustrated—but not explained—
and different cultures’ approaches to eating chickens for meat
are completely absent. There is neither bibliography nor source
notes of any kind.
A thorough breakdown of all things chickens—for beginners. (Nonfiction. 6-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

BEST FRIEND IN THE
WHOLE WORLD

CHICKENOLOGY
The Ultimate Encyclopedia

AMBER & CLAY

Schlitz, Laura Amy
Illus. by Iredale, Julia
Candlewick (544 pp.)
$22.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5362-0122-2
An artistic enslaved boy, “common as
clay,” and a free-spirited girl, “precious as
amber,” become “linked together by the
gods” in this drama of ancient Greece.
After his mother, Thratta, is sold,
neglected, red-haired Rhaskos, 5, works in the stables of a
wealthy household in Thessaly. Eventually sold to a potter in
Athens, Rhaskos learns the trade, expands his drawing skills,
and becomes friends with the philosopher Sokrates, who urges
him to be his “own master.” Raised in a privileged Athens home,
wild, brown-skinned Melisto is actively spurned by her mother
and prefers her nurse, Thratta. After being sent away to serve
the goddess Artemis, 10-year-old Melisto is killed by lightning
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and Thratta places a binding spell on her ghost, compelling
her to find Rhaskos and set him free, thus pulling their stories together. Borrowing elements from classical Greek drama,
the tale unfolds primarily in verse through alternating voices,
including those of manipulative gods and goddesses as well as
real and fictional secondary characters whose varied perspectives add vitality and momentum. Lyrically descriptive, surprisingly contemporary in feel, and laced with allusions to Greek
mythology, history, and epic stories, the narrative offers a realistically diverse, colorful portrait of an ancient Greece in which
slavery and warfare were prevalent. Black-and-white illustrations of archaeological artifacts add insight and depth to this
meticulously researched story.
A rich, complex, deftly crafted tale of friendship, creativity, and being true to oneself. (cast of characters, author’s
notes, bibliography) (Historical fiction. 10-14)

HORSE GIRL

Seim, Carrie
Penguin Workshop (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-593-09548-5
Follows a seventh grader’s quest to
move from novice rider to being one of
the #HorseGirls.
Despite being entirely horse crazy,
Wills (short for Willa) was only allowed
to start lessons at a riding stable in her
Nebraska town when her mom, an Air Force pilot, was deployed
overseas for a year. Wills doesn’t tend to make friends easily, but
when she falls off on her first attempt at jumping a fence, someone at Oakwood Riding Academy sends her an encouraging
note, and she’s determined to find out who it is. Hijinks ensue,
some of them more realistic than others. Eventually Wills triumphs in a jumper competition; saves her favorite horse, Clyde,
from being sent to auction; and befriends everyone, including
top mean girl Amara. Melodrama, angst, over-the-top writing,
and clever footnotes make this a quick, breezy read for tweens.
Some horse-related elements do not ring true—side saddles do
in fact have stirrups, and the handling of both lameness and
recruiting for the U.S. national equestrian team is unrealistic—
which may keep knowledgeable #HorseGirls from completely
buying into the action. Riding is presented as being primarily
for rich kids, which feels like a missed opportunity to show a
more inclusive side of the sport. The novel adheres to a White
default although the author cues some characters as people of
color.
This has strong reader appeal, but an equestrian expert
reader could have improved it fourfold. (Fiction. 8-12)
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HELLO, EARTH!
Poems to Our Planet

Sidman, Joyce
Illus. by Lora, Miren Asiain
Eerdmans (68 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-8028-5528-2

Conversational, inquisitive, and admiring poems question, explore, and honor
our Earth.
An ardent, earnest collective narrative voice (identifying as the Earth’s human children) directly
addresses the planet throughout this dazzling collection,
explaining in the first poem that “we have been studying you,
Earth, / but we long to learn more.” Each poem succinctly
explores just one topic, allowing young readers to really ponder that individual, awe-inspiring subject. Readers find wonder
in its volcanoes, deserts, plates, tides, jungles, oceans, weather,
and mysteries, and they will enjoy frequent questions posed to
Earth herself. “Earth, / do you love your dry places / as much as
your watery ones? / Your tropics / as much as your ice?” Precise,
naïve illustrations place the horizon line low and employ double-page spreads to capture the Earth’s great dome of sky, broad
terrain, and wide waters. It’s fun to locate the little people (of
all skin tones), fish, dinosaurs, monkeys, snakes, cats, and more
within these large illustrations—and especially fun to squint
and interpret their teeny experiences on Earth. Backmatter
groups poems under larger scientific headers, with explanatory paragraphs that flesh out the concepts introduced in verse.
Additional resources appear as well, with URLs of child-friendly
climate change and conservation websites as well as a bibliography for those interested in further reading.
Lithe, accessible poetry celebrates our world’s mind-boggling grandeur—and humanity’s role as her steward. (Picture
book/poetry. 6-12)

BIRDS OF A FEATHER

Singh, Sita
Illus. by Coleman, Stephanie Fizer
Philomel (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-11644-9
A peacock learns to love his unusual
appearance with a little help from his
friends—and a well-timed thunderstorm.
Mo and his close-knit crew of fledgling peacocks do everything together. They have many things in common except for
their coats: His friends sport brown and yellow feathers, and
Mo’s down is stark white. As the peachicks grow up together,
Mo’s snowy mantle remains while his friends’ plumage turns
“bright, bold, beautiful colors.” Whenever this fact causes Mo to
“feel different,” his pals chime in with reassurances. “You’re still
a peacock!” they say, and, “Birds of a feather groom together!”
These affirmations help at first, but Mo’s all-too-familiar
|

The art flows easily from full-page vistas to miniature
scenes that swirl and circle around the pages.
nicky & vera

feelings of loneliness intensify when the Annual Dance in the
Rain arrives. Mo sits on the sidelines, too glum to dance in the
year’s first rain with his friends. Soon, the night gives way to
stormier conditions, thwarting the revelers with low visibility.
Lightning flashes, and Mo realizes his pearly plumage is aglow;
if he joins the festivities, he can light the way and save the party.
Swooping in, “Mo saw what he’d had all along—bright, bold,
beautiful feathers.” Debut author Singh gives fresh wings to
the dare-to-be-different narrative by normalizing Mo’s tougher
feelings, even with the presence of supportive friends. Still, an
overlong story plus a couple unhelpful responses from Mo’s
mates (“Don’t think about it!”; “Colors don’t make the bird!”)
dampen the story. Backmatter includes a note from the author
about her heritage as well as peacock facts. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at
19.7% of actual size.)
Like a peacock, this tale’s shining qualities don’t necessarily get the story off the ground. (Picture book. 6-10)

Sís, Peter
Illus. by the author
Norton Young Readers (64 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-324-01574-1

One man made a difference as the
full horror of the Holocaust began.
In late 1938, a young Englishman of German Jewish descent
named Nicholas Benton, known as Nicky, visited Prague, where
he saw the many Jewish refugees from Germany’s Sudetenland
annexation and Kristallnacht. Using means both legal and illegal, he organized paperwork and arranged for eight trains to
transport 669 children to safety in Great Britain. Veruška “Vera”
Diamantova was a 10-year-old Jewish girl whose parents made
the wrenching decision to send her away on one of those trains.
After the war, Nicky never spoke of it and put the papers in
his attic. Fifty years would pass before his wife found them. A
TV show with a reunion of Nicky and the surviving children
followed. Sís, Czech-born, tells the story in straightforward
declarative sentences that drive the narrative. His brilliantly
conceived paintings are an emotional anchor. With varying
palettes—blue for Nicky, gold for Vera, and gray for the war
scenes—the art flows easily from full-page vistas to miniature
scenes that swirl and circle around the pages and even within
the outlines of figures and buildings. Readers can pore over the
details as Vera stands alone in a London train station awaiting her new family and then count the trains that were able to
depart.
An extraordinary life memorably and evocatively presented. (author’s note) (Picture book. 7-12)
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Following Special Delivery (2015) and The Only Fish in the Sea
(2017), a third adventure from Stead and Cordell finds young
Sadie playing a supporting role to elderly Aunt Josephine, whose
tales of past adventures drive the action.
Aunt J directs Sadie to ignore the persistent knocking. “It
could be a vacuum salesman. Or more likely, a suitor….I have
been the world over, Sadie, and today—I will sleep past noon.”
But instead of sleeping, she spins a yarn. Beginning with her
work as a 9-year-old member of a multiracial scientific team
in “the jungles of Peru,” Aunt Josephine recounts sighting a
giant frog as it swallows the young son (smitten with her) of
the recently deceased expedition leader. The frog’s escape
begets Aunt J’s around-the-world journey. “For though I didn’t
care much for the admiral’s son, I do abhor a job unfinished.
And it was my job to catalog that frog!” Cordell’s visual drollery embellishes the exploits, which include Josephine’s dog, a
rhea, a parrot, a tortoise, an ordinary frog, and a few canaries.
Thought-bubble vignettes show the group at Egyptian pyramids, the Taj Mahal, and the Roman Colosseum. Over years, a
pith-helmeted Josephine hikes, bikes, dives, and pilots a helicopter—all in exuberant but vain pursuit of that frog. Cordell
provides hand-lettered display type for some text along with a
houseful of domestic animals and visual clues to Josephine’s and
Sadie’s prior adventures. A final page lets readers discover the
source of that knocking. Hint: it’s no vacuum salesman. Both
Sadie and Aunt J present White.
More female-powered action from an inspired creative
team. (Picture book. 4-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

NICKY & VERA
A Quiet Hero of the
Holocaust and the
Children He Rescued

FOLLOW THAT FROG!

Stead, Philip C.
Illus. by Cordell, Matthew
Neal Porter/Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4426-7

LET LIBERTY RISE!
How America’s
Schoolchildren Helped Save
the Statue of Liberty

Stiefel, Chana
Illus. by Groenink, Chuck
Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-22588-4

Here’s the inspiring story of how ordinary citizens helped
the Statue of Liberty literally stand up.
In spring 1885, Lady Liberty sailed from France, packed in
pieces in 214 crates, and waited on what was to be renamed Liberty Island in New York Harbor. The pedestal on which France’s
gift to the United States was to stand was barely half built;
the money had run out, and New York’s wealthiest refused to
underwrite its completion. Enter Joseph Pulitzer, publisher of
the New York World. To encourage the public’s generosity, he
promised to print the name of every contributor to the pedestal
kirkus.com
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Allows for all different kinds of children to see
themselves and their communities reflected.
the bare naked book

fund, no matter how tiny the amount donated. Money flooded
in from around the country, much of it from children who relinquished savings set aside for desired treats. The campaign raised
$100,000, and, with additional funds from Congress, the pedestal was completed. Finally, Lady Liberty was assembled and
installed, and a grand parade and flotilla celebrated her in October 1886. Sparkling language movingly describes how everyday
folks effected powerful change. Readers will relish knowing
that kids played a pivotal role in the campaign; many actual
quotes from children are included. Lively, colorful illustrations
capturing the period depict diverse characters and wonderful
perspectives; a 90-degree turn of the book near the end sets
Liberty against a fireworks backdrop. The backmatter includes
fascinating informative material. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 45.5% of actual
size.)
All rise to this evocative, empowering offering. (timeline,
further facts, bibliography, photos) (Informational picture book.
6-9)

THE BARE NAKED BOOK

Stinson, Kathy
Illus. by Cho, Melissa
Annick Press (36 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-77321-472-6

A joyous celebration of all bodies.
In loosely rhyming and rhythmic text,
this nonfiction picture book describes parts of the human body.
Hands are “washing, holding, clapping, folding, dining, signing,”
while toes are “rainbow, yummy, squishy, splashy.” Some entries
are precise and others more conceptual, and different body
parts receive different treatment. There are “eyes that see and
eyes that are blind” and “ears that hear and ears that are deaf ”
while shoulders are “hiding in a gown” and “rid[den]…up and
down.” Genitals are referred to as such, and readers learn that
“different people have different kinds,” and “whatever you call
whatever you have, your genitals belong to you.” Illustrations
show a tremendously diverse array of bodies, including people
with visible disabilities, queer and trans people (one a shirtless
transmasculine person with top surgery scars), Black people
with vitiligo, and people with hijabs, piercings, and tattoos.
Each page shows people smiling, and there are unique depictions of loving families and connections. The extremely simple
text introducing basic body parts, combined with kid-friendly
yet sophisticated illustrations, allows for all different kinds of
children to see themselves and their communities reflected.
An afterword by the author explains the history of the original
book (published in 1986) and the reasons behind the updates.
A beautiful and important addition to any collection of
body books. (Informational picture book. 3-7)
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MY RED HAT

Stubbs, Rachel
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5362-1271-6
What possibilities does a red hat hold?
An elder—a grandparent, perhaps, clad in a sweater, pajama
bottoms, and slippers—sits in a light blue comfy chair, doting
on the child upon their lap. Both present White. “I give you
my hat,” says the elder, and with this gift of a floppy-brimmed
red homburg, the elder promises much. “It will keep you warm
and dry” as both elder and child with hat are depicted gardening out in the torrential rain, and it will also “help keep you cool”
as the same scene switches to a very sunny day. The red hat,
it seems, can be useful in numerous moments, from standing
out in a crowd to even keeping secrets and fears tucked away.
Throughout these life-affirming moments, some more dreamlike than others, Stubbs’ sublime, exuberantly lined illustrations bounce from scenario to scenario with a consistent sense
of magical optimism, carried in each red burst and pale swoop
of gray-blue. At each picture’s center sit the elder and the child,
an intergenerational dialogue that asks for the warmth of ambitious imagination and its potential in life. Alone with the hat on
their head, the child travels to places “way down deep” and “way
up high” before returning home, reunited with the elder whose
arms guarantee an embrace. “This hat is for you,” concludes
the elder’s promise, a rousing appeal carried by the weight of
dreams. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11.4-by-17.6-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 38.9% of actual size.)
Like a gentle prod to the heart. (Picture book. 4-8)

ESCAPE AT 10,000 FEET
D.B. Cooper and the Missing
Money

Sullivan, Tom
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (104 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-299151-5
Series: Unsolved Case Files

A middle-grade graphic novel chronicling the only unsolved commercial
hijacking in aviation history.
On Nov. 24, 1971, a suit-clad White man strolled into Portland (Oregon) International Airport, black briefcase in hand.
He purchased a one-way ticket aboard Northwest Orient
Airlines’ Flight 305 to Seattle under the name “Dan Cooper,”
seated himself behind three dozen Boeing 727 passengers, and
slipped a note to a flight attendant just before takeoff. Unless he
received $200,000 in cash, two front parachutes, and two back
parachutes upon landing, Cooper promised to detonate the
makeshift bomb in his briefcase. In Seattle, Cooper released
his unwitting hostages alongside a new set of demands: Now,
|

the plane would travel to Mexico City at the lowest possible
speed, flying no higher than 10,000 feet with the landing gear
deployed and a rear staircase lowered. Cooper never made it to
Mexico: Instead, he leapt into the cold, rainy night above the
forests of Washington. Though the hijacker vanished without a
trace, his alias—misreported as “D.B. Cooper”—lives on. This
stranger-than-fiction saga thrives thanks to spectacular design
choices: “Dick Tracy”–esque, hard-boiled cartooning; rugged,
mechanical typefaces; and a bevy of files, folders, and miscellaneous paperwork come together to form a fabulous criminal
collage. Sidebars impart such important particulars as the precise weight of a dollar bill and Cooper’s conceptual-but–decidedly-amateur familiarity with parachutes.
A compulsively readable series debut. (photos, afterword,
sources) (Graphic nonfiction. 8-14)

BEN YOKOYAMA AND THE
COOKIE OF DOOM

Ben gets into all kinds of antics trying to check things off his bucket list.
Eight-year-old Ben Yokoyama is “a big fan of wisdom.” So
when he opens a fortune cookie that advises, “Live each day as
if it were your last,” Ben takes it seriously. Fixated on the idea
that today could be the last day of his life, Ben starts making a
list: Goal No. 1 is to eat a piece of cake, which he immediately
accomplishes by eating the very special cake his dad stashed
in the freezer. Realizing his mistake, Ben must bake a replacement, plus do all the other things on his list, like perfect a
scooter trick and jump over a neighbor’s lovingly maintained
hedge. As his parents, best friend, and others get involved, Ben
decides to steal an apple from an eccentric lady’s tree, makes
a proper apology, consumes a bag of marshmallows, and more.
This fast-paced book is filled with hilarious happenings as Ben
gets himself in—and out of—trouble. Along the way, he realizes
that sometimes taking risks or trying things that seem scary can
lead to making new friendships and discovering fun activities.
Joyfully silly illustrations add to the hilarity and action. Like the
well-placed speech bubbles, the illustrations and text intersect
to create a visually captivating story. Ben presents as biracial,
with a Japanese father and White-appearing mother.
Full of laughs and excitement. (fortune cookie facts)
(Humor. 8-12)
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Thorne, Rebecca
North Star Editions (228 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-63163-441-3

Following in the footsteps of his
asteroid miner father, a boy chases a mysterious galactic species.
On Azura, “a dying space station
the universe forgot,” 12-year-old Max
spends his days lobbing smoke bombs at teachers with his best
friend, India. Their new sub, Mr. Hames, shares an obsession
with Max’s late father: giant singing whales who swim in the
vacuum of space. Max’s story is as much fantasy as science fiction, featuring both flesh-eating sirens and solar sails. The science parts, though, are fuzzy at best; at one point, Max stands
on the floor of a ship before its artificial gravity kicks in, and
the menu on this remote space station consists of cupcakes
and steak. Despite trappings of futurism, characters and classroom dynamics read as true to those of contemporary Earth:
Max worries about getting in trouble as much as he misses his
dad, the space station runs on gossip, and Max eventually has
to save the star whales from hunter-profiteers. The text can be
clunky in its use of adverbs, but it also offers some trenchant
aphorisms. For example, “Life’s not about experience. Life’s
about possibility.” Even better, as Max’s mother tells him as they
grieve together, “Crying is healthy.” Main characters seem to be
assumed White; names signal diversity in the supporting cast.
Entertaining and hopeful. (Science fiction. 8-13)

y o u n g a d u lt

Swanson, Matthew
Illus. by Behr, Robbi
Knopf (288 pp.)
$12.99 | $15.99 PLB | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-30275-0
978-0-593-12684-4 PLB
Series: Cookie Chronicles, 1

THE SECRETS OF STAR
WHALES

DELICATES

Thummler, Brenna
Illus. by the author
Oni Press (320 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-62010-788-1
Series: Sheets, 2
A bullied eighth grader wishes she
were a ghost—and then meets real ghosts.
In this sequel to Sheets (2018), Marjorie begins eighth grade as part of the popular crowd but is unclear whether she and her crush, Colton, are
more than friends. Her family is doing their best to cope with
the death of her mom, and Marjorie is helping out more at the
family laundromat. The laundromat has a community of ghosts
that Marjorie can see, but she keeps them a secret because she
doesn’t want to be labeled as weird. When their teacher asks
Marjorie and her friends to look after his oldest daughter, Eliza,
who is repeating eighth grade, Eliza—a photographer buff with
an interest in the paranormal—instead becomes the target of
their bullying. Marjorie is a well-developed character, and readers will empathize with her dilemma over whether to speak up
for Eliza and risk her own ostracization. The author tackles in
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an accessible, nuanced way delicate topics like bullying, death,
suicide, and feeling lost. Although this volume can be read as a
stand-alone, reading the first book will improve comprehension
of the story and understanding of the characters—especially
where the ghosts are concerned. Marjorie and her friends are
White; Colton is brown, Eliza and her family are Black.
An original exploration of what it means to be seen and
accepted. (Graphic fiction. 10-14)

SHERLOCK BONES AND THE
SEA-CREATURE FEATURE

Treml, Renée
Illus. by the author
Etch/HMH (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-358-30933-8

Bird skeleton by day, sleuth by night,
Sherlock Bones investigates rumors of a
monster haunting a new museum exhibit.
Overheard remarks from departing
schoolchildren about an elusive swamp monster and a missing
octopus in the new wing prompt the skeletal tawny frogmouth,
a carnivorous Australian bird first met in Sherlock Bones and the
Natural History Mystery (2020), to hop off its display rack again
and round up Watts, a taxidermic parrot and literally silent
partner, and Grace, a scatterbrained, chocoholic, live racoon.
Taking care not to alert the guard (guess how that goes), the
bumbling gumshoes hie off to an exhibit that features live flora
and fauna—notably a restless algae octopus fond of camouflaging itself and creeping out of its tank—plus numerous legible
exhibit labels to fill readers in on diverse habitats, cryptids of
the world, and species endangered or otherwise. Interspersed
between these informative signs with flights of puns and jokes,
Treml loads her big cartoon panels with clues and comical mishaps on the way to a neat wrap-up that sees the “monster,” a
rare (and thoroughly cute) pygmy sloth that had stowed away
in the exhibit’s mangroves, sent back to its Panamanian home
and that bored octopus settling down, mesmerized by a Rubik’s
cube. Museum staff and visitors are ethnically diverse.
The lights may go out, but the learning never stops—nor
do the hijinks and hilarity. (Graphic mystery. 7-10)

THE MUSIC TREE

Valtanen, Julia
Illus. by the author
Starfish Bay (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-76036-129-7

Luke is quite a busy frog.
He likes to observe insects, fly his
kite, and count the clouds (appearing
in a variety of whimsical shapes) in the
sky. He does not have time to play the trumpet his grandfather
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gave him long ago. It just hangs there on his wall, untouched
and unused. When Grandpa sends him a mysterious seed, Luke
immediately plants it in a large pot. But when nothing grows, he
is disappointed and takes it outside to toss it away. In front of
his house he encounters an unusual group of musicians playing
lively music on a variety of instruments, and the magic begins.
As the lion, cat, parrot, and fox play, the pot starts dancing and
shaking in rhythm, and the seed begins to grow. Luke grabs his
trumpet and joins the band, playing until dark. The next day
a full-grown music tree is standing majestically in the garden.
Luke continues to play his trumpet, attracting a wide audience
to the music tree, which seems to listen with them. Though
readers might question his musical talent if he never previously
played his trumpet, it must be part of the tree’s magic. Valtanen’s inventive tale brings on the magic slowly, drawing Luke
and young readers into its joys and possibilities. Luke and the
other anthropomorphized animals are depicted clothed and
in human habitation in the happy, playful, childlike paintings;
with their bright, colorful hues, they are in perfect synchrony
with the simple, direct text.
Creativity triumphs in this warm, gentle tale imported
from New Zealand. (Picture book. 3-8)

THAT MISSING FEELING

VanDerwater, Amy Ludwig
Illus. by Forza, Morena
Magination/American Psychological
Association (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4338-3378-6
Missing people is difficult and lonely
no matter how they have left your life.
When Mia’s parents get divorced, she feels angry and sad
about splitting her time between them. She misses doing things
with her mom and cat when she is with her dad and misses
doing things with her dad and dog when she is with her mom.
Her grandfather gives her a notebook, showing her the ones
he’s filled, and explains to her that keeping a journal can be a
wonderful coping mechanism; it allows you to revisit your feelings and memories as much as you’d like. As Mia writes in her
notebook, her anger and sadness dissipate—but don’t disappear
entirely—and she learns how to manage both of her new lives.
The most moving part of this book is the way Mia’s grandfather
introduces her to the joys of keeping a notebook, breaking a
stereotype that journaling is a feminine pursuit. While the story
focuses on Mia’s parents’ divorce, the text and backmatter make
it clear that journaling can help quell negative thoughts no matter the reason. Forza’s illustrations are vibrant, cheery, and filled
with detail. It’s easy to see that Mia has a full life at each of her
parents’ residences. Mia and her family present White.
A sweet beginner’s guide to keeping calm. (Picture book.
7-10)
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A lovely story of determination and perseverance.
spirit of the cheetah

WHY DOES MY SHADOW
FOLLOW ME?
More Science Questions From
Real Kids

Vermond, Kira
Illus. by Ogawa, Suharu
Annick Press (88 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-77321-501-3

GOOD DOGS ON A BAD DAY

Wenitsky, Rachel & Sidorov, David
Illus. by Freeman, Tor
Putnam (208 pp.)
$13.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-593-10844-4
Series: Good Dogs, 1

Just what makes a good dog—or a
bad one, for that matter?
Hugo, an eager and ever helpful
golden retriever, wants nothing more
than to make his family happy but fears they’ve become too
busy to need him. Lulu the fashionista Yorkie aims to become
one of the “greatest celebri-dogs on Instagram”—with just a
little help from her human, of course. And though young border collie mix King is trying his best to become an agility dog,
there are just so many exciting things to run off and smell! All
three puppy pals are Good Dogs, and proud of it. But a new
|

SPIRIT OF THE CHEETAH
A Somali Tale

Williams, Karen Lynn &
Mohammed, Khadra
Illus. by Cairns, Julia
Wisdom Tales (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 7, 2021
978-1-937786-85-4

y o u n g a d u lt

Substantial answers to 50 more science queries, from
“When will they cure cancer?” to “Why do we have butts?”
Like the questions in Vermond and Ogawa’s Why Don’t
Cars Run on Apple Juice? (2019), this fresh set, all posed by young
visitors to the Ontario Science Centre, are backed up with full
citations to the sources of the answers so that skeptical (or
interested) readers can check for themselves. This comes in
handy when the answers are complicated, such as the one about
curing cancer, or when the questions are trick ones, like “Why
do dogs see in black and white?” (“They don’t”) or “Why is there
no gravity in space?” (“there is”). In line with her observation
that scientists “actually get paid to play,” Vermond keeps the
tone light and the language nontechnical throughout. Ogawa
reciprocates with cartoon illustrations that feature button-eyed
animals with animated expressions mixing with a notably pluralistic array of human figures (including a bald child and people of
various ages in wheelchairs) who not only display a broad range
of skin colors, but dress diversely enough to include the occasional hijab or turban. “Science,” the author writes, “is sewn into
the very fabric of who we are as humans.” Even casual readers
will come away knowing a little more about themselves and the
world around them as well as understanding that, willy-nilly, we
are all doing science all the time.
A playful romp through multiple fields of science in which
even silly questions lead to startling discoveries. (index)
(Nonfiction. 8-11)

French bulldog who crashes their doggy day care outing leaves
more chaos in his wake than a mere overturned hot dog cart. All
agree: He’s a “VERY BAD DOG.” All also agree: That bad dog
was having fun. When a series of mishaps leaves these good dogs
on their own for a day, they immediately seek the interloper out,
hungry for a taste of badness. Not to mention hot dogs. Equal
parts hilarious and hair-raising, adventures abound, enlivened
by expressive cartoon illustrations. The bright, energetic narration flows seamlessly among the dogs’ delightfully distinctive
perspectives, although the second half of the novel feels a bit
rushed. A salient underlying message espouses the power of
friendship. Human characters are diverse—Hugo’s family is
Latinx; Lulu’s owner is a Black celebrity; King’s owner presents
White—but the focus is on the dogs. Sequel Good Dogs With Bad
Haircuts publishes simultaneously.
This series starter is a doggone good time. (Fiction. 8-12)
(Good Dogs With Bad Haircuts: 978-0-593-10847-5)

Roblay wants to win the big race to prove he is a man; will
his grandfather’s advice lead him to success?
Mohammed and Williams (Four Feet, Two Sandals, illustrated
by Doug Chayka, 2007) team up again to tell a tale of a boy in
Somalia who draws on tradition to excel. After irritating many
with his constant practice, running everywhere, Roblay does not
win a top spot in the village race. Disappointed, he gets advice
from his grandfather, Awoowo, who tells him he must capture
the spirit of the mighty Shabelle River by leaving his thumbprint on the coat of a cheetah, for which the river is named. All
year long, Roblay watches the cheetah from the opposite side of
the river, studying her movements, running when she runs. On
the morning of the next year’s race, Roblay has just one thing
left to do to guarantee his success. Roblay’s personal goal, his
supportive family, and his rich cultural tradition weave together
in a lovely story of determination and perseverance. Cairns’
illustrations use delicate strokes to depict vast, green natural
landscapes, simple homes, and dignified people who respect the
local wildlife. Readers will delight in the suspense and satisfaction that build and bind this layered tale.
Another successful collaboration that will win minds and
hearts. (cheetah facts) (Picture book. 3-8)
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Exquisite worldbuilding keeps a strong sense of discovery.
ottilie colter and the narroway hunt

OTTILIE COLTER AND
THE NARROWAY HUNT

Williams, Rhiannon
Little Hare/Trafalgar (352 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-76050-084-9
Series: Narroway Trilogy, 1

In this Australian trilogy opener, a
girl infiltrates an all-male monster hunting organization to save her abducted
brother.
Cautious Ottilie has always followed her brother, Gully,
who—though almost two years her junior—is the more confident and daring of the two. They live with their neglectful
mother in abject poverty on the fringes of civilization in the
Swamp Hollows. When Gully fails to come home one night,
Ottilie learns of boys going missing and sets off to save her
brother. To follow him, she must disguise herself as a boy and
sneak into the midst of another group of abductees. After
Ottilie, masquerading as Ott, arrives at the Narroway—a place
none of them have ever heard of—she’s reunited with Gully and
told that the boys have been specially selected to serve in the
Narroway Hunt to protect their kingdom’s border from dangerous, monstrous dredretches. Only Gully and a female sculkie
friend (while boys are huntsmen, girls can only be servants)
know of Ottilie’s secret as she plots an escape while also falling deeper into Narroway culture, seeing horrors and coming
to embrace the mission’s importance. Exquisite worldbuilding keeps a strong sense of discovery and balances the appeal
of the huntsman’s life with the deeply unfair society and hints
of conspiracies afoot. Amid thrilling action, plot threads set up
the next installment. Ottilie is pale; Gully has bronze skin; most
other characters default to White.
A must-read for fans of the genre. (Fantasy. 10-14)

WHAT ARE LITTLE
GIRLS MADE OF?

Willis, Jeanne
Illus. by Follath, Isabelle
Nosy Crow/Candlewick (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5362-1733-9
Witty remixed nursery rhymes give
little girls power, purpose, and presence.
The original version of the nursery rhyme “Georgie Porgie” has not aged well. To kiss a girl and make her cry smacks
of harassment. Author Willis gives the young White girl a voice,
telling Georgie: “Don’t kiss me unless I say!” Many well-known
nursery rhymes are here similarly reworked: Humpty Dumpty
has a Black woman doctor; instead of wringing her hands over
her lost sheep, Little Bo Peep (a pale-skinned girl with a long,
brown braid) rescues them from a pit of slime. With laughout-loud humor, the equitable spin refocuses these traditional
vignettes. Knowing the originals intensifies the impact but is
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not necessary. With a sophisticated color palette and clever
visuals, Follath’s precise illustrations bolster the rewordings;
readers will lose themselves in the detail and the content. Inherent in these poems is the kernel of truth that girls can choose to
do or be anything. For that matter, boys can, too. Although this
title keeps gender clearly binary, this diverse bunch of girls can
choose to be fairy queens or crocodiles. The very last lines turn
the spotlight on a dancing Black boy, capturing the essence of
empowerment: “Ray is dancing a ballet—we play what we want
to play!”
More relevant, possibly more entertaining, and certainly
more appropriate than the originals. (Picture book/poetry. 3-8)

NO BUDDY LIKE A BOOK

Wolf, Allan
Illus. by Farley, Brianne
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-5362-0307-3

A journey into the cosmos contained
in books and the adventures they pro-

vide for readers.
The reading of this book is an inclusive one from the outset, as the story begins with the communal affirmation that “we
learn important stuff from books.” Wolf emphasizes the power
of the reader’s imagination, without which a book doesn’t have
life, since, “books are only smears of ink / without the reader’s
mind / to give the letters meaning / and to read between the
lines.” Thus comes the invitation to board a train called the
Book Express, and the perspective switches to the main character, a child of color with a lovely, spiky ponytail that acts as an
exclamation point to the child’s reading adventures: studying
rocket science, leading a V-shaped flock of birds, exploring distant landscapes (often while reading on animalback), and more.
Farley’s illustrations are endearing and captivating, bringing
newly imagined worlds to life through colorful illustrations. A
most striking spread shows the night sky, with both known and
new constellations filling the page. The trope of opening a book
that reveals ideas, excitement, and new experiences within has
been explored before, but Wolf ’s interpretation feels refreshed
by both catchy rhymes and a cast of characters diverse in race,
gender, age, and ability. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11.8-by-20.6-inch double-page spreads viewed at 41% of actual size.)
A sweet reminder of the worlds held within books and
our power to play in them. (Picture book. 4-7)

|

THE MAGICAL REALITY
OF NADIA

Youssef, Bassem & Daly, Catherine R.
Illus. by Holgate, Douglas
Scholastic (176 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-338-57228-5

w o m e n ’s h i s t o r y m o n t h
picture books
HEADSTRONG HALLIE!
The Story of Hallie Morse
Daggett, the First Female
“Fire Guard”
Bissonette, Aimée
Illus. by Hohn, David
Sleeping Bear Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 15, 2021
978-1-5341-1061-8

Growing up roaming the forests of California’s Siskiyou
Mountains, the only thing Hallie Morse Daggett fears is fire.
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Nadia Youssef is starting sixth grade,
trying to navigate friendships, and tackling tough issues like racism and bullying.
Nadia is an Egyptian American
immigrant, living in California with her physician parents;
Baba’s a cardiologist, and Mama’s a pulmonologist. Based
loosely on co-author Youssef ’s real daughter, Nadia loves
facts, collects bobbleheads, spends her summers in Egypt, and
is very close to her best friends, Adam, who’s White, Sarah,
who’s Korean American, Chloe, who’s Black, and Vikram,
who’s Indian American; together they’re the Nerd Patrol. The
quintet is excited to learn that the Museum of American History is inviting students to team up and present ideas for an
exhibit. Struggling with what it means to be a team leader,
Nadia must also cope with a bullying new White student.
Jason demands, “Where exactly are you from, anyway?” and
sneers at her “desert people food.” Mystifyingly, Adam seems
to want to be friends with Jason even though he hears the
mean things Jason says. With a little help from a magical amulet, advice from her parents, and the help of her friends, Nadia
makes a plan. Youssef and Daly draw a strong character who is
proud of her heritage and culture and is not afraid to show her
Egyptian roots. Holgate’s black-and-white cartoon vignettes
pair well with the text, especially bringing out certain personality quirks and moments of humor. Nadia and Vikram make
connections about similarities between their cultures, such as
the “practice of snake charming” and some foodstuffs.
Readers will cheer for Nadia as she responds to prejudice
and affirms her identity. (Fiction. 8-12)

She’s seen it devastate the forests, and it’s come terrifyingly
close to her own home, and she brings food to the men of the
U.S. Forest Service whenever they fight fires nearby. When she
grows up she applies to work for them—again and again, always
to be told they don’t hire women. But when, in 1913, a firelookout position opens up right before fire season begins and
Daggett, now 30, again applies, the Forest Service finally says
yes. The men take bets that she won’t last in the tiny, isolated
cabin she’s assigned, but of course she does, spotting 40 fires in
her first season. When, 14 years later, the wee cabin is replaced
by a much fancier installation, Daggett retires after only one
season in it, a decision framed by Bissonette in her admiring,
economically engaging narration as prompted by her distaste
for frippery. In her author’s note, Bissonette describes the
paucity of the historical record and fills in the scant details of
Daggett’s life following her retirement. In Hohn’s illustrations,
Daggett appears as a lanky, determined White girl and woman.
The backdrop of trees and mountains she appears against is
rendered in a disappointingly pastel palette, effectively foregrounding Daggett but failing to represent the region’s rugged
majesty. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 60.1% of actual size.)
An efficient introduction to another groundbreaking
woman. (Picture book/biography. 5-8)

STANDING ON
HER SHOULDERS

Clark-Robinson, Monica
Illus. by Freeman, Laura
Orchard/Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-338-35800-1
Clark-Robinson celebrates the ways
in which women have opened doors for
the girls and women coming after them.
Two women, one elderly and one younger, sit a girl down
with tea and photographs to tell her stories of how “our mothers and all those who’ve gone before, / paved a freer path and
opened a wider door.” The walls of this Black family’s home are
covered in framed photographs of diverse historical and contemporary women who made their marks in the worlds of art,
sports, politics, and more. As the women encourage the girl
to “speak [the] names” of those who came before and recognize that they stand on the shoulders of those women, the art
transitions from their home to full spreads showing the heroes
in action. Toward the end, as the text repeats praise for the
women leaders, the art shows the family framing a photograph
of themselves and hanging it on the wall, placing them in the
line of strong women as the question is posed to the girl: “Who
will stand on YOURS?” Many of the icons in the images will
be recognizable to informed readers, overlaying the text’s general message onto specific examples of excellence. Backmatter
provides a sentence introducing each figure beneath her portrait, offering an opportunity for readers to “speak their names.”
Though perhaps overly hopeful in its depiction of women’s
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THE LEAF DETECTIVE
How Margaret Lowman
Uncovered Secrets in the
Rainforest

unity across racial lines, this book achieves the effect of an
intergenerational embrace. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 22.2% of actual size.)
Uplifting. (author’s note, illustrator’s note) (Picture book.
4-8)

GRACE BANKER AND
HER HELLO GIRLS ANSWER
THE CALL
The Heroic Story of WWI
Telephone Operators
Friddell, Claudia
Illus. by Baddeley, Elizabeth
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-68437-350-5

An overlooked hero of World War I is given her due.
In a more innocent time, when going to war was considered
an adventure, Grace Banker answered the U.S. Signal Corps’ call
for women telephone operators. College educated when women
generally weren’t and already training switchboard operators at
25, she was named chief operator of a group known as the Signal Corps Girls and sent overseas to connect military calls from
England to France, sometimes from secret locations. Quotes
from Banker’s diary and letters accompany Friddell’s straightforward, descriptive text, bringing to life her dedication, humor,
and fearlessness. Baddeley’s appealing, comics-style illustrations
provide a strong sense of time and place, depicting the White
protagonist amid a mostly but not all-White cast; some of the
doughboys are soldiers of color. The focus is on her accomplishments and the positive aspects of her story; the tale ends with
a return home with headlines full of praise and a distinguished
service medal while the endnotes reveal that women in her position were not recognized as service members and were not seen
as veterans eligible for benefits until 1977, after her death. Overall, this overlooked piece of history—the role of women during
World War I—is presented in engaging detail, and the result is
a captivating depiction of a smart, spirited woman who found a
way to use her skills and intelligence to benefit her country in
an unexpected way. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 67.5% of actual size.)
An absorbing look at one woman’s achievements during
World War I. (timeline, notes, bibliography) (Picture book/biog
raphy. 6-10)

Lang, Heather
Illus. by Christy, Jana
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-68437-177-8
From a childhood steeped in botanical study to an adulthood spent discovering, studying, and advocating for the rainforest, scientific pioneer Meg Lowman has
lived her life with leaves and trees.
An originator of rainforest study, she earned several degrees
(often the only woman in her classes), made countless discoveries (including identifying new species), found innovative ways to
study the canopy (building canopy bridges), and worked to educate children and adults to protect the botanical world she loves.
A nice addition to any rainforest or biography unit, this straightforward selection provides an inspiring portrayal and focuses
on Lowman’s inventiveness and dedication through engaging,
poetic text augmented by original quotes. Christy’s striking
illustrations use leafy patterns and repetition of vignettes to
underscore the White woman’s enthusiasm and determination.
Shifts in perspective convey the awesome scale of the rainforest. Nonfiction tidbits are housed appropriately in leaf designs
scattered throughout the pages. Well-chosen details about her
experiences (learning to climb up to the canopy; finding ways to
bring her own children and other students there), observations
(watching animals and insects devour leaves at night; seeing the
rainforest from a balloon), and struggles (shy, she had to find
the courage to communicate her ideas regarding conservation
and sustainability) are included, resulting in an exciting tale of
exploration and adventure that will capture the attention of
budding scientists and environmentalists alike. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at
78.6% of actual size.)
An intricate and satisfying portrait of a dedicated woman
scientist, innovator, and activist. (notes, chart, source notes,
bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 5-9)

THE FEARLESS FLIGHTS
OF HAZEL YING LEE

Leung, Julie
Illus. by Kwon, Julie
Little, Brown (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-368-05227-6

Hazel Ying Lee, the first Chinese
American woman to fly for the U.S. Air
Force, was always destined to take to the sky.
Born in 1912 in Portland, Oregon, during a time when Chinese Americans were required to carry identification at all times,
Hazel was known in her family of eight siblings as the fearless
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This engaging biography will appeal to budding scientists,
particularly those with a penchant for sky searching.
the stuff between the stars

one. At the age of 19, when she first rode in an airplane, she knew
then what she wanted to do. Lee was determined to become a
pilot even though her mother told her it was “not ladylike” and
despite the racism and sexism of the time. So when World War
II reached American soil in 1941 and the U.S. Air Force created
the Women Airforce Service Pilots, Lee signed up to become
a WASP. She was a pilot at last. Through clear and concise text
aimed at younger fluent readers, author Leung conveys Lee’s
verve and passion for both flying and life while also conveying the full import of Lee’s accomplishments to both America
and Americans of color. That Lee’s family fought for her to be
buried in a Whites-only cemetery—and won—is a sad yet hopeful reflection on the trajectory of American social justice. The
crisp lines and bright colors of Kwon’s illustrations simply and
gracefully depict a bygone era, and an author’s note sufficiently
fills in any details missing from the text.
Another welcome biography of an Asian American contributor to U.S. history. (bibliography) (Picture book/biography.
4-8)

Maurer, Tracy Nelson
Illus. by Hsu, Ginnie
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-250-24036-1

According to Lady Bird Johnson,
“Where flowers bloom, so does hope.”
Born into a wealthy, White family, Claudia Alta Taylor was
shy and loved nature, which likely accounted for her nickname:
Lady Bird, bestowed by the children of her Black nanny. Vivid,
colorful, if stiffly posed illustrations and accessible text with
well-chosen anecdotes (her future husband, Lyndon Baines
Johnson, proposed to her on their first date) are accompanied by
summarizing questions tied to the refrain “Lady Bird Johnson,
that’s who!” The text describes how she struggled with shyness
yet ran a company and managed the family finances, supported
her husband’s political campaigns, and eventually became first
lady of the United States. The relative limitations she faced
are briefly mentioned: Women in the mid-20th century didn’t
typically own businesses, and most first ladies didn’t work to
support legislation. Overall, she is portrayed as a conservationist who tried to bring people together through her highwaybeautification campaigns during a time when the American
people were divided about the Vietnam War and the civil rights
movement. While her attempts can be seen as either visionary
or superficial depending on the beholder, and other environmental advocates may have achieved more, children interested
in the environment and climate change will easily see how her
actions played a role in the history of environmentalism. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 78.6% of actual size.)
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MICHELLE’S GARDEN
How the First Lady Planted
Seeds of Change

Miller, Sharee
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-316-45857-3

A young readers’ introduction to
the work and legacy of former first lady

Michelle Obama.
Miller opens with young Michelle Robinson and her brother
as children riding their bicycles. “Before Michelle Obama was
the First Lady, she was a kid just like you,” she writes, making her subject immediately accessible to young readers. The
future first lady is seen enjoying a healthy diet full of veggies
as a child and providing the same experience for her own family as an adult. The family exercises and eats home-cooked
meals together, with Barack Obama and their daughters asking
for more, just as Michelle Obama had done as a child. Miller
describes how Michelle Obama sought assistance from White
House chefs and gardeners and how she invited local students
(depicted as a diverse group) to join in building and maintaining the garden. The bright cartoon illustrations detail both the
tools needed and the work involved in building the lush garden.
An author’s note shares additional information about the first
lady’s garden, a 2010 photo of Michelle Obama at work in it,
and a graphic guide to starting a garden with seeds planted in
paper cups. Also included is a photo of Michelle Obama from
2010, working with a group of students in the White House
garden. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 60.2% of actual size.)
Sure to encourage readers to eat their veggies and join
Michelle Obama’s table, even if all they start with is a cup.
(Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

LADY BIRD JOHNSON,
THAT’S WHO!
The Story of a Cleaner and
Greener America

A portrait of a first lady who hoped to make America
beautiful. (notes, bibliography, acknowledgements) (Picture
book/biography. 5-8)

THE STUFF BETWEEN
THE STARS
How Vera Rubin Discovered
Most of the Universe

Nickel, Sandra
Illus. by Sicuro, Aimée
Abrams (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4197-3626-1

A star-struck girl becomes a renowned astronomer.
From childhood, Vera Rubin loved the stars, noting their
movements from her bedroom window. Fascinated by the galaxies’ rotations, she was determined to become a scientist and
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At a time when domestic terrorism against African
Americans was rampant, here was a relationship in
which a young Black girl felt safe.
we wait for the sun

became the only female astronomy major at Vassar College.
Marriage and motherhood didn’t deter her from developing a
solid career in teaching and research. Rubin earned her doctorate and, doing painstaking calculations, made major astronomical breakthroughs—that were dismissed at first due to the
sexist assumptions of the male scientific community (depicted
by Sicuro as almost uniformly White as well). Eventually, her
ideas were accepted and respected. Working at the Palomar
Observatory, Rubin made her seminal discovery that “dark matter” explains the phenomenon that stars at the edges of galaxies move as quickly as those at the center—and that it makes
up most of the universe. This engaging biography will appeal
to budding scientists, particularly those with a penchant for
sky searching. Some of it may go over some students’ heads,
though the author does a good job conveying concepts in a compact, uncomplicated manner. Rubin is White and portrayed
as appealing, dedicated, and determined to make her way in a
men’s-only world; she shows it’s cool being a highly intelligent,
science-loving female. Several Rubin quotes are included, and
a lovely Rubin epigraph concludes the book. Numerous delicate illustrations aptly feature dark blue, star-spangled, galactic
backgrounds. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by-17-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 48.6% of actual size.)
A creditable, earnest biography of a famed woman scientist. (author’s note, timeline, notes, bibliography) (Picture
book/biography. 7-10)

THERE GOES PATTI MCGEE!
The Story of the First
Women’s National
Skateboard Champion
Nienow, Tootie
Illus. by Medina, Erika
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-374-31399-9

“Zip! Swoosh! Zoom!”
In this lively tale of the first female professional skateboarder, clear, direct text and bright, appealing illustrations
combine to show how champion Patti McGee first used a
homemade skateboard and then went on to hone her skills and
join an early skateboarding team made up of boys. The first
skater to perform a rolling handstand in competition, she was
also the first woman to win a national competition (with a perfect score), and the text focuses on her excitement, focus, and
dedication. Meanwhile the illustrations show a spunky, Gidgetlike White girl learning to perform specific skills, which are
helpfully labeled. The primary narrative is a bit light on detail
(the fact that she was entering a female division and received
a smaller trophy than the boys did is covered in the endnotes
rather than the body of the text) and leaves readers unmoored
in time (the 1950s-’60s era is also not stated till the backmatter—and readers never learn how old she was when she began
skateboarding or won her championship). Still, the story and
pictures themselves bubble with excitement and enthusiasm,
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and the endnotes provide more information on her influence
and explain how she graced the covers of magazines, inspired
other girls, toured after her win, and later taught skateboarding. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 78.6% of actual size.)
This energetic portrait of the first highly recognized
female skateboarder highlights her innovation and skill.
(sources) (Picture book/biography. 5-8)

SEND A GIRL!
The True Story of How
Women Joined the FDNY
Rinker, Jessica M.
Illus. by Hunt, Meg
Bloomsbury (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5476-0174-5

She’s the best woman for the job!
Growing up in the 1950s, Brenda Berkman had to find ways
to play the sports she loved even though they were not considered appropriate for girls. When she decided to take the test to
become a firefighter in 1977, she was no stranger to going against
the grain and embarked on a landmark court case to level the
playing field, correct the bias skewing the tests, and allow
women to enter the New York City Fire Department. Contextualizing descriptions of the sexist beliefs of the time are interwoven with Berkman’s story, which focuses on her will to fight
discrimination legally, in the court of public opinion and inside
the fire department, as well as her love of and dedication to firefighting. Casually rendered cartoon illustrations are tied closely
to the text and show the drama and importance of both fighting
for equal rights and fighting fires. While there is no explanation
of the use of the word girl in the title and why it is insulting for
women to be referred to as such, overall this selection is a positive addition to the growing collection of social justice books
for children and will appeal to future firefighters of any gender.
This tale of the first official NYC female firefighter holds
quality and feminism at its core. (author’s note, biographical
note, bibliography, websites) (Picture book/biography. 5-9)

WE WAIT FOR THE SUN

Roundtree, Dovey Johnson &
McCabe, Katie
Illus. by Figueroa, Raissa
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-22902-1

Adapted from Roundtree and McCabe’s
book for adults, Mighty Justice (2019), a powerful episode from the childhood of the real-life activist is presented
as an adventure.
Dovey Mae and Grandma Rachel slip out of the house in
the hour before dawn, when “the midsummer night is dark and
|

RUNAWAY
The Daring Escape of
Ona Judge

Shepard, Ray Anthony
Illus. by Mallett, Keith
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-374-30704-2

The true story of a young enslaved
woman who escapes the family of George Washington.
“Ona Judge, Ona Judge / Why you run away / Ona Judge?” So
begins this inquiry into her quest for freedom; the question is
repeated throughout the narrative. “You had fine dresses [and]
soft shoes” and other material benefits most enslaved people
lacked. Ona is passed around the Washington family, first a playmate for the children, then a personal servant and seamstress
for Martha Washington, never working in the fields. But when
an aging Martha gives Ona to her granddaughter Eliza, “now a
mean and sassy woman,” Ona walks out into the Philadelphia
night. Here, the tenor of the text changes—“Didn’t you know
you broke the law?”—and the illustrations become dark as she
makes her way around corners and hides in a basement. A framed
picture—a departure from the full-bleed pages and spreads that
depict the current action—gives a glimpse of her future family life: “You dreamed a dream / You would make true.” As she
reaches a boat, and freedom, day breaks and readers see the first
hint of Ona’s smile. “Then run, Ona Judge, run.” With a distinctive, haunting voice, powerful images, and thought-provoking
story structure, this unique look at a remarkable young woman’s life choices and decisions offers an utterly necessary but
|
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seldom highlighted perspective on the contradictions within
our society’s foundations. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 42.1% of actual size.)
A powerful antidote to whitewashed cultural mythology.
(author’s note, timeline, bibliography, places to visit) (Infor
mational picture book. 4-9) (This review was first published in our Dec.
1, 2020, issue as part of the Black History Month roundup. We reprint
it here for our readers’ convenience.)

JUNE ALMEIDA,
VIRUS DETECTIVE!
The Woman Who Discovered
the First Human Coronavirus
Slade, Suzanne
Illus. by Paganelli, Elisa
Sleeping Bear Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 15, 2021
978-1-5341-1132-5

Profiles a virologist who was among the first to photograph
and identify the coronavirus family.
Almeida’s own family has a significant presence in this
account of her career and discoveries. Slade begins with her
Glasgow-born subject’s early love of science and the death of
her little brother, continues through marriage, divorce, and
single parenting to track her growing reputation for expertise
in microphotography and electron microscopy, then highlights
the watershed human coronavirus paper she co-authored in
1967. A specific description of how she used “negative staining”
to prepare her coronavirus specimens adds a laudatory glimpse
of technical detail to the plain-language explanations of her discoveries. Incorporating memories and material supplied by the
researcher’s daughter, the author of A Computer Called Katherine
(illustrated by Veronica Miller Jameson, 2019) presents another
underrecognized woman scientist as a role model. In this case,
Almeida is not seen as a crusader breaking down barriers of race
(she was White) and sexism but more generally as a smart, hard
worker doing her best in both private and professional lives. If
her character remains hard to pin down, a bit of verse preceding
the expansive afterword (“Virus, Virus, shining bright / In the
phosphotungstic night”) hints at a sense of humor. Single scientists of color in two group scenes are the only non-White figures
in Paganelli’s clean, precisely drawn cartoon illustrations. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 77% of actual size.)
This indisputably timely book makes a solid case for
greater recognition. (timeline, adult bibliography.) (Picture
book/biography. 8-10)

women ’s history month picture books
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cool.” They walk toward the woods to pick blackberries, and the
girl thinks they are the only ones awake in the world—but, quietly, more women join their “silent march, [their] secret mission,
[their] berry picking.” Her grandma teaches her to walk in the
dark. They follow the birds and stay close together. They taste,
and they pick, and soon enough, they watch together as the sky
turns colors, and the sun rises to usher in the day. With nighttime scenes bathed in deep purples and a final scene of daybreak
in golden hues, this touching tale successfully conveys special
moments of hushed expectation and quiet exhilaration between
a child and her strong, loving adult. Reading co-author McCabe’s
note about the story behind the girl, Dovey Mae Johnson
Roundtree, and her grandmother, Rachel Graham, will make the
story even more significant. At a time when domestic terrorism
against African Americans was rampant, here was a relationship
in which a young Black girl felt safe. The aftermatter details the
importance of that relationship on Roundtree’s later work as a
civil rights attorney. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 67.5% of actual size.)
Makes magic out of a true moment, as the best picture
books do. (timeline, bibliography) (Picture book/memoir. 3-8)
(This review was first published in our Dec. 1, 2020, issue as part of
the Black History Month roundup. We reprint it here for our readers’
convenience.)
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CLASSIFIED
The Secret Career
of Mary Golda Ross,
Cherokee Aerospace
Engineer
Sorell, Traci
Illus. by Donovan, Natasha
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-7914-9

Highlights the life and secret work of Cherokee aerospace
engineer Mary Golda Ross.
As a teen in the 1920s, Mary Golda Ross loves “puzzling out
math equations” despite expectations of the times. At 16, she finds
being the only girl in a college math class means working extra
hard to prove herself to the boys who “refused to sit next to” her.
Guided by her Cherokee belief that “gaining life skills in all areas”
is important, Ross not only strives for better grades, she aims for
loftier goals. Each step of the way—whether teaching high school,
working for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, or helping solve aircraft design flaws during World War II— Ross is fueled by other
Cherokee principles as well. Ultimately, her passion for math and
her commitment to those deeply rooted values result in her selection to a “supersecret work team” that promises to take her career,
and the world, further than ever before. Meticulously researched
and subtly framed according to the Cherokee beliefs that piloted
Ross, page-turning prose elevates this Indigenous hidden figure to
her rightful place in history. In addition, bold, classic-comics–like
illustrations and colors reminiscent of 1950s advertisements give
an appropriately retro vibe. A stellar addition to the genre that will
launch careers and inspire for generations, it deserves space alongside stories of other world leaders and innovators.
Liftoff. A biography that lands beyond the stars! (timeline, author’s note, four Cherokee values, source notes, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 7-11)

A MOST CLEVER GIRL
How Jane Austen Discovered
Her Voice

Stirling, Jasmine A.
Illus. by Stamper, Vesper
Bloomsbury (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-5476-0110-3

Effervescent text peppered with
Austen’s own words tells the story of the beloved novelist, showing how greatness can unfold and how exciting creativity can be.
Myriad threads—young Jane’s early attempts at satire; her
participation in family theatrics; the education her family supported and provided; the financial and personal losses she suffered; her rebellion against literary trends; her growth as an artist;
her wit, resilience, and observant nature—all come together to
present an engaging portrait accompanied by detailed and engaging illustrations that entwine with the story and give a strong
128
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sense of the era. Light, pastel-colored interiors share space with
gray outdoor scenes, stable verticals and horizontals suggesting
the intellectual limitations she encountered. The focus on the
evolution of Austen’s genius means that some seemingly important aspects of her life—the fact that her father was a clergyman,
her particularly close and continuous relationship with her sister—do not receive full attention. Moreover, the typical role of
women of the gentry receives only a brief mention (and those of
women of the lower classes not at all), so that young readers will
not necessarily understand exactly how groundbreaking Austen’s
accomplishments were. What is present, though, is a bright and
honest tale of the development of a great writer who grappled
with adversity, one that will inspire and fascinate young readers.
An informative, engaging depiction of the life and growth
of an exceptional literary talent. (biographical note, author’s
note, illustrator’s note, novels, resources, bibliography) (Pic
ture book/biography. 5-10)

CODE BREAKER, SPY HUNTER
How Elizebeth Friedman
Changed the Course of Two
World Wars

Wallmark, Laurie
Illus. by Smart, Brooke
Abrams (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4197-3963-7

From Shakespeare to secrets and spies.
When Elizebeth Smith Friedman graduated college in 1915
with a degree in English literature, she had no idea that the future
held secret government work in store—she was initially hired by
a wealthy eccentric to find messages in Shakespeare’s plays to
reveal his “true” identity. Eventually, her talent with language
and analysis led to her selection, with her husband, to set up the
first code-breaking unit in the U.S. Over her career she unraveled
thousands of secret messages, working for the military through
two world wars, preventing countless deaths, catching smugglers and spies, and training others to do all of the above. Her
work was classified Top Secret Ultra. Concise description with
interesting details combines with evocative illustrations that frequently incorporate Friedman’s own words to portray the life of
this extraordinary White woman. With the exception of a single quote worked into the illustrations—“Many times I’ve been
asked as to how my direction, that is the direction and superior
status of a woman as instructor, teacher, mentor…how these men
accepted my authority”—no mention is made of how unusual
her position was as a woman of the time and, indeed, how her
authority was accepted. Still, youngsters will be fascinated by
this engaging biographical selection of an original thinker, which
includes elements of STEM and history and provides a picture
of a dedicated, resilient woman. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 10.5-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 67% of actual size.)
An incomplete but appealing and informative depiction
of cryptographer Elizebeth Friedman. (notes, timeline, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 6-10)
|

Zora is depicted as the fun-loving, strong-willed
person she most certainly was.
jump at the sun

JUMP AT THE SUN
The True Life Tale
of Unstoppable
Storycatcher
Zora Neale Hurston

Williams, Alicia D.
Illus. by Alcántara, Jacqueline
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5344-1913-1
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From her girlhood days to her legacy as a writer for the ages,
Zora Neale Hurston is introduced to young readers.
“In a town called Eatonville—where the magnolias smelled
even prettier than they looked…lived a girl who was attracted to
tales like mosquitoes to skin.” Zora, clad in overalls and running
through fields, loves being sent to Joe Clarke’s store, where she
turns every quick errand into a chance to listen to the stories
being told on the store’s porch. When she tells her own tales,
her father and her grandmother punish her for “tellin’ lies,” but
her mother values her stories and encourages her to “jump at
[the] sun.” She wants more for her children than working the
land. Sadly, her mother dies, but Zora remembers her encouragement throughout her life, which she spends in and out of different schools in different cities before finding her place in New
York City as a writer and folklorist, a career that takes her back
to her all-Black hometown to record those front-porch stories.
Zora is depicted as the fun-loving, strong-willed person she
most certainly was, and the text uses dialect as playfully as Zora
did to transport readers into her world. Whimsical illustrations
show Zora’s many worlds—country and city, school and social
life—with energy and joy. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 58.6% of actual size.)
This introduction to an American icon feels just right.
(author’s note, additional reading, sources) (Picture book/biog
raphy. 4-9) (This review was first published in our Dec. 1, 2020, issue
as part of the Black History Month roundup. We reprint it here for our
readers’ convenience.)
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GIRLHOOD
Teens Around the World in
Their Own Voices

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
HOME IS NOT A COUNTRY by Safia Elhillo.................................... 131

Ed. by Ahuja, Masuma
Algonquin (208 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-64375-011-8

SHE’S TOO PRETTY TO BURN by Wendy Heard..............................134
A TIME OF FEAR by Albert Marrin.................................................. 138
ALL OUR HIDDEN GIFTS by Caroline O’Donoghue........................139

Adapted and expanded from a series
in the Washington Post’s The Lily, this work
collects the experiences of 30 teen girls.
Ahuja asked her subjects to keep daily journals, excerpts
from which are enhanced by photographs, as well as answer
several questions. Each profile also gives some context about
the girl’s country of residence, such as facts about pop culture,
education, and religious traditions. Married 18-year-old Brazilian mom Emilly grew up in a favela, hopes to become a doctor, and is working on her YouTube channel. Sixteen-year-old
Emma of Ireland is a Shawn Mendes superfan who got to meet
him after winning a radio contest. Jocelyne, 19, is a nursing
student in the Democratic Republic of Congo who grew up
far from the violence that has affected the eastern part of the
country. Chanleakna left her family behind in Cambodia after
winning a scholarship to attend high school in Australia at 16.
Perhaps most interesting is that while the introductions may
describe the odds stacked against each girl, the diary entries are
remarkably similar. Everyday activities—church and shopping,
hanging out with friends, challenges at school—are ubiquitous.
The consistency of the voices, some of which are presented
in uncredited translations, underscores the book’s mission: to
find the common threads in teen girls’ lives around the world.
This collection has appeal for casual browsing and may spark an
interest in learning more about world cultures and issues.
An inviting and appealing collection. (maps, afterword,
notes) (Nonfiction. 12-16)

THE STOLEN KINGDOM

Boehme, Jillian
Tor Teen (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-29882-9

ALL OUR HIDDEN GIFTS

O’Donoghue, Caroline
Walker US/Candlewick (384 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5362-1394-2
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Two reluctant leaders rise to power.
Prince Alac is the heir’s spare, more
interested in wine than in his Thungrave
ancestors’ usurpation of the Perin Faye
throne and seizure of dark magic from
the Dallowyn dynasty. Annoyed by his
|
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brother Cannon’s wedding festivities, he unexpectedly falls
for Maralyn Keele, a newcomer to the court. But Maralyn is
actually Maralyth Graylaern, a commoner raised by her vintner
father and mysterious mother who is gifted with magic powers
she must conceal. Stolen by the manipulative Lord Nelgareth
and backed as a true Dallowyn heir, Maralyth must make it
through courtly parties and a vicious coup if she wants to be
queen. The protagonists’ transformations from reluctant royals to contestants for the throne parallel their evolving relationship and are more richly written than the thin plot and
thinner worldbuilding. The reasons for the rebellion are unsatisfyingly vague, attributed to alleged tyranny and a century-old
coup, while the magic central to the plot feels omnipresent yet
ill-explained. Genericness abounds, with a vaguely Northern
European setting, a typically tumultuous feudal system, and a
default-White cast of characters. The attentive focus on wine,
while delightfully detailed, may miss the mark with underage
readers who likely do not know their cabernet from their chardonnay, yet the triteness of the plot—lost heir overthrows bad
king, restores good magic—may not impress more experienced
audiences.
A fairly standard fantasy tale featuring grapes and wrath.
(Fantasy. 14-18)

Darbon, Mel
Peachtree (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-289-5

Testing the strength of family bonds
is never easy—and lies make it even
harder.
Daunis is trying to balance her two
communities: The Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan, teen is constantly adapting,
whether she is with her Anishinaabe father’s side of the family,
the Firekeepers, or the Fontaines, her White mother’s wealthy
relatives. She has grand plans for her future, as she wants to
become a doctor, but has decided to defer her plans to go away
for college because her maternal grandmother is recovering
from a stroke. Daunis spends her free time playing hockey with
her Firekeeper half brother, Levi, but tragedy strikes, and she
discovers someone is selling a dangerous new form of meth—
and the bodies are piling up. While trying to figure out who
is behind this, Daunis pulls away from her family, covering up
where she has been and what she has been doing. While dealing with tough topics like rape, drugs, racism, and death, this
book balances the darkness with Ojibwe cultural texture and
well-crafted characters. Daunis is a three-dimensional, realistically imperfect girl trying her best to handle everything happening around her. The first-person narration reveals her internal
monologue, allowing readers to learn what’s going on in her
head as she encounters anti-Indian bias and deals with grief.
A suspenseful tale filled with Ojibwe knowledge, hockey,
and the politics of status. (Thriller. 14-18)
|
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FIREKEEPER’S DAUGHTER

Boulley, Angeline
Henry Holt (496 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-76656-4

A teen with Down syndrome runs
away to find her boyfriend when her parents forbid their relationship.
Sixteen-year-old Rose Tremayne and
her boyfriend, Jack, were made for each
other. Jack, who was born with a brain
injury, helps Rosie with reading and writing; Rosie calms his
anger issues. But after a violent outburst, Jack is sent away—
and Rosie’s parents think she should forget him. Rosie resolves
to find Jack herself, taking the train to London alone and venturing into the city’s labyrinthine subway system. As she copes
with transportation setbacks, she encounters assorted strangers—some kind and some with unsavory intentions. Though
secondary characters lack depth, Rosie’s narration sympathetically expresses her determination, frustration, and naïveté in
equal measure, and others’ patronizing and rude reactions to
her disability are sadly realistic. However, much of the plot feels
contrived. Despite Darbon’s efforts to show that Rosie is more
than her Down syndrome, she doesn’t escape being a symbol of
childlike innocence, a problematic trope. While a twist darkly
demonstrates how people with intellectual disabilities can be
targets of abuse, its execution is somewhat implausible. Portrayed primarily through Jack’s misspelled postcards and florid
prose such as “The sun came out in my head and my heart grew
wings and took me up to the moon,” the romance never quite
feels three-dimensional; the ending, though touching, is rather
pat. Most characters default to White.
An earnest but belabored story of love and cognitive disability. (author’s note) (Romance. 14-16)

HOME IS NOT
A COUNTRY

Elhillo, Safia
Make Me a World (224 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-17705-1
What happens when both the place
you come from and the place you are feel
distant and unaccepting?
These are the questions Nima sets
out to answer. A 14-year-old, workingclass, Muslim, immigrant kid raised by a single mother in suburban America—that’s Nima. They left their unnamed homeland
(contextual clues point to Sudan) in pursuit of a better life, one
that didn’t seem to find them. But Nima’s mind often wanders
back to her roots, to the Arabic songs she listens to on cassette
and old photographs of her parents—things she longs to be a
part of. At school, Nima is bullied for her accented English, her
obvious poverty, and her mother’s hijab. Haitham, the neighbor
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10 ya books to look
for in 2021
We can hope that 2021 signals
the beginning of better times, but
one thing is for certain: We’ve got
some great titles for teens coming our way. With so many riches
to choose from, here are 10 books
out early this year to pay special attention to.
Several popular authors have
new releases that revisit beloved
worlds or deliver the kinds of sto-

ries their fans enjoy.
The Hazel Wood series—The
Hazel Wood (2018) and The Night
Country (2020)—has attracted legions of followers, and with good
reason. These hypnotically dark
and alluring fantasies center on
characters from a volume of feminist fairy tales written by Althea
Proserpine, grandmother of the
protagonist, Alice. Now we get to
read the fairy tales themselves in
Tales From the Hinterland by Melissa Albert, adorned
with striking illustrations by Jim Tierney (Flatiron
Books, Jan. 12). This is a book for Hinterland fans to
dive into and relish.
Concrete Rose (Balzer + Bray/
HarperCollins, Jan. 12) is Angie
Thomas’ prequel to her phenomenal
debut, The Hate U Give (2017), which
told the story of teenager Starr Carter, who moved between her predominantly Black neighborhood and
her predominantly White private
school. This title, set years earlier in
the same neighborhood of Garden
Heights, focuses on Starr’s parents,
Maverick and Lisa, when they were teens themselves.
The added layers of insight and emotion extend this fictional world in meaningful ways.
Kate in Waiting (Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins, April
20) offers rom-com readers exactly the sort of sweet,
queer-friendly tale they have come to expect from
Becky Albertalli, who charmed the YA world with her
debut, Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda (2015). In her
132
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latest, BFFs Kate and Andy share a
love of theater as well as a crush on
the same guy from summer camp.
Which was fine when it was all hypothetical, but now the object of
their desire is going to their school,
and things are getting complicated….
Readers looking for strong female role models are in luck with
plenty of works to choose from.
Watch your screens for the Netflix adaptation of
Tess Sharpe’s latest, The Girls I’ve Been (Putnam, Jan.
26)—but in the meantime, read the
book! In a story our review calls a
“captivating, explosive, and satisfyingly queer thriller,” Nora, her girlfriend, and her ex-boyfriend are taken hostage together during a bank
robbery. In order to save them all,
Nora, whose upbringing has been
far from ordinary, must call upon
the skills she developed as a child
who was regularly forced to adopt
new identities.
The Project by Courtney Summers (Wednesday Books, Feb. 2)
taps into elements that made
2018’s Sadie a compelling breakout
hit: It’s another gripping thriller
featuring a strong girl determined
to investigate a grave injustice
and fight back against a world in
which young women are vulnerable. The Unity Project masquerades as a benevolent, even charitable organization, but student journalist Lo is aware of
its darker side after her sister gets sucked into what Lo
realizes is a cult.
The impact of sexual assault on those surrounding the victim is the focus of Joy McCullough’s We Are
the Ashes, We Are the Fire, illustrated by Maia Kobabe
(Dutton, Feb. 9). As with her critically acclaimed Blood
Water Paint (2018), about 17th-century Roman artist and
rape survivor Artemisia Gentileschi, this title shines a
powerful light on misogyny. After the man who raped
|

boy who’s more like a sibling, goes to the same school and is
Nima’s only friend. But one day Haitham is beaten up in a hate
crime, winding up in the hospital hooked up to machines. The
abyss between Nima and her mother begins to grow as Nima
learns more about her father’s absence. Elhillo’s novel, which
contains light fantastical elements, tells the story of a Muslim
girl traversing post–9/11 America with the baggage of a past she
does not yet fully understand. The vivid imagery creates a profound sensory experience, evoking intense emotions in a story
that will resonate with readers from many backgrounds.
Movingly unravels themes of belonging, Islamophobia,
and the interlocking oppressions thrust upon immigrant
women. (Verse novel. 12-18)

THE SECRET LIFE OF
KITTY GRANGER

Falksen, G.D.
Carolrhoda Lab (280 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-9796-9
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Em’s sister is set free, she throws
herself into writing about Marguerite de Bressieux, a medieval woman
who revenged her brutalized family.
These days some of the very best
adult nonfiction—groundbreaking
works that truly need no introduction—is being skillfully adapted for
younger readers.
The Beautiful Struggle (Adapted for Young Adults)
by Ta-Nehisi Coates, illustrated by
Jackie Aher (Delacorte, Jan. 12), is a
deeply intimate memoir by the National Book Award–winning journalist about growing up in Baltimore as
the sensitive, book-loving son of a
father determined to guide his children in an often hostile world.
Permanent Record (Young Read
ers Edition): How One Man Ex
posed the Truth About Government
Spying and Digital Security by Edward Snowden (Henry Holt, Feb. 9)
tells the riveting story of his transformation from loyal intelligence
employee to a man driven by his
conscience to take unprecedented
steps.
Everything You Wanted To
Know About Indians but Were
Afraid To Ask (Young Readers
Edition) by noted Ojibwe professor Anton Treuer (Levine Querido,
April 6) is a thorough, engaging,
and thought-provoking work that
takes an unflinching look at and answers questions about issues affecting Native people today.
In Notes From a Young Black
Chef (Adapted for Young Adults),
written with Joshua David Stein
(Delacorte, April 13), rising star
Kwame Onwuachi shares his remarkable story, one that embodies perseverance as he moved from
the Bronx to Nigeria to restaurants
both humble and elite while overcoming many obstacles.

Curiosity can kill a Kitty in this
swinging ’60s spy novel.
Intrigued by irregularities she observes,
16-year-old Kitty Granger stumbles onto
a secret world of spycraft in 1960s London. After a brief and brutal encounter with some bad guys,
she joins the Orchestra, an untraditional, ethnically diverse,
and welcoming group of spies and scientists—or “foreigners
and socialists,” according to their critics. White and workingclass, a shopkeeper’s daughter from the East End, Kitty is also
autistic. Swiftly trained and sent into the field to investigate a
fascist plot, Kitty capitalizes on her attention to patterns, ear
for accents, and experience with hiding her real self as she is
finally allowed to embrace her quirks as assets rather than deficits. But espionage is already dangerous, even without the risk
of sensory overload, and Kitty struggles to stay calm and safe
amid strange circumstances. With gadgets and gizmos aplenty,
daring escapes, last-minute miracles, and cinematic and crisply
described action sequences, Kitty’s adventures read like a neurodivergent, female James Bond for the junior set. The secondary characters lack complex development but deliver timely
observations such as, “Pretending that prejudice doesn’t exist
isn’t the same as not being prejudiced.” Falksen delivers a ripping read that is historically grounded, drawing a direct line
from past events to current debates over diversity, immigration,
and the eternal peril of fascism.
Nail-biting fascism-fighting featuring an atypical heroine. (author’s note, discussion guide) (Thriller. 12-18)

Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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This dark, winding novel expertly
interweaves suspense and romance.
she’s too pretty to burn

BONES OF A SAINT

Farley, Grant
Soho Teen (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-64129-117-0

A teen must protect his family from a
powerful gang in Farley’s debut.
In the summer of 1978, Arcangel Valley is ruled by the Blackjacks, a notorious
gang with deep roots in the dead-end
California town. Fifteen-year-old RJ has
other things on his mind, such as his disabled little brother,
Charley, whose unspecified foot deformity gives him a mysterious “greater purpose,” and the death of his father, a Vietnam
War veteran. But when the Blackjacks order RJ to harass the
mysterious old man who’s moved into their territory, RJ must
protect himself and his family without losing his soul. As his
attempts to outsmart the Blackjacks grow desperate and the
old man becomes a confidant, RJ unearths shocking family secrets and wrestles with his conscience and past trauma.
Though RJ confronts weighty topics—among them corruption
and redemption; the power of storytelling; and the haunting
aftermath of war—his evocative, unflinching narration keeps
the pages turning. However, the author’s heavy-handed literary
and religious symbolism, drawn from The Canterbury Tales and
Catholicism, sometimes overshadows realistic plot and character development. Charley, nearly defined by his deformity,
is barely developed despite his closeness to RJ; the ending is
somewhat far-fetched. Many characters, including RJ, appear to
be White. RJ’s best friend is brown-skinned and Latinx.
Though slightly uneven, this suspenseful coming-of-age
tale packs a punch. (Historical fiction. 16-18)

ONCE UPON A QUINCEAÑERA

Gomez-Hira, Monica
HarperTeen (432 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-06-299683-1

Being a professional princess isn’t as
glamorous as it’s cracked up to be.
Carmen Aguilar’s summer job is the
only thing standing between her and the
last credit she needs to graduate from
high school. Working as a princess for
hire at children’s birthday parties in Miami is grueling—and
goes from bad to worse when Carmen’s ex-flame, Mauro Reyes,
is hired to play the Beast to her Belle. Overwhelming awkwardness and the temptation to rehash the downfall of their relationship has Carmen on the brink of quitting when the whole
company is hired to work the quinceañera of someone with
whom Carmen is all too familiar: Ariana, her dramatic and
entitled cousin. After a major falling out almost four years ago,
the cousins and their families have barely spoken. The tías are
hoping that this quince will mend their family ties and bring
134
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them back together permanently, but Carmen can barely stand
to be in the same room as Ariana, let alone tolerate the months
of rehearsals required for the big day. Tempers fly, old wounds
are reopened, and romance is in the air as this princess endures
complex family dynamics and the infuriating attention of her
very own Prince Charming. Characters are well developed and
dialogue crackles in this energetic tale. Carmen is Cuban and
Puerto Rican, and many other characters are Latinx.
Compelling relationships and characters dazzle like a
quinceañera tiara. (Fiction. 14-18)

SHE’S TOO PRETTY
TO BURN

Heard, Wendy
Henry Holt (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-250-24675-2

A romantic, fast-paced thriller inspired
by a classic.
Things start off sweet in San Diego,
where swimmer Micaela and aspiring
photographer Veronica meet by chance
at a party and romance instantly sparks between them. After
Veronica snaps a perfect photo of camera-shy Mick, their
relationship complicates and escalates as hesitant Mick suddenly becomes the subject of Veronica’s budding photography
career. Meanwhile, the two girls engage with the local activist
scene along with Veronica’s longtime artist friend Nico, but the
stakes rise with every rebellious art installation—even leading
to death for some of those involved. Mick and Veronica pursue
their increasingly unstable relationship while parental neglect,
illegal activity, and the threat of violence set them on an escalating, dangerous path. The story unravels in colorful, electric
prose through Mick’s and Veronica’s first-person points of view,
alternating between past and present. The tension builds well,
leading to an exhilarating and twisty final third. Believable and
clever banter bounces back and forth between sympathetic
characters, and allusions to The Picture of Dorian Gray provide a
scaffold without requiring readers’ prior knowledge of the original to appreciate the story. This dark, winding novel expertly
interweaves suspense and romance. Mick is cued as White and
Veronica is Latinx; both are queer.
A wild and satisfying romp. (Thriller. 14-adult)
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PHOENIX FLAME

Holland, Sara
Bloomsbury (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5476-0382-4
Series: Havenfall, 2

y o u n g a d u lt

After Havenfall (2020), Maddie’s determined to fight the soul trade.
The defeated Silver Prince is still
out there and therefore still a threat to
the Inn at Havenfall—and so recovering
Innkeeper Marcus is focusing on stabilizing the diplomacy of
the realms’ peace summit and protecting the inn. By contrast,
Maddie searches for leads on the soul trade (captured Solarians
have parts of their souls put in silver objects to enchant them),
including visiting her mother on death row to learn the full
truth about when her adopted Solarian brother was abducted.
The story frequently circles back to an old Fiordenkill fairy tale
involving a set of armor made out of phoenix flame, a magical
substance that enables wearers to safely travel to other realms.
Though some plot elements rely on credibility-straining decisions (such as Maddie’s being allowed on a mission she’s not
qualified for) and coincidences, the expanded settings, quick
pacing, and compelling characters (with complicated emotional
ties and suspiciousness) give readers plenty of incentive to suspend their disbelief and enjoy the ride. The romantic storyline
is well incorporated into the main plot, which itself combines
multiple threads smoothly for a climax that soundly handles an
imminent problem and sets up for a changed status quo for a
next book. While many characters are not described, most who
are default to White.
Highly enjoyable, engrossing escapism. (introduction to
the Adjacent Realms, bonus chapter) (Fantasy. 12-adult)

she’ll get popular athlete Theo Grant to ask her to prom, too.
At first, Iris tests her theories of attraction on Squeak, surprising herself when new feelings emerge. But as her experiments
ramp up, Iris finds increasing success, garnering Theo’s attention while hurting Squeak in the process. She’ll have to decide
whether proving prom theory is worth the risk of losing one
of her best friends. Though Iris’ perspective is unusual and
refreshing, her laser focus on minute details and long-winded
scientific explanations slow the plot to a crawl. Romance is
reduced to clinical terms, leaving few sparks, particularly given
the flat characterization. All major characters are White.
A fun premise bogged down by minutiae. (Romance. 14-18)

PROM THEORY

LaBar, Ann
Simon & Schuster (400 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5344-6308-0
Iris sets out to prove that getting a
prom date can be engineered through
scientific methods.
Nothing about prom interests Iris
Oxtabee: She’s uncomfortable with most
people, bored by the trivialities of high
school gossip, and dislikes loud music. She has two best friends
she’s known for years: effervescent Esther Oplinger and bookish Seth Fynne, aka Squeak. They help her navigate the chaos of
high school; Iris has a nonverbal learning disability and is often
mistaken for being on the autism spectrum. As soon as the first
flyer for prom appears, Esther is eager to land a date, which
inspires Iris’ analytical mind: What if she could use science to
help Esther? Squeak is immediately sour on the idea, which
leads Iris to double down. Not only will she snag Esther a date,
|
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Ilyasah Shabazz & Tiffany D. Jackson
A NEW NOVEL ABOUT MALCOLM X, CO-WRITTEN BY HIS DAUGHTER AND
A YA AUTHOR, MAKES THE ICONIC ACTIVIST A ROLE MODEL FOR TEENS
By Laura Simeon

Ilyasah, how do you feel your father’s story speaks to
contemporary teens?
Ilyasah Shabazz: I think that what my father did is put
a mirror up to America, and the world, about injustices.
People are asking, Who is Malcolm X? because this is not
the person that I remember hearing about in school or on
the news. They’re curious because we’re seeing injustice—
young people being killed with no accountability, police
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brutality, just so many
things. His message is relevant because he spoke
truth, and truth is timeless. He predicted just
where we are right now:
He said that young people
will understand that those
who’ve been in power have
misused it. They’re ready
to roll up their sleeves and
make change, do the work
that is necessary. He would Tiffany D. Jackson
never back down from truth—contrary to what has been
written and said, my father had great integrity.

Tiffany D. Jackson

Shala W. Graham Photography

The Awakening of Malcolm X (Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, Jan. 5), based on
the life of the legendary
activist, was co-authored
by his daughter Ilyasah
Shabazz—a speaker, educator, and youth advocate—and YA author Tiffany D. Jackson, a Coretta
Scott King–John Steptoe
New Talent Award winner.
Ilyasah Shabazz
The novel prompts readers to directly connect Malcolm X’s activism with presentday injustices. By focusing on the radical transformation
he underwent during six years of imprisonment in his 20s,
the book shows a young man on a journey of awakening to
the systemic inequalities affecting him and his fellow inmates. This portrait of a man known for his unwavering
commitment to speaking the truth, regardless of the cost,
is deeply moving and powerfully relevant today. Shabazz,
who as a 2-year-old was present when her father was assassinated, spoke with me over Zoom from her home in
Westchester County, New York, and Jackson answered
questions via email; the conversations have been edited for
length and clarity.

What do you hope teens will take away from reading the
book?
IS: That intergenerational dialogue is important, the information that elders give to young people. It’s because of
that that Malcolm was able to always be retrospective, to
reflect on his time with his dad, his mom, his siblings, and
remember their tutelage. Also understanding that Malcolm didn’t go to jail and miraculously become Malcolm
X. He became Malcolm X because of the foundation that
his parents provided. The importance of self-love, seeing
yourself as a global citizen, seeing yourself as a member of
humanity, the interconnectedness. And understanding the
importance of literature, of history. Malcolm read everything you can imagine. He always had a book, even when
he was on the streets of Harlem.
Why did you choose to focus on this time, when your
father came to understand hard truths about society
through his experience of the prison system?
IS: I wanted to make sure that we could understand the
|

humanity of young people finding themselves in a tight
spot. I wanted to make sure that we were able to look at
inmates, not from the perspective of [crime] but looking
at their humanity and understanding that certainly they’re
crying, certainly they’re afraid, and sometimes even innocent. Bryan Stevenson, who is one of my heroes, said, we
will not be judged on how we treat the rich and celebrated, we will be judged on how we treat the poor and the incarcerated. The course that I teach [at John Jay College
of Criminal Justice] is Perspectives on Justice in the Africana World. America holds the highest population in prison in the world; 32% of the U.S. population is represented
by African Americans and Latinos compared with 56% of
the incarcerated population. The 13th Amendment allows
the unpaid labor of prisoners, making the current prison
industrial complex an extension of slavery and police controls an extension of slave patrols.

How did you choose Tiffany D. Jackson as your collaborator on the project?
IS: She came from TV [and] film, so I figured she’s going
to be a visualist. This is really important, because one of
the things I like to do in my books is make sure that you
can see the story. I knew that she was a risk taker, that she
did not bite her tongue. She was just so wonderful to work
with; I feel so honored that I had the opportunity to work
with her. We talked about the kind of story that I wanted
to focus on: I needed to make sure that Malcolm wasn’t
looked at as a criminal, that we understood who he was before he was incarcerated.

What were some of the challenges in writing about this
complex individual whom readers probably know less
well than other Black activists?
TDJ: I think the first challenge was to remind people how
young Malcolm was during this period of his life. That he
was very much still a kid who lost his way briefly. His development is considered “controversial” compared to some
other activists, but I think that’s what makes the best type
of example for kids: knowing mistakes can open a lane for
greatness. His awakening is both raw and inspiring.
Did your feelings about Malcolm X change over the
course of writing this book?
TDJ: There were so many instances where I had such astounding aha moments while reading some of his speeches
and following his journey. But surprisingly, what stuck out
to me the most was learning personal factoids, like his love
of strawberry ice cream. We sometimes forget that a man
that seems so [much like a] superman and leaves us so awestruck is really just that, a man, a human. That we all are.

y o u n g a d u lt

You must have drawn on a lot of family stories.
IS: I thought about my nephew, who had a similar experience. It made it easier to come up with dialogue. Also,
my aunt Hilda used to tell me so many stories about those
days and how she felt after the Autobiography [of Malcolm
X, written with Alex Haley] was completed and, reading
it, how she felt [about] the image of her parents in the
book. It was important for her that people knew that her
father was the chapter president of [the Universal Negro
Improvement Association]; that Marcus Garvey would
come to their home; that her mother didn’t have a nervous
breakdown [but was forcibly sectioned]—a lot of things.
So, I wanted to make sure that all of the information that
my aunt Hilda had shared, as well as my uncles Wilfred and
Wesley, was included.

litical climate, and setting to ground the characters. Once
you have the established facts, you apply emotions, drive,
hunger…which are timeless needs. I also reread Kekla
Magoon’s X: A Novel [co-authored with Shabazz in 2015]
to nail down the voice and watched a ton of Malcolm’s
speeches and documentaries to capture his wit.

Is there anything else that you would like to share?
TDJ: When writing this, I thought about the countless
boys I’ve met in detention centers and tried to put myself
in their shoes. How can we help inspire them by injecting
Malcolm’s passion through the page?
The Awakening of Malcolm X received a starred review in the
Nov. 15, 2020, issue.

Tiffany, what is your process in writing historical novels?
Tiffany D. Jackson: The trick is to rely on the news, po|
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Readers will be gripped by the drama of past
events that offer present-day lessons.
a time of fear

A TIME OF FEAR
America in the Era of
Red Scares and Cold
War
Marrin, Albert
Knopf (320 pp.)
$24.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-525-64429-3

This history built around the rise and decline of the Communist Party of the United States of America is a case study in
what happens when ideologies clash.
Developing the thesis that ideologies, no matter their
actual tenets, tend to promote intolerance, injustice, and
lockstep thinking, Marrin charts in his usual thoroughly documented way the upheavals in this country’s political and social
climates between the Bolshevik Revolution and the meteoric
rise and fall of Joseph McCarthy. He focuses particularly on the
role of the CPUSA, characterizing it as an organization of idealists who, he asserts, did promote pacifism, women’s rights, and
racial equality—if only to cause disruption and ease the spread
of Communism—while turning stubbornly away from the brutal realities of Soviet society under Stalin (“…truly a monster,”
the author writes with characteristic verve, “among the worst
two or three humans who ever lived”). But, amid accounts of
watershed events from Red Scares in 1919 and in the 1940s-’50s
to the trials of the Scottsboro Boys, of rampant midcentury
Soviet espionage, and the homophobic Lavender Scare purges
of the McCarthy era, he also presents an only slightly less critical view of how anti-communism spurred government, business, the press, and organizations from the KKK to the ACLU
to react (often badly) to the perceived threat. Readers will be
gripped by the drama of past events that offer present-day lessons. Illustrations include photographs and printed propaganda.
Absorbing, comprehensive, and timely. (notes, selected
sources) (Nonfiction. 14-18)

OUR LAST ECHOES

Marshall, Kate Alice
Viking (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-593-11362-2

A search for her long-lost mother
leads Sophia to a mysterious island where
the mist hides supernatural secrets.
Eighteen-year-old Sophia Novak grew
up in foster care after her mother allegedly died when she was 3. But after a girl
named Abby Ryder contacts her out of the blue asking questions about her connection to Bitter Rock—a remote island off
the coast of Alaska and the site of several previous disappearances—Sophia talks her way into an internship studying birds
at the island’s research center. Upon arriving, she’s immediately
warned of the danger of going out in the mist. She teams up
with Abby and Liam Kapoor, the son of one of the researchers,
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as they investigate myriad strange phenomena, from Sophia’s
reflection—which does not accurately match her—to the
appearance of an ominous six-winged beast. Filled with chilling
moments, Marshall’s fantastically immersive narrative is peppered with documentary-style transcriptions of audio and video
recordings—including flashbacks that slowly tease out the
story of what happened the night Sophia’s mother disappeared.
Occasional interviews with paranormal researcher Dr. Ashford
contain a thread that connects to Marshall’s Rules for Vanishing
(2019). Sophia is White; the supporting cast is broadly diverse.
Beautifully haunting and sure to keep readers up all night.
(Horror. 14-18)

HOTHOUSE EARTH
The Climate Crisis and
the Importance of Carbon
Neutrality

McPherson, Stephanie Sammartino
Twenty-First Century/Lerner (136 pp.)
$37.32 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-7917-0

This overview of the climate crisis
and possibilities for saving planet Earth
takes a wide view.
Chapter 1 opens with the story of Constance Okollet, a
young Ugandan woman whose home and family’s health were
ravaged by floods in 2007. This disaster led Okollet to meetings
where she learned about climate change and was appalled to
discover that her nation’s suffering was caused by the wealthier
countries’ industries. After engaging readers through this story,
McPherson then introduces the effects of the Industrial Revolution on the Earth, what scientists say about tipping points
in climate change, and possible trajectories for the future of
the planet. Chapters 2 through 6 go into more detail about
the impact of climate change; political initiatives, as well as
obstruction and inaction; possible options for stabilizing Earth;
and the intertwined nature of social justice and climate issues.
The final two chapters address possible adaptations, stories
of specific youth activists, and steps individuals can take to
reduce their carbon footprints. Each chapter includes color
photographs and full-page profiles of notable individuals. The
page design is easy on the eyes, and the clearly marked sections
within chapters make for convenient browsing. The writing is
well cited, though the extensive use of dates and numbers make
for a somewhat laborious read at times.
Brief but tightly packed with current information; a
strong choice. (timeline, glossary, source notes, selected bibliography, further information, index, photo credits) (Nonfiction. 12-18)
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FRAGILE REMEDY

Mora, Maria Ingrande
Flux (400 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-63583-056-9

ALL OUR HIDDEN GIFTS

O’Donoghue, Caroline
Walker US/Candlewick (384 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5362-1394-2
An Irish teen grapples with past misdeeds and newfound ties to magic.
When 16-year-old Maeve discovers a
deck of tarot cards stashed with a mixtape of moody indie music from 1990,
she starts giving readings for her classmates at her all-girls private school. Though her shame over
dumping her strange friend Lily during an attempt to climb the
social ladder at St. Bernadette’s is still palpable, it doesn’t stop
her from trying to use the tarot in her favor to further this goal.
However, after speaking harsh words to Lily during a reading,
Maeve is horrified when her former friend later disappears. As
she struggles to understand the forces at play within her, classmate Fiona proves to be just the friend Maeve needs. Detailed,
interesting characters carry this contemporary story of competing energy and curses. Woven delicately throughout are chillingly eerie depictions of the Housekeeper, a figure who shows
|

SING ME FORGOTTEN

Olson, Jessica S.
Inkyard Press (336 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-335-14794-3

Magic and music blend in this gender-flipped fantasy take on The Phantom
of the Opera.
Seventeen-year-old Isda lives and
lurks in the shadows, catwalks, and
crypts of the Channe Opera House of
Vaureille. Discarded at birth and raised in secret by the calculating Cyril Bardin, Isda helps her adoptive father and the opera by
manipulating audience members’ memories through her forbidden gravoir magic. Unlike the indentured fendoirs who legally
extract memories as an elixir—sometimes leaving the poor as
Memoryless husks—all gravoirs are supposed to be executed at
birth, a legacy of the bloody and brief revolution led by three
much-mythologized gravoir women, Les Trois. Redheaded Isda
has facial disfigurements like all gravoirs and fendoirs, hidden
beneath masks that they are forced to wear in public; Isda has
adorned hers with sparkling crystals and raven feathers. But the
songs of Emeric Rodin, a newly arrived and lowly cleaning boy,
stir Isda’s magic and interest, and she begins to tutor him while
also fearing addiction to the memories she takes from him. Singing, masquerades, organ music, and chandeliers ensue, elements
as indebted to Andrew Lloyd Webber as Gaston Leroux. With
Isda, debut author Olson offers a complex and nuanced character who both suffers persecution and commits monstrous acts,
pitting typical teenage insecurities against mind-altering powers. Most characters read as White.
A well-choreographed, updated take on a melodramatic
classic. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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A genetically engineered boy struggles to survive a dystopia and win over
the boy he adores.
Nate was manufactured to be a commodity. When lung-rot threatened the
upper echelon of Gathos City, GEMs
(Genetically Engineered Medi-tissue) like Nate were bioengineered for their restorative blood. Nate’s parents refused to let
the privileged class vampirically use him, and they smuggled him
out of Gathos—dying in the process. Liberated but orphaned,
Nate faces other threats: GEMs die without a special remedy,
and a street gang hunts GEMs to harvest them. So Nate conceals his genetics for self-preservation and to prevent the merry
band of misfits he lives with from being accused of unwittingly
harboring him. Plus, the head of those misfits, Reed, is the most
beautiful boy Nate has ever wanted to kiss. Grit, grime, and steampunk tinkering define a landscape that could easily serve Oliver Twist or Blade Runner. Acts of terrorism, conflicting castes,
and meals of rotted fruit underscore the struggle. But there’s
beauty in the connectivity Nate’s band of friends find in surviving together. This is a dystopian labyrinth leading to love, with
minotaurs in the form of murder, drug fiends, and the raw need
to survive. Nate has golden-brown skin, love interest Reed has
dark-brown skin, and their friend Sparks is cued as trans.
A boy-loves-boy dystopian fantasy for anyone needing a
heartbreaking thrill. (Fantasy. 14-17)

up on an extra card in the deck, echoing the White Lady legend
from Irish folklore. Even more disturbing is an organization
of young people led by a homophobic but charismatic figurehead intent on provoking backlash against Ireland’s recent civil
rights victories. Most characters are White; Fiona is biracial,
with a Filipina mother and White Irish father. Roe, Maeve’s
love interest and Lily’s sibling, is a bisexual, genderqueer person
who is a target for intolerance in their small city of Kilbeg.
An immersive tale of brave, vulnerable teens facing
threats both real and fantastic. (Paranormal. 14-18)
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THE LAKE

Preston, Natasha
Delacorte (384 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-593-12497-0
Two teens with a dark secret return
to their old summer camp.
Childhood friends Esme and Kayla
can’t wait to return to Camp Pine Lake
as counselors-in-training, ready to try
everything they couldn’t do when they
were younger: find cute boys, stay up late, and sneak out after
hours. Even Andy, their straight-laced supervisor, can’t dampen
their excitement, especially after they meet the crushworthy
Olly and Jake. An intuitive 17-year-old, Esme is ready to jump in
and teach her cute little campers. But when a threatening message appears, Esme and Kayla realize the secret they’ve kept hidden for nearly a decade is no longer safe. Paranoia and fear soon
cause Esme and Kayla to revisit their ominous secret and realize that nobody in the camp can be trusted. The slow buildup
of suspense and the use of classic horror elements contrast
with lighthearted camp activities, bonding with new friends,
and budding romance. Similarly, Esme’s first-person point of
view allows for increased tension and action as well as offering
insight into her emotional and mental well-being. Discussions
of adulthood, trauma, and recovery are subtle and realistic, but
acts of sexism and machismo aren’t fully analyzed. While the
strong buildup of action comes late, it leads to a shockingly satisfying finale. Major characters are White.
An eerie thriller reminiscent of summer horror movies
that will keep readers on edge. (Thriller. 12-16)

WHOLE GIRL
Live Vibrantly, Love Your
Entire Self, and Make Friends
With Food

Radinsky, Sadie
Illus. by Szamosi, Sofia
Sounds True (224 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-68364-570-2

The 18-year-old founder of WholeGirl.com shares advice
and recipes that encourage readers to fully embrace their whole
selves.
Each chapter is organized into three parts aimed at connecting readers to a different mood or way of being, with the
goals of honoring and appreciating oneself, living more mindfully, and increasing awareness of harmful societal messages
around food and bodies. Each chapter’s mood is framed as a
way of being (e.g., “Be Loving,” “Be Unsure,” “Be Mad”) connected to issues faced by young women and offering ways to
use that mood to overcome challenges. Exercises suited to the
mood—yoga, dancing, and even tree climbing—are presented
as pleasurable acts of self-care. Concluding each chapter are
140
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recipes that aim to remove the shame surrounding enjoyment
of sweet treats. The paleo, gluten-free, and dairy-free recipes
are loosely connected to the chapter’s mood (nutritional information is not provided). Approachable and engaging, Radinsky
exudes best friend vibes; it’s no wonder she is a popular blogger
and podcaster. Although the title indicates young women are
the primary audience, the author acknowledges that gender is a
spectrum and welcomes all readers, regardless of identity. Pastel-colored sketches of women of varied skin tones and a range
of body sizes as well as full-color photographs of each recipe
and photos of the author, who is thin and White, demonstrating the exercises enhance the text.
A useful, accessible self-help guide. (notes, resources,
recipe index) (Self-help. 12-18)

AMERICAN BETIYA

Rajurkar, Anuradha D.
Knopf (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-984897-15-2

When Indian American 18-year-old
Rani catches tattooed art student Oliver
checking her out, she thinks she must be
imagining it; boys haven’t been romantically interested in her.
Even though Rani’s traditional Indian
immigrant parents have made it clear that she is not allowed to
date, when Oliver, a White boy, asks her out, she says yes, launching herself into what feels like a perfect high school romance.
Even Rani’s cynical best friend, Kate, approves of the relationship—an endorsement that helps Rani convince herself that
sneaking around with Oliver is worth it. But as the two grow
closer, and as Oliver’s troubled family life spirals out of control, he begins to ask more from Rani than she is able to give
and to exhibit troublingly racist attitudes and behaviors that
Rani finds increasingly difficult to ignore. Eventually, she finds
herself struggling to balance the demands of Oliver and her
parents, all the while trying to be true to herself. Rani demonstrates greater awareness of intersectionality in a U.S. context
than she does of her status in regard to her family’s high-caste
Hindu identity, perhaps reflecting her upbringing within a tight
immigrant social circle. Rani and Oliver’s passion is well written, and Rani’s spirited and honest voice authentically leads
readers through the challenges and thrills of an interracial and
cross-cultural teen romance. This heartbreaking love story is a
strong debut and an entertaining read.
An interracial teen romance that unflinchingly tackles
racism and patriarchy. (Fiction. 14-18)
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A page-turning exploration of the perils of social
media and the complexities of sexuality.
follow your arrow

EVERYTHING THAT BURNS

Trelease, Gita
Flatiron Books (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-29555-2
Series: Enchanteé, 2

FOLLOW YOUR ARROW

Verdi, Jessica
Scholastic (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-64046-5

Known to their fans as #Cevie, CeCe
and Silvie are girlfriends and teen fashion
influencers on an Instagram-like app.
However, bisexual CeCe’s online and
real-life worlds are upended when Silvie
ends their relationship and CeCe soon
finds herself attracted to a boy from whom she keeps her online
life a secret. For more than two years, CeCe has followed Silvie’s
lead, to the point of squelching her own political voice to amass
followers, likes, and sponsorships. CeCe, who lives with her
mother and is estranged from her conservative father, admits
she is addicted to social media and worries about losing followers and navigating cancel culture. When she meets Josh, an
internet-shunning violinist who goes to a different Cincinnati
|

YOU DON’T HAVE TO
BE EVERYTHING
Poems for Girls
Becoming Themselves

Ed. by Whitney, Diana
Illus. by González, Cristina &
Mockford, Kate & Singleton, Stephanie
Workman (176 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5235-1099-3
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As the French Revolution burns its
way through history, Camille Durbonne
and her friends must carve their path to
survival in this sequel to All That Glitters
(2019), originally released as Enchantée.
In a Paris in the throes of social and political change, Camille
and her sister, Sophie, now have a safe house and the riches that
allow them to live freely. For Camille, that means turning away
from the magic that nearly destroyed their lives to become a
printer like her father, producing successful pamphlets that give
voice to less fortunate girls. Camille still yearns for that magic,
but giving in may cost her not only the love of Lazare, the balloonist who has her heart, but her own life when the king, supported by the revolutionaries, declares all magicians traitors
to France. Suddenly her beloved Paris is the most dangerous
place for Camille and her friends to be. This novel features an
enchanting group of characters and a thoughtful thread about
Camille’s progressive understanding of how her identity cannot be divorced from her magic. But as the alternate history
focuses on the persecution of elite magicians, it undermines
the complexities of the French Revolution and both its hopes
and horrors. Both the main characters’ laughable plot to save
the magicians as well as one-note villains further weaken the
story. Most main characters are White; Camille’s beau Lazare is
brown-skinned, with French and Indian heritage.
Fizzles into a pat denouement instead of igniting fiery
readerly devotion. (glossary, historical note) (Historical fantasy.
14-18)

high school, she decides to hide her online fame while exploring her feelings for him. The novel frames solid debates about
the pros and cons of social media in believable dialogue while
app posts at the end of every chapter cleverly illustrate what
is happening in CeCe’s online life. In this first-person novel,
the personal and political issues around CeCe’s bisexuality are
deftly handled. Typical high school experiences like prom and
awkward encounters with exes are seamlessly woven into the
plot—with a rainbow twist. CeCe and Josh are White; Silvie is
Mexican American.
A page-turning exploration of the perils of social media
and the complexities of sexuality. (Fiction. 13-18)

An engrossing, comforting collection of poetry depicting the challenging experiences of the
transition from girlhood to womanhood.
Ranging from the sharp and sentimental to the carefree and
unbound, this anthology of poems is divided into sections based
on themes such as loneliness, rage, shame, sadness, and belonging, among others. Contributors include many established
greats such as Maya Angelou, Margaret Atwood, Joy Harjo,
Naomi Shihab Nye, Mary Oliver, and Elizabeth Acevedo as well
as some newer voices who will be familiar from Instagram. In
the inspired introduction, editor Whitney emphasizes that the
themes should not prescribe or dictate what readers take from
any one poem. While highlighting the subjectivity and distinctiveness of poetry’s impact, the overarching theme of female
experience is infused in every stanza. The chorus of diverse
voices will show readers that there is community in some of the
most difficult and common feelings girls and women will have.
Through the sharing of truths, uncertainties, and insecurities,
readers will likely find poems that resonate with them. Bold
and varied color illustrations complement the poems, adding a
modern look and feel to the presentation of the verses. This collection feels like a gift, a pep talk, a shoulder to cry on, and, most
of all, a mirror that will captivate its audience.
A helpful companion for young women navigating a
spectrum of complex emotions. (creator biographies) (Poetry.
13-18)
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Mouthwatering descriptions will have readers
searching for the nearest Asian bakery.
a taste for love

IF UR STABBY

Windness, Kaz
Illus. by the author
Hermes Press (96 pp.)
$24.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-61345-205-9
Not all unicorns are full of sunshine,
magic, and smiles; some are surly, sarcastic, and hostile.
Stabby, a stout, churlish, teal-colored
unicorn, stars in this collection of stand-alone cartoons, paneled strips, reimagined tarot cards, and funny re-imaginings of
iconic images, such as Vermeer’s Girl With a Pearl Earring featuring Stabby with a bloody horn and an eye dangling from his ear.
Starting with the “Stabginnings” and a darker rendition of “If
You’re Happy and You Know It,” the tone is set as readers see
Stabby through a series of job fails such as balloon seller ruining the merchandise or team-building coach whose horn proves
deathly in trust falls. A dejected looking Stabby walks through
a grocery store stocked with cereals like “Infeerios” and “Shredded Mini Dreams.” Stabby is often gender ambiguous but is
noted as the father of assorted hybrid horned zoo animals. In a
nod to current events, the irascible unicorn appears as a writer,
literally juggling lots of plates when Pandemic, a red-eyed
panda, shows up, smashing them all. This collection leans into
the macabre—the number of skewered eyes alone is unfathomable—and the gallows humor could easily make it a cult favorite.
The color illustrations have verve and energy, perfectly matching the mood of the collection.
An expression of our dark inner demons that is both
hilarious and cathartic. (Graphic humor. 14-adult)

love not only through the romance storyline, but also in the
push-pull dynamic between immigrant parents and their children, moments of sisterly banter and bonding, and bubble tea
shared between best friends. Mouthwatering descriptions
of steamed buns, matcha cookies, and other treats sprinkled
throughout the novel will have readers searching for the nearest
Asian bakery. Main characters are Taiwanese American.
Scrumptious. (Romance. 13-18)

A TASTE FOR LOVE

Yen, Jennifer
Razorbill/Penguin (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-11752-1
High school senior Liza Yang is used
to her mother’s matchmaking schemes,
but her latest strategy takes the cake.
Liza is flattered when her mother
invites her to be a judge for the annual
Yin and Yang Bakery and Restaurant’s
Junior Baking Competition, which began as a way to promote
her parents’ business. However, her happiness turns into frustration when she discovers her mother’s ulterior motive: She’s
handpicking contestants in order to find a nice Asian boy for
Liza. The only upside is that Liza is certain she can rule out
two of the contestants as suitors. Easygoing Ben Chan is dating Liza’s best friend, Grace, and handsome but reserved James
Wong, his cousin, left a poor impression on Liza at their first
meeting. When James takes the lead in the competition and
reveals an unexpectedly thoughtful side, Liza finds herself
reconsidering her opinion of him. This is a story that highlights
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Baran, Jack
Self (347 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Sep. 29, 2020
979-8-69-203095-5

GRINNIN’ LIKE A JACKASS EATIN’ BRIARS by Jeff Batton........ 144
THE COLDNESS OF OBJECTS by Panayotis Cacoyannis................145
ELDRITCH SPARKS by Whitney Hill................................................150
HOURGLASS by Daniel James...........................................................152
PRAIRIE SONATA by Sandy Shefrin Rabin......................................156

HOURGLASS

James, Daniel
Self (378 pp.)
$10.99 paper | $0.99 e-book | Sep. 21, 2020
979-8-68-891068-1
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THE $22.50 MAN by Richard Voorhees............................................159

An out-of-work cameraman spends a
revealing couple of days with his reticent
father in this novel.
New Yorker Andy Silver’s 30th birthday won’t likely go on record as his favorite. His wife, Georgette, is leaving him, and his father, Al, wants
Andy to chauffeur him around Manhattan for “important matters.” It’s been more than a year since Andy has spoken to Al,
who lives in Florida, and he’s surprised at the airport to see
that his father looks unwell. One item on Al’s agenda is for his
business, which is primarily servicing water tanks. But nearly
everything else is a shocking revelation for his son, including
what Al is carrying in his attaché case and what he has in a safe
deposit box. Al hasn’t exactly been an open book; Andy knows
very little about his father’s tours in Vietnam. And now Al has
a bevy of secrets, and many, like his extramarital affairs, are not
necessarily things Andy wants to know. Meanwhile, the men’s
spouses appear in concurrent narratives. Georgette returns to
her home country of France for a less-than-happy reunion with
her estranged mother. Al’s wife, Ruth, who claims she’s at a spa,
is actually with a group of activists in New York state. They’re
protesting about a treatment plant that is reputedly dumping
fracking wastewater, and rather than merely picket, some opt
for an act of civil disobedience—chaining themselves to a gate.
Even as the main characters’ lives ultimately reconnect, there
may still be emotional distances to overcome.
Baran’s tale is a potent character study. While Andy is
taken aback by what he learns about his father, readers discover even more about the four central characters via backstories. For example, Georgette is a model who spent six
months at a rehab center for drugs and may also suffer a sex
addiction. These fairly somber backstories make for a bleak
narrative, made even more so by their plausibility. Every
character is flawed, and none of Al’s revelations are absurd or
far-fetched. In fact, perhaps the most stunning secret is one
Andy has known and harbored for a long time. Dry humor
does offer a bit of relief, such as Al’s tendency to offend people. After watching a woman pick up after her dog, he pointlessly remarks: “Great exercise.” At the same time, the author
doesn’t entirely saturate his novel in hopelessness. In the case
of Andy and Georgette’s split, it’s apparent there’s still love
between them and that a reconciliation is a possibility. The
143

singular
works
Some of Indieland’s best books are
works of nonfiction that consider narrow topics—the benefits of boredom,
a guide to important sites in Sikh history in Pakistan, the work of a “behavior
change designer” (more on that below).
Indie editors hope to see more of such
well-considered passion projects in 2021.
Andreas Elpidorou, a philosophy
professor at the University of Louisville,
examines the upsides of boredom, frustration, anticipation, and the like in Propelled. For example: “Boredom emphasizes what it disrupts or takes away. It
forces us to see things anew,” observes
Elpidorou. Our reviewer says the author
makes “a strong and ultimately persuasive case that when life gives you lemons,
you should simply value the lemons—a
counterintuitive argument, to be sure,
but one that the author convincingly
backs up over the course of his book.”
In The Sikh Heritage, Dalvir S. Pannu, who is both the author and photographer, portrays Pakistan’s Sikh shrines and
holy places in glorious detail. “Over the
course of 400-plus pages, the work covers Pakistani sites in Sheikhupura, Kasur, Nanakana Sahib, Narowal, and Lahore,” says our reviewer. “In each chapter, the author pairs historical mentions
of the place and shrine at hand with
photos of its current appearance, and
the juxtapositions between past and
present often result in a compelling dissonance….And the juxtaposition is ultimately spellbinding.”
Our reviewer has high praise for Engaged: Designing For Behavior Change by Amy M. Bucher. “ ‘Behavior change designer’
may well become a widely recognized
job title thanks to this breakthrough
work. Bucher, who describes herself as a
psychologist applying her knowledge to
the design of behaviorally based digital
experiences, has created a volume that
is absorbing, timely, and (not surprisingly) impeccably designed….Destined to
become a seminal work on innovative
digital design.”
Karen Schechner is the vice president of Kirkus Indie.
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final act spins off into a touch of violence and legal trouble,
though Baran’s gradual introduction of certain narrative elements (for example, Ruth’s protesting plan and someone’s
handgun) makes these seem inevitable. The author’s prose is
unadorned but concise, especially character descriptions. At
one point, Al meets a woman in Italy: “Susan divorced a starter
husband and married a rich widower for whom she worked.
They had two children. After he died, she decided that no man
would ever control her again.”
An absorbing, sometimes grim look at a family’s darker side.

GRINNIN’ LIKE A
JACKASS EATIN’ BRIARS
Batton, Jeff with Napoleon,
Landon J.
Self (242 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Dec. 6, 2020
978-1-7348774-2-7

An adoptee discusses his struggles
to conform in the American South and
his difficulties coming to terms with his
sexual identity in this memoir.
Born in Savannah, Georgia, in 1963, Batton was raised on a
700-acre peanut and tobacco farm. As a child, he recalls having
a “Tom Sawyer existence,” although he had a fraught relationship with his adoptive father, whom he describes as a bigot and
a “well-mannered racist.” By the age of 8, the author was already
aware of his fascination with the male body but had no concept of gay sexuality. Growing older, he felt it necessary to disguise his “gayness,” but this changed after entering LaGrange
College as a theater major; his life became a “blur of bars and
boys.” Batton’s life changed again while attending a church
service. He experienced a moment of epiphany, believing God
had delivered him from being gay. The autobiography details
the author’s attempts to “look inconspicuous in the straight
world,” which involved marriage, fatherhood, and a passionate
drive to help the poor. The last led him to work in outreach
programs in Hong Kong and London. Written with Napoleon,
who helped the author get the “story to paper,” this compelling
first-person account chronicles Batton’s coming to terms with
his identity as both an adoptee and a gay man. Elements of his
life are desperately sad yet recounted with a brisk frankness.
Regarding school, he notes: “If I could keep everyone laughing, then no one would call me a faggot. I shifted my entire
persona to try to fit in and never be the last kid picked for kickball.” Batton also bravely owns up to deflecting attention away
from himself by deriding others: “I was the personification of
a shrike, a gruesome little creature that seemed to derive pleasure and sustenance from the slow feeding on others.” His use
of language is modestly elegant, and while some readers may
argue that he overuses similes, they inject a delightful levity
throughout: “Grandfather was meaner than a wet hen in a rainstorm.” From recounting his endeavors to find his birth mother
to describing his struggles with fatherhood, Batton presents

Cacoyannis’ elegant and tenderly observant prose
captures how individual lives interconnect.
the coldness of objects

THE COLDNESS
OF OBJECTS

a richly textured autobiography—readers grappling with their
own sexuality may well relate to his journey of self-discovery.
A captivatingly candid and sharply written account of a
gay adoptee’s odyssey.

THE GODDESS PAGES
36 Divine Females To Guide
You to More Love, Success,
and Happiness
Brockway, Laurie Sue
Goddess Communications (334 pp.)
$13.33 paper | $0.99 e-book
Sep. 27, 2020
978-1-941630-20-4

A gay man questions Britain’s repressive new political regime in this satirical,
speculative novel by Cacoyannis, author
of Finger of an Angel (2019).
The year is 2030, and 70-year-old
Englishman Anthony Pablo Rubens
is about to receive an unexpected special delivery that could
change the course of his life. It’s a summons informing him that
he’s been selected for “Museum Service”—and he doesn’t know
exactly what that entails. It turns out to be a scheme introduced
by the Government Party, which came to power in the United
Kingdom with a landslide victory in 2024 in the wake of a viral
pandemic that “exhausted the world.” The Party offered simple
and deadly solutions, inciting racial hatred and promising the
abolition of a trial by jury. Museum Service, it’s revealed, involves
uprooting Anthony’s life—possessions and all—and exhibiting
him in a cubicle in the People’s Museum, where party members
can observe him going about a daily routine. The narrative flips
back half a century to show Anthony as a young man navigating
London’s gay scene; one night he has a chance encounter with
Joe Devin, who will later become a Government Party minister.
The novel also describes Anthony’s loving relationship with his
ailing partner, Malcolm, and his closeness to his sister Eunice,
whose political leanings echo those of their grandfather, who
fought against Franco during the Spanish Civil War. Things
become tense when Anthony’s inquisitiveness results in his
being labeled a “pedant” by the government and when he learns
that Eunice was similarly summoned shortly before her death.
Immediate comparison will be made with the work of
George Orwell, whose work is specifically referenced: “Mr
Rubens suddenly felt terribly alone, living unloved and unnoticed in a nightmare worse than 1984.” However, this is by no
means an ersatz rewrite of a literary classic. Cacoyannis tells
a story that feels both fresh and alarming in how it identifies and amplifies concerns of our time, as when it shows life
becoming anodyne as a consequence of surveillance: “bioelectric cars whizzed past with hardly a sound, at set speeds that
could not be exceeded. Cyclists only cycled in the designated
lanes. Smart phones weren’t so smart any more, but threatened
to be smart enough to spy.” For the author, love is the antidote
to a complicit society rendered indifferent to authoritarian rule.
Cacoyannis’ elegant and tenderly observant prose captures how
individual lives interconnect: “Anthony’s ‘gift’ seemed to always
cast life in a shadow, Malcolm’s was to inundate its mysteries
with light.” In previous works, the author has painstakingly created psychologically complex casts of characters, but he doesn’t
apply the same level of detail to the minor players here. This
is less important, however, because in this novel, the primary
focus is excavating the horrors of a society rather than the
internal worlds of diverse individuals. Overall, Cacoyannis has
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A reverend offers a how-to guide for
unleashing one’s inner goddess.
Brockway opens her discussion by analyzing the Garden of
Eden from alternative perspectives, reframing the biblical Eve
as a liberator. She then presents her views on 36 female spiritual figures, each of whom, she says, offers women pathways
to fulfilling their potential, divided into five categories: “SelfEmpowerment and Strength,” “Love and Romance,” “Family Life and Friendship,” “Work and Finances,” and “Play and
Lightheartedness.” These heroes include famous goddesses,
such as Venus, representing self-appreciation, and Isis, channeling the healing of relationships, as well as lesser-known figures, such as White Buffalo Calf Woman, symbolizing sacred
female leadership, and Brigid, embodying creativity and inspiration. Brockway also includes Christian religious figures, such
as the Virgin Mary, Mary Magdalene, and Saint Térèse, uniting
them through themes of female encouragement and strength.
Brockway ultimately offers a book about self-love, encouraging women to connect with a more genuine sense of beauty and
power than mainstream media offers. Brockway offers a diverse
pantheon, including divine women from Asia, Africa, and
northern Europe, and she adds a practical element to an otherwise esoteric work, proposing self-care activities to help one
“connect” with these divines, including affirmations, mantras,
healing baths, runes, and meditations. Furthermore, Brockway’s work uses accessible language that adds color and humor
to the narrative, bringing the goddesses to life. That said, this is
not a history text, and much of the content is focused on simply portraying the goddesses as symbols of feminine inspiration.
Some readers may also find the largely heteronormative tone
lacking in inclusivity. For the most part, however, readers are
likely to enjoy Brockway’s affirmative text.
An often engaging book that uses wit and wisdom to connect women to a sense of divinity.

Cacoyannis, Panayotis
Self (269 pp.)
$2.99 e-book | Jan. 1, 2021
979-8-56-036884-5
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written a thoroughly gripping novel, using the rhetoric of a reallife pandemic to fashion a chilling vision of an abnormal “new
normal” to come.
An intriguing, timely, and terrifying portent of life after
Covid-19.

LETTER FROM BELLEAU WOOD

Cheatham, Mary Lou
Southeast Media Productions (248 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Nov. 12, 2020
978-1-888141-75-7

A group of young people grow up in
the shadow of World War I in this historical novel.
This seventh book in Cheatham’s
Covington Chronicles focuses primarily on four characters: a young woman
named Trudy; her first love, Jeremy; her brother, Will; and
his friend Lance. In a series of interconnected vignettes, the
author explores this quartet’s coming-of-age during a tumultuous time. Trudy and Jeremy are childhood sweethearts “as close
as ribbon cane syrup and pancakes,” but distance strains their
romance when they both leave their small Mississippi town to
attend college. Will’s roommate, Lance, captures Trudy’s heart,
and with the Great War looming, a quick, secret wedding ceremony is arranged. Lance and Will head to the front in France,
and Jeremy follows as a war correspondent (he can’t enlist, due
to a heart murmur). The boys contend with the horrors of the
conflict, which they relate in letters home in as much detail as
the censors allow. Meanwhile, Trudy contends with her own
challenges at home, including an unexpected pregnancy and
the ravages of an influenza pandemic. Cheatham’s novel moves
along briskly as she chronicles the tough choices that her protagonists face as well as their moments of joy. Real historical
events such as the Battle of Belleau Wood are incorporated into
the story; Gen. John J. Pershing even makes an appearance, taking Jeremy under his wing and sharing pithy wisdom on life and
love: “If you love her, tell her how you feel,” he advises the ambitious reporter. Although the dilemmas faced by Trudy and company are specific to their time in history, the emotions involved
are universal, from Trudy’s fear and shame when she discovers
her pregnancy to Jeremy’s worry that he’s blown his chance with
the woman he loves. Less realistic is the anachronistic behavior
of some characters, such as Trudy’s parents’ unfazed reaction
to the news of her secret marriage and pregnancy, which hardly
seems typical for 1918.
A touching tale of young love during wartime.

GOODBYE, LARK LOVEJOY

Clink, Kris
SparkPress (376 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book | Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-68463-073-8
After the death of her husband, a
young woman moves back to her hometown to build a new life for herself and
her children in this novel.
Lark Mead has just lost her husband
to Lou Gehrig’s disease and is faced with
the daunting task of raising their two sons on her own. When a
real estate broker comes calling soon after her husband’s death,
Lark is offended. But after learning how much the house is worth,
she decides that a return to her hometown may just be the fresh
start her family needs. When she arrives back in Fredericksburg,
Texas, she finds a newly renovated, not-so-child-friendly house
and grandparents that are very busy with lives of their own. Lark
begins searching for employment, but there aren’t many jobs for
attorneys in town, and she’s not that interested in the law anyway.
Instead, she decides to pursue a career in winemaking, a dream
she had long ago given up. As Lark reconnects with old friends
and attempts to navigate single motherhood, she meets a handsome, young Army veteran named Wyatt Gifford. As Lark and
Wyatt get to know each other, she learns he has emotional baggage of his own, and she begins to doubt their compatibility. As
the story progresses, Lark wonders whether she will ever figure
out how to find a promising future. Told primarily from Lark’s
point of view, the narrative shifts periodically to Wyatt’s perspective, providing readers a useful second lens through which to view
events. Full of humorous moments about the pitfalls of parenting,
including kids who say inappropriate things at the worst times
and catty parent volunteers who attempt to commandeer school
events, this plot-focused tale also explores deeper issues like grief,
PTSD, and self-sufficiency. Although Clink’s series opener gets
off to a slow start, introducing too many subplots and supporting
characters before focusing on the main action, individual scenes
are well crafted throughout, and relationships consistently come
across as authentic. A few surprises toward the story’s end make
it a worthwhile read.
An uplifting tale about family, second chances, and the
complexity of making fine Texas wine.

THE BEST ASSASSINATION IN
THE NATION

Cohen, Joshua
Kasva Press (320 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Mar. 15, 2021
978-1-948403-50-4

In Cohen’s debut detective novel, a
down-on-his-luck private investigator
takes on his former in-laws.
It’s 1952 in Cleveland, and Benjamin
Gold has had a rough decade. Once a
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Craddock’s coming-of-age novel stars an
appealing, believably flawed protagonist.
the dumpster club

LITTLE BLUE FLAME’S
BIG ADVENTURE

Cole, Aaron J.
Illus. by Turner, Sarah K.
Halo Publishing International (28 pp.)
$12.56 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jun. 15, 2020
978-1-61244-821-3
A tiny flame sets off on a journey in Cole’s kitchen-centered
picture-book debut.
Little Blue Flame lives with his family under the stovetop.
While most of his family is satisfied with staying there, Little
Blue longs for adventure even though he often feels small. One
morning, he sets off to explore the stovetop. When he encounters a piece of macaroni named Mac, he tries to help his new pal
get unstuck—but instead, Little Blue falls from the stovetop to
a dingy, dirty land under the stove. After a pep talk from an ant,
who says, “even though you’re small, I bet you could figure out a
way to help me get you back to the top,” Little Blue uses a string
and a spoon to devise a way to get home—and help Mac in the
process. Very young readers, who often feel too physically slight
to accomplish their goals, will be reassured by this book’s message of using creativity to solve problems. Although no STEMrelated terminology is used, the idea of using a lever as a force
multiplier reinforces a basic simple-machine concept. Turner’s

cheerful cartoon illustrations manage to make stove flames and
kitchen waste seem like reasonable characters despite the overall suspension of disbelief required for the tale to work.
A text-heavy lesson that will resonate with preschoolage readers.

THE DUMPSTER CLUB

Craddock, David L.
Self (395 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $2.99 e-book
Aug. 15, 2020
979-8-66-996748-2

A West Coast teen, shaken by his
parents’ split, finds solace in notes and
literary gifts from an anonymous friend
in Craddock’s YA tale.
Josh Reece idolized his mother, a
writer who shares her love of books with her son. But their relationship falters when Mom seemingly chooses her work over
the family. Moving into an apartment with his father and his
little sister, Josh has trouble adjusting to this altered life. As the
new kid in school, he meets a genial soul in pink-haired Teagan
Carter. Unfortunately, Josh also drifts toward a popular, rich
kid who takes advantage of the much brighter Josh. This culminates in someone accusing the teen of a crime he didn’t commit. Meanwhile, Josh comes across a crate of books behind a
dumpster near his apartment. He eventually reads them; some
include notes written to Josh and are signed “Reader.” As he
rediscovers his fondness for relatable literary characters, like
Roald Dahl’s Matilda, Josh wants to know who Reader is. Is it
his estranged mother or someone else who’s helping the teenager cope? Craddock’s coming-of-age novel stars an appealing,
believably flawed protagonist. For example, Josh sometimes
takes his anger out on the wrong people, like his kid sister. The
author tackles weighty issues—racism, White privilege, and
child abuse. On the lighter side are Josh and Teagan’s scenes.
The two bond quickly, and romance seems inevitable. The conversational tone is courtesy of Josh’s first-person perspective.
Though it’s not difficult to deduce Reader’s identity, the ultimate reveal segues into a wonderful, bittersweet final act.
Remarkable story of adolescence with convincing characters and a bit of mystery.
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talented attorney, he was traumatized by his service in World
War II and a subsequent stay in a psychiatric ward. Afterward,
his law firm let him go, and then his wife left him. Forced to
work as a private investigator, he spends much of his time at the
bottom of a bottle. Then, one day, a beautiful woman walks into
his office: Judith Sorin, the daughter of the legendary lawyer to
the downtrodden Maury Sorin. Maury was recently shot dead
in what was ruled a routine robbery, but Judith suspects that
it was actually an assassination. What’s more, she thinks that
the wealthy Forsythe family—Gold’s ex-in-laws—ordered the
hit. To get to the bottom of what happened, Gold will have to
dig up more information on a Forsythe-related case that Maury
was working on. Gold jumps at the chance to get back at the
family that shunned him because of his Jewish heritage, but to
do so, he’ll have to wade through a shady underworld in which
industry, politics, the law, and the street intertwine. Can Gold
keep it together and solve the case? Cohen’s curt, rapid prose,
as narrated by Gold, fits squarely within the hard-boiled tradition. For example, at one point, Gold wonders why the powerful family hasn’t yet tried to “bump [him] off ”: “Then again,
there could’ve been a gunman waiting for me that very moment
outside the building. The thought got the sweat glands pumping.” The distinct midcentury Cleveland setting and Gold’s
memories of liberating the Ebensee concentration camp give
the novel a memorable sense of gravity throughout. The plot
remains true to private-eye genre tropes, but Cohen introduces enough surprises and human touches to keep the reader
invested in how it all ends up.
An engrossing and well-crafted riff on the tough-guy PI novel.
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THE RISE OF PI

Dwyer, Dan
Self (366 pp.)
$14.95 paper | $2.99 e-book
Dec. 1, 2020

An unassuming businessman must
go on a mission into deep space with U.S.
Marines and a literal guardian angel in
this SF/fantasy series installment.
Dwyer continues his Fortress of
Time series, taking up his story right
where the previous entry, The Return of TAU (2020), left off.
Self-described “nerdy economist” Jonathan Prescott, who
neglected his missing family due to his workaholic ways, now
has a cosmic crisis on top of his domestic regrets; he’s been
thrust into dire interplanetary conflict against aliens who
dwell in dimensional space “valleys” close to Earth. The worst
opponents are evil body snatchers called the Nardomons—
the real name of the bulbous-headed, spindly “Greys” of
flying-saucer lore. To reproduce, the Nardomons genetically
infect and transform other races, and, currently, their prey are
the Kronogons. The latter are advanced shape-shifters who
normally possess reptilian features; they’re turtlelike in their
regular lives but grow into fearsome, giant anaconda shapes
in the event of battle. TAU, a key Kronogon, recently became
an ally and friend to Jonathan, whose wife and daughter were
killed in a previous tragedy and then resurrected thanks to
Kronogon medical superscience; then they were kidnapped
by the wicked Nardomons and used as a bargaining chip in
the running battles that take up much of this book’s narrative.
Another victim in Nardomon custody is TAU’s grandson PI,
a youth who has impressively shape-shifted into a muscular,
human-turtle-anaconda form. PI becomes the host for the
mind of SA-Janus, a cruel Nardomon warlord whom Jonathan
recently killed. The two minds, trapped together, wrestle and
bargain with each other for control of PI’s body for much of
the story. At other points, the narrative cuts back to Jonathan,
TAU, a sea captain, and other far-fetched characters on a mission to rescue imperiled hostages of the Nardomons.
Other players include the Tralons—another race of shapeshifters who ran afoul of the Nardomons and who manifest themselves as either gnome-people or solid balls. This
prompts some passages that may induce double takes, such
as “My balls are most ingenious.” But for SF readers, the most
confused reactions may be in response to Angelina, a beautiful demi-angel tasked with defending Jonathan from harm,
although her divinity prevents her from actually taking others’ lives. She must also endure the pain of unrequited love
and other trials in order to earn full angel status—rather a
bit like the character of Clarence in the movie It’s a Wonderful Life. (It’s no surprise, then, that many readers will see a bit
of the young James Stewart in the put-upon Jonathan.) The
deep theological and scientific implications of the existence of
bona fide guardian angels intrude on the adventure only rarely;
to the aliens, Angelina is just another Earth being with some
handy superpowers. The complicated plot catches fire with
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some well-paced, high-stakes scenes involving warfare, strategy, and calamities playing out among the various ensembles.
The finale wraps things up, for now, but it also points the way
toward an inevitable future sequel.
An eccentric mix of sentimental fantasy and military SF
that’s touched by an angel.

THE KNUCKLEHEAD AND
OTHER STORIES

Ealey, Lance
Self (167 pp.)
$7.14 paper | $2.99 e-book
Apr. 29, 2020
979-8-64-201166-9

A collection of short stories and a
novella brim with quirky people, world
history, and mechanical things.
In the opening titular story, two teenage friends want to buy a long-forgotten
Harley stored in a barn. Getting the motorcycle started is a
chore, but an unexpected mishap later may have them regretting their purchase. Throughout his collection, Ealey displays an
affinity for mechanics—mostly vintage vehicles. But the novella,
The Angelic Escapement, centers on timepieces. In it, Englishman Dash Pomeroy is an older, avocational horologist (someone who measures time) living in 1962 America. A half-century
earlier, he and his twin brother, Bernard, at Lord B.’s English
estate, first see the Galileo Escapement. While it resembles a
pendulum clock, the object is an unfinished prototype. Lord
B. enlists the brothers to track down information on Galileo’s
machine, which the aristocrat believes does more than tell time.
Though the device’s exact purpose isn’t immediately clear, some
people are convinced that Dash and Bernard are on an “unholy
quest.” Ealey’s collection couples strong characterization with a
discernible theme of fatherhood. In “The King of Nemi,” Wills
stays with his frail, sickly father at the man’s Maine home. As
he does his best to nurse his father back to health, Wills may
neglect taking care of himself. The author aptly grounds these
stories in real-life events, such as the Pomeroy twins’ joining the
Army around the time of World War I. But the five tales also
boast a fair amount of comedy. Dash, for example, recounts his
fantastic history to the kid who mows his lawn; this boy’s excessive flatulence spawns a series of lowbrow but uproarious fart
jokes. Yet the volume’s finest ingredient is Ealey’s razor-sharp
prose: “It seemed like each generation heaved an unfair heaping
of uncuttable mustard onto the next, probably going the whole
way back to Adam and Eve, the most spectacularly bad reapers
of the mustard plant since time began.”
Distinctive characters and vibrant humor enhance these
indelible tales.

MALCOLM AND ME

Farmer, Robin
SparkPress (257 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $8.99 e-book
Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-68463-083-7

THE WINGED GODS
OF ÁCATAR
Legends of the Blue Forest

G., Leslie
Trans. by Soni, Fernando
Self (142 pp.)
$0.99 e-book | Oct. 17, 2020

y o u n g a d u lt

A Black teenager deals with racism
at school and problems at home in this
1970s-set YA novel.
Roberta Forest, one of the few
Black students at her Catholic school in
Philadelphia, is proud of her heritage. But standing up for her
point of view lands her in trouble—and on her 13th birthday, no
less. When Sister Elizabeth asks how Thomas Jefferson could
promote independence while owning slaves, Roberta answers
that he was a hypocrite. The nun is furious, raging, “Go back
to Africa. We never needed you people in the first place!” When
Roberta replies angrily, the nun slaps her three times, and the
teenager hits back in self-defense, earning her a suspension
from school and punishment at home. The incident kicks off
a stressful year. Roberta is barred from entering a writing contest she was determined to win; her father moves out; and her
mother is strict and critical. Writing poetry in her diary helps
manage some of her feelings, but Roberta also rebels against her
school and her mother. Over the course of the year, she learns
truths, often surprising ones, about Sister Elizabeth, her family, and herself and develops her inner strength. In her novel,
Farmer makes good use of a challenging time in American history. The Watergate scandal follows the upheavals and shocking
assassinations of the 1960s, and Black teenagers like Roberta
have such models to emulate as Angela Davis and Malcolm X.
Roberta’s character is complex; she questions her faith and her
family but also grapples with self-doubt and guilt. She must
reevaluate her black-and-white (in two senses) ideas of the truth
in order to mature. Farmer brings emotional fidelity to Roberta’s struggles, making the girl’s growth feel well earned.
A celebratory coming-of-age novel with a thoughtful,
resilient heroine.

Legend has it that only one monster survived; it sleeps in the
ruined castle at the mountain’s summit guarded by a score of
stone soldiers and will someday awaken to again wreak destruction. The Academy in Herta provides grueling training in combat and magic, preparing young fighters to join the Order of the
Guardians, which patrols the summit for the day of awakening.
Like other new cadets, Keith Naceg dreams of a chance to kill
the monster and win glory—and now is the time. Atop Ácatar,
the earth trembles and stone warriors are coming to life. But
the one they call a monster is Alliezih; she’s been hibernating
in her chrysalis for centuries and at last is emerging only to
discover that her family, her people, and her kingdom are dead
and ruined. Confused, weak, and not yet able to use her wings,
she’s attacked by Keith and injured, but he’s overwhelmed by
Alliezih’s beauty and hesitates, allowing her to flee. Escaping
imprisonment for treason, Keith is even more determined to
kill the monster. Alliezih’s equally determined to slay him, but
when Keith finds her—she and a little girl have escaped from
slavers—they put aside their mutual animosity to face impending volcanic disaster as a hellish portal opens on Mount Ácatar.
To avoid destruction, they must discover the truth behind legends and convince the Hertans to trust Alliezih, work together,
and defeat the threat.
In her second volume of the Legends of the Blue Forest
series, G. tells a well-constructed story in which two points of
view at first seem diametrically opposed but then converge in
a way that’s essential to the excitingly tense resolution. Both
Keith and Alliezih must overcome considerable obstacles in
becoming allies. As a soldier, he’s accustomed to following
orders but must nevertheless doubt everything he’s been taught
to believe. She wakes to find her entire world destroyed and
Keith trying to murder her, yet she must trust him. Both show
admirable courage, selflessness, and quick resilience. Apart
from the quest and romance themes, the novel also delivers a
mystery that’s centered on the surprising truth behind the legend of Ácatar. Moreover, magical abilities are well calculated,
with appropriate limitations but also characteristics that tie
directly to the denouement. Alliezih’s early suffering is somewhat melodramatic, but the tale soon recovers its equilibrium.
G.’s book was originally in Spanish. The translation by Soni, in
his debut, is usually natural and flowing, although a group of
male and female cadets is confusingly referred to as boys.
An involving fantasy that offers intriguing worldbuilding,
compelling characters, and dramatic action.

THE DESECRATED
Gray, John
Manuscript

A young warrior and a so-called monster join forces against impending catastrophe in this fantasy sequel.
The town of Herta stands at the base
of Ácatar, a tall mountain that was once home to a kingdom of
black-winged creatures. Centuries ago, they used black magic to
conjure a fiery conflagration of molten rock from Ácatar, which
destroyed their mountain, the whole continent, and themselves.

In Gray’s debut novel, a young
woman must battle her inner demons
and deal with supernatural happenings
while working at a New York morgue.
Twenty-year-old Sabrina Shelby is
the forensic attendant at New York City
Mortuary Services, where she works
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Hill employs a pulp-noir style with
modern-day verve and attitude.
eldritch sparks

the night shift. Still mourning the death of her father, she
spends her evenings alone at work, tending to and taking care
of the dead. When handsome English film actor Trevor Pryce
is arrested and sentenced to work with Sabrina as part of his
community service, he interrupts her monastic routine. However, it’s not just Pryce’s dashing presence that distracts her, but
also inexplicable, unnerving occurrences at the morgue and
cemetery that upset her understanding of the world: Cadavers
seem able to move, apparitions appear, and eerie sounds of a
respirator recur. As more oddities surface, Sabrina turns to her
homeless friend Ulysses for support and solace. He seems to
intuit what the bizarre events mean, and he drops a mysterious
amulet into a drain at the morgue; however, it’s unclear if this
artifact is meant to protect Sabrina or cause her further harm.
At times, the amulet moves itself into corpses with violent,
gruesome consequences. Interestingly, this horror tale is set in
the near future—specifically, an era in which a Covid-19 vaccine
has already been developed. The narrative oscillates between a
realistic look at the darker side of human nature and an otherworldly, fantastical account of the spirit world haunting the
living. The colorful cast of characters and the amulet’s effects
are intriguing enough to keep readers’ attention throughout,
and there are moments of lyricism, too, as when Gray describes
the city sky’s “amazing, unfathomable banquet of constellations
and stars.” Trevor’s character veers close to caricature, as he’s
a handsome movie star who seems solely interested in drinking and sex. Gray hints at the possibility of a real friendship
between him and Sabrina, but teasing out his emotional complexity might have made for an even more engaging read.
An often compelling horror story that looks at how the
living treat the deceased.

SO-CALLED NORMAL
A Memoir of Family,
Depression and Resilience
Henick, Mark
HarperCollins Publishers (304 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $13.99 e-book
Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4434-5503-9

In this debut memoir, a man
recounts battling depression and suicidal
thoughts throughout his childhood and

teenage years.
This book opens with Henick standing on a bridge ready to
take his own life. “This is the end,” writes the author. “I’m sure
of it. At least, I think I’m sure.” At what seems like the point
of no return, the narrative snaps back to Henick’s childhood in
an attempt to understand why he felt driven to commit suicide.
Growing up in Sydney, Nova Scotia, the author coped with a
difficult family life. His parents had separated by the time he
was 4 years old. His mother’s new partner, Gary, was a bully who
rebuked Henick for playing with a pink stuffed animal: “ ‘Pink
is for girls,’ he said. ‘And faggots.’ ” Also bullied at school, the
author began to develop anxiety at an early age. At one point, he
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describes being molested by the son of a family friend. By seventh grade, Henick began making drawings detailing the ways
he could kill himself. He recounts periods spent in a “psych
ward” and a feeling that “people preferred to medicate my experience away instead of helping me to understand it.” Recalling
therapy, he relates a chilling moment when he put a knife to his
own throat in front of a counselor. As the author grew older, he
embarked on a quest for self-understanding that involved writing articles about mental health while still in school and setting
up a charity to raise awareness about the subject. The memoir
portrays how he went on to study psychology at a university,
marry, start a family, and deliver a TED talk on suicide.
Henick’s harrowing journey from the “scattered stones” of
his childhood to what he refers to as finally building a “house on
rock” is both inspirational and revealing. The author possesses
the rare ability to pinpoint and deftly describe key characteristics that fed his depression: “I was hypersensitive to people’s
reactions toward me….I read things into words and behaviours
that probably weren’t intended, and I projected my shame and
guilt onto the world everywhere I went.” Henick recalls many
personal experiences but is always careful to then examine mental illness from a broader perspective, laying bare the characteristics of a disorder like anxiety: “Anxiety is a future thing. It
happens when you’re afraid of something that hasn’t happened
yet, or may never happen at all.” In doing so, he renders comprehensible some aspects of mental illness that nonsufferers in particular often find difficult to grasp. The author pulls no punches
in his writing, which may deter some readers: “I got home from
church and tried to hang myself with an extension cord.” But
it is this ability to unblinkingly see mental illness for what it is
that illuminates a path to healing for Henick. The author’s recollections of his childhood are painstakingly detailed whereas
descriptions of adulthood prove less so, making the closing
parts of the book feel slightly hurried. For instance, the volume
would have benefited from a more thorough account of the
author’s coming to terms with life as a father. Still, this detracts
little from an elegantly written memoir that discovers hope in
the darkest of moments.
A candid, graceful, and courageous account that will offer
a lifeline to others.

ELDRITCH SPARKS

Hill, Whitney
Benu Media (336 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Nov. 20, 2020
978-1-73442-274-0
The second installment of Hill’s urbanfantasy series pits its air-spirit private
detective against a plot to raise the dead.
Arden Finch is a sylph—an elemental
born of an elf and a djinni. For her first
25 years, her djinn relatives taught her to hide her powers. Elves
consider sylphs abominations, and most would kill her on sight.
After the events of Elemental (2020), however, Arden has gained

GOLDSONG

Hudson, Beth
Leaf Litter Press (348 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-578-77492-3
In Hudson’s fantasy novel, a 20-yearold royal attempts to change her hometown’s violent ways.
Traedis Atenel, the recently enthroned
king of Tolin—a city-state known as the
City of Assassins—has been deemed a traitor for recalling all assassins from duty, abolishing a 2,000-year-old tradition of bloodshed
that’s embedded in the culture. Although this choice brings Traedis new allies outside Tolin’s walls, it places Traedis at odds with
her own family. But, though she’s young, she’s far from helpless
against the forces that amass against her reign. She’s a skilled
bard and magician, empowered by the falmyros, the supernatural bond between a lord and their domain, and equipped with
an ethereal harp of “dragon gold.” As the story unfolds, it’s not
only through the use of her supernatural gifts, but also through
her honor, empathy, and courage that Traedis demonstrates her
ability to rule. She goes up against two powerful demons while
struggling with her own troubled past. This is a complex story,
replete with vivid imagery that will leave readers looking forward

to the planned next entry in the series; for instance, one entity
“shone with the luminosity of cave moss or deep-sea fish, a cold
dead light reminiscent of something long buried.” Traedis is a
dynamic heroine who will appeal to readers of all backgrounds,
and she and other strong female characters have a sincerity and
richness of personality that effectively bring them to life on the
page. Although the story is consistently exciting, it’s seldom
graphic in its content and thus will be appropriate for a range of
audiences. It’s thoroughly steeped in fantasy elements, including
mythical beasts, but also offers serious themes of duty, family, and
justice. Overall, this novel offers an excellent blend of style and
substance that will keep readers’ attention.
An engaging and imaginative fantasy tale.

LEFT ON MAIN

Jackson, Crystal
Sands Press (249 pp.)
$17.99 paper | $7.99 e-book
Sep. 30, 2019
978-1-988281-75-9
A small Southern town is abuzz with
romance in Jackson’s series starter.
Libby Reynolds was blindsided
when Colin, her husband of five years,
abruptly asked for a divorce. Now, she’s
relocated from Marietta to Madison, Georgia, and settled into
a new, slower routine of morning runs, freelance travel writing, and quality time with her sister, Rachel, a stressed stay-athome mom. Finding someone new is off the table; after all, her
divorce isn’t even final yet. But then Libby meets Seth Carver,
the handsome owner of Lost Horizon Antiques. There’s an
instant spark, and the two quickly fall for each other during a
casual coffee date. This, of course, gets the town talking. Jackson writes the story from multiple third-person points of view
as her innumerable colorful characters observe the Libby-Seth
situation and deal with their own personal dramas. Two standouts are Dean Walton, an attractive firefighter whose active
dating life borders on an addiction, and Lindy Carver, Seth’s
sister, who’s tough as nails and considering in vitro fertilization. Madison is lined with cute shops and is big on tradition,
and it shapes up to be an idyllic place for newly rootless Libby
to settle down. The only problem is that she’s still somewhat
in mourning—not for her marriage (though she still has flickers of old feelings for Colin) but for the optimistic person she
once was with him. Rather than wrapping Libby’s past up in a
neat bow, Jackson keeps readers guessing about where her heart
really lies. Jackson shows Seth summoning all the patience and
understanding that his Southern manners can muster, but he’s
uneasy about Libby’s lingering connection to Colin—especially
after his last girlfriend cheated on him. None of this diminishes
Seth and Libby’s easy, occasionally sizzling chemistry, even as
misunderstandings, revelations, and reappearing exes threaten
to derail their happily-ever-after ending.
A promising beginning to a cozy, character-driven series.

y o u n g a d u lt

the begrudging protection of House Monteague, the leading
elven family. She’s now a neutral party in the squabbles and
maneuverings of Otherside—an umbrella term for the disparate
cliques of supernatural creatures who lead double lives among
North Carolina’s human population. Arden may have found a
bit of acceptance, but her happiness is short-lived, as Otherside
is in imminent danger of being revealed to the humans. Before
that happens, Arden needs to forge an alliance among the elves,
vampires, werewolves, djinn, and others. But her werewolf boyfriend, Roman, keeps taking actions behind her back; the Monteague princess Evangeline wants her dead; and sultry vampire
Maria is determined to seduce her. Worst of all, Arden’s latest
investigation in the human world—into bodies stolen from the
local morgue—leads her to suspect that a lich lord has risen and
is building a zombie army. Can Arden ward off both death and
disaster? Hill employs a pulp-noir style with modern-day verve
and attitude, and Arden has a bit of a Jessica Jones vibe. As a
supernatural being passing as a mixed-race human, she’s keenly
aware of contemporary minority rights movements, and her
fortitude in Otherside dealings resonates strongly with analogous struggles in the real world. But although Hill’s worldbuilding will draw the reader in, it’s the strong-willed, hard-boiled
protagonist who will keep them engaged, as Arden’s narration
ties the speculative elements together and brings a sense of simmering urgency to the proceedings. One minor criticism is that
Hill’s prose occasionally hurries along a bit too quickly, but it
won’t stop readers from finishing the book in one sitting.
A compelling book of Otherside that goes from strength
to strength.

James, in his first fantasy work, tells a story that’s
bursting its seams with imaginative ideas.
hourglass

HOURGLASS

Light, The House of Silent Screams, and The House of Cold
Stars. With Konstantin’s quest incomplete at the end, readers
will likely want a second volume.
An exciting and complex tale with memorable characters,
standout battle scenes, and riveting worldbuilding.

James, Daniel
Self (378 pp.)
$10.99 paper | $0.99 e-book
Sep. 21, 2020
979-8-68-891068-1
An aspiring comic-book artist and
the ghost of his best friend join a fight
against soul-seeking private military contractors in James’ fantasy novel.
Twenty-something freelance artist
Clyde Williams dreams of drawing comics but so far has collected nothing but rejections. He shares his Brooklyn apartment with Kevin “Kev” Carpenter, who’s been his best pal for
20 years—and for the last two months, he’s been a ghost. Shot
to death in a liquor-store robbery, Kev simply appeared to
Clyde as an apparition afterward and stuck around (although
he refuses to serve as Clyde’s “ghost writer”). Both friends
feel as if they’re at an impasse—so when Agent Rose Hadfield knocks on their door, the pair hear her out. She works
for Hourglass, a black-ops government department that trains
ghosts, or “Post-Life Entities” like Kev, and their physical
anchors, like Clyde, to take on unusual threats. Clyde, whose
father and brother both died in combat, despises the military
but agrees to accompany Kev to Hourglass for training. The
friends learn all kinds of fighting tactics as well as information
about Erebus, the land of the dead that’s also called “the Null”:
“There are no pearly gates, no kingdoms of clouds, or 72 virgins,”
explains an Hourglass trainer. Meanwhile, the wealthy, powerful, and clandestine Cairnwood Society is planning a raid
on Erebus from its Brooklyn warehouse in order to harvest
souls and monetize them—maybe as energy, maybe as weapons. The strike force needs a guide, so Cairnwood has coerced
Konstantin Kozlov, a Russian monk and ghost anchor who’s
been to Erebus before, into service. For his part, Konstantin
hopes to find the Firmament Needle, which he believes “could
stitch together a heavenly Paradise.” A showdown in hell, and
in New York City, awaits all the players in this game, with the
fate of many souls hanging in the balance.
James, in his first fantasy work, tells a story that’s bursting its seams with imaginative ideas, backstory, combat
scenes, and developing relationships. It’s a little slow to get
started, but once it does, readers will be drawn deep into this
well-developed world—or rather, worlds. These include such
arcane elements as Konstantin’s Rising Path sect, the hellish creatures of Erebus, evil capitalists, and the comic-book
subculture. Similarly, Clyde and Kev provide emotional ballast among so much that’s unusual and extraordinary; indeed,
Clyde serves as an anchor in more ways than one. His relatable struggle over whether he should join the battle connects
directly with his family history, and the descriptions of his
artwork’s visual impact help prepare readers for the novel’s
bravura training and battle scenes. The latter are densely choreographed with verve, intelligence, and plenty of operatic (or
maybe comic book–like) action. Even the names of Erebus’
nine territories are evocative, such as The House of Fading
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SISTERHOOD OF
THE INFAMOUS

LaForge, Jane Rosenberg
New Meridian Arts (306 pp.)
Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-73438-353-9
An intense tale of sibling rivalry
set against the backdrop of a murder
investigation.
As Barbara Ross lies dying of breast
cancer under hospice care in her home,
she oddly finds herself named a person of interest in the murder
of her former girlfriend, the famous pop star and LGBTQ+ icon
Jasmine, who was found dead in the Hollywood Hills. Meanwhile, Barbara’s unnamed older sister, a former ballerina, is on
hand to witness her sister’s final moments. Barbara’s meandering, digressive thoughts take readers on a journey through her
life from when she was declared a math genius as a child to
her time as the teenage leader of a punk band and her fleeting
romance with Jasmine, to an unhappy adulthood as a brilliant
mathematician and computer programmer. Her sister’s involvement in Barbara’s daily care and the police investigation, as well
as her own reminiscences, will make readers wonder just how
much the sisters truly know about each other. With its skillful exploration of divergent narratives, LaForge’s novel offers
a snapshot of Barbara’s last days and a lasting look at its main
characters’ complex relationships with family, love, fame, and
ambition. The story alternates between the two, slowly revealing their personal motivations and setting them against societal
expectations. The author’s choice to keep the older sister nameless offers further food for thought: How much of her story is
subsumed by Barbara’s sense of superiority and by the sibling
rivalry that was encouraged by their parents? Much of Barbara’s lived experience also resulted in internalized homophobia,
which informs her relationship with her body and with Jasmine.
The murder investigation remains firmly in the background
of the narrative, but it presents an examination of the cult of
celebrity that complements the powerful family drama.
An evocative and dark look at sisterhood and success.

FIRST GEAR
A Sadie Hawkins Mystery

Lee, Patricia C.
Phoenix Literary Publishing (374 pp.)
$16.85 paper | $7.69 e-book
Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-77715-630-5

MIGHTY ZOË
The Misunderstood Parrot

Lonczak, Heather S.
Illus. by Varjotie, Claudia
IngramSpark (44 pp.)
$18.00 | $9.00 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jul. 16, 2020
978-1-73446-877-9
978-1-73446-878-6 paper

A family learns what it takes to be good owners of a pet parrot in this picture book for elementary schoolers.
Zoë, a green-cheeked conure, is adopted by a mother with
two children, several cats, and a dog. The bird quickly adopts
Mama as her soul mate, and although the parrot doesn’t imitate
human words, she seemingly answers questions with fervent
nods. The family learns about the parrot’s preening behaviors, which include plucking hairs from Mama’s arm, and her

MY FRIEND GIDEON

Lonczak, Heather S.
Illus. by Dimitrovska, Dusica
IngramSpark (44 pp.)
$16.00 | $9.00 paper | $3.99 e-book
Aug. 1, 2019
978-0-578-51549-6
978-0-9786093-6-8 paper

y o u n g a d u lt

In Lee’s debut novel, Texas smallbusiness owner Sadie Hawkins gets
entangled in a murder mystery.
As the story opens, Sadie is struggling to keep her moving business, Hawkins Freight, afloat
with the help of her older brother, Blaine. They’re swamped
with bills and in dire need of clients. When antiques dealer
Lionel Stanton hires Sadie to transport a mummy, among other
things, from Houston to Pampa, Texas, she leaps at the opportunity. But what starts out as a seemingly harmless transaction
quickly embroils the woman in a mystery when she delivers the
freight to a location where no one’s ever heard of Stanton. It
turns out that the sarcophagus does contain a dead body, but
it’s much more recently deceased. Sadie soon meets the items’
real caretaker, Jeffrey Rogers, who accuses her of theft; she’s
also arrested on suspicion of murder. Desperate to clear her
name and prove her innocence, Sadie elicits the help of her exhusband, Clayton Bellows, and Will, a hacker with a kind heart,
to get to the bottom of the mystery. Sadie is a tough but lovable
character who’s beholden to no one and takes care of herself;
she tells readers early on that “what I wanted was not to be tied
down and especially hemmed in.” Endearing expressions such
as “Holy Hannah” might make it easy for some readers to write
her off as merely quirky, but Lee effectively underscores Sadie’s
mental and physical strength in several altercations, as when
she confronts a man who attacked a member of her family. As a
result, this novel is a propulsive, fun read even if the sheer number of scrapes that Sadie survives can feel unbelievable at times.
A brisk, enjoyable tale of a resourceful amateur investigator.

tendency to splash around in her water. She also makes “grinding” noises with her beak, bites to warn of danger, and squawks
when lonely. Lonczak reveals these actions in a matter-of-fact
manner, never criticizing Zoë but instead focusing on the family’s reactions. Clever asides from Zoë’s perspective, such as her
defense of spilling popcorn (“How am I supposed to grow the
forest if she keeps cleaning up the seeds?!”), offer insight into
bird psychology. The humans’ facial expressions in Varjotie’s
cartoonlike, full-color illustrations sometimes seem unrealistic;
Mama hardly reacts when Zoë bites her on the ear. The charming images of Zoë, though, capture the little bird’s big personality. A reference to Napoleon may puzzle young readers, though.
A pleasant, approachable portrait of a less-common type
of pet.

A girl realizes her new pet frog belongs in a pond in this picture book.
Six-year-old Becky is thrilled when her parents finally allow
her to get a pet. On a family trip to the mountains, Becky
enjoys visiting a pond where she sees and hears various critters
(“Bzzzzzzzzz; Ribbit; Quack, Quack!”). Becky decides to bring
a frog home. She thinks: “He’ll be such a cool pet…better than
a dog!” Becky names him Gideon and keeps him in a box. But
Gideon doesn’t acclimate and becomes listless and sad. Becky is
perplexed until her dad explains that the frog is an amphibian
and “should be in his pond, free to leap high and swim!” Though
disappointed, Becky realizes Gideon probably misses his home.
She returns him to the pond and watches as he is embraced by
fellow frogs. Becky will miss Gideon, but she knows she did the
right thing. With her relatable protagonist, Lonczak delivers an
essential lesson, emphasizing the importance of leaving animals
in their natural habitats where they can thrive. The author also
includes a note about “Frog Endangerment.” Dimitrovska’s
illustrations are colorful with a hand-drawn quality, offering
shadows and textures. The light-skinned Becky is shown in a
variety of circumstances, including spending time outside and
with Gideon. The images of nature are serene and detailed, and
the depictions of critters, mainly frogs, are friendly. Some pages
feature a pattern of greenery, bubbles, tadpoles, and frogs.
A thoughtful, educational lesson for animal lovers.
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A fantastically multifarious fantasy story that includes elements of
crime and adventure, steampunk, and the supernatural.
little wade & watchtower: abigail & the great gang trap

ALL THINGS THAT DESERVE
TO PERISH
A Novel of
Wilhelmine Germany

expectations of this sort of novel: Readers will be thoroughly
immersed in the time period and fully invested in the fate of
its hero.
A rich tale set in the underexplored Wilhelmine Germany.

Mack, Dana
Self (345 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Oct. 21, 2020
978-1-73530-260-7

LITTLE WADE & WATCHTOWER
Abigail & the Great
Gang Trap

In this historical novel, a young Jewish musician navigates the pressures of
love and intolerance in fin-de-siècle Germany.
Berlin, 1896. Promising young pianist Lisi von Schwabacher
has just returned home from three years of study in Vienna. Her
great talent—as well as her father’s banking fortune—quickly
attracts suitors, including Wilhelm von Boening, the son of a
count who owes Lisi’s father quite a bit of money, and the widower Prince Egon von Wittenbach. But Lisi is not impassioned
by the idea of settling down as a wife, especially since modernity is quickly supplying alternate models for how to exist as a
woman in society. Her father’s cousin Countess von Kalckreuth,
for example, is wealthy, unmarried, and a well-known hostess
of salons—a remarkable position of independence and prominence for a Jewish woman. Lisi wants to be modern as well, leading a life built around art and ideas rather than her ability to
bear children or finance a husband’s pursuits with her father’s
money. With this in mind, she begins an affair with the poor but
handsome Wilhelm even though she has no intention of marrying him. At first it is exciting, but a pregnancy soon reveals
her incautious fling to be a life-altering error. Her options are
not as clear-cut as they may seem. First of all, Lisi is convinced
that Wilhelm is much more interested in the von Schwabacher
fortune than he is in her. Second, her father’s warning about
the latent anti-Semitism of gentile suitors continues to ring
in her ears: “It’s always the same story. These noblemen who
marry Jewesses want only their money, and not their children.”
Can Lisi still carve out the life she imagined for herself, or has
she fallen into one of the many traps laid by a society eager to
squash the ambitions of both women and Jews?
Mack’s elegant prose summons the era by evoking the literature of the time period. Readers can be forgiven for thinking
they are perusing a genuine Victorian novel: “This encounter,
the first since the final lunch at Kleinneubach, deeply unsettled
Boening. For several minutes after it, he felt a dull heat rising
and falling in his innards, as well as a mental haze so acute that
he was beset with the impulse to shake his head free of it.” The
book often makes use of letters, which are both linguistically
convincing and quivering with intimated desires. Lisi is a character worthy of Edith Wharton, compellingly driven and finely
flawed. Her Jewish background, paired with the German setting, lends additional dimensions to what might otherwise be
a fairly conventional bit of historical fiction. The supporting
characters are also drawn in enticing detail, transcending the
archetypal roles they fill as relatives, friends, and potential lovers, particularly Lisi’s parents, Magnus and Susannah, and her
cousin Klara. Mack succeeds in delivering the two primary
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March, Sean
Self (382 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 17, 2020
978-1-73514-331-6

A girl combats criminals with the
help of a phantom and a mechanical
giant in this first novel in a YA historical-

fantasy series.
It’s 1899, and child-stealing gangsters roam the mean streets
of Manhattan’s Lower East Side. Nevertheless, 13-year-old Abigail Reid usually navigates the city alone since her busy father
works three jobs and her mother is deceased. While returning
home late one night, Abigail is attacked by the members of
the Longshadows gang. Things look dire for the girl, but two
unusual figures come to her rescue and defeat her assailants:
Little Wade and Watchtower. The first is a “young, slightly
blue” boy—who is, in fact, a ghost—and the second is a gigantic,
“whirring, clicking, clanking, hissing, knocking, popping, grinding” intelligent mechanism. According to their business card,
they’ve been “Protecting New York City’s Children since 1831,”
free of charge. As their new client, Abigail receives protection
and guidance for safe travel. But the duo has a larger plan to
manipulate the gangs into fighting each other, using Abigail as
bait (with her permission). The girl bravely helps to spring the
trap and joins several resulting fights—not just to defeat the
gangs but also the mastermind (or masterminds) behind them.
In his debut, March tells a fantastically multifarious fantasy
story that includes elements of crime and adventure, steampunk, and the supernatural, and a coming-of-age quest. To some,
the violence may, like Poe’s stories, be considered “too sinister
and chilling for youth”—although Abigail praises those tales
as “magnificent and incredibly imaginative,” which certainly
applies to this novel, as well. On balance, its story is deeply concerned with kindness and community. Explanations can be prolix, and the multipart conclusion extends beyond what feels like
the natural climax. However, in such a splendidly entertaining
book, these are mere quibbles.
A wonderfully inventive, rich, and engaging tale.

SWIMMING LESSONS AND
OTHER STORIES

McNear, Suzanne
Self (148 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jun. 1, 2020
978-0-578-67776-7

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

McVarish, Haven Scott
5journeys Media (288 pp.)
$24.95 | $16.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-73581-912-9
978-1-73581-910-5 paper
A political strategist outlines his plan to
revitalize the American democratic system.
As a community organizer, the former leader of one of California’s largest unions, and the founder
of the Immigration Law Office of Los Angeles, McVarish is no
stranger to government. However, during his unsuccessful 2018
congressional Democratic primary campaign, he discovered
“how naive I was about American politics.” Campaigns were
successful not because they had the best ideas or community

y o u n g a d u lt

A collection of witty short stories
with an eccentric cast.
McNear’s prose is often delightfully spare, allowing the characters and
their misadventures to shine, like in “Lifesaving”: “Louise had
choked at a dinner for a famous poet…a piece of meat, pork
actually, had flown across the table…leaving a permanent juice
stain on what Louise described as her best, fog-gray silk blouse.”
There is a layer of dejection here, enough to make some players
often feel removed from the action, as in McNear’s standout—
“Swimming Lessons.” The narrator observes from a distance,
spending her time at the pool in the Razzmatazz Club grieving
her husband’s death while studying her fellow poolside habitués,
such as the staff who rehearse Pinter plays in their downtime or
Plant Man, who gardens at the club. McNear’s writing continually surprises; while contemplating the concept of closure, the
protagonist muses, “Or would it be more akin to the shutting
of a door, to the mother who has said one last goodnight to her
child, announcing, almost inaudibly, but firmly, that is enough.”
The author also has a talent for the entertainingly absurd. For
example, in “Florida,” one woman ends up pelting another with
produce at a Publix years after a disastrous vacation they spent
with one another. Similarly, this brief line in “The Birthday”:
“Why does Mickey Rooney make me think of chocolate-covered raisins.” One minor issue; a couple of stories feel much too
short to leave an impact (“The Dog and the Chair” and “Pearls”).
Aside from this small gripe (which is actually a testament to
McNear’s fiction and the desire for more of it), this collection is
lively and wry and worth the read.
An appealing, remarkable collection from a talented writer.

support, he found, but because they had ties to big donors.
Although the author blames Democratic Party leadership for
its complicity in this system, the first half of his book focuses
on how Republicans, who make up a minority of the electorate, have consistently outperformed Democrats for a decade.
Their success, he asserts, comes from deploying four “Weapons Against Democracy”: dark money, gerrymandering, voter
suppression, and diversionary propaganda. The author warns
that the GOP will continue to use these tactics in future elections and that Democrats risk losing key seats as soon as 2022,
if they don’t adapt. The book’s second half encourages Democratic leaders to “Prioritize Protecting Democracy” through 12
detailed proposals, which include statehood for Puerto Rico
and the District of Columbia, filibuster reform, revitalization
of unions, and court reform that limits conservatives’ disproportionate power. The book brims with useful charts, graphs,
and oversized illustrations, which, combined with the author’s
assertive writing style, make for an engaging read. Although
McVarish has a flair for dramatic doomsday predictions, he
tempers such moments with solid research and ample footnotes. His personal experiences as a political insider add further
appeal. The book’s greatest strength may lie in its 10 appendices, which offer tips on how to create change at the community
level, a primer on the basics of grassroots organization, and
practical advice for meeting with Democratic candidates running for office. On nearly every page, one gets a sense of McVarish’s love of democracy and his earnest desire to shift power
from elites to the electorate.
An impassioned and well-reasoned case for political reform.

STRANGE DEATHS OF THE
LAST ROMANTIC

Mikheyev, Moses Yuriyvich
Self (259 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $0.99 e-book
Nov. 17, 2020
978-0-578-77914-0

In Mikheyev’s grim thriller, a man
has a peculiar ability to simply disappear
and reappear elsewhere.
Sometime in 2000, 10-year-old Adam
Micah survives a car accident in Cleveland that unfortunately kills
his mother. After waking from a coma, he moves in with a foster
family and, thanks to an odious foster father, becomes increasingly miserable. Consequently, the boy decides to shoot himself.
Only he doesn’t die; instead, he awakens naked and somewhere
in the Virgin Islands. An amiable family takes him in, and he’s
content for a number of years. But when strange men suddenly
attack and shoot him, Adam undergoes the same inexplicable
awakening, this time winding up in New York. He defies death
on multiple occasions and eventually meets college student
Lilyanne Beloshinski in Atlanta. Having adopted the new name
Aristotle Zurr-McIntyre, Adam falls for Lilyanne, who reciprocates his feelings. But all is not well. Adam learns men are hunting him, possibly for some sort of experiment. Meanwhile, the
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A compelling work with a wistful longing
for days of childhood innocence.
prairie sonata

novel gradually introduces additional characters whose ties to
Adam aren’t immediately known: German geneticist Dr. Richard Bonn; Lilyanne’s father, Mark, and her gravely ill mother;
and an enigmatic, dangerous individual called the Wisher. It’s
fairly clear Adam is in peril; there’s a proficient hit man who
may be targeting him. Though Adam is seemingly impervious
to death, his reawakenings lead him to question his identity.
Mikheyev’s story is, perhaps unsurprisingly, often surreal.
Adam, for example, is just as perplexed as readers will be by his
post-gunshot reappearances. These only get gradually more
bizarre, like when he wakes up gripping a revolver not knowing
how it got there. Nevertheless, the author slowly and satisfyingly answers many puzzling questions, including the intentions
of mysterious characters. Dr. Bonn is indeed conducting an
experiment with a definite purpose that not only connects
to Adam but ties other characters together as well. Mikheyev
ensures that Adam’s frequent reawakenings aren’t muddled or
confusing; he hears his mother singing whenever he returns
from “death.” Though Adam claims to be a romantic, he’s
not always convincing. His opening line to Lilyanne (and her
friend)—“Do any of you two beauties know what time it is?”—is
lame. Adam’s love poetry, however, is simple and effective: “With
arms strong, and shoulders stronger, / I wrap myself in / summer / scents
/ of a blossomed you.” Mikheyev also provides evocative descriptions, like the moon “dropping slivers of silver and white on [a]
sad face” or inebriated friends prompting “glass-breaking, fistswinging madness and pandemonium.” The novel’s latter half is
more intense since Adam’s reawakenings become progressively
more disorienting. The final act feels a bit rushed with sudden
time jumps, but the concluding scene is sublime.
An engaging, complex thriller about an unusual man’s
search for love and answers.

THE COLOR THIEF

Poirier, Emily
Self (420 pp.)
$13.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Dec. 10, 2018
978-1-983300-27-1
A princess finds unexpected love on
her dangerous quest to right a wrong in
this queer new-adult fantasy.
After rejecting seven matrimonial
prospects, Princess Helena decides to
make a match with pleasing No. 8—
Prince Branson of the kingdom of Osdeth. Helena delays the
engagement when her parents reveal that they are cursed and
dying, the consequences of their involvement in a slaughter of
witches and a child given up long ago. Appalled at the injustice
her parents perpetrated before she was born, Helena embarks
on a secret quest to find the child, now an adult, and bring her
home to her rightful place in the kingdom. Her only companion:
Dresden, a high-ranking female officer in the Royal Guard who
is secretly in love with the princess, whom she is honor-bound to
protect. Much of this well-crafted novel focuses on the tender
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bond that develops between Helena and Dresden during their
hazardous journey (intermittent bloodshed, an attack by a ferocious denizen of a dark forest, a raid on a witches’ camp). On
their long trek, the barrier between royal and commoner falls
away, and Helena realizes she has romantic feelings for Dresden.
Poirier couches the book’s limited but explicit sexual content
in terms of love and mutual respect. Here, same-sex relationships are authentically part of the fabric of the world the author
has created; royals are expected to produce heirs, but lovers of
either sex outside of marriage are accepted. In the book’s vivid
fantasy twist, central to the plot, color is synonymous with life
force. (“In the beginning, all was a colorless void. Then God,
the Artist, saw fit to paint the universe in color...and that divine
color resided in every living person.”) The colors of nature, of
décor, of clothes, of hair and eyes are noted throughout; the
absence of color is anathema. Female strength and integrity are
the admirable cores of the book save for a few out-of-character,
stereotypical “smirks” and “pouts.” The saga continues in Book
2, The Color Plague (2019).
A colorful fantasy setting, strong female protagonists,
same-sex romance, and explicit but tender sexual content.

PRAIRIE SONATA

Rabin, Sandy Shefrin
FriesenPress (288 pp.)
$29.99 | $17.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Oct. 7, 2020
978-1-5255-7636-2
978-1-5255-7637-9 paper
A young girl’s assumptions about life
are challenged by the arrival of a new
teacher in Rabin’s historical YA novel.
In Canada’s vast Manitoba prairie
sits the fictional town of Ambrosia. It has a thriving Jewish
community that’s made up of immigrants who fled the Russian
pogroms of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It’s here, in
1948, that readers meet 11-year-old Mira Adler, who narrates
this coming-of-age tale. She’s a happy, imaginative youngster
who attends the Peretz School, a learning center that teaches
“English” studies in the morning and Jewish studies in the
afternoon. The latter classes are taught primarily in Yiddish,
a language that Rabin uses liberally in dialogue and narration
throughout the novel, always followed by helpful translation.
Mira states that “my world was an untroubled one, and in my
naiveté and innocence, I assumed that it was the same for
everyone.” That changes after the arrival of Chaver Bergman,
a new, young Yiddish teacher. “There was something affecting
and melancholy about him,” Mira says, “engendering rachmonos
(pity) rather than gleeful mischief.” When he offers Mira private violin lessons, they build a friendship that leads him to
share the story of his tragic past. Born in Czechoslovakia, he’s
a tormented, guilt-ridden Holocaust survivor who was once a
virtuoso violinist but no longer plays. His instruction is verbal,
inspiring Mira with visual images of music that inflect Rabin’s
prose with moments of beauty with joyful and mournful tones:

“He told me to imagine leaves swirling in the wind when playing
Vivaldi’s ‘Autumn’ from The Four Seasons, each little leaf being
carried aloft on a current of cool air.” Her descriptions of daily
life, traditional foods, and celebrations paint an evocative portrait of second-generation Jewish diaspora life in the West. And
Mira’s growing awareness of anti-Semitism outside her small
enclave provides readers with a timely reminder of the need to
remain vigilant against bigotry. Overall, it’s a compelling work
with a wistful longing for days of childhood innocence.
A poignant and eloquent reflection on tradition, family,
friendship, and tragedy.

ALT-RIGHT GANGS
A Hazy Shade of White

Two professors examine the alt-right
movement through the lens of gang studies.
While the jarring 2017 White nationalist protests in Charlottesville, Virginia, “shocked people
around the world,” Reid and Valasik note that “for those who
study street gangs, such alt-right youth groups and the violence
they participate in are not surprising.” As law enforcement,
politicians, and concerned Americans on social media struggle
to understand the appeal and online pervasiveness of the altright, Reid and Valasik suggest that gang research is “uniquely
situated to help demystify these groups.” Reflecting their interdisciplinary backgrounds (Reid is a professor of criminal justice
and criminology at the University of North Carolina, Charlotte,
and Valasik is a professor of sociology at Louisiana State University), the authors’ research and methodology draw on a diverse
range of theoretical frameworks that span history and political
science to computer science and cultural studies. While explicitly acknowledging that the alt-right movement is racist, the
authors dispel myths that the movement is made up entirely of
White men, noting the presence of Latinx and Asians within
some alt-right groups. This nuanced approach to the alt-right is
the book’s greatest strength, as it also notes both the overlaps
and differences between alt-right groups and their White power
predecessors in organizations like the Ku Klux Klan. The work
serves as a primer on the movement to the uninitiated, giving
explanations of the ubiquitous alt-right memes that proliferate online as well as covering the cultural symbols, music, and
clothing embraced by the Proud Boys and other groups. Using
their background in gang research, Reid and Valasik provide
law enforcement and policymakers with practical solutions on
monitoring and tracking alt-right groups. Their recommendation to social media companies to censor racism and misogyny
has proven to be a tougher sell. Though the book convincingly connects the alt-right to Donald Trump, more analysis is
needed on the dynamics where they diverge from the president,

A VERY KINKY CHRISTMAS
Robinson, Cary
Golden Hound Press (192 pp.)

In Robinson’s fourth installment of
the Dudley Files detective series, Careless teams up with another Texan sleuth
to keep crucial technology from falling
into the wrong hands.
After recovering from a serious gunshot wound, Careless finally heads back
to his Houston loft with his black mouth
cur, Dudley. Surprisingly, Careless has a newfound ability: He
can read Dudley’s thoughts when he touches him. This gift
works with all dogs, so when Careless and his neighbor/friend/
love interest, E.D., find two small dogs on the highway, he knows
where to return them. Careless befriends the dogs’ owner,
Kinky Friedman—yes, that Kinky Friedman—and the two men
are soon on a case together. An apparent robbery and a dead
body at an art gallery ultimately lead the sleuths to an important microchip, which later goes missing. People, and entire
countries, crave this chip; apparently, it’s an effective defense
against missiles. Believing Careless and Kinky have it, individuals and agencies surveil them and ransack their homes. Baddies
even track Careless as far as Israel, a trip he takes with E.D. for
her photojournalism assignment. Using his special link to dogs,
Careless will hopefully find the chip before nefarious agents
do. Robinson’s novel, like preceding installments, is breezy
and unrelentingly irreverent. Though Careless and Kinky are
similar characters, their ongoing shtick is funny and engaging.
Careless, for example, seems confused by Kinky’s expression,
“checkup from the neck up,” despite Careless’ own “felt up from
the belt up.” The mystery largely revolves around who has the
microchip. While Careless’ telepathic link to four-legged characters is an odd quasi-supernatural inclusion, it highlights Dudley’s import, particularly his amazing sniffer. The book includes
a foreword by Kinky Friedman and Kinky Friedman song lyrics.
Another diverting tale with a consistently entertaining duo.
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Reid, Shannon E. & Valasik, Matthew
University of California Press (208 pp.)
$85.00 | $29.95 paper | $20.99 e-book
Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-520-30044-6
978-0-520-30045-3 paper

particularly given his hard-line support of Israel. The radical
traditional Catholic movement is also curiously absent, particularly given the movement’s niche that emphasizes Western
ethnocentrism and patriarchy.
An important addition to the limited scholarship on the
alt-right.
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Seaborne is never less than a spellbinding storyteller.
divisible man: three nines fine

ONCE UPON A FABLE

Robinson, Mariah
Brandylane Publishers, Inc. (112 pp.)
$25.95 | $4.99 e-book | May 28, 2020
978-1-947860-19-3
A slim volume of mostly anthropomorphic short stories explores the underlying nature of relationships and family.
Though pitched as fables—and
bestowed the dreamy quality of such by
their substitution of animal for human
characters—Robinson’s tales offer less a thou shalt or thou
shalt not moral than a wistful, nonjudgmental imparting of
experiences gained. The first and longest story in the collection,
“Leave Her to Heaven,” breezes through the married life of a
purebred Siamese cat and her tabby husband raising an adoptive litter born of the tabby’s one-off infidelity with a Burmese.
The message by the tale’s end is not that either cat should have
acted differently but rather that parenthood is unpredictable
and should be embraced for whatever it brings. Next is “A Raven
Named Rubin,” in which a field mouse tries unsuccessfully to
nurse an injured raven back to health—at only four pages, the
story delivers an aptly fleeting look of how dreams can be
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A pilot endowed with self-powered,
invisible flight takes on a ruthless conspiracy in this seventh installment of a
thriller series.
In his previous outings, 34-year-old pilot Will Stewart has
helped thwart several serious crimes by using the special ability
he calls “the other thing,” which allows him to vanish and float
in the air. He must employ hand-held, battery-operated props,
which he keeps tinkering with, to control his direction and
velocity. Called in to pick up a passenger for a charter pilot job,
Will learns that his client is famed actress Lonnie Penn, who
wants to be taken to an isolated South Dakota motel. An anonymous caller has demanded half a million dollars in exchange
for the Mexican grandson she didn’t know she had or he’ll be
deported. But at the handover, Lonnie is attacked, and there’s
no child to be found. Since Will’s wife, Andrea—called Andy—
is a police detective, he asks her to investigate. Meanwhile, FBI
Deputy Director Mitchell Lindsay invites Will and Andy to a
meeting at his island vacation home. He’s in on Will’s secret
and wants to discuss how the pilot might help the bureau. But
before talks can get under way, Lindsay is assassinated on his
way to a separate meeting with Aaron McCauley, a high-powered lawyer whose Washington, D.C., firm represents sketchy
clients. One is a group of Russian investors tied to organized
crime. They’ve bought out a Mexican cartel, supposedly to shift
it to legitimate activities. Another client is “a cabal of ruthless
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DIVISIBLE MAN
Three Nines Fine

Seaborne, Howard
Trans World Data (416 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Nov. 22, 2020
978-1-73368-348-7
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stillborn. “The Beginning of Wisdom” features the only human
protagonist in the volume, a boy who collects insects in glass
bottles. The boy eventually changes his ways—not after suffering a comeuppance but instead from talking with a squirrel and
gaining a new, empathetic perspective on the sanctity of life.
“Mayor Spare That Tree” is related in theme but relatively uninspiring (unlike the other tales, it gains little from using animal
characters). Robinson’s prose is simple but redolent and at its
best affords enchanting glimpses of underlying human frailties.
“Bridge in the Afternoon” sees an egret spend many contented
years playing cards and cultivating the perfect bridge partner
only to realize how empty his heart is without a similar partner in life. “The Good the Bad and the Hideous” tells how a
chicken and a praying mantis find happiness together. The volume concludes with “There’s No Business Like Show Business,”
in which a mallard fails in pursuing her dreams of stardom but
finds solace in returning to her sister and foster parents. All told,
the author has fashioned an absorbing little collection. Each of
the seven tales repays consideration, and the stories work well
as a series, probing gently and never overstaying their welcome.
Languid, engaging, inwardly revealing flights of fancy.
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THE $22.50 MAN

Voorhees, Richard
Illus. by the author
Found Art Publishing (200 pp.)
$12.95 paper | May 6, 2020
978-1-73482-512-1
In this comic Depression-era sequel,
two newlyweds flee underworld connections to start a new life.
Jean-Yves LeFouet has a way of getting into trouble not of his own making.
Having left New York City in 1929 for California to avoid repercussions from his shady boss’s downfall, he must make a return
trip. Apparently, the copies of The Tale of Genji, a 1,000-year-old
Japanese novel that he was ferrying to actors he thought would
be auditioning for a film version, actually contained heroin,
and the law got after him. It’s now 1935, and Jean-Yves wants to
go straight; he’s newly married to Ariane (part Japanese, part
French), his perfect match: “We’re made for each other. We
love poetry and film and theater and one another.” When the
cops come knocking, the couple (and their cat, Vince) manage
to escape to the Big Apple. Ariane finds work in a bookstore
while Jean-Yves, who has exceptionally sharp hearing, is offered
an informant job with the New York City Police Department
for which he’ll drive a taxi, eavesdrop on fares, and collect
$22.50 a week. Typically, Jean-Yves—now calling himself John
Still—nabs customs scofflaws, but soon he has a bigger target
in Jacob Racker, a tannery owner and supplier of shoe leather to

the NYPD. When Asian rubber-sole makers threaten to undercut him, Racker is willing to bribe political bigwigs. Meanwhile,
John writes a story based on his life, and Ariane translates a
Japanese woman’s ancient scroll of poetry (found in a cocktail
shaker), then writes and films a play based on it. After losing his
$22.50 a week job, John is hired to drive a truck for Racker’s tannery, where he becomes involved in solving a crime—and gets
back into trouble.
As the author did in the first book of this trilogy, Shooting
Genji (2014), Voorhees conjures up his historical period with
slangy high spirits appropriate to the Jazz Age setting. The fastmoving plot packs a lot of action and well-honed characterizations into these pages, as when Otis—Racker’s nephew with a
goldbricking, low-level job at the tannery—defends his status:
“We’re like chemists.” But the author is a storytelling master who
has many registers available to him, from a cat’s point of view
(“Hide hide. Under the room-that-goes. I’m big. Don’t come. I’m
big”) to the scroll’s heartbroken poet, whose work is extremely
touching in Ariane’s translations: “If you pick up a faded bouquet gently, / And try to toss it away, / The petals will fall off /
on the floor / at your feet. / It’s the same with you and me.” A
subplot involving Racker’s maid and a poker-playing fellow taxi
driver hooks up with the main story nicely in ways both amusing
and tender. It’s a short book and over all too quickly; fans will
be eager for the trilogy’s final volume. Voorhees’ monochrome
watercolor illustrations deftly accompany the text, recalling
Japanese ink-brush paintings with an extra splash-dab of verve.
A wonderfully appealing, literate, compassionate, and
funny Jazz Age tale; a home run.

A MAN OF ACTION
SAVING LIBERTY
A Novel Based on the Life of
Giuseppe Garibaldi

Welch, Rosanne
Barbera Foundation (264 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 2, 2020
978-1-947431-31-7

A novelistic biography of the 19thcentury Italian general who devoted his
life to the unification of Italy.
Giuseppe Garibaldi was raised in Nice, an Italian territory in Piedmont held by the French. His mother nevertheless
insisted, against convention, that he learn to read Italian and
to zealously assert his independence. After an aborted attempt
to follow in his father’s footsteps and become a sailor, Garibaldi joined the Young Italy movement under the direction of
Giuseppe Mazzini and agitated for Italian independence. As
a result, he was sentenced to death and was forced to flee to
South America, an exile that lasted more than a decade. While
in Brazil, he discovered thousands of misplaced Italians, and he
recruited them to participate in the Ragamuffin War to establish a republic—an experience that prepared him for the wars
of independence in Italy later. Also, he fought in the Uruguayan
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military officers” in democratic Ghana, aiming for control of its
gold resources. Will, Andy, and law enforcement allies work to
unravel these tangled threads in the United States and across the
border, hoping to unmask a conspiracy that aims at the heart of
the American judicial branch.
Fans of the series may find that the premise is getting familiar. However fascinating, the details of how Will works with
the abilities and limitations of his gift remain much the same
from the previous novel. This volume also doesn’t provide any
new developments in understanding the source of the other thing,
nor does it further explore another facet of Will’s unusual powers: curing children of leukemia. That said, Seaborne is never
less than a spellbinding storyteller, keeping his complicated but
clearly explicated plot moving smoothly from one nail-biting
scenario to another. As the tale goes along, seemingly disparate
plotlines begin to satisfyingly connect in ways that will keep
readers guessing until the explosive (in more ways than one)
action-movie denouement. The author’s grasp of global politics
gives depth to the book’s thriller elements, which are nicely balanced by thoughtful characterizations. Even minor characters
come across in three dimensions, and Will himself is an endearing narrator. He’s lovestruck by his gorgeous, intelligent, and
strong-willed wife; has his heart and social conscience in the
right place; and is boyishly thrilled by the other thing.
A solid series entry that is, as usual, exciting, intricately
plotted, and thoroughly entertaining.

civil war before finally returning to Italy intoxicated by the
dream of Italian independence and unification—a devotion
stirringly portrayed by Welch. He formed a group of volunteers,
called the Hunters of the Alps, to fight in the Second Italian
War for Independence and later participated in the Expedition of the Thousand in Sicily, successfully establishing Victor
Emmanuel II as king. Welch’s research is impeccably rigorous.
She captures the minute details of Garibaldi’s life, the machinations of military strategy of the period, and the atmosphere of
both 19th-century Italy and South America. One could quibble
that the accumulating, granular detail finally becomes daunting
to digest. However, her prose is reliably lucid and sometimes
achieves genuine poignancy, particularly in the representation
of Garibaldi’s indefatigable fervor: “Italy will not truly exist as a
nation until her flag, symbolizing the unity and freedom of the
former Roman Empire, flies from the Capitol in Rome.”
A wonderfully researched and dramatically gripping
work of historical fiction.

ALL THAT WAS

Williams, Tanya E.
Rippling Effects (322 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Sep. 9, 2020
978-1-989144-12-1
In Williams’ paranormal novel, the
spirits of a historic church inspire a young
lawyer to accept the loss of her parents.
Twenty-six-year-old Seattle native
Emily Reed is as guarded as she is intelligent. Her parents died in a car accident
10 years ago, but instead of grieving, she coped by excelling
academically. After graduating from law school, Emily was
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PHILOSOPHY AND THE
CLIMATE CRISIS
How the Past Can Save
the Present

Williston, Byron
Routledge (202 pp.)
$158.18 | $44.95 paper | $44.95 e-book
Oct. 12, 2020
978-0-367-50679-7
978-0-367-50680-3 paper
An intriguing examination of five
philosophers and the current climate crisis.
Williston, a professor of philosophy at Wilfrid Laurier University in Canada, has written about climate change for 15 years,
including in The Ethics of Climate Change: An Introduction (2018).
In the first section of this new work, Williston intentionally
employs the term crisis to describe the environmental challenges
facing humanity, noting that the word stems from a Greek term
referring to a disease’s “turn for the worse.” He goes on to provide a stark assessment of that crisis, noting that it has given
people a sense of profound disorientation; he then proposes
that human beings can look to the history of philosophy to find
“a new orientation and sense of energy”—as well as the longterm, big-picture thinking that’s needed now and far into the
future. To make his case, Williston analyzes five “world-shaking”
historical events and traces how Plato, St. Augustine, René Descartes, Baruch Spinoza, and Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
responded with innovative thinking. In the third and final part,
“Reorientation,” Williston introduces a new metaphysics for the
climate crisis, “Anthropocene monism,” which explores “the
historically evolved and evolving technosphere” and society’s
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recruited by a firm representing a church in a dispute regarding
its landmark designation. Her first assignment is to organize the
church’s archives, and she’s surprised to learn that the church is
where her parents wed. Ryan, Emily’s boyfriend, joins her guardians in urging her to seek counseling and let herself grieve, but
she refuses. At the church, Emily discovers diaries dating back
to 1915 and becomes immersed in the life of Elizabet Thomas, a
socialite and philanthropist. Unbeknownst to Emily, the spirits of Elizabet and her friend Dorothea, an eccentric madame,
are watching her and even meddling in her life. Ever since the
passing of Elizabet’s husband in 1922, she’s never stopped grieving—even in the afterlife. The novel is a well-crafted cautionary
tale—against self-pity, in Elizabet’s case, and pride, in Emily’s.
Williams achieves a striking narrative symmetry, not unlike the
architecture of the church that she beautifully describes; each
element of the sanctuary seems to have a story to tell: “The pipe
organ stands proud and tall on the upper balcony, like a soldier
standing at attention, waiting patiently for someone to spur it
to life.” Some readers may object to the story’s ending, which
is perhaps overly tidy and sentimental. That said, there’s much
to celebrate in this book, including its memorable depiction of
courage: “You must only be brave for one moment at a time.”
A delightfully rewarding novel illuminated by history.

|

Each “wish” is stated with graceful simplicity; each colorful
illustration matches that tone and delights the eye.
i wish you happiness

need to reorient political control of technology. Although the
text explores a number of complex scientific, technological, and
philosophical topics, Williston succeeds in making his arguments cohesive and accessible, often using real-world examples
to illustrate abstract concepts. He includes cogent summaries
of each section in a three-part narrative structure that’s reminiscent of an undergraduate lecture. In the conclusion, however,
Williston tries to balance realism with optimism as he provides
suggestions for new ways of thinking, but it’s the least effective
section of the book. Also, while making the case that technology isn’t value-neutral, he includes a long section on gun violence that detracts from the main argument.
An often strong case for applying the insights of philosophy to the climate crisis.

I WISH YOU HAPPINESS

A picture book filled with positive messages for young
children.
From the first “I wish you” page of this picture book to the
last, the author of Bedtime for Picco Puppy and other books in the
Picco Puppy picture book series (2019) offers children words of
encouragement and inspiration, complemented by a gifted artist’s charming illustrations. “I wish you dreams and aspirations,
to spread your wings and reach for the stars,” the book begins.
On the page, against a deep blue starry sky, a little brown-haired
girl steadies a ladder for a blond boy in a space helmet who is
reaching for the moon. Children of different races frolic in a
snowy wood to illustrate “I wish you joy and laughter, to laugh
long and loud until you gasp for breath.” A little Black girl in a
wheelchair and a light-skinned boy share an ice cream cone on a
leafy autumn day to illustrate “I wish you kindness and generosity, for no act of kindness is ever wasted, no matter how small.”
Each “wish” is stated with graceful simplicity; each colorful
illustration matches that tone and delights the eye. Two endof-book features invite children to go back through the pages:
“Can You Spot the Famous People?” highlights pictures of some
of the book’s characters as if they are child versions of such wellknown figures as Amelia Earhart, Neil Armstrong, and NASA
mathematician Katherine Johnson, accompanying each name
with a short bio. “Can You Spot the Dog?” identifies each dog in
the book with its breed.
A warm hug of a picture book wishing all children happy,
fulfilled, and meaningful lives.

In Woods’ YA paranormal mystery,
secrets surface in the small town of Lazarus, Nebraska, when two teens investigate a murder.
Margo and Hank are deeply in love,
their connection so strong it still exists two months after Hank’s
death after accidentally being hit by a car. Margo alone can see
and talk to him, which is hard to keep from her best friend Delia
and her police chief father. Hank knows he stayed behind for a
reason—to watch over Margo—although it pains him to see his
family falling apart after his death. When a murder occurs and
Margo’s father is sidelined by a heart attack, the two teens put
their investigative minds to work. Suddenly, everyone in their
little town is a suspect, and the couple’s research leads Margo
down a dangerous rabbit hole. And then the clues seem to connect the new murder with the cold case of Margo’s mother, murdered years before. As time passes, Hank starts feeling tugged
toward the afterlife, but how can he leave Margo behind with so
much going on? The novel effectively toggles between Margo’s
and Hank’s first-person perspectives in their small town full of
secrets. Hank’s ability as a ghost to watch and follow suspects
at will, as well as the help he receives from other ghosts, is a
bit too convenient, but it allows for the young couple to form
an engaging dynamic. It’s assumed the audience will understand
why Hank and Margo are so devoted to each other—readers
enter the story after their coupledom has developed—but their
connection is well portrayed and authentic.
A touching, bittersweet, albeit contrived, whodunit.
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Wong, Michael
Illus. by Baratashvili, Ann
Picco Puppy (39 pp.)
$17.99 | $11.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Nov. 18, 2020
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Se e n & He a r d
By Michael Schaub
The family of legendary children’s author Roald Dahl has issued an apology for comments he made
that disparaged Jewish people.
“The Dahl family and the Roald Dahl Story Company deeply apologize for the lasting and understandable hurt caused by some of Roald Dahl’s statements,” reads a post on the Dahl website.
“Those prejudiced remarks are incomprehensible to us and stand in marked contrast to the man we
knew and to the values at the heart of Roald Dahl’s stories, which have positively impacted young
people for generations.”
Dahl, best known for Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and James and the Giant Peach, told
the New Statesman in 1983, “There is a trait in the Jewish character that does provoke animosity,
maybe it’s a kind of lack of generosity towards non-Jews. I mean, there’s always a reason why anti-anything crops up anywhere; even a
stinker like Hitler didn’t just pick on them for no reason.”
The Campaign Against Antisemitism reacted to the apology in a statement, saying, “It is a shame that the estate has seen fit merely
to apologize for Dahl’s antisemitism rather than to use its substantial means to do anything about it.”

Ronald Dumont/Daily Express/Getty Images

ROALD DAHL FAMILY APOLOGIZES FOR HIS ANTI-SEMITISM

Michael Loccisano/Getty Images for Unbridled Eve

FAN GETS SCHOOLED BY NORA ROBERTS

If you come at the queen (of romance), you best not miss. That’s the lesson that one
Nora Roberts fan learned when she tried to insist that she knew more about the publishing industry than the author who has published 225 novels in her 40-year career.
The fan, posting under the name Debra in the comments section of a blog for
Roberts fans, expressed dismay that the author’s follow-up to The Awakening won’t
be released for another year. “Why? WHY?” Debra wrote. “I know it is a longer book
and more complicated. But I also know she likely actually finished it 6-8 months
before release.” In a follow-up comment she wrote, “Publishers can and do publish
books in less than 6-8 months. Fact.”
An unamused Roberts replied, “I have personally explained the process to you,
Debra. You are not stating facts but opinions. But you continue to contradict me, as
you apparently think you know more about publishing than I do, and more than the industry professionals I work with.”
Roberts’ novel is slated for publication in the fall of 2021, which presumably leaves Debra plenty of time to learn how the publishing
industry actually works.
Irish novelist John Banville is no fan of what he calls the “woke movement,” the Telegraph
reports, telling an interviewer at a literary festival that he’s not sure a straight White man like
him could win the Booker Prize today.
Asked if he thought he could win the literary award today, Banville responded, “I would
not like to be starting out now, certainly. It’s very difficult.”
He added, “I despise this ‘woke’ movement. Why were they asleep for so long? The same
injustices were going on. It’s become a religious cult. You see people kneeling in the street,
holding up their fists—that’s not going to do anything for Black people.”
Banville was shortlisted for the Booker Prize in 1989 for The Book of Evidence and won
the award in 2005 for The Sea. His victory came as a shock to some literary observers, with
Boyd Tonkin of the Independent calling it “possibly the most perverse decision in the history
of the award.”
On Twitter, Banville was criticized for his comments. “The year John Banville won the
Booker he beat Zadie Smith for ON BEAUTY and Kazuo Ishiguro for NEVER LET ME GO so, uh,
maybe don’t re-open this discussion, John,” author Dana Schwartz wrote.

Michael Schaub is an Austin, Texas–based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.
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JOHN BANVILLE SAYS HE HATES THE ‘WOKE MOVEMENT’

Appreciations: Christopher Hitchens, Gone
But Not Forgotten (and Sorely Missed)

B Y G RE G O RY MC NA MEE

Roderick Field

It is the beginning of 2021. The last four years have been full of terrors and
torments—and that’s just from the 20500 ZIP code. One of my greatest
sorrows is that Christopher Hitchens has not been here to chronicle our
sorrowfully chaotic time, which would surely have inspired a grand stream
of writing about a political culture in death-spiral mode and an entertainingly furious flow of learned invective about its principal players. (Imagine
the two Stephens, Miller and Bannon, in his hands.)
Hitchens left us nine years ago, felled at 62 by the cigarettes he inhaled
by the carton while talking, arguing, writing. He hasn’t been much heard
about since, apart from the odd release here and there, such as the narrowly
pre-posthumous collection of essays called Arguably and its decidedly posthumous companion And Yet…. But now, his old friend Martin Amis’ “autobiographical novel” Inside Story has appeared to remind us of a man whose days were full of expensive meals and
top-shelf drink, who never seemed to break a sweat but still turned in impeccable work until the very end.
Amis’ book reminds us at many turns of just why Hitchens should be missed: No one commanded his range
of references, his wide travels to uncomfortable places, his willingness to side with unpopular causes—the
Iraq War, say—while remaining true to his roots, a blend of anarcho-syndicalism and Fourth International
socialism with occasional hints of old-school Toryism. In that hard-to-pin-down politics he was much like
his hero, George Orwell, though he layered on a militant atheism as well: “Religious belief is not merely false
but also actually harmful,” he told me in a 2006 interview for these pages concerning his book God Is Not Great. Like Orwell, he was ever nostalgic for what Hannah
Arendt called “the lost treasure of revolution.” Like Orwell, he was right about the
big issues: imperialism, communism, capitalism.
Hitchens was unsparing of everyone and everything, quick to spot a logical flaw
or a bit of cant and eviscerate his poor opponents, leaving them to read the entrails.
He was no less sparing of himself, writing in the posthumous Mortality, for instance,
of the foibles that had led him to what he called Tumortown. Yet, behind an elegant
fierceness that made Gore Vidal seem mild-mannered, one can always hear a gentle
chuckle, the wry acknowledgment that we are all flawed and that, as he wrote, “Real
history is more pitiless even than you had been told it was.”
When the outgoing occupant of the White House entered office, I read three books back to back: Philip Roth’s
The Plot Against America, Orwell’s Inside the Whale, and Hitchens’ knife-sharp memoir, Hitch–22. They helped prepare me for the four years that followed without diminishing their awfulness a bit. Five years earlier, Hitchens, the
most helpful of the three, had forecast his own demise and the glowing obituaries that, “etiquette being what it is,”
were certain to follow. He added, “Just typical that will be the edition I miss.” Edition after edition, we miss him, too.
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Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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"A somber, disturbing mystery fused with a scathing
look at the fashion industry... Mangin writes in a
confident, razor-edged style." - Kirkus Reviews
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"Splashy and outré, distorting stereotypes of glitterati
and their carefully guarded world.” - Foreword Reviews
Fiction / Dystopian / Thriller
Paperback 410 pp. | July 12, 2020
978-1-7345534-1-3
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